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Premeeting Activities
Monday, December 1, 1975, 9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon
CONCERNS oy DEANS OF BLACK GRADUATE SCHOOLS

Chairman': Henry.E. COW Southern University
James H. Reeves, Tennessee State University
Oscar A. Rogers, Jr.,Vackson Slate University

The paper entitled "Black Graduate Schools as Effective' Delivery
Systems" presented by Henry Cobb was based on a paper developed under
his direction at the request of the Ccmfetience of Deans of Black Graduate
Schools. His presentation was largely concerned withan exploration of the
mission, workload, and potential of, black graduate schools as effective
iristruments for broadening access to graduate education for all qualified
sti,41ents who wished to attend these institutions. Note was taken of the

special role which -these schools are able to play in the education of
minorities Ivgeoly because 'of the prior involvement of their faculties with
students whN..'cultural and educational 'experiences have been relatively
constricted. In the past, theSe schools have demonstrated a special
competence' in providing academic and motivational bridges for students

with great potential but whose communication devices and relational
schemes were different from those in vogue at majority institutions. At the
same tirriese institutions have accepted and been guided by the.general
purposes-17 graduate education. In this too, they have achieved a success
out of proportion to any conventional estimate of .the investment made in
their operation.
In egamining the workload of black graduate schools, Cobb indicated

rt that -there are currently 31 black institutions offering a wide variety of
programs of gradUate work. In the spring of 1973, when a survey of the 27
institutions operating, at that time, was made 21 of these schools enrolled a
total of 14,393 students. A total of 3,862 master's degrees and 43

doctorates were cOnferred for the school year 1973. The number of

doctorates ,earned at the 3 black instituticns granting such degrees was'
approximately 5.7 percent of the. 760 doccor'ates earned by U.S. blacks in
1973.. The tremendous growth which blacks graduate schools sustained in
both enrollrhent (5,737 Spring '69-14,393 Spring '73) and degree
prOduction (1,854 in 1968-3,862 in 1972Master's degrees) seems to
warrant .the conclusion that these institutions are now functioning as
effective instrumentalities for access to graduate education,.especially for
minorities.
'The Reeves paper "Financial Problems of Black Graduate Schools" had
as its major focus'a critically needed change in the image of black graduate

schools. His view was that the minimal support which black institutions
involved in graduate work receive is basically a function of how they are
1

,

regarded within,. the general 'context: of graduate ethication. lie asserted
quite emphatically that currently there is a strong tendency to sequate
educ4.tion .received at black graduate schools .with substandard education
and to accept the proposition that the graduates of black institutiorez: are
inferior. Ire expressed doubt . that anything important in . the way of
external siipport would be fZ;Itheloming until lilaolts were considered as
peers ih graduate education. To him, the immediacy of such a recognition

was crucial to a positilie expectation for the future of black graduate
sehools.

.

The paper Made three ratlier strOng recommendations which related
need to financiai support. First, he .emphistsizd the need for a more
meaningful relationship - between 'black -;.graduate Scliools ofeeting the

master's degree only and majority institutions with ;unfledged doctoral
programs. Here, there.was a need for the latter institutions o do more than
simply grant legal admissii'm to the graduates of black graduate schools, but
'also to proki(le financial and other supports consistent with the earning of a
terminal degree. Second, as a-Matter of principle, the somewhat later entry
of blacks in t°.he pipeline of graduate etlucation should be recognized as a

societal problem. And, third, the finarcial support of black graduate
schools should be seen as a matter of national interest and support

requested from and expected from both the public and private sectors.
Oscar Rogers presented a, paper on -Indices of Quality EduCation in

Black Graduate Schools.- The framework of this paper accepted .as a
theoretical stance the positions taken in the preceding papers but. reduced
to clearly identifiable and clearly defined parameters ,.the criteria, for
assesing.quality education. .Niore important. pilrhaps.i..yas the fak that the

paper indicated the general extent to vhich th'else qua hies are now present
in the programs of blaCk graduate schools With some le :ommendations for
needed improvemen.t. A summary -of the major indices of quality education
tn black graduate'schools as presenftd in the paper is z s follows: (1) status

of accreditation by regional and/or national agencies. (2) member-in

organikations wlUch confer status .,tuu.! Provide avenues for entry into the

mainstream, (3) the calibre of facuLy-rograded universally as a critical
.attribute of quality. (.1) salaries which -in must instances indicates the
competitive positive of an institution in t.he academic market place. (5) the
library , holdings, facilities and equipment for research serve to set tile
bouretlaries of that themost energet'ic and self-sacrificing faculty may do in

this area, and (6 I the budgetary allocations made for research which is a
rather reliable indicatOr of the extent to which an institution or 'system !?f
education has Made a -i-ommitment
, to significant, research ef fort.

.

Graduate Education in The Biomedical Sciences
Chairinan: William Macmillan. University of Vermont
Robert C. Baldridge, Th,mas Jefferson University
Daniel T. Watts, Medical College of Virginia.
Ralph A. Bradshaw, Washington'tinibprity
Herbert B..Pahl. National Academy of Science
William II. Macmillan

This is the fourth annual meeting of tne. Biornedical Sciences
Cbmmittee of Tlw Council of Graduate.Schools. These meetings were

initiated by a group of 'deans who were concerned about the sudde., change
in the profile of doctoral programs in the basic medical sciences following
the abrupt termination of the training grant prOgramsof NIII in the early
1970s.

We all rode out the period of withdrawal., and for some it was pretty
rough, but we have survived. Ilowever, our adjustMent to new funding
bases has .not eliminated our problems; rather it has led us, to a new '
environment for graduate education.
Each year, the Steering Committee for this group has trIed to identify
areas of concern relative to our educational environment in the Biomedical
Sciences.. Today we look at three aspects,
.

1.

The administrative structures of graduate programs in the health
sciences;

2. . The state of the art of determining "need:7 fOr the products of our

graduate prolgams.:
3.

.

A discussiOn of two position papers previously circulated by mail:

The Importance of Low Enrollment Ph.D. Programs in American Higher Education. and
41)) 'I he Role of Graduate Education in the BiomedicalSciences.

The Administration of Bionledical Science Graduate Programs
in Academic Health Science Centers
Robert C. Baldridge

.0f the 111 medical 'schools in the United States most Often referred to
- as, .or part .0f, centers. 19 can be identified as "free-standing," i.e., not a
part of a parent university. Another 20 take the name butare located in a
.3

different city froM .that of a parent university.t Several of the' latter are
independent. For example, the University of Oregon Medical Center reports
directly to a state governing 'board rather than through the administrative
officers of the University of Oregon at Eugene. In other cases; the health
science centerS are setni-autoriomous; e.g.. Cornell . 4.1ival Center af New
York City has a code of administration separate fram th of the Oniversity
at 'Ithaca: It is not unusual to find medical and other.health science schools
in an urban center administered by a chaneellor who is also responsible for
units such as a law school,a school of arts and sciences, etc.
Of the 19 in the first group (the "free-standing"), twoRush M Chicago

'and Medical College of Ohioare just startinC10 are members of the
Council of...Graduate .Schools. All of the 20 -universityTrelated" 'are
members, either as entities or through the parent.universities.

Graduate deans of 30 of these 39 medically-oriented institutions
responded to requests for -information 'abotit the administration 'of their
graduate biomedical programs. From the infortua:_,a received it is possible
to make the following generalizations..
b: many, graduate education was started after World War ilseveral
during the. sixties. In addition to. traditional Ph.D.. programs in the basic
medical sciences of anatomy, biochemistry, microbiology, pharmacology
and physiology and -(experimental) pathology, several schools .have programs in newer disciplines such as biophysics and cell biology, .and the
Graduate Dean administers programs in other fields such as the behavioral
scienees (especially those in psychology related to mental 'health ).
biometrics, medical technology, preventive medicine and' other health-related specialties. In some cases, graduate programs in disciplines related to
pharmacy and dentistry are also included. "
The tn. uhr,,r of graduate students in the basic medical sciences in the
"free-standing" institutions is mostly in the range of 40-90. When students
in other health-related programs are included, the .number is
about double. Thus, the total graduate enrollments are characteristically
small in these institutions" by comparison with those of more diverse
universities.

Of the 19 institutiOns, all except three have.a Dean of the Graduate
SchOol. The others are administered by an Associate Dean of the Nedical
'College or a Director of Graduate Education. Usually there is not a separate
budget for, graduate education for other than administration, and the
graduate dean has little formal input into faculty appointments and

promotions. In some cases there is heavy dependence on the participation
of members of asSociated research .institutes who hold faculty appoint-

ments in the graduate college. Typically;there is 'a graduate council or
gracluate-bOard whose make-up is related tOihefieculiar circumstances and
historical developMent of the institution. Some of tlu- 'policy-making. bodies

't Appended to this report is a list of institutions deemed to fall in the

catvgories of "free-standing'! and "university-related." 'rhe listings were
made on the basis df information gleaned from the 1975 Directory of the
Association of American Medical Colleges.

consist of only departmental chairmen; almost all include some departmental chairmen.

Most of the schools have entered into cooperative arrangements with
other institutions in the vicinity to provide breadth to their graduate
programs; such arrangements are considered especially valuable to students
who need access to graduate course work in chemistry and physics.
Apparently all have combined M.D.-Ph.D. programs, some formalized,
some informal. A problem frequently cited is that of trying to cope with
students who applied but failed to gain enttance to medical school and who
wish to enter graduate study as a -.back door to medicine."
.

The organizational patterns and problems in the autonomous and
semi-autonomous university-related medical or health science centers are

\much the sanie as those described above. Some of the campuses have
become autonomous fairlyriicently (e.g.. the University of Oklahoma
Medical Centex); others have been. essentially independent for a considerable period (e.g., the University of Tennessee Medical Center at
Memphis)!
Graduate enrollments in these centers are somewhat larger than in those
of the "free-standing" institutions; as indicated above. many include other

schools. Generally there is some relationship or liaison with the parent
university. In two:cases, the relationShip is quite close (Loyola of Chicago
_and Penn State-HersheN)Jn-affOther (University of Colorado at Denver), an

associate dean, appointed by the Dean of the Graduate Schools of the
parent university, superviSes the graduate programs at the Medical tenter to
irictiatle the admission process, but the approval of courses for 'graduate
credit comes from the parent campus. 7,mt, hoWever, may be characterized
as autonomous or semi-autonomous inst-itutions.
If these institutions are added to the number.of."free-standing" Ones, it
May be- coneluded that some one-thirci, of the-academie medical (or health
science) centers in the United States have the characteristics of independent
colleges or tiniversities and may be considered a individual graduate,

institutions. The basic patterns of administrative. organization are not
Unlike those found in other typeS of institutions, however the intimate
association with :4,1 medical schoOl and the close relationships with a single

governmental agency (the H of DHEW) make for Unique problems and
oPportunities.

"Free-standing" Institutions
*Medical College of Georgia
Meharry Medical College
*Chicago Medical College
*Baylor College of Medicine
*College of Medicine and Dentistry
Medical College of Wisconsin
of New Jersey
*Rust' Nledical College
*Albany Medical College
University of Texas HSC.
*New York-Medical College_
at Dallas
*Medical College of Ohio
--University Of-Texas HSC at
*Hahnemann Medical College
San Antonio

*Jefferson Medical College
*Medical College of Pennsylvania
*State University of New York HSC
at Brooklyn
*Medical College of South Carolina

*UniVersity of Texas Medical
Center at Housion
*University of Texas Medical
Branch at Galveston

"t Iniversity-related" Institutions
*University of Alabama at
Birmingham
University of Arkansas at

University of Missouri at Kansas.
City
*University of Nebraska at Omaha
*University of Oklahoma at
Oklahoma City
*University of Oregon at Portland
*University of Tennessee at
Memphis
*University of Massachusetts at
Worcester
*University of California at
San Francisco
*Loyola University at-Chicago
Cornell University at NeWzy.ork City
*Penn State UniversitY-dt. Hershey
Tufts University at Boston

Little Rock *University of Connecticut at
Farmington
*University of Colorado at Denver
*University of Illinois at Chicago
University of Indiana at IndianapoliS
*University of Kansas at
Kansas City
*University of Maryland at
Baltimore
*University of Mississippi at
Jackson

*Deans provided information for this survek.

Graduate EduCation in
Biomedical Sciences in a University Medical Center
Daniel T. Watts
Th

''-iunded in 1937 is composed of

MeUii2a1

Schools of Medicine, pehtistry, Pharmacy. Nursing. Basic Sciences. Allied
Health and the University Hospitals. The MediCal College was merged with
Richmond Professional Institute in 1958 to forrr Virginia Commonwealth
University, a State supported institution with an enrollment of _approxi-

mately 18,000 students. The six Deans and the Executive Director of
University ,Hospitals report to the Provost, the senior administrative officer
of the Medical College of Virginia. The Medical College has an enrollment
of 2,183 students in the six schools and a faculty of 682 FTE.
The School of Basic Sciences was made-an autonomous unit in 1966

with departments of anatomy, biocheinistry. biophysics. biostatistics;
genetici, microbiology, physiology, and pharmacology. The major responsi-

bility of these departments is teaching of medical (45`;;: of total effort),
6

dental (167; ). pharmacy .(12%), nursing (5`/). allied health (3(q) students.
The Dean of the School of Basic Sciences also serves as chairman ,of the

MCA' Graduate Council and 19%, of the effort of these departments is
devoted to the education and training of M.S. and Ph.D. candidates.
Though this school ww; formed prinmrilv to develop strong departments for
teaching the large classes in .health professional schools, a normal
progression has been the development and the expansion of the M.S. and

Ph.D. programs in most of the basic science departments: 'L-*ewise, an

increasing -number of postdoctoral trainees have been fitted into the
research and teaching programs. -There were 21 postdoctorals distributed
through five of the departments in 1974-75.
Table 1 summarizes some of the devviopments in the School of Basic,
Sciences from 1966-67 throUgh 1974:75. The faculty increased from 57
FTE to 117, nine of .whom are sUpported by career development awards
from federal agencies or national foundations. A more important develop-

ment has been the change from a service type faculty meeting their.
commitment to the educational-programs of the health profeSsi9nal schools
to a strong, comprehensive faculty with .a good balance of senior and jtinior

factilty, postdoctoral and predoctoral fellows. This faculty is .currently
doing a better job of teaching the health Professional students, and is
TABLE 1

Sumnzary of Development Over Eight Year Period. 1967-19-7.5'
School Of Basic Sciences
l'irginia.Cominonfvealth University
Medical College of Virginia
1966-67

.

,1974:75

.....

Faculty FTE
Clerical-Techncal PTE

BudgetState
Grant
Total
Clas:i Size MedicallEntering Class
Dental/Entering Class
Pharmacy/Entering Class
Nursing/Entering Class
*Graduate Total Students
Papers Published
*Graduate Degrees 1.S.
Ph.D.

57
59

S1.15.1.630
153.354

:;1.307.984
112
80
83
107
63
47
8
7

117
150

$2.948,323
2,954,777
$3.903,100
168
110
100
124
310
180
19
19

.

*Basic Sciences plus Pathology. Pharmaceutical Chemistry. Pharmacy,
Nursing. Medical TeChnology and PhYsical Therapy.

conducting a wide variety of research programs and training well qualified
candidates.
.

The state biitThreased from S1,154,630 to S2,948,323 over an
eight year period, roughly parallels the increase in enrollment and inflation.
The outstanding growth has been in the grant:budget which has increased
from $153,354 to $2,954,777. This speaks well .for the quality of research
,since essentially all of these grants come from federal agehcies or
foundations which use the peer review system. Theseresearch programs, of
course, offer a good environment in which to train Ph.D.'s in the biomedical
sciences. Papers published and degrees grahted have likewise shown rapid
growth over this eight year span. This growth is even more, pronounced
'vhen calculated-for 1961-65 when an average of 4.0 Ph.D.'s were awarded

annually...Ten years later in .1971-75. an average of 18:2 Ph.D.'s were
awardee! annually. As graduate programs were expanded in the late 1960's,
the- Graduate Council was instrumental in developing M.S. degree programs

nursing, medical technology, and physical -therapy which had riot
previously existed. Clinical and basic science faculty members routinely
served .on thege--master's degree- committees during the formative years or
these programs whk.h are now well established. Over this same period-of
time, here has been a highly significant improvement in the performance
of our students on Part 1 of both the Iedical National Boards and the
in

Dental Yational Boards.
In, sunnimgy otir objective haS been to develop strong departments with

a good balanee of senior faculty, junior faculty.. postdoctoral fellows and
*doctoral trainees By develdping &critical mass of scholars, we find these
departrnents Can do an outstanding job of teaching the professional
students Whi:e conducting graduate training and research prograins.
Physical facilities, including faculty offices, research and student
laboratories. ri!search eqUioment. libraries, animal 'facilities and shops, are
necessary for the education and research programs in the health professions

chools and are also available for the graduate training programs. Such an
arrangement prcves to be a good environment for Ph.D. training, avoids the
excessively high cost of free-standing graduate programs and is es4onom-

ically feasible. The faculty feels that under these conditions, the Ph.D..
trainee is definitely an asset and not a liability to the education and
research programs of the .university.
The Graduate Program in, the Division of Biology and
Biomedical Sciences at Washington University
A Nlultidisciplinary Approach
Ralph A: Bradshaw

The biornediCal graduate .pte gram at Washington University encom-

passes a somewhat different coneept than that found in most graduate
schools: namely, a non-departmental, 'broad discipline-based structure'. that
is effective both (luring recruitment and after enrollment. The vehick for
8

this relatively new.approach to graduate study in biology is the Division of
Biology, and .Biomedical Sciences which was formed some two and one-half
years ago and includes Within one administrative structure, the department
of biology and the Seven preclinical departments of the School of Medicine;
namAly:the departinents of anatomy and neurobiology, biological chemistry, genetics, microbiology and immunology, pathology, pharmacology',

and physiology and biophysics. Although .the reasons for forming the
Division were several, one of the most .impOrtant was to provide a unified
approach to graduate education in the biological sciences in an institUtion
where one-third of the total student enrollment is at the graduate level.
In-a larger sense,, the formation of the Division was simply a reflection'
of already well-established trends in research and biology and the
biomedical sciences. It has been increasingly evident in recent years that the
boundaries separating classical disciplines have been steadily eroding to the
point that, in some cases, a meaningful distinction no longer remains. At
the same time, techniques and approaches to probiems clearly identifiable

as part of one or another separate discipline have found increasingly
common application. For example, it is not unusual to find the biochemist

utilizing the electron microscope while the experimental pathologist is
preparing hormones` with radioiscitopic labels. This concept, that the
well-prepared scientist needs to be adept-in several areas, and should not be
held back in his search for incisive experiments by limited experience as a
graduate student, 'Clearly fostered much of the incentive to form the
Division.

1

However, narrower and necessarily. more mundane factors were also
involved. In the first 'place, the division of-research funds and, therefore,
graduate Students at Washington University werc not uniformly distributed
throughout the constituencies that were pooled to form-the Division. There

was a decided bend in these rth;ources toward the departments of the
School of Medicine, which created unevenness in both graduate and
undergraduate education in the University as a whole. SecOndly: the Course

offerIngs of the various departments were in many areas, redundant and
sornetimes even had become archaic, mostly 'as a result of .the fact that
individual departments had built up over a period of years overlapping
interestinally, it was felt that the geographical loeation of the University
placed it at a distinct disadvantage in its attempts-to recruit students from
what appeared to us to be an ever-diminishing pool of top graduate school r'

candidates in the biomedical sciences. Thus, for these and other less
important reasons, the University adopted, in 1973, a graduate structure
for stUdy in biology and the biomedical sciehces, whereby all students
wishing to prepare for the doctoral degree in these fields entercd-tthe
University as a single class of uncommitted students,and. formulated their
research training plans on the basis of their first year experienees.

The most notable effects of the Division structure on graduate
education as opposed to programs administered at the dePartmental level
are seen in the recruitment Process and in the first year of study, which are
controlled almost...entirely outside the departmental structure. All publicity
is sent out fromand all apPlicatiOns are subsequently processed in a central
9

division office. When applications are complete they receive an initial, very
cursory, screening and are' then . sent to the central admissions committee
for review and subsequent. action. This committee is constructed so as to

reflect in proper balance the five divisional programs in. cellular and
developmental biology, evolutionary biology and ecology, moleCular
biology, neural sciences and plant. biology. Every meinber of the faculty is

included in at.. least one of these programs which also serve to provide
advisors.to first-year students, to monitor course and seminar offerings; and
to administer preliminary. exams. The admissions committee operates only

rarely as a committee of the whole. Most' review work is done in

subcommittees reflecting division 'program. interests. Although these subcommittees have the authority to accept or reject a student, acceptanceis

never made without a personal interview, conducted on campus at the
expense of the' Division. The coordination of the activities of the
subcommittees, including the regulation of the number and distribution of
.students, is the province of the committee Chairman.. It was, and remains,
an important-tenet of 'the Division graduate program that there he a fixed

number of students admitted to the gradUate program each year. This
number is set .by the Executive Committee of the Division for each class.

The present ceiling is 40. of which no- more than 12 can be in the
.M.D.ZPh.D. program. These latter students are recruited independently by a
'separate admissions committee.
UPon 'enrollment at Washington University in September, Divisional
students adopt a course of study that is selected by the.student and his/her
.

:advisor. Students also consult with the cbordinator of the program to
which they have lieen assigned. When appricpriate, students can select
course worl.tr.frOm more than one program and often will have two advisors
assigned' reflecting their interdisciplMary intereSts. Such 7mixed curricula"
.areClearly encouraged. and represent 'one of the most attractive features of
the Division structure to students during the recruitment phase.
During the first 3'ear, the Divisional student also takes partin a rotating

research program that is tailored to give the student exposure, both to
various mernbers of the faculty from whom the student is most likely to
select a thesis advisor and to a variety of research techniques. As such, this
program is meant to supplant -formal laboratory courses. llowever, this is

certainly not the only vehicle ,by which the student is introduced to die
Divisional faculty. Students are free to take part in any 'Of a number of
"lunch" or journal club seminars that are offered hy departments or other
interest groups such as the ,Cancer Forum. SuCh programs are highlighted

by faculty presentations. In addition, a series of afternoon meetings are
scheduled in early fall in which students, taken in modest-sized groups'.
meet with variouS faculty' members for informal discussions of the faculty

research interests. A booklet, which is updated at- two Year intervals,
containing, in a on y.7. page abstract format. the research interests of all
faculty members, is distribUted .to stuchnts both at the time of their
interview and at their enrollment.
At the end of the first academic year, Divisional students are expected
to select their advisors and begin work on their thesis research ithmediately.
10
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By the nature of(liis selection, studtmts become "housed" in one or
another of the departments and the remaining part of their scientific

training will'reflect the interests of this advisor and, to a lesser extent, the
department. Preliminary examinations are still given during the second year
under the auspices of the appropriate DiviSional program. In addition, every
student in the Division is required to be a teaching assistant for one full
year (i,e., two seME-sters). The toad.is eVenly distributed to all stUdents .as

each receives exactly the same financial remuneration,

It is perhaps
germane to point out that all:students accepted for .study in the Division
receive tuition (amounting to 'approximately $3,450) and a stipend (which
..currently is $3,900 per annum ) automatically. No students are aecepted on
a condi'ional basis (i.e., without support ).. This financial support, which
reflects- present National Institutes of Health guidelines, isguaranteed for
four years; annual increments and dependency allowances have been

eliminated.
The financial structure of the bivision graduate program is derived from
both University and federal funds. This picture is somewhat complex and
has changed during the past two years because of changes in the federal
training grant policies. Nonetheless. the commitment in. University funds
still remains high. At.its'inception, it was calculated.that operation of the
Division would require an expenditure by.the University of approximaely
.

12 million dollars over a ten year period. Some of these funds are

earmarked for ten newly-created-faculty positions.- With salaries and t-up
money for each of-these positioris there was. -a commitment of about one
Million dollars. An additional 5 million doliaVi was allocated for renovations artd refurbishments to house these new faculty members, as.wellas to
'accommodate changes necessitated by rearrangement' of existing faculty
assignments. The remainder .of the funds will'be devoted,..o operations and
.graduate.student support.
I.;
In the. budget for the presen 'ear. which slightly eAceeds one million

.dollars, about $600,000 are for 'graduate student support. With the
reestablishment oLtwo .majortraining grants to suppoft the M.D./Ph.D.
program and a new program in cellular-and molecular biology, sOme

,

S40.0.000 of University funds have been sved. The remaining $200,000
provided by the University supports not only the two Divisional classes but
'also all upper class graduate students that nO longer receive support from
terminated training grants or other sources. These funds are provided by.
the: College of Arts and Sciences and the School of Medicine, which have
separate budgets. in the ratio of 22 to 78. This figure was based on
proportional faculty ratios. While some of these funds represent rebudgeting of monies previously., earmarked for Paying departmental teaching
assistants, the majority, par!tPuiarly the four-fifths contribution of the
School of Medicine, repres:Nits investment of new funds. It shOuld be noted
that the budget 'for graduate s,upport for the Division.when four full classes
representing 160 students have been recruited will bet1 million dollars at
present rates. Over $600.000 of this figure is in the foi=m of stipends which
represent a direct cash outlay. All funds from this category not covered by
training grants will be paid hy the University. By comparison.' the monies

1

expended on recruitment, including interviews and operation of the
Divisional office are relatively insignificant. (less than $50,000).

.

.

I would.like to close my remarks with a brief critique of this structure
aS we have .experienced it so far. On the negative side, the Division has not,
at least initially, alleviated the uneven distribution of graduate students
throughout the biological faculty. In fact, witb ti_tally free selection,
.

students appear to "clump" even more than before: Furthermore, the
creation of a new" curriculum has also created problems in quality

control. With graduate courses now being offered by faculty from several
'departments, no administrative structure is available to properly admonish
faculty for poor pirformance in the. classroOm. Thus, the Division. has
.vveakened, at least _in some areas, the traditional authority of the'
departMent chairman. This same problem has manifested itself in determin-

ing Program requirements in terms of course work and qualifying
eXamination format. At present, all'programs have greatly "watered down"
.their requirements in order to appease their now much broader range. of
faculty opinion found in each Divisional program. Finally, it has turned out .
to be, difficult to adequately keep track of the progress of students'while
they are in their uncommitted year, and few have really taken advantage of
the b,oader opportunities offered by the Division structure despite the .
keen interest expressed in this facet during their interviews. However, it
should be emphasized that none of these present limitations appear to be
insurmountable on a long term hasis.

On the positive side, the most important accomplkhment of the
Division has been the upswing in the quality and quantity of the aPplicants
for graduate study. It is clear that as a recruitment device, it can accomplish
at Washington Oniversity what individual departments struggled very hard
to reaeh and rarely, if 'ever, did. Although .adequate measures of graduate
student excellence. are' probably non-existent, by every accepted criteria,

such as GRE scores, GPA, etc., and, perhaps . more .importantly to us.
facult,y opinion, the last Division class entering this fall is superior in scope
to any previous-gi:Oup of grachiate students studying in the biomedical and
biologic4sciences;at:Washington University.
shOuld better emphasiie, however, that this is not the only

accomplishment. Better faculty and student tapnort. both among themselves and -betwf,en groups is eyident. Thi4., has already led to material
cross-fertilization in research ideas and projects and suggests that perhaps it
-is premature to judge the interdisciplinary interests of students. The overall
improvement in the research environment that the Division.has brought-so
far, and promises to bring in the future. may be. in the long run, the.most
important accomplishment of all.

It should perhaps be noted that this structure may well not meet'the
needs of all. institt,tions. Clearly the attitudes of the administration,
particularly chnirmen of the participating .departments, will he crucial in
dictating the success or failure of such a prograrrL In addition, a strong
financial commitment by tiw university is a fundamental prerequisite. If
the Majority of the program is not underwritten from some source, it will
have little chance of overcoming the inherent negative attitude that it will
12

face initially from most of the faculty of any institution. However, based
on our experience, which has been so apprqpriately mirrored of late in such-major funding agencies as the NIII, the interdisciplinary approach represents the best solution to providing doctoral students with the depth of
training they will require to compete in tomorrow's job market. We, at
Waghington University, feel we have passeti out of the experiment phase
and into a working structure that we expect to keep for many years to
come.

Study on National Needs for Biomedic-al-and-Behavioral

Research Personnel.A Status Report
Herbert B. Pahl
It is a pleasure for me to meet with you during this 15th Annual
Meeting of the Council and to have this opportunity to present a statiis
report on the activities of the National Research Council's committee

which is studying National Needs for Biomedical and Behavioral Research
Personnel.
You undoubtedly will recall that at your meeting last December Lyie
Jones presented a report on the National Research Service Award Act of
1974, in which he summarized the main purposes of the Act, reviewed the

activity which the ComMission oR Human Resources of the National
Research Council had undertaken at the request of the Secretary, HEW, in
..,connection with the Act and, lastly, shared some of his personal views
concerning the difficulties in implementing the terms of the new legislation.
At the risk of repeating what already is familiar to you, I should like to
highlight a few of the essential features of the NRSA Act. The Act, which-Ts
Title I of the National. Researc5 -Act (P.L. 93-348), has as its purpose to
increase the capability of the institutes of the National Institutes of Health
and the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administration to carry

out their "responsibility of maintaining a superior national program of
xesearch into the physical and mental diseases and impairments of man."
Individual and institutional.NRSA awards are aVailable for both predoctoral

and postdoctoral research training at non-federal public and nonprofit
private institutions, as well as for training at the NIH and. ADAMHA.
Awards are for up to t-Iree years of support, with a requirement that
awardees must engage in health research or; teaching, or service in file.;
National Health Service Corps Or other approved service activity, for 12
months for each year for Which training support has been provided. After

July 1, 1975, awards may be made fcir 'research training only in those
subject areas for which the National Academy of Sciences has determiner!'
through a continuing study that there is a need for such personnel.

Under Section 473 of the Act the Secretary, HEW, was directed to
arrange with the National Academy of Sciences for a continuing study to:
(1) establish (a) the nation's'overall need for biomedical and behavioral
researdh personnel. (4) the subject areas in Which such personnel are
13

needed and the number of stich personnel needed in each such area,
and (c) the kinds and extent of training which should be provided
such -Personnel;

(2) asseis (a) current training programs available for the training of
biomedical and behavioral research personnel which are conducted
under this A;.t at or through institutes under the National Institutes

of Health and the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, Lrid Mental Health
Administration, and (b) other current training programs available
for the training af such personnel:,

(3) identify the kinds of research positions available to and held by
individuals completing such programs;

(4) determine, to the extent feasible, whether the prOgrams referred to
in clause. (b) of paragraph (2) would be adequate to rm:et the needs
established under paragraph (1) if the programs referrei to in clause
of paragraph (2) were terminated; and

(5) rictermine what modifications in the, programs referred to .in
paragraph (2) are. required to meet the nee(Is established under
paragraph, (1 ).

In addition, it was required that the results of such study shall he
submitted by the Secretary to the Congress not later than March 31 of each
year.

, At the time of your Council meeting last year. the Academy was
engaged in a study a determine the feasibility of estimating national needs
for researeh personnel in the biomedical and behavioral sciences. That
studv was conducted under the chairmanship of Dr. Robert J. Glaser. and a
report submitted to the Secretary on Febatary 1.1975.
The major recommendation and siime other findings from this study
were:
(1 ) that the NAS accept the responsibility to conduct the study

mandated by P.L. 93-348. recognizing that the study mu.it
vieweo as a long terrh undertaking which Must extend beyond the I
year authorization contained in th

(

(2) assessment of the nation's needs for sucri research personnel is a
necessary task in view of tlw large national interest in this area and
the need to use national resoutces wisely. Further, it is a difficult
task that must ohe approached "with' a clear.-recognition of the
difficulties;
43) results of previous attempts to produce s:ipply and demand

forecasts hy field and discipline have been spotty. .Therefore.
further studies of forecasting for specific fields :..re clearly needed to
14

throw light on the conceptual, mabodological and practical,
problems of forecasting by discipline;
'

(4) one of the c;.entral problems of projections is the clifficulty of
formulating generally acceptable conceptS of underemployment.
Specifically, there is a need to_ determine the criteria hy which
underemployment is to be defined. and to attach quantities to the
criteria to permit enumeration of the underemployed.

Having accepted responsibility to conchict this continuing study, the
Academy immediately undertook preparation of tlw first annual report..
Although due Nlarch 31.,an extensiOn of time was granted and tlw report
was submitted in mid-June of this year, a little more than 3 months from
the commeneement of the study. Of necessity, therefore, the report dealt
'with a limited linalysis of the current situation rather than with specific
projections.

The Committee recommended that federal training upport be maintained in FY 1976 at the levels that prevailed in FY 75. and suggested that
a somewhat greater emphasis he placed on postdefAoral training than on
,predoCtpral training in the behavioral sciences and esi.ecially health'services
research .

The 'COmmiftee also recommended, while recognizing the importance
predoctoral fellowships in certMn instances, that predoctoral training of
NI1I. ADAN11-1A and IIRA be supported through training grants. Also, until
the.- Committee had an opportunity to examine the situatio n more
carefully,' it recommended that the proportions of postdoctoral training
given in the kirm of fellowships be essentially similar in FY 1976 to what it
was in FY 1975.

In 'organizing itself for the preparatian of the first .year'S report, the
14-mernber Committee established four disciplinary panels (Basic Biomedical Scierices, 12 members. Dr. lIerschel Roman, Chairman: Clinical
Sciences, 9 members. Dr. Robert Chase, .Chairman; Behavioral Sciences, 9
memfters, Dr. WilliaM Bevan, Chairman: Health. Services Research, 6

members, Dr. Robert Haggerty. Chairman) and. a Data and Studies.Panel
(13 members, Dr..,,Kenneth Clark, Chairman) which served as an overall
resource panel to the others and to the Committee. A small, but capable,
dedicated NRC staftwasassembled to assist the Committee and panels.
The conceptual framework establishe d. for the study involves deriving
information from and making Comparisons among three .fielcis of activity
which .have been termed "Background Studies," Pipeline Studies" and
....7;Labor Nlarket Studies.' In Background Studies factots such as demographic data. directions of research. patterns of utilization.1-±vels of R & D
and cost/benefit analysis of graduate education are explored, and then
proje.:tions developed. Under Pipeline Studies, data on enrollments. degrces
attained, attrition, aging of the research work force and geographic and
field mobilities arc obtained.' Lastly, Labor Market Studies include studies
involved with employment factors, demand surveys, placement information.. etc.
15

Since mid-June, wh.en the 1975 report was submitted the Committee
has been attempting to -initiate some of cfhe studiez outlined above, capture
to varying degrees and begin to analyze the wealth of information which is
available in NIH. NSF and OE data files, the. NSF's Graduate Science

Support and Postdoctoral file, etc., while simultaneously planning the
'preparation of the 1976 Report which is due rie:it March 31. Thus, with its,
third report about to he drafted, all %:ithin a 12-month, period,you will
appreciate that neither the Committee. and its 'Panels nor the NRC staff
havci had the opportunity to do more than make a start on some of the very
cptiplek issueg which the Act requires be the concern of the Committee.
For example, although the Act calls for the Committee to "establish
he nation's overall need for biomedical and behavioral lasearch personnel,"
obviously such need cannOt be estaolished in isolation from considerations

of what the federal role will be in supporting the biomedical research
entffrprise. :It therefore is important that the Committee's efforts be
coordinated as closely aS possible with the activities of the President's
Biomedical .Jtesearch Panel, and indeed, this is the case. Several of ,thez
members of the NRC ComMittee and Panels are servg on tlw interdisciplinary cluster groups of the President's Panel. thus assuring close and
continuing,,liaison between these two independent efforts. A more accurate
term for whatAhe Committee believeS'can.'he acComplished is an assessment
.

of national needs rather than the_ esta5lis7iment of national manpower
-needs.

'Difficult .as the assessment of oC;eralkhationar needs is,'eveq by major

aggregate fieldsbasic biomedical sciences. clinical sciences, behavioral
sciences a'nd health services researchmore difficult still is the requirement
that the Committee make such assessments for "the subject areas in which'
such Personnel 'are needed, and the kinds and extent of training whiCh
should Ile provided, such personnel." Previous and current studies which
concern these-matters founder on the rocky shores,pf definitions of subject
fields (the taxonomY. issue) and the inability to determine accurately the
nature and extenf-of field switching and field mobility between and among
training areas: Nonetheless, it is not unreasonable for. the Congress' to
expect that some discriminations can and should be made in the levels and
kinds of personnel which should be available to suseain and advance the
quality of our national biomedical research effort. Also .incliuded in this

aspect of the study is the need to identify both emerging .aild declining
fields; areas of research, in order that the future supply and demand balance

which will exist 4 to 7 years from now .when todav's graduate students
enter the litx,r force, is not tipped too heavily in one direction or another
for any given area tic) as to result either in obvious shortages or in an
underutilizat;on of. trained valuable personnel.
As the -Cc mmittee looks toward the fir.ure, it -is ,.iez.r that much needs
to be done
develop and refirv: our basic methodologies, data gathering
.and analyses. and to make certain that we bring to this work, the wisdom
and insights of those who can contribute to our task. Thus we will look to
professional societies and associations of ail kinds for constructive
suggestions and -assistance in this., effort whiCh has such far-reaching,
immediate and long term effects.
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I
Wish to emphasize it is recognized that such
in concluding',
assessments uf society's needs, supply levels and practical "demands" for
doctorate biomedical and behavioral research 'personnel are affected by a
changing economy, flexible federal priorities in the areas of health research
and health care/health services, and also by the impacts on health care of
the scientific advances which result from the labors of those who constitute
the nation's biomedical research manpower resource.
The picture thus is dynamic, complex, and difficult. '''et in a time when
the nation at last haS come to realize that its national resources of all kinds
are indeed finite, it is neither inappropriate nor impossible to set about to

begin to learn how to utilize more eflixtively our Most sacred and
important national resomrce of allour individual and co:Wtive human
potential. This ,goal, apPlied to the important area of biomedical and
behavioral research personnel, seems worthy of our attention and efforts,
limited as we may be currently in our actual capabilities to achieve all that
may be desired.

Thank you again for this opportunity to meet with you and to provide

an overview of what the Committee is attempting to do as it seeks tl
imMement in a. rational way the charge which the Congress already has
placed before it, and anticipates the pending legislation which promises to

.

renew that charge.
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First Plenary Session
Monday, December 1, 1975, 2:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
,

PLACEMENT ,OF PERSONS WITH GRADUATE DEGREES
OVER THE NEXT DECADE
l

Preriding: J. Chester McKee, Jr...Mississippi Stale University
N. B. Hannay. Bell Telephone Laboratories
Eneas D. Kane. Standard Oil Company of California
Robert M. Lumiansky, American Connell of Learned Societies

eharles T. Lester

My name does rrot appear on your program because Boyd Page and

John Ryan have been trying to keep you from finding out that I had
anything to do with this organization for the past three years. But despite
that fact; I am pleased to be here to performACsimple ceremony. As a
member of the Executive Committee of the CounCil and as a fong time
resident of metropolitan Atlanta, it is my pleasure to wekome you to this
Fifteenth Annual Meeting Cif the Council of Graduate Schools.
They tell me that if yOu went to make it big in. AtlanLa there are some
things that you have to believe. I have come to question some of these.
They used to say that you had to believe that Gone With the. Wind was the
greatest movie about the Civil War, andi have come to question t
also used to say that. you had to believe that Bobby Jones was the gr test

golfer thaeever lived; but, of course. Jack Nicklaus is beginning raise
some cp.fstion about that. But. I have to tell you about one thing I have no
'doubtthat is. if You want to make it big in Atlanta; you have to believe
that Coca Cola is the best soft drink in Atlanta.
It is my pleasure to turn the meeting over to Dem Chester McKee, who
is the presiding of fic er at this particular session.

J. Chester McKee, Jr.
_
I welcome all of you to the first plenary session and the very
topic that has been arranged for yOu this afternoon by the program
committeethe "placement of Persons with Graduate Degees Over the

Next Decade." F6r a number of years. many of us have been concerned
with this topic. We have had our graduates leave us saYing that they have
had difficulties, while other of our graduates leave'us to find they have very
excellent opportunities awaiting them.
This afternoon....., Dean Elberg, your Program Chairman, has truly
arranged a panel of ''stars" to discuss this topic with us. The thinking in thearrangement of this panel was th.:-L we as graduate deans need the opinion..

of others, others who are in the place of.hiring our graduates, to bring to us
a different viewpoint on the subject.

Qur first speaker is a native of San Francisco and serves as Vice
President for. Research at the Standard Oil Company of California. Dr.
Kane received his B.S. and Ph.D. degree in Engineering frorn the Unwersity
of California at Berkeley, and in between received the Master. of Science
1.1 degree in Engineering at Kansas State in 1939.
His initial employment was with Westinghouse Electric Company. In
1940, he subsequently went back to-the University of California and was
involved in theManhattan District Project. He has served on the faculty Of
the University of California, .Berkeley, for.a number of years as associate
professor of Engineering. In 1952, he joined the Standard Oil Company of
California where he held .a number of positions. In 4970, he -became the
Vice President for Research. He serves the University of. California as an

Engineering Advisory Councir member and the Berkeley campus as a
member of the College of Engineering Advisory Board. He also seryes,in the

'federal government as Vice President for the Coordinating 'Research
Council,
,
It is a pleasure:toiritroduce to all of you, Dr. Eneas D. Kane.

Eneas D. Kane

Thank you. It's a pleasure and an honor to be with you. It's also a
welcome eiangethat is, for someone connected with a. major oil eompany
to be asked to discuss somebody else's problems.
The last few years have been difficult for both business and education.
Lately, oil men have endured even more criticism than educators. This is a
fairly new experience for us, but the oil industry is Only a hundred years
old. Educators nave always been catching it from somehody.
I must confess that I accepted the invitation to speak here today with
"Sbrne mixed feelings. As a former member of the engineering faculty at
_Berkeley, I remember some exp:sure to people whO.':were quick to tell the

academics how to run their business' even though these people were
innocent of any real understanding of the complexities of the educational
process. These folks really didn't understand the problemsMuch less the
viable solutions. Those early experiences left their mark-7w you can be sure
I'll avoid telling you how to do your job.
(If yoU'll forgive a comment a bit off the subjectI similarly wish that
people -who don't understand the oil business would show more restiaint in
telling us how to run it.)

In reflecting further on what I might say to you, I spent some time
reading portions of the Proceedings. of your 1973 and 1974 annual
meetings.

Particularly striking to me were your own discussioii of the many
problems besetting higher education generall),, and especially graduate
schools. I am not going to repeat the litany of these problemsthey are
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well known to all of you and were identified and analyzed clearly and
eloquently in your meetings. Btit cumulatively these problems were and are
of such magnitude' that some of you have been asking yourselves whether
`graduate education still is needed. Things are so Uncertain and anxious that
you Shave been wondering if it's worth continuing to fight the battle, and

YOu have sought reassessment of and reassurance about the mission of
graduate education. Is it needed and important enough to warrant your
'continued dedication?
Well, for one, I would not be here today if I were not completely
convinced of the need for graduate education. One .of your speakers last

year put it this wayand I quote: "Nly basic faith in graduate education
remains unshaken by all of the blows we have received. Our society's
problems are no less severe than they were. Our capacity to train experts is
no less than-it has been. Over the long.haul; I am sure we all know that an
international, 'technological, urbanized society such as ours- needs graduate
education of the highest quality and in considerable quantity."'
share this belief in theicontinuing need for graduate education. Just as
one exarriple, My company employs nearly 2,000 people in our research
units, of whom, almost 900 hold professional and scientific degrees, with
about 600 of those holding advanced degrees. Our research personnel total

has been kept relatively stable for the Past ten years, and we foresee a
continuing need for young men and women with graduate training and
_degrees ir1 the fields ia which we are involved.

if you'll forgive yet another parochial reference, I too confess to some
concernS and anxietiesin my case about the future of industrial research
organizations, such as the one am responsible for, Whose fortunes
inevitably are tied to the economic health and prospects.of the oil industry.
'This is not the forum or occasion for me to elaborate on the reason for
these concerns,..which .of course relate to the current ferment about our
country's problems in energy, environment, and economic Performance.
I

But thei-e is something ih the present scene that should be of mutual
oncern to you and me as citizens, as well as in our respective roles in
education and business.. I am referring to the Spectacle in Washington,
D.C.repeated in many, state capitols, as well as in countless communities
across the country.
I hope you share my dismay when observing the low quality of most of
the debate on today's national problems. This debate most often displays.
the very opposite of the ideals of graduate education. It is simplistic instead
of sciholarly; it panders to distrust, cynicism, demagoguery and the lowest
forms of political expediency instead of a disciplined searching for truth
and for reasonable and reasoned accommodation in the public interest. ,
While I think all of us should be wery concerned, I am certainly not
suggesting that this depressing national floundering is evidence that
graduate education somehow has failed in its mission. There are too many
complex factors that have contributed to this situation. If anything, the
importance of quality graduate schools is magnified, rather than diminished. when we look for and think about the good and positive influences
in our national life that could serve to improve our condition.
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PerhaPs the mos( useful thing

I

can do today is' to offer some

observations about the environment .that your graduate students will find
when they go to work in industry. You'll'appreciate that my comments will
be based on experience that is limited generally to the kind of business I.
have been in for. the-last 25 years. Much of that experience has,been in the
more technical aspects of industry, but some of my:associates in personnel,

public relations, economics, marketing and other functions have contributed .input. ,Finally, I hope that these comments will be applicable, in
some degree,to any type of job entered by your graduates.
Let's first recognize some of the attitudes that exist.
Some business leaders, for example (including many who do the hiring),
are convinced that graduate educators almost universally froWn, on

industry, and in fact on most practical applicatiOns of learning. "'ilea!
businessmen believe that graduate schools only want to edw.ate university
professors and are content to let industry glean the fallout. There iS not yet

sufficient recognition by businessmen, I think, that that attitude by
educators, even where it once existed, is changing. The theme of this
conference emphasizes your concerns with educatilg your graduates so
they can best entei-and-iirosper in the total marketplace for their services.
But difficulties 1.emain for- those of. your graduates who 'are pointed
oWards employment outside the academic community if they find that
their educational experience has- not prepared them to enter.the world of
work. :This applies even to those who have pursued seientific and
engineering majors, supposedlY more attuned to jobs in business firMs.
For example, a surveyof inditstry evaluation of training. attitudes, and

adaptability of Ph.D. and B.S. deguv holders in chemistry was condUcted
in 1971 'for the American Chemical Society, and suppOrted in part by the
National Science Foundation.
Several conclusions were overwhelmingly endorsed by the respondents,
who were managers of firms hiring a significant proportion of chemists.
Eighty-four percent bf the respondents found the Ph.D.'s weak in pertinent
.

non-science areas such as economic analysis, humanities, personnel relatiOns
and communication. Somewhat under 60r: found 'the interests of these new

.employees too narrow and 'inflexible. In reply to the qUery, -Is he

unadventurous?' almost half; the respondents answered "yes.There were also a number of generalized findings of the committee that
conducted the survey.

First, they salt a need. for greater initiative on the job and greater
attention to self-improvement. They found that graduates had insufficient
awareness of, or respect -for economic constraints, commercial applieability,

and social needs:the committee concluded that graduates, and I quote,
"have to be taught, and taught well; that there is no such thing as a free
lunch,"
The committee also noted industry 'criticism of an apparently excessive
emphasis on theory and specialization in the training of these graduates.
While-granting their high technical quality, industry, spokesmen nevertheless
wondered if,- and I quote, "a pursuit of elegance in problem selection,
analYsis and solutions has not subordinated such values as clarity, directness
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and practicality." Obviously, these observations also would be applied to
some other fields besides chemistry.
I would be remiss if I left the impression that a 1971.survey is still a
valid characterization of the graduate students we have hired in the last
several years.

I'm not. sure if we can call it a trend; yet, but I believe we now are

.

seeing more matur.e graduates than was the case in the crop of the 1960's,
many of whom seemqd to want to blow up the World.
For instance, last year we took a group of 12 Ph.D.'s into one of our
research, units, an unusually large influx into 'a unit totalling about 100
people. We had planned to pro iide. the Ph.D.'s with staff "godfathers," so

to speakin the More traditional sense of the word "godfather"senior
people to help them through their first year or two of adjustment. As it
turned out, all -12 took hold well and no speciarl'Onsideration prdved
necessary.

The reason? My hunh is that students usually are responsive to what

they feel the world is going to ask of them. During the 1960's many
students were involved in, the _trendy, emotional isSues ot that tinie-:
.NowadayS, we are finding a lot of students who want to help to solve the
energy problem, .for example. They seem to have a more .positive attitude
toward their ability to contribute to solutions as well as a desire to do their
best. Two other characteristics helpful' to students entering the job market
are a willingness to live with change and anability to communicate.
Technical.graduates, to be successful in industry, have to be attuned to

change, and 'be comfortable with change--in fact, we hope they will
cOntribute to or cause constructive change. There is the obvious need .fOr
them to kee'p.abreast of swiftly changing technologyas well as a need to

.adjust to broadening responsibilities, Old perhaps to switch to areas of
work- unrelated to their original studies.. Certainly, the entering level
master's or doctor's degree holder, if he or she should aspire o higher
management positions, will have to be open to learning new skills.
The September .6. 1975 isslie of the London Econonzist examined what
it sees as a problem of a tack of communication.skills.in British technical
graduates. It argues that tethnology is regar.ed in Britain "as the gooSe that
pullS up the grass in the.fieids but hasnever laid the golden egg."

The Economist. asks "what has gone wrong?" and finds possible,

significance in a paper recently delivered to the British Association. That
paper deScribes an experiment in \Mich groups of science undergraduates
were asked to describe .in 300 words a wateetap dripping. Most 'of them
failed to observe accurately what they saw. They also had difficulty putting
their observations into words.
The Economist concludes "It is traditional to say there are too few
scientists in British boardrooms, in Parliament, or in Whitehall. There are
also too many 'people who would not understand them if they were there,
because many British scientists have lost the arts of being output oriented
and of saying what they mean."
Personally, I Was surprised at this .articlebacause we have several
graduates of British universities who are outStanding speakers and writerS.
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Perhaps we were fortunate in getting their best to come with us -which of
course is-What bilr recruiters aitempt to do.

But to return to the United States. Every year recruiters for Chevron
and other technically-oriented companies visit colleges and universities all
over the country searching for talent. I can tell you that the differences we
see in candidates are enormous.
Some, at the end of years of trueling B.S., M.S., and -.Ph.D. programs,
when asked what they wish to do, an8wer, "I really don't knoW.7
Now, such young men or women are among the highest products of our
educational system. A great deal of-time, labor, and a far from insignaicant

amount of money have been invested in their education, and they don't
know what to do with it. What they maY really be saying is, "I don't know
how I can apply my education to the outside world because I've never been
there."
Let me offer two contrasting examples to help illustrate what might be
done to make d difference in such a situation. Both instances involve real
people who came to work for my company from graduate schools.
A few years ago our recruiters met a young man in his junior year at a
major 'university, studying chemical engineering. Because he had .family

obligations, he had spent previous summers working in the university's
chemical engineering department.; He ,asked -questions, and gained as much
information as he could. He decided he %anted to make his career in the oil
industry. He spent the next four summeri working for different companies
in var. ious parts of the otintry, and in assorted jobs. When we talked with
him, just before he received his doctorate, he knew what kind of a job he
wanted, where he wanted to work, and the company he wanted tci join-. He
had, in fact, fashionca his own work-experience program.
Of Course, many of your schools encourage contact with companies
doing the kind of work towards which your students are heading. Perhaps
graduate schools also can help further with this problem by providing for
the use of top induslrial professionals as advisers to the' faculty in particular.

fields-or even by occaskthal appointmentS as adjunet professors or
lecturers.

My other example typifies 'the leverse side of the coin: a hardship,
almost a tragedy. A bright girl came to our office in San Francisco looking
for a clerical job, in desperation no doubt, because she held a master's
degree in Spanish literature..She had to support herself, had no commercial
training, and could not find a job that fitted her specialty. All .our
interviewer could offer her was a job as a file clerk, which she accepted.
It wag particularly painful for her to realize that we were hiring high
school girls with clerical training at higher entry salaries. We can, of course,

wonder why, she didn't ask herself some questions about employment
before graduation. -But experience indicates that many students simply
don't do this soon-en6ugh, perhaps becatise they have no realistic idea 'of

what life beyOnd
school is like; possibly, in some cases, because they never
expected tó live to find a jobin the business world.
But might not someone have counseled that young woman that there
are few jobs available for Spanish literature majors? Would four years as a

,
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literature major and two years of business school have been a better
.

six-year investment? If she had broughtus some educational experience we

could use, we would have been glad to hire her for a morel"§htisfying
entry-level position than as a file clerk. Parenthetically, she may well move
all,Pad

in the company faster and higher than the high school clerical

employeesbut she should have got off to a better start..
Administrators in the business side of my company tell me that they
feel students with graduate degrees in other disciplines usually lack training
in the deoision-making process, whereas, business school students and
engineers normally get such training.

As you know, business schools use case-study programs; in which
students are given a set of facts and asked to make a decision. Some of the
facts are left out, just as business seldom has all the facts it would like in

trying to solve its problems. The students are called upon for research,
analysis, and judgernent to reach their conclusions.

Engineering students usually work. on problems which give them
experience in synthesizing the solutions or alternative solutions to some
type of design problem, drawing on the application of courses they have
.

had.

.

I am told that lack of experience in such decision making, or problem
solving, is one factor that:limits job opPortunities for liberal arts advanced
degree students. .
Recently, an anthropologist lajd qiege to our people in charge of hiring

graduates. He insisted that what we really need is a broader view, a
perspective which an anthrc:iologist could provide. The question we could
not resolve was, if we gave him a desk and, say, a telephone, what would he
do? He seemed to feel thai we would be less likely to have an oil Spill if he
were on the job. But we already know oil spills are undesirable, and we did

not think he could aid our anti-spill programs, which involve,.facilities
design, operator training, and the like.

We admired the, man's persistence. But we simply have to employ
people with talents which we perceive will contribute to our company's
performance. I am quite sure that the situation of nearly every other firm is
the same.
l. are by no means saying that companies
such as. mine have no plaCe for
.
.

liberal arts graduates. We employ'rnany. But I feel safe in saying that if
more liberal arts students came to business and showed they. were oriented
toward and could make profit-motivated decisions for companies, they
would be in greater demand.

I realize that there is a difference of viewpoint here. Industries are
pragmatic, and tend. to feel thatthe educational process ought tp lend to
the solution of the practical problems which confront thern..
I saw a quot6 in a newspaper Lhe other day that had the president of a
major university making a disparaging reference to T"iechnocrats"apparently ,in the context of a discussion of the kind of educated person his

school ought to be producing.

The term -technocrat"
1930'sbut his remarks .struck me as exemplifying the basic problem of
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higher education including graduate. education: Flow to shape this
educational process so that your graduates are broadly educated and will
approach an ideal of scholarly achievement and promise, while still

attaining those qualities of motivation, practicality, capacity for change and

, growth, and ability to communicate and persuade. And, at the same time,
possess marketable skills which Virtually insure a job at a good starting
salary and with future prospects.

Stated that way; your job may sound almost imPossibleyet some of
your graduates exhibit all Of these attributes to a remarkable degree:They
are not technocrats, but well-rounded, capable and promising young
people. So, many of you already must have been doing something right!
The university president's remark about technOcrats also suggests a
problem7perhaps I ought to say, opportunityWhich we in business have.
That problem is to find ways to' contribute to your understanding of our
environment and requirements while working -with you to get better
acquainted and to assist where we can.
The objects of what should be onr mutual concerns and effortsthe
young men and women who are your graduate studentsare well worth our
dedicated attention.

./".
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I am very pleased to introduce to you, Dr. Bruce Ilannay.
Industrial Research and Graduate Education
N. B. Ilannay

The organizers of this afternoon's session have clearly had something in

mind in asking for the expression of an industrial Viewpoint. Our basic
institutional relationships always provide a sufficient reason, I think, but it
would seern that in these times there is a particular need for people on both
sides of the interface between industry and academia to look across it with
renewed sympathy and understanding for the problems on the other side.
There are several dimensions to our institutional relationships, The one

that is of most interest to your students is that _we-in industry wiil -be
providing many of the jobs that ,will be sought by-them. We are all aware of

the problems they face in .finding jobs that are consistent with the
education they have received, although the N. Y. 7'imes report of a Phi Beta
Kappa, surmna cum laude college graduate, who had gone on to a Columbia

Ph.D., a Fulbright scholarship and a Woodrow Wilson Fel :mrship,. but
whose present employment as a laborer in a pipe and steel supply' yard has
left him feeling either underutilized or overeducated, represents an extreme
case. Certainly, however, there are 'problems. Thus, the hopes of .thany
doctoral* that they will be able to. pursue an academic career are bound to
remain unfulfilled, as iiideed w could have told these students some years
ago when they 'were .begimiing undergraduates. The clear message of the /
demographic evidence that was even then readily,available was that the
rapid expansion of the universities of' the early sixties would have to
terminate. abruptly and .that there would. be relatively few opportuilities
for new faculty appointments in the seventies and eighties. And, despite the
popularity of such professions as medicine and law, where self-employment
has been traditional, we find that even in these the role of the institution as
an employer is strung because the medical students often really want to do

research rather than practice, and the low stu-dents often really want to
work in government of other institutions, or perhaps will do so even if they

don't have this in mind because there are far more of them.t.han- can be
accommodated in private practice. Thus, as the growth of college and
university faculties has essentially ended, the role of business and industry
as an employer is once again perhaps the major one open for stddents in the
graduate schools in science and engineering, and it is of growing importance
in other fields.
It must be said, however, that change's are also occurring in business and

industry. Importantly, the liberal arts and humanities education that
formerly was considered a sufficient' preparation for middle management

jobs in business simply doesn't fit well today. We can agree on the
intellectual and personal values to the individual of a liberal education even

as we note that unfortunately there is not necessarily a particular market
Value for a Liberal Arts degree.
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As the employment opportunities for your students have rapidly
altered in character, and as the students'. career aspirations have also
rhangedand let us note that while students are . very sensitive to
dislocations in the .job market, they are not equally good at making.the

.

appropriate anticipatory adjustments, especially if they receive inadequate
adviceas these changes have occurred there is need for new emphasis on
understanding . the relationship between the ultimate caieers of your
students and the education they are receiving.
is an understandable tendency when jobs are an issue to overlook
other asp .ts of the natural interfa6e between tbe universities and industry,
but they ar also important. The universities are concerned with knowledge, both in its generation and in teaching it to students. Just as we seek

your students, as our employees of the future, so we also requiie the
knowledge that you have the preliminary responsibility for creating.
Nowhere is this more true than in science and technology, which
conspicuously depend uppn new knowledge for their progress. By and large
the industrial research.and development laboratories are concerned with the

application of knowledge-and for making 'the connection to tperer, but
they are keenly, aware that this process depends critically; upon' the.
generation of new knowledge.

We might do well to ask ourselves ,*a.rly in this discussion whether
science and engineering have a future. I think.they do. The country today is
already returning to the view that science and technology are essential to
progress in"solving the p'roblems we all see. Up to about 1960 science and
technology were viewed by society with a suitable. mixture ,of favor, we,
and distaste, but there was little doubt that they 'were held to be the key to
just 'about everything, both good and bad. The sixties saw a.sharp swing

toward societal matters that often seemed to have little to do with

technologyL-problems of the cities, racial disc4mination, student.. unrest,
etc.--,-and it even became p6pular to say that science and technology fteated

our problems. Now we seem' to be back somewhere between these
extremes, in a "sociotechnical" mode, if you like. Certainly many of the
major societal problevs of the day call for solutions that involve large
amounts of new technotOgy, as well as better political economic insights
and concepts Energy and materials resources'shortages, the environment,
health care, transportation systems are typical of these,Youuniversities- andVeirT industry are both ,going to be heavily. involved.
Perhaps this recognition of the new emphasis to be placed on technology is
suffioient to justify rriy talking to you mainly in terms of science and
engineering in graduae4.education, rather than more broadly, although the
real reason for my doing this is, of course, that it is what I know most
about.
Let me undertake to give you first some measures of industrial research
and development and to say something about its characteristics, so that we
can then seek to relate it to graduate education: Industrial R & D has gone
through several phases, but the most conspicuous of these were, first, the
earlier focus on its effectiveness in the development of new products and
services that would meet customers' needs, as elepressed by their vote in the

marketplu.e, and, secondly and.rnore recently, the reconciliation of these
market objecti...es with variOiTS -societaLgoals and conStraints, many of

which are expressed through a- proliferating body of legislative and
regulatory actions.

The mission of industrial research is to conivert to application and
usage, basic scientific knowledge, which is generated and cultivated mainly

in the univefsities of the world, although at least the larger industrial
laboratories participate al,,o in this creation of the knowledge on which we
depend. This coupling of basic knowledge with application is precisely the
idea behind some of the more successful industrial research organizations
you know about, and it has been the key element in dur strategy from our
first existence within our companies. As the needs for society have grown
more complex, there have been:major consequences for inAustrial research.
Satisfying these needs involves usin -a matrix of issues going well beyond
the simple notion of "what will the public respond to in the marketplace::
It has become necessary for industrial research to assess its activities in
much broader social terms, in a responsible way..
There is also the matter of siie. Increasingly, the needs of society are
for solutions to large-scale sociotechnical problems, and these are met only

by .major efforts combining the knowledge and skills of people with a

variety of talents, ranging all the way from the acquisition of basic
knowledge to the -final system design and application. In responding to
these needs, only the larger institutions can readily assemble and coordinate

the resources required for the system design and its delivery to the user,
with all the various knowledge elements that are needed for this, filling in
new basic knoWledge whefever gaps are found. Thus we find -a significant
trend toward larger R & D laboratories, in industry as in certain major deas
of federal involvement in applied research and technology.
'These trends are well illustrated by National Science Foundation figures
showing, the concentration of industrial research, by industry grouping and

by comPany. Thus, just four companies are responsible for 19% of all
industrial funding of research and development. The first eight companies
account for .34%, the first twenty for 54%,-and, the first three hundred for
91%. Only one in twenty_dhze_comparliesdoingmanufaeturinehave an
R & D activity, and in normnanufacturing industry, only one in 2,000 have
any. In terms of people, 85% of all research and development, people in
industry are in firms with c.,ver 5,000 employees, as compared with just
70% only 15 years ago.

The concentration by industry group is equally striking, Seven
industries* accOunt for 85% of all induStrially-funded regearch and
development. If we lump together both industry-funded and Federallyfunded R & D, 81% of the total is performed by just five industries.**
Finally, 64% of all. basic research in industry is accounted for by just two
*Electrical equipmentand communications, chemicals, machinery; motor
vehicles, aircraft .and missiles, petroleum, instruments.
**Aircraft and missiles, electrical equipment and communications, cherniicals, machinery, motor vehicles.
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industries, chemicals/pharrrfaceuticals .and electrical equipment/communications.

It is not, of course, that these companies and industries are doing too
much research and development, but that the others..are doing too little.
Substantial portions of 'industry are underinvesting in research and
development in the view of-many of us, but until tip-. rest
industry is
persuaded that it is to their advantage to do more, this is the world we are
(Waling with.

Research and development in industry -adds up to a hure totalS-24B.
almost $15B of which is supplied from industry's own funth. This $24B is
to be cOmpared with the total U.S. research ,ind development of $34B..
That is the pr_sent, but you are at least as concerned with the future.
Forecasts are notoriously slippery; as the Chinese 'proverb puts it,
"Prophecy is extremely .difficult, especially with respect to the future."
One way mit is to forecast the immediate future, as its outlines are already
rather clear. The other is to forecastthe.year2000. because by that time no
one wi remember what we said, pr if they do. we won't be around to he
held accountable. The Industrial Research Institute, an association representing most of the industrial research of the country, conducts an annual
survey .to see what. industrial research leaders think about the following.
year. The survey is conducted in August, when research directors are still
optimistic about their budgets, which, the3F are then preparing and which
are only cut later in the' fall. What .the IRI survey, showed this year was.an
expectation for d small but significant increase in industrial R & Dr.in 1976
as compared with 1975 (as a wrcentage of sales, so that this should reflect
itself in modest hiring, although the increase in R & D personnel projected
for 1976 is smaller than the increase forecast for 1915, in the 1974 survey).
Interestingly, thetratio of Ph.D.'s to total professionals hired was expected

to shim .no change, in contrast to the 1974 sur.ey, which projected an
increased number Of Ph.D.'s in .1975. This Mildly optirnistic forecast seems

to he confirmed by other surveys that have been carried out for the year

.

ahead, as well as the modest economic upturn we are experiencing.
The current National Science Foundation projections for the utilization
of doLtorals in science, engineering, matheMatics and the social sciences.
for the years .1980 and. 1985, continue to 'show a substantial excess of
supply over demand, but there are reasOns to doubt this, in certain fielthat
least. The rr,,in problem is'. that forecasts are usually an extrapolation of
Current events, and if there is one message we'can learn from recent history,
it is that the future can't he accurately predicted that way. Moreover,
prophecies of this kind are somewhat self-defeating. because students react
to supply-demand relationships. The projected oversupply of engineers, the
largest for any field in the NSF survey, is the most suspect, being wrong
alreadY. Clearly the fields in which academic employment has been
predorriinant will be those where an oversupply of doetorals is most likely.
Engineering, for which academic employment is least importam, will
benefit from any improvements in the economy, as well as from Federal

programs in such areas as energy. This is little evidence that the mix of
Ph.D.s, Masters and Bachelors in indo.:try will change much in the period
ahead,

Abandoning the numbers game as unreliah4 and probably unrewarding,
let us talk instead about the qualitative features of industrial research and
developmentand hoW they relate to the graduate student's experience.
First we see the strong interest of industry in profeSsionals: This is
obviously, true in research and development, for which graduate education
is often regarded as a necessity for much of the senior staff. But:here we
even find that the junior technical staff is no longer cornposed.:just of
technicians with no more than, saY, technical institute training, but in fact
includes.. also Bachelors or even Masters as junior professionals, for the more
sophisticated requirements of computer programming, statistical work,
chemical analysis, and other such functions. But evep apart from research
and development, the corporation's operations today have a degree of
complexity that increasingly requires professionals, not only the graduates
of business schools..and law schook, but also other kinds of professionals,
such 9s economists, operations research people, and others. As we noted
earlier the Bachelor degree in liberal arts and the,humanities may not any
longer be the best preparation for corporate life.
This new emphasis on professional careers iS of course even more
prominent in your own institutions, which have seen a strong trend toward
professional education; even at the undergraduate level' this extends to as
much .as 50 to 60% of the students, and, Of course, at the graduate level the
fraction is still higher, The A nodern American university has been said to
represent the third principal era in the university, after earlier eras in which
it was first the repository of all that was known, seeking only to pags it
.

along to later generations; then, hter, it nat only held and taught. the

knowledge but also added to it, tiliough the creative research activities of
its faculty. Now you have ereated the third kind of university, in which the

new dimension is the teaching, not just of wtat a sell-educated person
should know, but also What must be learned in 0-TparatIon.for a particular
career. The prOfessional training provided by gr, duate eClucatiOn Ipatis in
many directions, but there is no doubt .that industry Was become
increasffigly

aware of the values of the professienal 'expertise that a

specialist provides, to its affairs, and it will be hiring the irofessional, to an
increasing deme.
_
Another characteristic of the corporate professional is the recognition
that an interdisciplinary approach is often the most apPropriate way to
-attack complex problems. "Interdisciplinary" is an 'overworked term, which
is Unfortunate because it is an accurate character.izatioyi of a mode of
*operation, or even'a state of mind, that ,is usually quite ;essential to the
solUtion of large, many-faceted problems. Research in the university cap be
quite purely-disciplinary in character, and it almost alWays is. On the Otlwr
hand it .usually is..not, in the industrial laboratory; and, indeed, the singie
most important .new rontribution industrial laborateries haVe made to the
organization and conceptual processes of scienee is the nterdisciplinary

nature of tteir research and development. This is quite foreign to the

nature of the universities, whose organization reflects the long-standing
tenet that knowledge falls into certain well-defined compartments, and that
autonomoUs university departments can devote themselves to these
separate assemblages Of knowledge. This has been quite adequate for most
-
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of the

period since universities were invented, given an occasional
willingness t allow the birth of a new discipline somewhere between

existing ones, for example biochemistry. Only very recently has this idea
run into its first serious problems, with respect to research in the
universities (much less difficulty is found in adapting curricUla). The reason

for this, of course, is that the world'sprobltins don't necessarily fall neatly
into these same immutable eompartments. This is not news to you, nor is it
to your students, or to the funding agencies in Washington. We pow see
messv_prpblems like the environment, and urban mass transit, and energy,
and health care, and each of these requires for its solution creative thinking

and an infusion of knowledge from at least several disciplines. The
organization of this cooPerative thought on the campus is not something

we will be able to solve here today, and I am sure all of you have
experienced in your institutions the difficulty in matching a strictly
disciplinary organization to research or interdisciplinary problems, even
within' the science, or science and engineering communities, let alone the
cases for which the social sciences should also become a part. Given the
autonomy of academic departments and of the individual professor, in
research matters, interdisciplinary research has So far mainly not succeeded,
in academic surroundings.

Now the point of this is that industrial research and development has

represented quite the opposite situation. We continue to admire and
encourage disciplinary excellence withb our laboratories, but it is essential
to our survival that we bring.to bear on our technical ventures a variety of
talents, which interact and fortify eaeh oth, It will be obvious to you that
we must do this in large projects. But once you start ignoring disciplinary
barriers it becomes easy, and we also find that a prevailing mode for the
conduct of basic research involves collaborative effort between profes.

sionals, often not in the same discipline, or when they are, indifferent
subdisciplines. I would estimate that over half the published basic research
frdm my own institution is collaborative .between professional authors; very
infrequently is this die case for papers from the universities, as coauthored
papers almost always involve just the group .of students and postdoctorals
associated-with the faculty member.*

Thus we see a very different way of working in industry and in the
university, one organized for the maximization of efficiency in assembling
basic knowledge and accomplishing large tasks in science and its applica-

tion, the other for encouraging individual creativity in the search for
discrete umts of knowledge, individually manageable. At least hi the larger
industrial- laboratories there is room for the latter also, because we
recognize the uniquely vital role of the creative indivklual and his inSights
into science. The challenge' then is to give the graduate student an

apprectiation cf the interdisciplinary nature of things, in an institutional
framework that usually Jets him see only the purely disciplinary side of
*An exception of sorts may be claimed for the high energy machines in
some university physics departments, but even here the collaboration is
usually for the facility, rather than the science done with it.
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science and engineering. Even though the student may not choose a
dissertation topic that requires this, there have been some ingenious
curriculum experiments that are very promising in this regard.

This brings us to a closely related subject, one that is over-debated
does industry prefer the specialist or the generalist? Perhaps the reason the
question is never resolved is that industry wants both, sometimes,
somewhat unreasonably, in the same individual. A recent note on recruiting
of chemists asserts that "chemical companies want specialists ... [but not
ones that] can worg ih a very limited area." Generally speaking, the large
research establishment finds the greatest value in specialists, and this is why

,it tends to favor Ph.D.'s, but it requires specialists whp will interact to
reinforce each other's specialized contributions. Generalists will always
emerge from among the specialists, in 'sufficient numbers. On the other
hand, the gmaller industrial laboratory will often prefer tlie generalist, as it
may feel that it cannot afford specialists who may not readily shift interegts
as the company's needs change. For this A-eason it may see a disadvantage in
the doctoral, as compared with the nonspecialized Master's or BaChelor's
degree candidate.

A particular manifestation of the desire for breadth, in terms of the
whole spectrum of activities in industrial research and development, is the
need for an appreciation of economics as an additional constraint in the
bringing of- purely technical achievements to a successful conclusion. This
of coui-se 'increases sharply as one mmies to the applications end of the
technical spectrum.
Further characterizing research and development ih industry, we have
said that they represent the recognition of, and response to, opportunities
to develop and apply science for useful purposes, and no one car..ever. be
sure just where these opportunities will arise. Thus a degree-of fiexibility

and open-mindedness about what will leem worthwhile to do next is
typical. An attitude that life is to be spent learning more anci more about a

particularly narrow thing, getting to the very bottom of it if possible, a
completely acceptable goal in the academic.context, is less appropriate in
most of industry.
Such people can be accommodated in our laboratories; but only if our
total scope of interest ahvays includes that thing. The very, best research
people, academic or industrial, characteristically may consider the possibility of making major shifts in their research interests occasionally. The
graduate student who has learned to believe that only one kind of activity
is worthwhile, that of course being; whatever he does aS a thesis topic,
makes it substantially more difficult for himself to find an industrial
research position that suits him, Or to establish a rewarding research career
of any kind, than it would be if he regarded his thesis, or his choice of a
subfield within his discipline, only as a_ part of the education process.
Industry is attracted by the candidate who expresses ideas'about things to
d9 that are beyond his direct experience.
One final characteristic of industrial research that callsfor mention is
that real problems often lend themselves only to approximate sblution.
Scientific and mathematical problems that cannot be solvedcpmpletely and
.
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analytically may be subject to approximate solUtions that are of enormous

'utility. Industrial research often has to proceed on less thaw perfect

understanding, and theproblems it addresses face constraints in additionto
those set hynature, for example.. the eConornic one.
The distinguishing characteristics of industrial researchsay something

to us about the nature of graduate education, since many of those who
experience it will go on to industrial careers. They say, first, that attitude.is

often 'more important than the precise .nature of the educat?onal background. Matters such as interdisciplinarity, flexibility, andso on, reflect a

state of mind; but it is one that is strongly influenced by the academic
environment. The doctoral student's thesis professor is enormously
influential in this respect.
There is another aspect of student attitudes. There is some truth in the
idea that the academic stereotype believes that science (not engineering) in

industry is inherently inferior. Sometimes it

is

inferior, but

I

would

strongly challenge that t:iis is inherent. Poor science is poo'r, independent of
the institution. Science that ranks with the hest in the uniVersities -can he:
and is, done in some industrial laboratories. Moreover, no one should doubt
the intellectual satisfaction of not only discovering neW-knowledge but also
applying it in a usefurwayit is at least as challenging to the creative mind.
The distinguishing characteristics of industrial research do not in any degree
imply a lesser 6hallengeif anything, it is even greater.
Quite apart from the intellectual quality of the industrial environment,
many students fail to grasp the role of industry in our economic system and

its function in bringing to the ultimate user. the _fruits of science. The
pursuit of knowledge is satisfying, and 50 is its 'application for human
progress. It is abundantly clear to Ais in industry that we make a primary
contribution to the nation's welfare, hut it is equally clear that the student
seldom develops an appreciation of this. partly because few faculty have
direct knoWledge of industry. and partly because of occasional but highly
visible .failures on the part.of some industry. We &Industry and you in the
universities hoth need to address ourselves to increasing students,' awareness
of .the positive contributions to soeiety they can make in industry.
It is a feature of h8th7igraduate and undergraduate education, in the
sciences more than in engineering, that to an increasing degree students'.
aspirations will not follow the predilections of.the faculty. who at this same
stage in their own careers all chose the academic path: Particularly at the
Undergraduate level in the sciences, many students have some othdr career
in mind than one.of academic research after a doctoral degree, and it would
be preferable to view their education in broader terms.
One of the constant readjustment proc'esses that goes on in graduate

.

school Is the mix between Masters 'and Ph.D. studentg. ...t the. risk of
oversimplifying, a Ph .D. drop-out in the sciences, who settles for a Master's.- .

'degree, is not a particularly attractive prospect for industry, becaUse the
specialization of the doctoral has not been carried through to completion,
but the process is underway. Not all science Masters are Ph.D. dropouts,
but there ate many. On 'the other hand, in engineering where the Ph.D. ,
degree is less well embedded as part of the culture, the M.S. may .wt%11
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indicate a superior, but canny student who doesn't want to price himse
but of the 4Tiarkel\for industrial eMployment by going .on for the Ph.D.
Next -year, however, the reasorg may be different. ,I would .be unetiSy
about suggesting that you seek to control sttidents" strategies, but I would
suggest tliat.there is a need for more attention by all of us to the matter of
.

giving them appropriate giridance.

We must emphasize particularly those features of graduate education
having to,11:lo with student attitudes and expectations because icis here,
rather than in curricula or quality of research, that your greatest ilooblems
and owortunities maY lie.. It. also seems that this is an area where industry
can become a useful partner for yo.u, as we see.k jointly to provide better
careers. for your students and applications tor your research. Too little
effort has, been devoted in recent years to intelligent dialogue between us:
Tlie"most direct way I know to increase an understanding op both sides
of. the industrial-academic interface is to spend more thoughtful effort on
crossing it. In my (Avn institution we devote a great-deal of attention to this
and lt is most rew.irding. A variety of method!r- are possible and perhaps I
Van, mention some of these. Our leading scientists arp often invited to spend
tiMe at a universi:y_on a -reverse sabbatical," and we encourage this. For
one thing, it puts them into a new and Aimulating scientific environment
for a while. For another, it is a demonstration ;.o faculty and students alike
that first class science can, come ,from an industrial'scientist, leading them
to a greater appreciation of_the quality of industrial research.
Equally, the sabbatical or' a summer spent in 'our own laboratory by a
university pthfessor has allowed, him to carry back to his campus and his
students a sense of the purpose and challenge of the best of induttrial
research. Th('' effects on him of this unique.experience,are ll1 o last for
macy -.,.ears thereafter. Also, a number of .outstanding scientists w. o hold
appointme.lits boili in ouF laboratories and in major universities' serve a
similar purpose.;
Students who-experience. an industrial laboratory enyironment, for a

sumnwr, say, may develop a completely -new outloOk on their career

dossihiliti6s, and we have found Naiue in this mode of interchange. Support

of specific research programs in the university by industry, where the
interaction is reasonably close lnit not so close that it undermines the
traditional freedoms of university scientific inquiry are another way.. We
could identify still other kinds of interaction, ,but all serve a purpose in
promoting understanding. None of these modes of interactiOn happens
automatically-they all shave to be worked at. But then, all_goOd ideas

eta.!ptually degenerate into a lot of hard work.
I
seek. particularly to emphasize this understanding, because the
relationship between industry and the universities is a complementary one,
with ynur mission in- education and in the creation of new knowl,..dge
exactl:: conipleMenting ours, as we suPply the framework and resources for
the people who are the product of your educational process to ,use the
knowledge you and they are generating, in applications that benefit. s
At no time has it berm mole vssential to achieve a new level of cooperation

between the two institutions that have, between them. the elpability fur
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acquiring and applying basic knowledge. I am fully convinced, as I am sure
you are also, that a firm knowledge base is the most essential single element
for the progress our society aspires to; and as you examine your

institutional capabilities for providing this, it is up to us in industry to
encourage andreinforce you.

J. Chester McKee, Jr.

Ournext speaker is a former graduate dean and quite d distinguished
scholar in his own right. He now serves as President of the American
Council of Learned .Societies. Dr.. Lumiansky received his B.A. from the
Citadel, his M.A. from the UniverSity of Southern California, and his Ph.D.
at the University of North Carolina.

He taught Enesh in high school; ind after receiving his doctorate

began a very disthiguished 6areer at Tulanc University, where he became
head of the English department. He served as Dean of the Graduate School
.at Tulane University from 1954 to 1963 and as Provost of the University
from 1960 to 1963. At that time, he left Tillane where he was associated

with the University of Washington, the University of Illinois, Duke
University, and the University of Pennsylvania. At the University of
Pennsylvania he was Professor and Chairman of the English department
until some eighteen months ago when he became the President of the
American Council of Learned.Societies.

Dr. Lumiansky has a distinguished record of military service, as one
might suspect of a graduate from the Citadel. His distinguished academic
relationships include serving as a member of the Woodrow Wilson
Fellowship Selection Conimittee, a member of the National Council for
Humanities, and many other numerous honors. He is also the author of
many Publicati ns and books.
it great pleasure that I introduce to all of you a former graduate

--- dean, Dr. Robert Lumiansky.
Robert M..Lumiansky.

A good many years ago, when I was Graduate Dean at Tulane
University, I had the privilege of being cloSely involved in the fOunding of
your organization. I particularly remember a mee.ting in Lincqln. Nebraska,

when four members of the Executive Committee of the Association of
Graduate Schools met to prepare a proposec. constitution for the
organization we hoped to found. The other three were John Weaver, Peter
Elder, and Alex Heard, then graduate deans at Nebraska, Harvard, and
Chapel Hill, respectively. To judge from your presence here, today, our
f for Ls were worthwhile, and 1 am both honored and pleased to be with
you.
In fairness, I should make 'immediately clear that my comments here
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are going to be almost completelY at variance with'the intentions of those
who planned the program for this meeting. In the first place, the stated
subject for this panel is -Employment and Its Implications for Graduate
Education"; but I am more concerned about the implications of "Unemployment." Second, the general topic for your meeting is "Adaptation of
High.?.r Education Institutions to New Clientele"; but I am at least equally
concerned about -Old Clientele." Third, my remarks will deal Primarily
with the Ph.D. situation; but many of you are more directly involved with
Master's degrees. My hope is that in what will follow reasonable

justification for my arrant lack of cooperation with your..planners will
emerge.

Let me add more prelitninary consideration. The organization of which

I am PresidentThe American Council of Learned Societiescame into
being fifty-six years ago with two stated purposes: first, -the advancement
of humanistic studies in all fields of learning"; and,. second, "the
maintenance and strengthening of relations among the national societies

devoted to such studies." For working puiposes, we deal with the

Huinanities and the humanistic aspects of the Social Sciencesthe fields
covered by our forty-one constituent .national societiesand the analysis
which follows will be'applicable to those fields. About the present situation
in the sciences and. technologies. I know very little. But, given the mission
of the ACtS, I must be steadily concerned with the question "What will be

the state of humanistic scholarship and teaching fifteen or twenty years
from now`?"a_question also of importance. I would think, to any graduate
dean.
After over two decades of tremendous growth and relatively lush times,

graduate education- has

in

the past several years encountered great

. difficulties. On the one hand we ,have seen sharp reduction in financial

support of all kinds, and on th other extreme scarcity in most fields of
jobs for the products of graduate education. That the situation will soon
improve seems unlikely. Many meetings have been held and many more will

no doubt be held in the future to discuss what iliould be done in the face
of .these changed conditions. Perhaps the most extensive effort of the sort
to date has been the deliberations over the past five years of the National
Boa5.clon Graduate Education, in the /work of which I had opportunity to
participate. As you know, that Board has issued a number of occasional
rePorts. and its comprehensive final report will Soon appear.
Many of the discussions of the present situation for graduate education
in the Humauities sound about as follows: First, traditionally almost all the
products of graduate education in the.Humanities have found employment
in educational institUtions; second, now and surely for the next decade or

two such jobs will be very scarce; third, the number of persons earning
graduate degrees should be reduced; fourth, innovative curricular patterns
for graduate degrees should be developed; and, fifth, other career.
opportdnities than teaching for those who do earn graduate degrees must
be found. In sum, we are told that the marked change in the times calls for
drastic changes in graduate education.

'

Such a line of reasoningI submitshould be viewed with considerable
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alarm by anyone concerned with the 'question I raised a few minutes ago:
"What will he the state of humanistic scholarship and teaching fifteen Or
twenty years from now?" In the first place, the necessary preparation for
effective scholarly work in the humanistie fields does not allow.much room
for innovative curricular patterns. For example, the.young men and women
presently in graduate school with the intention of earning Ph.D.'s in some
aspect of medieval studies need fundamentally the same curricular
preparation that the. best practicing medieval scholars enjoyed. They need

to learn as 'much as they can about the history, literature, philosophy,
theology, etc. of Western Europe and the Mediterranean area from 500 to
1500. They need to learn to read the manuscripts from the period. They
need to learn medieval latin and as many of the iiational languages as they
can. They need to learn how to tise research libraries and special archives.
And they need to learn, how to-reason and to write in the best Kholarlyfashion . There may well he better ways of teaching these matters than some
we have used in the past; but any shifting away from the necessary subjects
will weaken the young scholars' preparation-I believe that the same basic
situation exists for the other humanistic fields.
In the secdnd- place, I am concerned that our,current stress upon
finding "alternative career-patterns"that is, careers not in academiamay
lead .us to neglect the need for maintaining and strengthening the t,;elevtion
'and preparation for those Ph.D. students in thehumanities who will go into
academia. There are now and, of course, will continue to be some openings
in the colleges and universities. That the persons who fill those openings

should be of the highest quality the graduate schools can provide is
obViously crucial for th e. fUture of humanistic sCholarship.

As a final segment of my remarks here, I Want to comment upon,
various aspects of the current situation with regard to the process of
selecting,.preparing, placing, holding. and furthering outstanding men and
women in careers' as humanistic-scholars. I will begin at the fir end of tlw
spectrum, with the circumstances for estahlished scholars. For such persons
we now have available through the "N..tional Endowment .for the Iluman.ities. the Ouggenheim Foundation, the Arriercan Philosophical Society, and
the .American Council of Learned Socictie zn adequate number of research
fellowships and grants-in-aid. I am.not saying that each year every-deserving
'application from tenured professors for a research fellowship or grant-in-aid
can be funded; I am saying .that we haVe managed toarrange a sufficiently
high level foi this kind if support so that anyone in part responsible for the

present and future state of humanistic scholarship can relax, at least
temporarily, about this matter.

But when we move down to the next crucial stagetenure for

outstanding assistant professorswe are

in

trouble. Financial strain is

causing reduction of numbers of.faculty.,members, and tenured posts wilich
are vacated because of regular or early retirement. or for other reasons. are

simply not being filled. The N:ellon Foundation has made a, number of
grants to e nahle several leading universities to grant tenure for outstanding
assistant professors in the Humanities, hut the problem is still bothersome
because jobs in other institutions are not easily available for these six-year
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people. Consequently, the profession may lose some valuable persons.
The next consideration has to chi with those persons who have recentlq

completed the Ph.D. degree. For working purposes, 1 assumerigkitly or
wronglythat the hest Ph.D. graduates are still findingacademic pb.sts; but
in many instances their circumstances are less than ideal for scholarly
development.: library resources may . be limited, teaching s loads and
committee work'smay be heavy, etc. The great need, ifithese promising
scholars are to develop, is for research materials and time to do scholarly
work. In response to that need, ACLS is establishing research fellowship
Lind grant-in-aid programs for persons not more than three years beyond
receipt of the Ph.D. We do not have as much money for this purpose"as We
would like, hut we .helieve fhat What we haVe will serve a helpful purpose in
enabling the recipients to push ahead with their scholarly work.

The earliest stage in the process we are considering has to-do with
attracting to the *graduate humanistic departments a reasonable, number of
the ablest students. A major factor toward that end is of course fellowships

for graduate study. There is, however, no national program for such
fellowships at. Present. The,,National Board .on Graduate .Education, in its
Federal Policy Alternatives Toward-Graduate Educatitin., recominended the-

establishment of such a program by. the National Endowment for the
'Humanities. But as yet nothing has happened. NEll's establishi7g-a program
of graduate fellOwships would have symbolic .as well as substantive value.
As a final sentence, I invite your help in trying to bring abOut that program.
Thank you.
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Second Plenary Session
Tuesday, December 2, 1975, 9:00 a.m.-10:45 a.m.

FOREIGN GRADUATE STUDENTS IN THE UNITED STATES
,

.

Chairman: S. D. Shirley Spragg, University of Rochester
'Sanford 'C Jarneson, College Entrance Examinations Board
RiChard Armitage, The Ohio State University
General Leonard F.. Chapman, Jr.,
U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service'
S. D. Shirley Spragg

Our session this morning is concerned with the topic, Foreign Graduate
I shall begin with some brief comments
about foreign students in this country,.then would like to mention some of

Students in the United States.

the ways in which the CGS is involved with foreign students and with
international education in general:

Following that I shall call on Sandy Jameson and Dick Armitage to
describe certain projects and activities which have considerable impOrtance
for potential graduate studen-ts from other countrieS, activities about which
we believe graduate deans will wish to be brought up to date. At that point
we'll invite discussion of those two presentations.

We shall then have the pleasure of hearing from General Chapman,
°United State Commissioner of hninigration and Naturalization, and there
will be opportunity for questionsand discussion following his address.
First a few general comments to remind you of the size and nature of
this group of students. According to Open Doors, the annual statistical
suminary prepared by the Institute of International Education, there were
estimated to be 151,000 foreign students_ enrolled in U.S. colleges and
.universities in 1973-74, the largest number so far: This does not include
those foreign students enrolled in secondary schools, trade schoolS, etc.
Although the total number represents a new high, the annual rate of
increase, 4%, continues a trend cf uinkinished growth, down from annual
growth rates of over 11% in the 1960s. What inCrease there is is accounted
for almost completely by students from the Near and Middle East, South
America, and Africa. The numbers of students from Europelnd Canada
have been decreasing steadily for several years.

By fields, the largest proportions of foreign students are found in
engineering (21%). humanities (17% ), physical aud life sciences (13%),
business administration (13%), and social sciences (11%). Of the 151,000
students, somewhat over 40% were claSsified as graduate students or, more
precisely, as post-baccalaureate students.
The Council of Graduate Schools has from its beginning been actively
involved with international education, due in part to the s'.rong interests of
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our first president, Dr.. Gustave 0. Alit, and vigorously continued and

exnanded by our present president. Dr. J. Boyd Page.
I should like to describe briefly'Some of the activities in this.ared with
which CGS has been involved because I have a feeling that the variety and
extent of CGS involvement may not be well known to many of the CGS
member deans.
4
. One such activity is the National Liaisem. Committee on Foreign
Student Admissions. CGS is one of five-inational organizations whiCh
constitnte this committee. Boyd Page and I are the CGSrepresentatives on
the committee and I am presently serving a two-year term as its chairman.
Sahdy Jameson in his presentation.'will be describing several of the ,NLC
-activities and projects so I'll say no more about. this activit'Y
A sec6nd area in which COS has been active and has exerted significant.
readership is the African Graduate Fellowship (AFGRAD) program of the
African.American Institute. This was born in 1963, with Dr. Arlt and Dr.
William:Gaines, then with AAL as the principal mid-wives. The program
developed .steadily and has become what 1 confidently believe, to be the
most successful foreign- fellowship program of its kind. i.e., One devoted to
the purpOsive advaneed' education of students who then return home and
.

contribute to their country's develOpment as members of university

faculties ,. as administrative .and professional staff of' Ministries: and in

various research and educational organizations. The completion rate fort.his
program (attaining the degree for which the rellowship was entered) is.02'f;
a most impressive rate for any program,, foreign .or domestic. And, further.
the return rate trepaIriation I is over 90.q. again an outstanding record for a
foreign student fellowship program.
From its beginning the policies for the AFGRAD progn m have been'
set, and the final -selection 'of fellows'nas been made, by an AFGRAD
deans' executive committee, whose, members are appointed by AM with
the advice of CGS. It has been my pleasure andprivilege to, have served oh
this comm:ttee since its earbi days; and seVeral of you present today have

served or are serving on it. Each year one or two of the deans on the
committee Has made a trip to Africa ih the late fall on behalf of the
programto sit with the cluntry nomination comMittees. and to confer
with officials in the ministries and the universities about the program.
Turning to another activity; the president of CGS and one or more uf
the MS deans regularly sit as members of an advisory committee: to the
Institute of International Eduyation, to counsel IIE with respect to -its
foreign student and felk.wship programs. At present Boyd Page is chairman
of this committee.

nother exaMple: there is a National Council on the' Evaluation of
Foreign Student Credentials, which attempts to bring some order into this

complex and potentially cmfusing field. CGS _is one of the national

organizations comprising this Council, and itS representative is Dean Andy
Ilein of the University of Nlinnesota.
The National A.;soCiation for Foreign Student Affairs held its annual

(zonference in Wa!hington last May. with CGS as a too-sponsor of the
conference. and .Boyd Page 'was a consultant to ihe program committee. I
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should also mcntion that Sandy Jameson is at present the president df
NAFSA.

Which brings me more directly to Dr.. Page, whom I.have mentioned
several times in this account.. Through his interests, his responsibilities, and
his oppOrt unities, he has been deeply involved with inLernational education
and has made Many significant Contributions to it: Ile has participated in
several of. the overseas workshops for the- advisors of potential students
(which SandY Jame.son will shortly he telling you about), he is often called

upon by the State Departmeht or other agencies to meet with foreign
educitors, or to participate in panel sessions.dealing xith problems relating
.to foreign-students otforeign scholars.
In sum. I believe that CGS has not only an active but a distinguished

record of involvement with foreign student and international education
affairs.. Thanks to the leadership of its two presidents. and the many
contributions of 'its member deans. (GSis a respected and- widely used
resource in international .educationby our own government and by foreign
governments and universities.
Sanford C. Jameson

The National Liaison Committee on foreign student admissions is a
cooperative, inter-associational group composed of American Association
of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers OACRAO). Institute of
International Education (11E), ColliVi Entrance Ekamination Board
(CEEB). Council of Graduate Schools (CGS). and National Association for
Foreign Student Affairs INFS.A I. These associations have been working
together for over ten years on a variety of projects and activities for their

' mutual benefit. One of

t,he early activities of the National i.iaison
Committee was a colloquium on the univeriity. government and the foreign
graduate studera. Subsequent colloquiums have been held on the foreign
graduate .student: .Priorities .for Research and Action, and. The .Foreign

Undergraduate Student: institutional Pri.oaties for Action. These colloquiums were held At Wingspread, the ,lonnson Foundation conference
t enter in Racine, 'Wisconsin. and funded hy hoth the foundation and...the
Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs-of the U.S. Department of State
ICU). It has been the committee7s- goal that these, reports c_ontrihute to

some of the more thoughtful literature in the field on international
.

education echange. Tw National Liaison Committee is coMposed of two
representatives of each of the five associations. The 'current representation
from the Council. of Graduate Schools incluOes Boyd Page and Shirley
Spragg. The chairmanship of the conirnitt,e rotates through the member
organizations every two years. Shirley Svi:gg is the current Chairman, and I
serve as the Secretary to the Committ, hai.ing served as the immediate

past chairman.
The committee has pursued a number of programs and projects for the
benefit of- the -onstituencies served by ihelie associations. By far the most

ambitious project has been- the Overseas Workshops and Consultations
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Project,. which is operated in cooperation w'rith the BUreau of Education and
Cultural Affairs- of the U.S. Department of State (CU). The main purpose
of this Project is to provide accurate, up-to-date information about
American higher education at both the undergraduate and graduate, levels

with emphasis MI admissions, financial aid, and 'student .advising. This
program serves as 'an in-service training prOgram for a variety of people
over the World who deal directly or ipdirectly with the prospective foreign
student, such aS personnel of bi-national center, Fullhright Commissions,
US1S Posts., American embassies and private agencies such as AAL 11E, and

the American Friends of the Nliddle East. In addition, an. extremely
important aspect of the projtct is the development .of a dialogue with
foreign eaucators and ministries of education regarding mutual interests
and concerns relating to international educational exchange. The week-long
intensive workshops have been followed by country constiltat:on visits by
Members ot' the workshop faculty to thosecountries who have partWipated
in a particular regional program.

These regional workshops commenced in February of 1971 with
workshop in Bangkok sming the Southeast Asian. countries. During the

next few years similar week long workshops followed by country
consukations were held in Lima, Peru;. Mexico Ckty, Mexic6; London,
England; Belgrade, Yugoslavia; Nairobi, Kenya; and in Tehran, Iran, in July
of. 1974, which completed a series of .programs spanning most of the free
World. The first cycle of workshops was extremely well received by those

participating, and a number of positive actions have come from these
programs.

In consultation with the Department of State, the NLC. decided to
pursne the workshop concept in the second cycle Which was Madgurated in
Kuala Lumpur, Nlalaysia, in June of 1975. The second cycle of workshops
consists of a three-day intensiveproaarn similar t the five-day program,
but the number cit' countries involved in the.'secopd cycle of programs is
'smaller; thus, thj wopkshop participants number roughly half those
involved in the first cyce. The smaller nuMber of countries also allows the
fac,Ulty of the workshop to spend a longer time on the country consultation
phase. This evolution of the workshop and consultation program stemmed.
directly from the evaluations of these programs over the past few years. We
are planning a second program in this cycle in the Spring of 1976, with a

.

workshop in Colombo, Sri Lanka, winch will serve the suhcontinent of
South Asia,

.

.

This project has been goy iwd hy an advisory committee Or subcommittee of the NLC. Tlw six-meml.er advisory committee has included Boyd
Page, one of the c;fficers of HE. tWo eXperienced admissions officers, a
foreign student at...visor, and .myself as project director.. The faculties and
resource persons of the workshops have typically included-graduate schoOl
dea:Toreign student advisors admissions officers, and myself as project
director. Those who have a past or present relationship with the Council of
Graduate Schools who have participated on this project have included
George Springer, Wade Ellis, Shirley Spragg, . Boyd Page, Charles Lester,
Nlichael IHzar and Lorene Rogers.

4 -I

I think I can speak for the other members of the NLC when I say that
this has been an .extremely rewarding project for all of us who have been
invOlved. 1,Ve sincerely feel that this program has had a strong impact on
those overseas dealing with prospective students, helping them to better
understand American higher education In the current era: and thus better

advise the studerts who. wish --to study here, encouraging some an i
discouraging others. Another encouraging aspect is that this is truly a
cooperative project between the Bureau o: Educational and Cultural Affairs

of. the Department of State 'and

these. five Prominent educational
associations. There is every reason to believe that the overseas workshops
and consultati 3n s project will continue in the future. Please note the table
that summarizes the project .from its beginning in- February 1971. Reports
of the overseas workshop and consultations project are available through

Boyd Page's Office or mine.

_Another interesting project of the. NLC is the regional credentials
evaluations project, less dramatic perhaps but no less effective in t.i; impact.
This project is organized on a regional basis dividing the country into four

separate regions. There is a volunteer regional coordinator and a whole
series 'of individuals with sorne expertiseon various systems-of education
over the world who havea p-ragmatic admission and crodential evaluation
point of view. This program is available to institutions that have lesS than
100 foreign students. The rationale is that institutions with more than 100
students should be encouraged to develop their own staff expertise
I5 coreign
W evaluate foreign credentials at the undergraduate apd graduate leVels.

However, many institutions with smaller numbers of foreign students
would probably never find it practical to maintain this expertise on the
staff and will need from time to time the assistance of others in evaluating
specific crecientials. This project, also has an advisory c6mmittee which is
currently chaired by Shirley Spragg and meets periodically to evaluate and
generally govern the project.
Since the National Liaison Committee is not Mcorporated, it cannot
enter_ into contractual relationshipS with the U.S. GovernMent. ConseqUently, one of the rnemher organizations serves as contractor for a specific
project.. The college Board is the contractor 'for the NLC oVerseas
workshops and consultations project, and NAFSA senes
the.cortracior
for the foreign credentials evaluation project. This projek is also.funded by
Cli and workS on a small budget, inasmuch as. it is primarily a volunteer
prOgram, providing a mechanism whereby prOfessional colleagues assist
each other on a regiOnal basis.

.

The third activity I wish to mention briefly-is a. developing project of
the NLC called "An Information Clearinghouse.' This is a descriptive,
working title of a pilot project now being developed that will' provide, if the
project is .feasible, a data bank of Aiforniation regarding undergraduate and
graduate educational programs in the United Stat-iss that are available to
foreign nationalt... -The present thinking of. the task force developing this
pilot project is to provide a retrieval sYstem for students and advisors
overs;eas who could access computerized information via questionnaires to
assist a prospective student searching for institutions and programs of study
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to fit hiS or her needs.. ArAo, a number of other crileria would be included

in- the data such as financial assistance, requiiethent of language profi-Ciency, region of the country, size of the institution; etc: Interestingly_

enough this project has grown directly out of cecommendations stemmingfrom the overseas workshops and consultationsbroject and has sparked the
interest of a number of us who Piave worked.dosely with N LC activities and
the general field of igternational educatiOn over the last few years. As you
can see froiir this brief description, thiS is quite an ambitious project and
' may turn out to be impractical .to operate or fiscally prohibitive..11oweve,-,
the technology is available.
gu into much More detail on any of these activities, as I am sure
you can stle. Flowti.ver, I hope- r hav been able to give you a brief ovelview .
of some very interesting vojects with which CGS has been directly
involved.

-

The following table sumniarizes. tiw NLC Overseas Workshops and

Consultation's Project tnus far:
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Selection Procedures & Criterta
Richard Armitage

In the time allotted me by our distinguished chairman. I shall be talking

mainly about the process of

lecting foreign graduate students With

particular emphasis on the use of the Test of Enghsh as a Foreign Language
.ITGEEL I for measuring readings to comprehend the written and .spoken
language.

.if

tlr

1-101u

'-;

Thei question of which applicants from abroad should, be granted
admissiim and/or financial aid will, of course, be decided on each &ampus
either ,by individual ci .partments, the graduate school, or .both. Indeed the
varietY of procedures and entrance criteria is so great among our
instittitions that cultural affairs officers in our diplomatic outposts of the
world are frequently as coRfused as foreign nationals in seeking.information
about graduate study in the United States. In recent years, the annual
publi.cation of the Graduate Programs and Jib fission Manual haS helped
close the information gap in those centers"abroad wiiere the current edition
is available,The College Entrance Examination---Board, the Arntican
AssOciation of Collegiate Registrars ;pia Admission Officers (AACRAO)
and the U.S. Department of State have jointly sponsored informative
seminars in key centers, abroad and t'apse have proved helpful. The Institute
of International Education (HE), tnrough its strategically located foreign
L4nters and connections with bi-national Fulbright commissions also
r

/

.

sweads information about programs and requirements for graduate
admission.' Anyone who has traveled abroad, however, and talked with

/counselors and students must have become aware of the continuing need

/for the fullest possible communication of the basis of our system, its
,atiety and'its puzzling cOmplexity to thousands of potential candidates
/.

abroad. If optimum selectivity means matching the applicant with the most
appropriate department and university, then it follows that the process
must be based on a dependable worldwide network .of 'accurate and
up-to-date information. I would encourage the Council of Graduate Schools
and its . members to continue their support of improvements in the
operation of this vital network.
What about the process of selction on our own campuses? Fmo yen-s
ago the College Entrance Examination Board published the results of a
national colloquium entitled The Foreign Graduate Student:Priorities for
Research and ction. The first two recoMmendations of that repoit stress,
.

.

.

that :

.

1. Each university shoukl develop an explicit rationale 'for the'

admission of foreign studen's an'd prepa:e itself for closer scrutiny

by 'boards of trustees or regents, as well as by state and other

..funding agencies, as to why these students are being admitted and
supported.-This rationale is intended basically for internal compre
-hension and planning in the first instance, and eventually for the
forr:ulation of the natioital policy referred to in Recommendation 2.
9. There is need for a long-range national policy on international

exchange of graduate students to which individual institutions and

graduate schools can relate their own policies. Clearly,, such an
expression of policy ought to be arrived at in consultation benveen

academic institutions and the government.

Now it seems to me that these needs continue to exist today and that

each CGS-university which ha:; not. done so should take immediate steps to
-

clarify and justify its own policy before state boards or legislators raise
questions on their own. One suspects at times that some departments in
some state-supported institutions actually use the backlog of foreign
applicants to "top off the tank" of graduate adnissions in order to meet
"full-time equivalent" student enrollment goals, which, in turn, justify
continuation of financial support for expensive doctoral programs. Given
the 4teady tendency to escalate state "tariff" barriers by increasing
non-resident tuition surcharges, .one can predict that agencies of state
governments will soon question the need to support doctoral offerings in
departments which regularly attract large numbers of foreign applicants
with very few applicants from within the state or even from other corners
of North America. ,Whether we are deliberately encouraging foreign
applicants or not; however. We .ite-ed to know the facts and must be
prepared to justify foreign student enrollment by 'relating it iO institutional,
state and neional goals. This is, particUlarly if foreign students are
'supported by institutional C'.ellowships, assistantships or fee waivers of some
sort.
In regard to the second recommendation of the report, my own
experience leads me to believe that.grachlate student admission practices on
Our campuses should be tied in Some way to national priorities in foreign

policy. This is particularly true as we select students from the n?,:iny
coUntries of Latin America, Asia, Africa, and the Middle East. We should
insist, for example, On more effective and coMplete bi-r.ational involvement
In selection of candidates from the so-called "developing t.ountries" so that
the interests Of those nations might better be served and more effective

screening be accomplished in the candidates' home territory where the
applicants qualifications .and national manpower priorities are certainly
better, known than in our own offices., The AFGRAD, LASPAU, and
Fulbright programs, although different in purpose and criteria applied,
offer, nevertheless, examples of bi-national selection which work in most
t-ases and migiit be expanded or copied in the future. Certainly students

chosen with' their ovlb national manpower keeds in mind...ire better
motivated and much less apt to end tip in the so-called "brain dre:n" group
of graduates who remain in the-United States for the rest of their lives.
Foreign student selection affects most graduate deans directiy as they.
cope with a steady stream of faculty complaints abotit language difficulties.
4---S.tudents are unable to un4rstand .1ectnres, keep up with reading
-=---ii,=--'-'-r-Th.7.Signments
or write eaminations and term papers. Schedule changes result
.1
I' in reduced loads and postpOnement of- key courses. The whole ntitating
pro6ess is LiNpiezisant ;fpr the student, faculty, and of course';-for. the dean
and hiS staff.
Ten years ago. the TOEFL program was established by the Educational
Testing Service at the request of graduate deans and university admission
otficers. The TOEFL program is now 'controlled by its own,policy council
on which three graduate deans serve as representatives of the GRE board.
The President of CGS is an ex-officio member. The TOEFL te$t was:taken
.by more than 90,000 studentS throughout the world last year.
It is my responsibility to inform you that the format of this test will be
.

.

changed next year 'from five' to three part; thus shortening from 130
c..
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minutes to 120 minutes the time required for comPletion. Research has.
demonstrated a very high correlat.kon between scores on certain sections of

the test. In addition, it was found that certain new techniques yieldedb'etter results in less time than the olcf. The, new and improved test is
scheduled for usg in September, 1976. Only threc scores will be reported:
(1) Listening Comprehensk;n, (2) Structure and Written Expression, and
(3) Reading Coinprehension and Vocabulary. Although there are many
requests for an additional test--Of language "production:: i.e., pronunciation
and oral fluency, the TOEFL policy council is persuaded that development
,f a massive prcigram ig notfgasible- at this time because test control is
difficult and administrative costs would be extremely high. However, such
tests are available and research will continue on the feasibility of their use
n 'the TOEFL program.
In this regard, it should be noted that at their meeting last mOnth the
:IA created a s'tarkting committee on re'searcli with preponderant
ii lInership selected from the nation's specialists in teaching English to
-;,eakers of other languages. Future trends will thus be monitOred-by our
faculty colleagues in the discipline. As a consequerfce, we anticipate a
decrease in dissatisfaction with TOEFL on most campuses together with
steady improvement in the reliability and valicIrty of the test itself.
11Iy own view is that the .TOEFL exam, imperfect as it maY be, should
be required for admission to graduate school and that the graduate school
itself should monitor th'e requirement. Experience shows that postpone-

ment of idmission pending improvement of English language skills is
preferable to failure or unanticipated delays resulting from language
deficiencies. Academic failure is a traumatic'experience for most foreigners,
and delay inAraduation is a particularly gnawing frustration as we all know

Predieting success of many foreign applicants ikdifficult at best without
taking chances on language proficiency. The graduate dean should insist on

proof 'of minimal English language skills no matter what the pressure.
Remedial instruction is exceedingly expensive on our campUses..and thesis
writing proves burdensome to faculty advisors and ultimately wasteful of
editorial blue pendils!
To recapitulate, I have touched on the need for each university to study
carefully its own policy regarding the adMission of foreign graduate
students, for development of a national policy and commitment to

graduate education for seleeted foreign nationals, for more bi-national
partiCipation in setting prioritieS and selecting potentially successful
graduate students, for ascertaining levels of language 'competency before
notice of admission is Mailed to applicants. Finally, I have encouraged
graduate deans to exercise leadership in development of institutiOnal
policies in those LS'iuvecsities which do not yet haVe one.

Experience will probably show once again that the best and most
selekive .departments are those least in need of 'study or establishment of
foreign student quotas. Weak and marginal departments, on the other hand,
will need monitoring and direction in foreign student affairs as inother
Matters affecting the general quality and' goals and, indeed, the good name
of the university as a whole.

Lest there be any misunderstanding, however, let us reaffirm our
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conviction that a university without foreign students risks becoming so

monocultural in its orientation as Lc be like! atower without windows. We
do need foreign students on Our campuses, but we and they need to know
clearly what they are there for:

General Leonard F. Chapman, Jr.

Good morning ladies and gentlemen.

I

am pleased to .have this

opportunity to participate in the Fifteenth Annual Meeting of the Council
of Graduate Schools of the United States and to take part in this program
on forei,:,n students.

Over the oars there has been a close working relationship between the
Immigration and Naturalization Service and organizations interested.in the
welfar of foreign students in the United. States. I assure you that we in INS
will continue to work to maintain this good relationship, which. I believe is
of mutual benefit and is also to the benefit of the foreign student,

Piovisions permitting foreir'i students to come to this country to
pursue an education have been a part of the. immigration laws for many
years. And the number entering as students continues to grow. From just
10,000 foreign students entering in 1950., the total has grown to well over.
100,000 .Jnually.
I

.believe this

is a good ;:rovision in the law, and if administered

properly ran have benefits for the United States and caw- nations as well.
However, it is extremely important that the foreign student program be
maintained as preSeribed by law and -in the manner and spirit which
Congress intended.

The law defined the 'F" student as follows: 'An alien having a

residence in a .foreign country, which he has no intention of abandoning,
who is a bona fide student qualified to pursue a full course of study; and
who seeks to; enter the United States temporarily and solely for the purpose
Of pursuing such a course of qudy at an established institution of learning
or other recognized, place of study in the United States,. .."
There are four qualifying elements in that statement, which define the
requirements for an alien to enter the United States to pursue an 'education.
I will repeat those:

1. It states, he has.a resident abroad which he does not intend to
abandon, and it further glateshe enters this country temporarily;

2.

It states he is a bona fide and qualified student;

3. It states he will pursue a full coiarseof study while in this country;
and
4. It permits an alien to enter solely for the purpose of pursuing his

studies.

-7;
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I. think these provisiow; are entirely reasonable and fair. With the
limitations defined, there is nd reason why this country should not provide
the opportunity for qualified students from other countries to conw here,
learn what we have to teach .them, and return .to their own nations with
'knowledge that will enable them, to contrihute to their society and make a
good living for themselves...And, hopefully with an enhanced view and
opinion of thellnited States.
All of these qualifications are made known to the alien before he. is
ta-anted his "F" visa to enter the United States. Before a visa is issued; the
student must complete the Certificate of Eligibility (Form l-20) furnished
by the school accepting him. In:the form he must certify that heis seeking
to enter the country temporarily and solely for the purpose of pursuing a

full course of study. Ile must 'also certify that he. is financially able to

support 'himself for the period of his stay in the country.
The student further acknowledges that he may attend only the school
specified in the 1-20, and in the visa if one Is required of him, and that he
may not :ransfer to anothr school without first obtaining INS permission

to do so. ile also acknowledges the restriction that he is not to work
off-campus or engage in business while in., the United States unless
permission to do so is granted by the Immigration Service.

And, fibally, he under.lands that he must depart from the United
States immediately if he (
it abide by the conditions of his entry:1 knoW that many ot
are aware of the program requirements and
have an important role in administeringthe program. As I said, it is a sOCiiiTi
:

and worthwhile program. Like almost any such effort; though, it is nut

without its problems.
One of the problems lies in the lack of adequate capability on the part
of 'INS to oversee the foreign student entries as we' believe we should, So
that you, who are especially interested in this one portion of' the
IMmigration Service's responsibility, may see how it fits in with the rest.of
our duties. I would like to take a few minutes to review the overall I-NS
operations. Over the past decade. we have experienced a great growth'in
workload, with very little increase in resources with which to perform these
exPanded chores.
One of our Major responsibilities is the inspection of persons entering
the United States to determine their eligibility. Last fiscal year nearly 260
million .persons were inspected, which was a 39 percent increase over ten
years earlier. Over three-quarters of a million persons-790,232were
denied entry. That was a 49 percent increase over the preceding year 1:nd

reflected our efforts to improve our inspections in,.order to deter potential
violators before they were".,admitted to the country.
The Immigration.S67i-li:i3r-also adjudicates .applications and petitions'for
henefits of more than 25 different types. These are of varying complexity
and some require considerable information on which to- base a decision.
,Factors stph as agency cheeks, interviews and investigations affect the time
necessary 'for a prudent adjudication, althougll we believe that as a goal the
maximum time required to dispose' of any adjudicative.matter should be
three months. I am certain you are thinking of situations with which you
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may have been involved that required longer. Unfortunately, that is often
true. However, on the other side of the coin:it is also true that.frequently
adjudwations are made despite the lack of time to gather all the
information that should enter into the decision.
Last fiscal year the Immigration Service received nearly 1.5 Million such

applications and petitions for adjudication, about a 74 percent increased
over receipts ten years ago. At the end of 'last year, our adjudicatitins
backlog was 181,000 which was 17 percent higher .than it was at the end of
the Preceding year.

One of our top priorities is to reduce this backlogan&eliminate the
long delays in adjudications. We hope to do so without sacrificing 'the
quality., and, if possible, even to improve it.

Naturalization of new citizens is another of our duties Last year there
were. 141,537 aliens who became naturalized American citiiens; thiS was a
19-year high and an increase of 37 percent over ten years ago.. The number.
of applications pending at year end stood at 61,488, a 29 percent increase
over the preceding year..
Records-keeping is one of our biggest jobs and biggest headaches.- At

the end of fiscal 1975 our field offices had 7.6 million active files; we
received 'more than eight million inquiries and we opmed nearly 519,000
new files. Our files problem, which we are beginning' to solve through

automation, has been one of the causes for delays in adjudications.
-Adjudicators have had to wait an average of three weeks to receive a file

from another office, and delays of up to three mon.hs have not been
uncommon.

In addition to the service reponsibilities of INS, we are also Charged
with enforcement of the 'immigration law. We have two units responsible
for this area.'.The Border .Patrol is our nation's principal uniformed force
.

guarding our land. borders..Some 1,800 agents. are responsible for. patrolling
1,900 miles of. the .southwest border plus nearly 4,000 miles of Canadian
border. Last year, the Border Patrol apprehended 596,000:aliens who,were
either attempting or had ali4ady.effected illegal entry to the United States.

That was mOre than 77 percent of the nearly 760,000 illegal aliens all
Service' officers apprehended in fiscal year 1975.

Our other law enforcement unit is the Investigation force. We have
about .900 investigators who are responsible for enforcing immigration laws
throughout the interior of the nation, including all the major cities, which
are teeming with illegal aliens.

That, of course, is the major problem which the Immigration Service
and the nation are facing. We estimate that there are eight million illegal

this country. And the number is growing. The situation is
completely out of control, and it, is well beyond the capability of the
aliens in

Immigration Service to cope with it.
The impact of this.problem upon our count.y, especially in this time of .
economiC stress, is almost unimaginable. Several billion9 of dollars in wages .

are earned by those illegally here, while more than eight million citizens
and legal resident aliens are without jobs. Much of the money-earned by
illegal aliens is sent out of the country.
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Often this money is virtually untaxed, because the illegal claims enough
'dependents to avoid haVing taxes 'withheld. These-millions of persons are
Using public .services, including schools, food stamps, medical care and even
welfare, without paying.their fair share of the cost.

And, despite ,popular misconcuption, this is not simply a matter of
Mexican nationals working in agriculture in tilt. Southwest; or 'holding
menial jobs thai:.-nu, American will accept. At least half Or,more of the
illegal aliens in this-Mialitry who ar.e in the metropolitan area and holding
well paying jobs are not Mexican:

We make apprehensions every week such as the 'following examples,

which are typical: a Greek plumber making $12 an hour, a Jamaican
carpenter making $7 an hour; a Japanese office worker making $.1 an hour;

a West Indian lab technician making $6.80 an hour and a West Indian
electronics engineer making $17,000 ayear.
And even in the lesser paid jobs of $2.50 an hour or below, it should be

noted that unemplOyMent among young people is about 20 Pereent.
Among ghetto youth, it may run as high as 60 percent. So even those illegal

aliens holding jobs at the low end of the pay scale are doing so at the
expense of an American or a legal, resident alienperhaps a student who
needs the money to.continue school.

In addition to our regular responsibilities, which are virtually 'over"wnelming us, INS ..this year assumed the responsibility of processing
.

thousands of persons fleeing from South Vietnam and Cambodia. About 90
officers were taken from their regular' assignmentsand moved to Guam and

Wake Island to handle the immigration-.cl4nce at the staging centers
there; an additional 260 performecr similar work at Camp Pendleton,
California, Fort Chaffee, Arkansas, Eglin Air Force Base, Florida 4nd Fort
indiantown Gap, Pennsylvania.

The Immigration Service and our government have always reacted
quickly and sympathetically to the plight of .refugees. Our willingness to
accept hundreds' of thousands of fleeing Cubans, Hungarians, Biafrans, and
Ugandan Asians is testimony to that.fact. The situation involving the South
.Vietnamese and Cambodians and now .the Laotians has been answered in
like humanitarian fashion, even though the mood of the country indicated.
less willingness to accept additional persons than in the past.

:hould .mention that even before he fall of South Vietnam and
Cambodia, INS in early April took steps to ensure that no nationals of
either of those countries.' would be involuntarily returned. An order went
out from the central office .on April 4 instructing.obr field offices to delay
the return of any person to those countries, even' though they may .have
violated the immigration laws. More recently, in October, instructions were
issued to similarly process Laotians in the United States'requesting refugee
status.
Students from those countrieS who can no Lnger maintain their lawful
nonimmigrant status may .also be granted permission.to accept full-time'employment. And those continuing their status as nonimmigrant students
who are- in economic need may apply under the regulation for permission
to accept part-time employment.
.
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I. have discussed the overall operations and problems of !.iu; Immigration

Service because lbelieve it is important that you see the,student program

from our perspectiiie. INSis a small agency, with just 8,000 employees, and
has experienced very little growth in manpower over the past decade, while .
the responsibilities have grown ten-fold, or-more over that period.
The overwhelming- desire of persOns from nearly every country in, the
world to enter the United States to obtain employinent. and the lack of

adequate 'programs and resources on the part of INS to deal .with -this
situation have created enormous probletr,;.

Some of theSe problems, as i.lay be expected, are in the student
program. The !'F" student- classification is .Cile of the means used to
circumvent the 'immigration law. While the problem is much broader, the
.student .%vho violates his immigration status by taking 'unauthorized
.employment or illegally remains in this country to work after completing.
his studies is a small but significant part of the overall situation.
I know that responsible .educators do not want to see a worthwhile
program Such,as this abused in such .a manner, even by a few...Such abuses
raise the possibility that deserving s.tudents may-some day be denied the
opportunity to study in this country.
To ensure that this does not happen, we in INS are making every effort
to improve the' administration, of the program, and .we welcome your
assistance and cooperation. There are a number of steps,which we.and you
can ,take to'sQek this improvement.
It ,has always been INS policy to confer with representatives .Pf
organizations having interests in different aspects of Service responsibility,

and there have been meetings between pur people who administer the..
student program anii representatives of those institutions eduCating,

.

nonimmigrant students. Our local o;fic..es have been instructed to maintain
close communications with colleges and universities within their jurisdic.tions, I lowever,..because we do not have enough people to carry out all of
our TeSponsibilities as well a. tve would like, this liaison may not-in all eases
be as good as it should be. For instance, here in the Atlanta district:which

includes .the states of Georgia; Alabama. South .Carolina; Tennessee,

Arkansas and part of Mississippi, we haVe just five people responsible for,.
liaison with more than 600 educational institutions..
Coroinly (me area of control in which there is room for improveinent is
in.the'approyal of institntiOns eligible to accept "F" students. By law, the
Attorney General, through the Commissioner of Immigration, must consult
with the U.S. Office of Education before an institution can be approved. SO
we must rely primarily upon the expertise of the agency as the basis upon
whieh to issue or deny approVal. I lowever. the observations of this Council
in the area of standards would be welcomed by INS, and probably the U.S.
Office of Education as well.
-One Of the prohlems e face in this program- is th_at,created by some

schools which negligently or even wilfully do not comply with the
agreement to reportto INS when foreign students do not register, do not
.

'attend claSses or fail to carrY a full course of study.
We are mindful. also, of some of the problems you have. The lack of an

I

adequate definition for "full course. of study,- had been one such problem
.for a long tj.me. Once again, we took steps to remedy that. We ha.Ve recently
puhilshed n the Federal Register a new definition of that phrase. Of

particular interest to you is the part of that definition having to do.with
post.grad,iate study at a college or university. In the Case of graduati .
students/ we accept tlw certification k,f tui authorized school official as .
satisfy* the requirement. In other words, we 'leave that definition up' to
the graduate schools. So. a great deal of latitude and responsibility is placed

upon school officials in certifying that the graduate student

in fact

is

purs1ing a full course.
'..here is one area. which I would lw remiss' in not mentioning lwfore I
.

/
:

close. That is one which involves the authority to grant foreign students
permission to work, Aust a few months after 'becoming t ommissioner of
Immigration, I examined this situation and asked that several other INS

f

officers take a dose look at it, as well.
Our conclusion . which considered the short-term employnwnt sittiation
in the country.. was that there were too many unemployed youth to allow
foreign sItudents to accept summer work. And the condusion for the long
term was based On the premise that the authurity of the Attorney General
to regulate the conditions of admission of 'noMmmigrants, as spelled out in

the Immigration and Nationality Act, should not properly be redelegatcd
Outside the government.

.

I should also point out that our district offices have 'for the most part
been very fair in granting perMission to wtirk where tlwre has been
unforeseen economic need. '.Ve processed 29.263 requests in fiscal 1973.
and approved 21.171. or nearly three-quarters.

In answer to some com.plaints that disparity existS between different
it'fices as to those cases in which approval is granted, we have instructed
district directors what factors should be considered. Among these is
inflation -that has 'resulted in unforeseen escalation of tuition and living
costs.

Currently, we are publishing decisions on what is permissilale student
work. which are being distributed for use as pre(,;,cdents for the information

an(1 guidance of all- concernedstudents and school officials, hs well. as
inimigTation officers. I should 'mention too that last ye
.ah also processed
14",-192 student applications for employment . as pia- .'a, training, and
approved over ST: of thep (11.109).
If this is an area of disagreement with educators, I hope it is one of few.
I am' confident that INS and educational organizations can work together

well to seek solutions to othe'r problems that will benefit the. foreign
student Rrogram, the students themselves and will also consider our
nation's interests.
I

.believe

.,
.
.

.

the search for answers to many of the world's problems

demands .interchange among people. Educational interchange, social interchange and business interchange. There is little..o. 'any, room for argument
with these principles.
.
I assure you that t.he Immigration and. Naturalization' Service'and i as
Commissioner are strongly interested in the problems and the opportunities

.

.
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of student exchange, as it applies to foreign students in this country. And
we will continue to carry out our obligations to the hest of.oue abilities to
safeguard the program by eliminating the abt.;:,es and providing assistance
where it is possible to foreign. students and their schools in the United
Stat es.

t-.
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Concurrent Workshops
Tuesday, December 2, 1975, 11:00 a.rn:-12:30
REPORT FRONf TIIE DISCIPLINES
Moderator: Lyle V. Jones, tiniversity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
James O. Mi:ler. Er!Oty University
Guy Stern, University of Cincinnati
Jerome Sutin, Emory University

Some Issues in Professional Education

James 0. Miller

The focus .of this paper is upon several major currents which are
profoundly affecting the field of professional education and which will
continue to do so in the. future. I think these currents and their attendant
issues will radically alter traditional approaches to graduate work- in
education.
Declining School Enrollments

The 'benchmark of.change appeared in the late 1960s and early 70s. It
Was then we approached. replacement-only birthrates in our nation. Since
then school enrollments have steadily declined. Best estimates indicate a
.6ecrease in elementary and Secondary :enrollments over the 1970-1980
decades of approximately 13%. This represents a 6.7 million decrease in

student population at the elementary 'and secondary levels for the 70's
alone.. Put another Way:at an average teacher-pupil ratio of I to 25, a loss
of .268,000 teaching positions could be anticipated.
The reiponse to this shift from high demand to oversupply of teachers
has been sorry..Our habit of thinking in growth terms has so veiled our

vision that we have glutted the market with .tlewly certified teachers.
Unfettered production by institutions of higher education has created the
situation where approximately 300,000 new teachers have gOne on the job
Market annually since 1972 to find but100,000 openings awaiting them!
(McNed, 1975). Three candidates for every opening! The p:eparing
institutions have been unable .6r unwilling to exercise a gate-keeping
function. The worst offenders have' been the high producerslarge state
institutions. Nor have the national accrediting consortia been effective in
stemming the tide. As late as1972 evaluators from the National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher Education (NC-ATE) were 611.9nly and adamantly

critical of institutions they Visited where the leadership was thinking or
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planning in other than expansionist terms.

1.':.1-ilure of colleges and
universities, along with their once controlled accreditation consortia, to
exercise the gate-keeping functiois to the profession has seriously eroded

higher education's policy influence in professional circles.
Less seibtle to the public at large. than thepower shift in the profession
has been the rise_in teacher Maiiancy which has paralleled the decline in
enrollments. This rise in Militancy has multiple causes, of course. Increasing

tuflatnary pressureS on the take-home wages 'of the teacher; hostile

legislatures unwilling to underwrite t from finite resources) the spiraling
.expense of the enterprise: degenerating Working conditions where the
teacher is the symbol of a system rejected by the. eX-eluded student citizens
who have 'learned to survive. through "helligerent aggressiveness
trust. and .. . violence (keniston, 1975 ). The tt;aeher's image, imposedmisby
others is aptly mirrored in the following definition making the rounds.
reflecting the psychology supporting militancy:

TeacherAn overpaid. undenvorked, semi-literate person who is
responsible for our crowded 'jails. ecology crisi,;, energy shOrtage
and negative.trade. balance (Cowie. 1975).
Sadly, a Week's scanning of the newspaper provideS ample evidence tO
verify the definition, if the pronouncements of .public and: prominent
figures are to he taken as proof:The point is-----teachers arc angry. Theyiare
becoming more and more militant. They art., effo,.ctively organizing. The

strike, the walkout are no longer unthinkable, unspOken words or acts. This
militant attitude is apparent iti the graduate schools.
In graduate. education teachers are no longer the de,icile persons once
.the- case. Programs lock-stepped to course sequences. 'certificates tied to
advanced . degrees, subject matter not clearly relevant, to the job or
iMmediately, applicable, professorial prescriptions on matters practical 1!ere
'all suspect and open to criticism. Suclicriticism strik..s directly at the basic
structure in graduate education. TIre. gulf between the teacher practitioner
an(l teacher scholar widtmei.
Goodlad, et al. have 'suggested the development of centers which serve
grobp of schools tor districts) that are. affiliated with a university for the

,

purPhse of professional 'rejuvenation. The concept provides a .tWo way
street for the-. practitioner tmd. scholar. .With a neutral ground to meet on.
Short contses, .workshons. development activities, and research would be
undertaken in these centers. Such mechanisms could help to free the
qaduate faculty. froM the, heavy service pl'ogram demands which many see
as diluting if not ruining the quality or the graduate degree. instructional
programs. Further they could break the ideological' battle overgoe..;..rnatice.
which now seems to he splintering the profession.
Governance of the Profession

Ultirnately, effective. collective bargaining depends .upon contrOl of
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entrance to, retention in, and exit' from the certified ranks. None of the
adversary tools available to the organized Wacher are of long-term value
without such control. Teacher organizations have placed prime priority
upon attaining the controlling voice in governance. In 197. the National,
Education .Association took a large step toward that goal when it, won
parity of' memhership on .NC:ATE's Board of Directors. Until then the
Board had been effei.,tively domimited by the teacher preparation im,titutions, through NCAl'E's parent body. the American ,1Ssociatiim of Colleges
for Teacher Education AACIEI. In turn .AACTE has hetn deLninated by
the large producers-state colleges and universities.
In most states regulation of certification' has been the responsihility of
the State Board Of Education. Usually the re.iponsibility has been delegated
to the-ST.111e Department of Education as the administrative ;mu of th,'
Board. There with the willing assistance. Irnqre often durninance)

preparing institutions, the body of administrative regulations covering
yertification requirements has liven developed and codified. C,eneralization
of this pattern to deal with questions' of certification reciprocity between
the various states has been the function of accrediting organizations such as
NCATE.
Given

the membership of the alliance, it is not 'surprising that
certification.requirementS'are stated in terms of credit hours earned. grade
..point averages maintained and approved courses of st.udy completed,
Retention in the certified ranks is dependent updif similar :tabus of
requirements..

The result of the incestuous relationship between state agencies and
state institutions has been thht the preparation institutions find themselves
in the somewhat; embarrassing 'position of legislating certification criteria,
implementipg self-regolated preparation programs, and certifying their own
graduates. The, blush was not highly visible when teacher demand wa-. high._
It is becoming more evident .as the public and their elected representatives
become strident on issues of hccountability.
Increasing pressure is being exerted by local educational agencies to
permlt locally developed and implemented. staff developMent programs as
an accepted alternative for: certification repewal. Such programs based on
assessed needs have attraction for the in-service teacher for they are,:
directed toward experienced problems of the te.richer. Graduate schools.c0

argue the inherent parochialism and potential low standards of such
alternatives hut their arguments are not very convincing to the practicing

teacher facing the trying realities of the day-to-day job. Nor are 'the
professional organizations likely to give up
vedge into breaking the
traditional system of governance,
.Accountability

It has long been the fashion, indeed it has become a venerable tradition.
'for the politicians, self-ordained critics, disgruntled clients. ad infinitian.lo
build personal reputations on chi* shots directed towi.trd our educational
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system: Tlie system suffers from an undeserved case of massive paranoia.
Conditioned to being blamed for everything.from failure o he first in space

to failure to teach values and ethics to .the ,prepond .rance of lawyers

enmeshed in Watergate, teachers' defenses sustained a tel ing blow when the
public's .creeping cynieism and doubt concerning the value of, education
became apparent) Deserved or not, 'falling from society's unassailable value
list has had the effect of increasing crit,icism of the means as well as the

inds of the educational -enterprise. Legislatures faced .with double digit
inflatkon.have called for educational accountability. Slipping achievement
averages have lent "objective" evidence upon which to base criticism.
It is 'not surprising in the face of skifting Power bases and accounta-

bility, demands that the AACTE would lean in the movement toward

cempetency-based teacher education and performance-based teacher certification (CI3TF.J.PLBTC or more often just "the movement"). Stemming froin

the USOE sPonsnred 'Elementary School Teacher Preparation Nlodel3
development effort of the late 60s,, which Was heavily influ(Inced hY. the
'Department of Defense systems-oriented production models, the movement

has substituted instruction by behavioral objectives for management by
production objectives. Compendium's of instructional and behavioral
objectives, have proliferated the field. The traditional course -has been
supplanted by the instructional module. 'Theoretically the sequence of
instructional modules is self-determined by the student. Instructional pace
is also self-determined. ProgreSs is regulated hy successfully passing
criterion-referenced tests intrinsically a part' of the instructional module.
The major strengths of sucll a program are believed to be (1) self-determined instructional sequence enhancing motivation and invO1v6ment,
(2) self-determined pace providing for individual learning rates, (3) criterion-referenced tests insuring command of the subject matter, The
complexity of such systems necessitatesintricate instructional management
systems to coordinate the operation and evaluate the outcomes.
The road to adoption, of such systems has been littered with

cohtroversy. Opposition has been philosophic"Can an enterprise such as
education so intricately humn in nature. be reduced to production-oriented
systems, or should it?'; subst Antive"Can all knowledge be linearized to
conform to a linear delii/erY system?" (reference here is to Bell's.concept of
the differing 'organizations and relationships of knowledge .within the
various disciplines); political evaluative"Who sets the goals and objectives
and determines their attainmeht?"; authoritative-obstructionist'"chere's
jnst no way jt will work!"
The...data are not in. But trials, formative assessment and summative
evaluation should he productive in understanding such difficult questions as
the nature of comPlex learning; what te'__ching behayiors directly influcince
student performance? Whaeare the necessary and sufficient competencies a

successful teacher must have? What are the levels of knowledge and
understanding a prospective teacher must attain in order to be effective, in
the classroom?' What are the criteria of success, effectiveness and
. competency? Subjectively we have our own answers, objectively we have
little ,evidence, indeed we have little agreement as to the acceptability of
...
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evidence. But I. believe the inovement is tIirit ing enoUgh active interest to
compel us to seeli aniwers and I am willing to live temporarily With tlw
relativity of the results. I believe that by successive approximations toward
harder *evidence we can approach sounder answers to the questions posed.
Tlw imperative for action will not oist while we wait for -final" solutions.
More difficult 'problem exists in the periormance-based teacher
certification part of the movement. All of the same questions beg answers.'
But performance indicators empirically validated are non-existent. At tlw

same tinw the enterprise cannot wait until the final answers .have been

found: An iterative strategy should he .adopted wlwre the resultsof
productive inquiry can be fed into the decisidn-nvaking process while the
decision outcomes become fodder for further disciplined inquiry.
Here .a role consisfent with: the traditional expectations of the graduate
school exists. Tlw job of disciphned inquiry and research is compatable
with the work of graduate schools. The probk.rn of accountability will
require the combined talents of sociologists, pohtical scientists, economists,
philosophers, psychologists, the various' subject matter specialists; and
educators if an adequate response is to .be made. The complexity of the
problem requires the efforts of those who can cross narrow disciplinary
boundaries to bring their research talents.to bear.
Here, in the State of Georgia, the profession, state agencies and the
higher education institutions have been working toward a system f
performance based certification. Recently, the State Board of Education tet
a contract for development of criterion-referenced tests cdveiing;the
subject matter taught in the schools. These tests, of the miniinum
knowledge believed necessary for successful classroom teaching, are being
carefully monitored in their development by teachers, administrators and
academicians.
At the same time performance measures .based on research results and
conventional wisdom are being developed to assess the pre-certified
candidate in the work situation. Again careful monitoring by all concerned
constituencies is a part 'of:ttie developmental process.
To my knowledge this represents .the first statewide effort to solve the

criteria and measurement problems in a cooperative, supportive manner.'
The heart of the movement is the difficult r;,asurement obstacles we face.
krathwohl has pointed- to this Problem as the Achilles' heel of the
movement.
This is a genuine, non-evasive effort to approach the 'questions of
accountability. Do we have time for it to have a fair test? I believe insuring

a fair test is a shared responsibility. Teachers, academics, members of the
legislature, State Department personnel, the public atlarge, all have a stake
in the outcome. Certainly our children do.
In this paper I have touched, on some of the main currents in the field
of professional education. They have been: declining enrollments, professional governance, arid accountability.

But a more serious problem facs the schools which will have a far
greater effect than any of these.. indeed, I believe, it will becorne the
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domestic Sputnik of die lute 1970s and 1980's.

I

refer to the energy

problem of Our nation.
I believe the energy 'crisis has been woefully neglected and its impact..
sorely undereStimated..At the federal level we have petty bickering between
the legislative and' executive branches. At the state level there appears to be

no recognition of the gravity of 'our situation. The schools''response lts
'been controlled .worry and the posting of a few signs by doors and light

'switches, "Going out? Lights out!--a suitable Tollowup to our WIN

buttons.
You 'are -aware of some of the distressing farts "We use five times more
energy per capita than anY other people- (Anderson...1975). We waste more
than the total used by the Japanese, we consume mere for air conditiOning
than tile Chinese use fOr every other purpose.,We are consuming more oil
daily than we did before the embargo. We tire importing 38"; of what we
use and can expect at present rates of cOnsumption to be importing 50.7; of
our needs by 1980.

Our nation's schools house approximately 25'; of the population on
any given school day.. Schools consume 11'."; of our nation's space heating
and cooling energy, School buses consume 50 million gallons of gasoline
.per year while driver education consumes 18 million gallons more.
or IS to
.Energy costs have skyroCketed..Over the past year oost
71.26r; are not uncommonly reported. If present federal polit y of
deregulation goes into effect, 300'; hikes in the ..(tst of energy to .c.'m'ols
can be expected by 1985 by conservative estimate..
Our research effort in the nation to find alternative eller*. ,ourcvs to
meet school heating and cooling needs appears to consist of ont elementary
school. in Atlanta. Georgia which has an experimental olar generated
system providing 65':;. of its needs, and a school in die tiesi;_tn stages in
Virginia which will use solar sources .for its plant. Wito suiTorting the
latter experiment? Sandi Arabia! Sottleone has suggested that in our nation
if you can't utx it or 'make a profit from it. it won't be done! And of course
the sun's heat is free.
We need to take a hard look tit our h`iibitual ways of doing in schools, in
training programs, ih our perception. 6f roles. We need to ask ourselves the
hard que3tions in the face of time-honored traditions..

Do we use inure enen,ry in the winter quarter than we would if we
stayed open in summer and closed in winter? Can we accomplish our
. educational goals by eliminating the summer wid winter quarters? An
eight-hour, six-day schedule during the other two qUarters might be'ample
time allowing us to conserve during the high energy constimin cluarters,
and double. effectiveness by eliminating the two-track consuming System of

home and school. Must we continue to train ourfuture generations to
consume valuable resources and Place a stamp of approval on gluttony
,through driver education progiams?.
.
Mutit the university .continue to spell.: its resouritt;s iii the :twilled areas

of professional training which are so ,costly in energy tirm:'? Can't the
practicing profession take on complete responsibility for .supervising
preservice teacher's? Shouldn't the university do what. it can do best,
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provide the aspiring teacher with a strongliberal arts foundation, a teaching
imowledge.hase and laboratory experiences upon which .the applied training
can be built? Shouldn't the graduate programs in education focus upon the
substantive problems requiring research. and scholarly skills- for their
solution? Can the graduate program continue to center around field based

applications, a reflection of the county agent model in agriculture? The
extension model is a high energy consuming-approach. These questions will
be forced upon us by the energy problems we face and reassessment of the
role and goals of graduate programs in education will challenge the habits
we have lon, accepted. Heresy? Not if the objective issurvival. .
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The Graduate Dean and the Humanities
Guy Stern

To argue before this group for ',he maintenance of strong graduate
prOaams -in the humanities would lw, I am sure, in the nature of storming

an undefended fcqtress. Anyone who .is the appointed guardian for the
most advanced teaching and research on merican campuses must be
convinced of the aptness of Shelley's observation in Pronietheus Unbound
that only clarity of expression gives shape to the thoughts in all lthman
endeavors:

Language is a perpetual Ophie song,
Which rules with Daedal harmony a throng

Of thoughts and forms, which else senseless and shapeless were. In
short. the traditional arguments for sustaining the humanities, even during
a time of crisis and a narrowing job market, retain their validity if for no
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other zeason than the fact that our orchestra of disciplines would sound
distorted without the full resonance Of the humanities section.
But being
a scholar in the humanities and an administrator, I
know full well that the traditional.arguinents and measures will not suffice

to save our humanities departments from the debilitating effects of the
qUantifying budget keepers, the.competition between the disciplines omour
campuses, and the occasional inflexibility of the practitioners in the field.
Hence there may be no more pressing task before the dean of a graduate
school than to help the. humanities out of this triple-horned dilemma.

Only very rec,..tly did the humanities awake to the 'brutal fact that
i.,ey had been remiss in studying the premises on which external and

internal support for all at ademic programs is being based. On the initiative
of John Fuegi, a l-rofessor of Comparative Literature at the University of
Wis6.onsin at Milwaukee, the National Endowment for the Humanities and
the ,k..hnson Foundation convened a conference at the Wingspread
Conference Center in Racine, Wisconsin, entitled -The Tax Dollar and the
Humanities.- The final report, to be sure, suggests that in some respects,
.e.g. at the gtate level, the hurnanities are not being discriminated against, at
least not wilfully: "It would appear that, the major result of the conference
was to draw atteation to the fact that a view of the use of tax dollars at the
statb level tends to suggest that the humanities are'not faring badly." But
even there I felt compelled to enter a demurrer:

An alternate point of view was argued by CI,Tena Pondrom of the

University of Wisconsin of Nladison and myself. Interestingly
enough also, as things would subsequently develop, it became clear

that a representative from SUNY and NCHEMS. though they
argued at Wingspread that they felt the humanities were fairly
treated, have since that when on expand:: one's comParison base
from the state to the federal level, that the humanities are very,
very, clearly discriminated against. This view was 'also supported
parenthetically by a representative of the NEA who chaired the
afternoon session at Wingspread.

My demurrer was essentially h:.sed on three observations meant more as
symptoms superficial budget-keeping than as a complete diagnosis: 1) that
contrary to commonly held belief, the sciences and social sciences make
greater demands on the library budget than the humanities because of the
far geater costs of journals, books, and serial services, as indicated in the

July, 1975 issue of the Library Journal. Secondly, as the first tentative
results of a personal .sirvey of liberal arts colleges seem to indicate, students
in the sciences make heavier demands on our class loads than st7idents in

the humanities, because they tend to graduate with a higher number of
credits earned:- and third. such students make correspondingly higher
demands on the anc::
services of the universities and colleges, While I

tend to think that tiwse hidden costs of the science student do not

constitute a dramatically higher drain on University resources vis-a-vis
students in the social sciences and the huinanitic.;, the budgetary imbalanee
becomes far more acute when we look at federal funding..
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In an appendix to the above-mentioned report, Charles B. Neff, of the
Washington Research Off We of;SUNY, conclude:

In general.terms, the humanities receive little funding. The arts do
slightly better, although because of the emphasis in the National
Endowment for the Arts, the scholarly as-opposed to the creative or

performing. aspects of the arts do not fare well. Educational
research is in a somewhat better position. The social sciences, with
exceptions . . . ranit higher than the humanities, arts and education.
The natural scients and mathematic rank well above the others.

And John Fuegi. the organizer of the conference, extrapolates from Dr.
Neff's extensive tables in a letter to me of November 20: In .Charles Neff's
report ... the most chilling table in view is that given on page nine. The
gross discrepancy between 10.61 S/FTE Fac. for foreignianguages
4.685.00 S/FTE Fat:. for physical 'sciences is bad enough, of course: but if
one excludes literature (including journalism), one then notes that all other
di-L:plines (including fine arts and philosophy) are funded at least ten times
better than the humanities by federal sources.

Fuegi -then argues for assembling, a national team to submit a grant

proposal for study of 'the question of federal tax ekpenditures on the
humanities. I. should like to ask, at the end of this nweting, for the
endorsement by this group of such a proposal:
But

I

should hke to argue for a second. nation-wide approach in

addition to John Fuegi's action plan aimed at federal agencies. To my mind
it is equally important that we win adherants from among the general

public.. It may sound wildly ambitious, but if the environmentalists we
able to raise public consciouness toward the quality Of our surroundit s. it'
should be equably 'feasible for the humanists to raise public awareness Of

the quality of life to which the humanist so decidedly c9nfributes.
colleague .and fellow dean, Dr. Albert C. Yates of the- University of
Cincinnati, has, in fact, suggested a concrete shape for-Such an "Awareness
Seminar for the Public." Using the life-style of some typical contemporary
Men and women as. its central scenario, the seniinar could demonstrate .the

centrality of the humanities in the publie'S daily routinefrom the books
and magazines that our "case studie"s" read, .the music they hear, the
history that helps,shape their thoughts, even down to foreign travA with its

more exotic food and dress that lends interest and zest to leare. The
humanitiesof course not they alonehelp make up that part of man
Iyhich distinguishes him from the computer. Ultimately all of man's
activities transcend 'technology and science. No one has recognized this
more clearly in recent years than Sir Bernard Lovell. a professor of radio
astronomy at Nlanchester and President of the British Association. In his
presidential address, entitled "Whence" and reprinted in revised form in the
New York Times Magazine of November 16. 1975 he concludes:

Science itself is neither a magic wand nor a poisoned arrow. Neither
do I believe. as I have in the past, that it is neutral in its impact. Its
deepest pursuits 'are inextricablY entwined with human purpose and
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existence

1s a scientist ..eve
w..II that observable phenonwna are
1

1

subject to scientific understanding..The pursuit of this understanding is an essential occupation of Modern society. But I cannot
helieve that thk quest embraces the totality of human purppse. We
can apply the spectroscope to gain'an understanding cf tiV ::unsei,
we ean send the space probe to Venus, hut we !nay
vr dpi.bhend
the ethos of the evening star. Human existence is
With the primeval state .of the universe .and the mArt-Jit of
understanding is a transcendent Value in Inan's life and purpose.

But beyond being effective on a national level. graduate deans can
beand must besupportive and, in fact, initiatory on their own campuses.
It would be most appropriate. to my .mind. if each graduate dean were to
establish, at an early moment, a task force on the humanities compcised of
leaders in

that areabut by no means confined to themto address

themselves to the concerns of the field. Obviously such a task force must
focus on three overriding problems which are not unique to the humanities
but appear to be particulary pressing,---and depressingto that subject area: .
the welfareof graduate stndents. the reform of graduate programs, and the
placement of recently graduated degree holders..

In all three areaslet nw stress this .before advocating some highly
practical approacheswe should steadfastly defend traditional.offerings. As
Dr. Donald-K. Smith. Vice President for Academic Affairs of the University
of Wisconsin system, put it in a recent radio interviev, "If Nve.discontinue
Sanskrit for only one generation. a skill and knowledge wiH be lost. which.

for all we knov; may he urgently needed hy those who follow us." To
expand th, example given by Dr. Smith. one could well imagine .that
posterity might twed Sanskrit for, say. psycholiguistics. computerized
translations, or speech therapy. The point is. we must protect our
storehouse of cultural tradition as zealously as we would an endangered
species.

But obviouslyor eke we would not have placed this subject cn our
national agendatraditional programs, while valid, are not enough. There

are simply not enough traditional positions to place even the lwst

humanists. Some of the solutions listed below may point into directions..
that we, as graduati- deans, might take: tlwy can claim to be no more than
exemplars. Each universitY may have some unique Problems and some
unique solutions which a local.task force will uncbver.

Let us firsi give some thought to the plight of the graduate student in
the humanities. While it is true that the stipend level. conceived of as a
measure of academic support rather than a "wage." is usually inadequate or
barely adequate in many areas, it tends to be below average in the
humanities: I see no great chance of redress hy Nualization'on the campus
level. since the competition for good graduate students is national rather
ihan- local. A department of electrical engineering competes with its peers
in The. U.S. and Canada rather than wall the English department on its own
campus. But other nwasures could lw :aken. Since many of our graduate
students these days tend to he .married, we could, for exam.nle, initiate a
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Placement service for the spouses of graduate students which would secure
positions for the spouses commensurate with their ability and their earning
ilOfemtial. Such a program. I am i-onvinced. would be of a particular benefit

to students in the humanities %vho are, typically. !mire in need of such
support than their fellow students in, say, engineering and medicine.
A task force on the humanities might also recommend the developnwnt
of additional skills Of students in the hum, nties during their residence in
graduate school. Again, one e%ample for manv possible solutions: While it
is true that a Ph.D. in the. humanities faces.jmnwnse competition on the
mademic job market. he or lw enhances such changes considerably by
having an additional facility. For (!xample. One graduate student, in German
received a joint appointment in her discipline conpled with one in puhlic
relations at a fmir-year 'college. An English graduate student was hired at a
junior college for teaching freshman English and working in student affairs:

a Ph.D. in Spanish now has a part-time teaChing job, rounded out by
teaching Englkh for adult foreign students in a city with a large
Spanish:American population. What I %voukl like to suggest then. i!1 light
of these examples, is an internship ,prograM on campus. simultaneous with
traditional graduate education. To he sure this newer approach makes eVen
heavier clemands on the time of a graduate student. but as experience-has
shown, ti:is obstacle. -for example by utilizing the'summer months. is not
insurmountable. Such internships could take place in all areas of university
life.'from the businek.office to student services and to academic offices.

he key goal in such training programs must he flexihility. Greater
flexibility also seems indicated in the structure of graduate curricula. For
example, while several universities have graduate programs in creative!
writing, few have analogous prograrns in technical writing. Yet tlw recent
economic crisis. to cite one instance, has indicated that there is a great need
for writers %vho can write clearly for an intelligent lay public on economics,
business trends. international management. and the like. Similar needs for

.chur expository .writing exist in many areas Of our technological society.
Again an example: one of my former students in German literature took
some basic courses in Medicine: he is now based in Vienna as the
representative of several nwelical journals in the .U.S. My envisioned task
force would look into meaningful interdisciplinary programs or correlative
coursesfor students primarily based in the humanities'. Could a program of
medicine and ethics be developed? And is there a demand for its graduates?
Or. a program'in languages and international management? Or, in English
and the social 'sciences with a view towards drawing on literature for case
studies as well as from current ::ociety? el:: not purport to have the
answers to these questions. though I have seen isolated instances of the
I

effectiveness of such imaginative combinations.. But to explore the
feasibility and worth of such programs would be the very task of such a

task force.' And this op-ening-up of the discipline -may have an additional
-salutary and leavening effect. As several recent publications seem to show,
the humanities may have become too narrmv and rigid in their search for
respectability in a scientific age.

our projected task force must 'consider a more intensive,
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placenwnt program for the graduates of our humanities departments.. For
the most pan, our placement offices on campus have been historically far

less atwned to the non-academic placement of our graduates. (For
academic placement the departments themselves usually take major.

r.

responsibility.) But far greater study is needed for effective intercommunication between career-relations office and pity, state and federal agencies,
business and industry. For.example, how woUld a language major learn of
an opening in a junior-executive training program of a.large firm, which has,
outlets in Europe and .Siyatli America? How would a graduate student in

theater direction hear of. an opening at a historical museumthis is an'
actual casewhich stages histOrical skits as pan of its public service
program? Here, too, a task force might make recommendationsthis tune
on a more extensive service of our placement offices.

I have given cases and examples more often in my Raper than an
overriding philosophy; this was a deliberate choice. I think the basic
philosophy, justifying continued strength in the humanities, i.e. that we
must preserve and expand the cultural tradition of our civilization arW

'continue to prepare the best academicians for our colleges and universities.
needs little amplification. This point, of view was again stressed, for
example; .by Stephen MarcuS in the Oetober 28, 1975 issue of The

Chronicle of Higher Education in which he addressed himself to "the
Demoralized Humanists":

This generalized sense of demoralization has many sides to it. hut
one of those sides accurately represent:4 and is a response tochanges
in the character of education. The university and higher education
as a whole have become auxiliary institutions of production.
However, the humanities normally do not produce exchange values
of commodities, nor do they train human beings to produce them
in. turn. What they actually do in terms- of this newly emerging

context of the university as part of the system of production is
preciselY .a project upon which self-clarification and v,'orking
through are-required.

But there are also voice,; that give a philosophical underpinn:b..
request for a transformation beyond preserving tlw tradition. E.
Adams. Kenan Professor.. of Philosophy. University of North
Chapel Hill. wrote in the fall issue of Humanities in the Stmth.
of the Southern Humanities Conference:
What I am suggesting then. is that the humanities he cievel,.0;?
expanded in terms of their own indigenous cawgones
nt

would have not only a transformation in our present i,

...

we

disciptines, but, also the development of normative ethics.1,,-.-rn..i:

Social and political thought. lwmanistic psychology.
social studies, and a unified humanistic study-of man and
Lad
as respectable intellectual pursuits. Such a development lh Syst0m a tic humanities wOuld provide leadership and d irection 1i. the
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more conventional humanities and .arts and in our total intellectual
life.

The task then of the graduate dean is 'clearly set out: we !;:we an
obligation to be the facilitators and spokesmen in preserving th?.-

humanities. Few tasks coming our way may be more urg.nt. or more
important.
The physicist and Nobel Prize winner Max Born reminded us, in a radio
address of New Year's Eve of 1958/59 that, we are engagod in "an age-old
war of survival for human dignity, huinan rights, for fre&:,-;i1-, of action,
thought, and teligion." In joining the struggle for the pre.,-vation of the
humanities, we may be fighting this larger battle as well.

Trends In Biomeaical Research Training
Jerome Sutin

Nly comments will be directed toward the problems facgbasic science
departments which serve both medical ..and .graduate schook. I begin by
accepting Truscot's' premise that "The promotion of resarch should be
the chief part or the aim of every university. Research a:.,(1 teaching fcrm
one two-fold aim, but the parts played by each are ,..ot equal. The spiri;
researCh must permeate all genuine university tea6..h;g, but, though in ty
university of today there will in practice always be teaching. it suM
the ideal university that there should be research."
One might be prompted to ztsk, "Should a universi:,
be
a research institution devoted to education, or an
devoted to research?" .Research institutes often have narrow t...,'!":!.3:".S Or
work on problems of lirnited scope, and the staff may not rros:.e.:s t.Vrange
of knOwledg,.. and skills required for interdisciplinary training of. graduate
students. On the other hand, an educational institution c'urn-)t escape the

vocational mle forced upon it by the needs tO pvid. :nanpower for
specific nallional or community .needs. Is it the polpo*e. 1 ihe graduate
school to train sodal workers, librarians, socck,h ;;),...:.:apists, or urban
planners who will be involved primarily in
a../ministreive work?
If the answer is yes, then the graduate schc-:.;
another professional
school of the university attempting to_edueat., 1.e Whose careers will be
dedicated to research and the pursuit of
.knowledge a; well as
practitioners who
provide the community ,ervice. In this regard, the
problems of the graduate school faculties arc the same as those .of the
medical sChools, for, by their nature, professional schools must teach
proctical as well "as tneoretical know ledge.-rourses prOvided for professional

students are usually broad surveys of a fih.i :d are not designed to provide

the depth, examination of primary st,lacre,. and experimental ways of
thinking required in 'graduate education.

results in:the need to Tvovide

separate tracks for professional and graduate students, but the faculty
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generally is .not large enough to offer two separate curricula without severe
incursions upon research time. The result is frequentlY a hybrid arrangement, with the student taking some professional school courses followed by
more graduate level cotirses. This has left many medical school basic science
faculty members unhappy with their research training program for graduate
students.
With the adVances in hioMeciical knowledge, research areas have become
so interrelated that traditional diseiplinary boundaries no longer have much
meaning. Specialization is now centered about biological problems, rather
.

than oriented toward the tt

tnat. were once associated with a
particular diseipline. Physic!o.4ists, pharmacologists, and microbiologists
have had to become biocl::isti,:.!.s ard even electron nncroscopists. Biochemists study the anatom u otole:_ules and anatomists and zoologists are
'frequently biophysicists, endocrinologists, or electrophysiologists.. Indeed,
most faculty members will now identify themselves with an interdisciplinary title such as membrane biologist, neuroscientist, or developmental
biologist. A. natural consequence of these developments 'is that graduate
students in the several basic health science disciplines are expected to
acquire a commoh background knowledge.
Graduate schools are usually structured along the lineS of traditional

'teaching disciplines, but these disciplines tire no longer unique in thjir
approach o problems, and it is not at all uncommow.for faculty.memhers
not to understand the work of others in their own department. While there
are some administrative advantages in organizing the faCulty into teaching
disciplines, this can create difficulties in arranging research training. The
establishment of interdepartmental Ph.D. program's is a device employed by
some institutions, but this must he ac'Companied by proy:Oons for
maintaining the scholarly interaction of faculty and Students with i'ommon
re'search interests, including physiC7al proximity, joint semina;s, mild an
administrative arrangement .to look after students in the program and
protect their intiirests.
The research training of scientists has alway.s been sorni'.1hing of a
schizophrenic process. Although the Ph.D. degree is supposed to rePresent
appropriate knowledge and Skills necessary to' conduct research in a
specialized field, the training p"tograms have also had to take into account./
.

the way in which the degre., holders will earn their living. Since in the J.misic

health sciences this is primarily in uniVersity teaching positions,,we have
felt obliged to-train our students to be able to Undertake a role in almost
any aspect of the teaching 'program in their discipline. When you consider a
.field

like anatomy, this is an unreasonable burden upon the graduate

-training program. If a student must be competent tn teach gross anatomy,
cytology and histolog-y, neurobiology, and developmental biology, he or
she would have to spend an inordinate amount of time in general course
'work, for he also needs advanced training in physical chemistry. biochemistry, physiology, and hioPhysics. This would leave little time for
signi`icant research. Similar comthents would be made about graduate'
training in physiology. biochemistry. pharmacology, and microbiology. A
graduate student 'would be better off concentrating his formarstudies in
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.

one suCh speialty rather than opting for a More superficial exposure in
many. Llowever, to do so would limit er;-.ployment options, for many
departments are budgeted solely on thy needs of the tetwhing program...1.
major task facing medical and waduate school administrators is the
education Of the public. They must convince taxpayers of the value, of
support.ng the activities of hiomythcal and othyr scientists and the training
of .young investigators. Our research manpower pool is no less a national
resource than our stockpile of strategic .niatt.rials-or our military estahlishment. 'University science faculties, as wel! as national professional societies.
.should organiie themselves so that they. on .offer advice about tlw number

and types of scientists needed, and the areas in which progress is most
likely to he made in the-foreseeahle future.
This leads, inevitably. to a disussion of a national science policy. While
there is a widespread feeling that the, initiative must come from the
executive branch of government. I have been surprised that there have not
been more vigorous t.fforts hy universities through tlw collective actions of
graduate and medical sclmol deans..Althbugh the Faderal government alle-ets
public funds which are the hackhone of hiomedical research and training, it

is the universities which are in a position. to determine the number of
scientists that are trained and the size of the faculties in the various
disciplines. Decisions about i.he size of basic science departments in
rrofessional -sChools and the number of graduate fellowships-Provided are
usually .hased upon the nuMber of undergraduate students and the demand
for advanced training. If research is one of the primary obligations.of the
university, then.the institution should make judgments about the fields of
biornedical- sciences which tire likely to develop most rapidly and.consider
this, along with professional curricular needs, in alloCating resources to
science departments. Every departmental chairman make::: such decisions in
planning the- direction of research in his unit. and I am suggesting that
similar judgments be made at the graduate and medical school levels. Let
me emphsize that I am not referring to *targeted research- of the type noW
in v gut. on tilt' national scene. but rather t hose broader aspects of science
policy whk41 are concerned with the allocation of both local and national

resources available to the universities. Those universities in which the
graduate and medical .schools are committed to resex.ch and research
training should speak with a strong collective voice in the formulation of a
national policy. believe they have- it within their power to doternunc,a
national science policy. I am not ohlivious to problems of funding research.
While some justification can he developed for underwriting a portion of the
cost qf research from tuition income. it would he unfair to expect a very
I

significant portion of the cost of this activity' to come from this source.
similarly, endowment income these days -is often insufficient to support
the (.ducational activities of the university, let alone major research efforts.

Research will always rely upon public funding at the state and federal
levels. Private universities must be particularly forceful in presenting the
case for the benefits.of tax supported basic research..
Graduate school administrators should also.work to change the current
emphasis in federal funding through contracts and e.-ente.r grants which art.

devoted to a restricted probleM. A return to the greater use of a
combination of the traditional individual 'project grants., coupled with

institutional block grant S. to provide cOre support, would be beneficial.
Every effo:t should be made to reverse the phasing out of grneral research
support grants.
I would like to emphasize the need for research core support facilities.
The large number of NRI research applications which receive a high priority
from study sections, but which, cannot be funued at the present level of
support,' testify to the need for graduate schools to provide the means for
these investigators to canY on in the absence of outside funding. Many
institutions are able to support core Centralized service electron mierscope
laboratories, radioisotope laboratories, electronics and machine shOps,
computer facilities, photographic services, and animal care facilities, but
too many graduate and medical school deans leave the funding of these
essential services to departments or individual investigators. In my view, the
acquisition of funds for central services and their management is one of the
primary tasks of a dean concerned with the biomedical sciences.
The research and teaching functions of .the basic science and clinical
departments are interdependent, yet they require different management
techniques in their administration. At too many institutions, research
administration is concerned only with the fi,lcal or business aspect of this,
activity, with other planning carried out .only at the departmental level.
.This may result in insufficient attention to fostering faculty and student
.groupings which would facilitate interdisciplinary research interactions.
Medical centers often have been described, by analogy, as a t hree-legged
stool. Education, research, and service each form a leg supporting the
overall activities of the biofnedical faculty. Our Medical schools and
hospitals are well organized to carry out their teaching. and service

functionsResearch, while encouraged, has evolved without the benefit of
the administrative planning and support given education and service. While
there are many problems in graduate education in the biomedical .,xiences,

arguments about the' best methods for research training

remain
secondary to the need to ensure .a stable level of 'support for research and
research training.
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Admissions Criteria
Moderator: David S. Sparks, University of Maryland
Arthur Reynolds, University of Northern Colorado
Sam C. Webb, Georgia Institute of Technology
Winifred 0..Stone,Bowling Green State University
Mack Jones, Atlanta UniVersity
David S. Sparks-

Not very many years ago minimum achnissions criteria used h> graduate

schools and academic departments were simple, widely unde -tood, and
easy to administer. They consisted of an overall grade point av age of "B"
in a baccalaureate program completed at a regionally accredited undergraduate institution. Beyond that there eras the expectation of exceptional
performance in the area of proposed concentration in graduate school and
letters -from academic advisors or mentors providing assurance Of high
motivation, good character, and the possession of any needed research skills
or lammage competence by the applicant. Occasionally there were
references to the need for acceptable scores on standardized tests such as

the Graduate Record Examination, the Admissions Test for Graduate
'Study in Business, or the Miller Analogies TeSt.
While the catalog of virtually every institution represented in this room

still contains the general outline of these criteria, they are increasingly
viewed, as defective. Depending upon the critic, they are deemed defective
because they are culturally biased and racially discriminatory, not highly

'correlated. with subsequent success in graduate school, or are Used in
barring women, part-time students, or older applicants.
A growing number of national boards, commissions, and cominittees, to
say nothing of the Congress. state legislatures, and local organizations have
been telling us to mend our ways. We riv . they warn us, broaden our view.

of our proper clientele and, in the words of the Panel on Alternate
ApprOaches to Graduate Education, give "preferential treatment to those
hitherto discriminated against."
['here- is considerable evidence that Some of us have been listening to
, this advice. Several current graduate catalogs des7ribebroadened t-rit.eria for

admissions including recognition of non-traditiona: study. external bac
calaureate degrees, and experimental learning. The number and variety of
institutions embracing these new criteria remains. however, relatively small.
Additional, evidence of our attempts to adjust our adrnissious criteria to a

new environment_ and to new perceptions of the role and *function of
graduate education are contained in the papers that follow.
Dean Arthur R. Reynolds will. describe his own institution's growing
commitment to the external degree and its impact on admissions criteria..

Dean Sam C. Webb will describe the efforts of Georgia Institute of
Technoloav to increasc it.; full-time enioihnent and how those efforts have
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led

to the use of both new criteria and changing procedures in .the

processing of applications.

.

Man Winifred 0. Stone, of Bowling Green State University will report
on his institution's experience 'with a new; category of admitted students
the non<legree studentswhich Bowling Green calls special standing for
advanced studygraduate students (SSAS).
Professor Mack Jones, Chairman of the Department of Political Science
at 'Atlanta University, will4hare with us portions of his experience and his
thcan;iii,s on admissions for minority students.

Admissions To Special
and Advanced External. Degree Programs
Arthui

In the summer of 1970, the University of Northern Wor.. at zne
request of the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Oevelopnwnt

established a Center for Special and Advanced Programs to offer programs
of professional work leading to the Master of Arts.degree for employees of
that department. for employees_of other federal, state and local govern-

inent agencies. for non-profit agency personnel, and for unaffiliated

...

individual's. When the educational officers in several military installations
learned of the University's Center for Special and Advanced Programs and
the opportunity for employed persons, including military personnel, to
earn a mastersidegree through extensive preliminary directed readings and
self study interspersed and followed by three day weekend seminars. the
University _was invited to provide comparable educational services for
military personnel at 22 army, naval and air bases in 11'states.
When -the University Siatigurated these external degree programs on an
experimental basis, it retained the traditional format of graduate educatiOn
in all of the on-campus degree. programs. Since the University has offered
master's degrees for over sixty years and doctoral degrees for nearly fifty
years, it is not a -lphnny-come-lately o graduate education but has a strong
and wide base of previous experience to give perspective and depth to the
University's evaluations of the academic validity, relevance. and reliability
of these external-degree programs.
Let me emphagize that the external degrees are offered only in a hmited
number of fields, namely: Business- AdMiniStration: Business Management:
Communication; Curriculum and Instruction: Psychology, Counseling and
Guidance; Recreation; and Public Administration. The graduate courriit .
which is he interim body whieh legislates for the graduate faculty between
meetings of- the graduate faculty, declared its intention at the outset to
make appropriate innovation:: to ":.:1--ve the. needs ol the student clintele
involved in these programs. Since the traditional forrnut Of graduate

education was retained for on-campus programs. there was and is an

oppGrtunitY for the graduate facultY as a whole, the graduate council. the
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faculty senate, the participating instructors. and regional' and n:itional
accreditMg agencies to compare and von trust the acedemic accomplishments of the students who pursued the regular on-campus degree programs
With those of the students who pursi.ied degrees in the innovative, eXternal
Center for Special and Advanced Progiams. Since the same programs are
offered-on campus by the same instructors mut the same or cdmparable
compiehensive examinations are designed, alministered, and evaluated by
these instructors ftir both the students on campus and the students off
campus...the Universicy has a valid baSe for comparing student accomplishments.
For those programs offered by the Center for Special and 'Advanced
Programs, the graduate council agreed to make several modifications in its
traditional rules and regulations. Instead of the normal requirement. that a
master's student must have at least two quarters of full-time study on the

campits to satisfy the residency requirement. all, spccial and advanced
cca::::es carry full reSidence credit no mat ter where the student takes the
course. instead of the normal requirement that an applii.ant for a master's
degree must have a baccalaureate grade average.pf 2.70 to gain admission.
students in the Center for Special and Advanced Programs, froni the outset,,

were required only to have a baccalaureate degree from a regionally
accredited institution. Since the graduate council does not require a
minimum grade average for admission to these programs. aid since the
graduate council has taken the position that previous grade averages are not
relevant to the success or lack thereof of the students' in these experimental
programs. the graduate school office has studiously avoided the process of

figurinvgrade averages for these students. Each appliant is required to
present his baccalaureate transcript to demcmstrate that he has earned
degree from a regioatilly accredited institution and his document is
maintained ifl the student's 'permanent file. Th, previous grade average
.

could he computed for each student some time in -Or future if the graduate
council decided that it was advisable to do so ror purely research purposes.

The intent of these external programs is to deliver high quality,

dynamic. aggressive, flexible graduate programs to employed mid-career
personnel at a time and place where these educational opportunities can he
used by the students to advance themselves in their carver objectives.
Equally important to both the studentsand the University. this flexibility
of delivery Must be achieved with ne sacrifice of educattonal quality. The,
program emphasizes perferman.'e critc.ria rathcr.than the.1111:111110111 number

of hours of credit earned. !lc svecer. the minimum number of required
hours for the external dt r,. prortull is three more than that required for
the traditional on-campus pro!!oram

As the Dean of tile Ciaduate School

I

continuously review the

programs with the departmental coordinators in those. disciplines in Which
the C'oiversiiy oilers -these external degrees. Since tliscs are external degrees
and since there is no grade average or CRE Aptitude n!,,t.ore requirement
for admission to the programs. I 7M1 doubly anxious to reassure mYself that
the level of competence demonstrated hy each student is comparable to or
higher than that demonstrated by the students in that -or comparable
disciplines tho earn their deg-rects in the 00-:':Lnlptis program.
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Comprehensive examinations in all of the degree programs.are.prePared

by, administered .by: and evaluated by the' mentbers 'of the department

which is offering the degree whether the .degree is given on- or off7canipus.
Following the administering of each. comPrehensive *examination; the
student's number is substituted' for the student's.name on the exatnination
paper to assure 'that the student writer of the examinatio is totally
unknown to the teacher evaluator. On-campus and off-campus comprehensive examinations are integrated so
the teacher evaluator cannot
determine whether the student writer is an on-campus 4.)r off-campus
student.

After the coin prehensive examinations have been evaluated by the
departmental readers, each student's name is again placed on the

examination paper and the examination questions and answers are
forwarded,. to the -Graduate School office -where they are placed on

permanent file and made available for review by mentbers of any regional,
national, or professidnal accrediting team who may wish to !.....,luate the
level of competency requued to, be demonstrated prior to the awarding of'
the master's degree.
Students in the external programs, the same as students in the
on-campus programs, who fail tht. comprehensive examination are permitted to retake the exam after they have taken additional course work
and/or have done ad,1:tiopa1 study and review.. At least one academic
quarter must elapse before the studenz. may retake the examination, Most
students in both programs are abk. to .raise their level of competeneY to an
acceptable level and thus pass the retake of the comprehensive and.eam.
their degrees. However, some students.at my University, the same as ii all
other institutions, are able to earn satisfactcry and often even high grades
in discrete courses but are unable to put _it all together in a comprehensive
examimition and thus are unable to demonStrate a master's level of
competence in'the discipline. If the student fails the comprehensive retake
on campus, the Dean sends the student.a certified-restricted letter notifying
him that his program has been.officially terminated. In our experimental
program in the Center for Special and Advanced-Programs a student may be
permitted a Second retake following stilt Stichao'nal cou-r-se work, andior
still additional study and review. Very few students avail themselves of the
opportunity for a second retake. If the student in the off-campus program
fails the second retake, the Dean sends the student a certified-restricted
letter of termination.
The profile of the typical master's student in the Center for Special and
Advanced Program- that I obtain from the deparementai coordinators is
that he or she is about ten years older ih= the on-campas student. Ninety
ninety-twe per cent are mature adults who have family work
responsibilities in addition to their-academic pursuits and are employed and
have been employed in their professional positions for several years. They
enter a graduate program with a previous range of work experience and
have a different commitment to learning and more realistic goals than most
of the younger students. Consequently they hring to the't lassroom a wide
base of practical experiences which they shan. with their student peers as
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well as with their pirofes,,:.rs in th courses. In addition, these students have
a clear and present stalo.' th t.ning a graduate degree which will probably

help them to secure a oh nrenkotion immediately after completing the
degree or within a ^hot", t:n+0 span following the completion. The students
have a greater range in academie ability and background than do the normal
master's level graduatc !tudeitts. Students

fit on a continuum which

extends from A to Z. Ten per cent write master's comprehensives at a level
which would be graded satisfactory in that discipline for a doctoral general

examination. On the other hand, at least five per cent are anxious to
succeed but are destined to fail from the beginning because of inadequate
background, inability to express themselves in an academic environment or

unwillingness .to make the necessary investment of time, energy, and
money. Although there are exceptions to prove the rule, these kudents'
tend to be more fluent than their on-campus counterparts. They also tend
to be mote self-directed and more highly motivated than their on-campus
peers:,

Some 'enlisted men are involved in the prcl-rams at the military
installations but most of the students at army and air force bases are
commissioned officers Of the rank of captain or above and at naval stations
are commissioned officers with the rank of lieutenant or above. Because of
the peace-time cut 'backs in the armed services, many of the students are
pursuing master's degrees with the hope that securing the degree 'will be
beneficial to them in obtaining.promotion in rank. Since-these students are
older, more motivated, more self-directed, more job-oriented and possessed
of more practical work experience than the characteristic blaster's students,
the graduate council believes that neither a minimum grade, average nor a

minimum GRE Aptitude Test score is relevant in these. programs. The
success to date of the large majority of the students who have pursued
these degrees confirm the validity of this judgment.
Some three years after the University established the Center for Special

and Advanced Programs to offer external master's degrees it became
apparent that there were some very ,capable, highly motivated professionals
who had reached positions of significance in their occupations but who had.

dropped out of undergraduate school several years earlier for a variety of
reasons. Several of these professionals requested permission to take.some of
the classes in our ext:trnal programs on an unclassified basis. Such

permigsion w8 granted and these students quickly demonstrated that they
could complete the courses at the same level of competency as did their
student peerS.who had baccalaureate degrees. The obvious question which
came to the minds of these unclassified students knd to ,the mine,s of the
members of the graduate council was, "Is a bacealaureste degree a relevant
admission criterion for admission to a master's degree program in every
instance?" The success of these unclassified students in the courses they
-carried strongly suggested that the'answer was no. Therefore, the graduate .
council appointed a committee to prepare guidelines which might be used
in admitting non-baccalaua.. N. holders to niaster's degr;:e programs. The
committee searched the literature for precedents on this matter with little.
success: I asked for a show of hands at annual meetings of CGS, MAGS, anti
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WAGS to determine if other institutions always reqUired that the student
hold a baccalaureate prior to admission to the master's. Many of the deans
responded that they did not invariably require the bacculaureate and that
they waived the requirement in a few specific instances.
However, I gained the impression . that institutions did not have
regularized procedures and appropriate guidelines to implement such
irregular admissions. Therefore, i urged the graduate council's comthittee to

complete appropriate guidelines fo- such admissions. When completed, the

committee's propo, d guidelines were presented to the graduate council
which made some modest amendments to the proposals and adopted them
to be effective June 1,1973.
I have distributed copies of the gnidelines for:your perusal. I would like

to emphasiZe a feW points in regard to the guidelines. The five-member

committee is chaired by the assistant dean of the Graduate School. It
includes the undergraduate admissions officer, one department chairperson,
the School of Business extornal dewee coordinator' and one on-campus
graduate student. The assistant dean makes a preliminary sereening of all.
applications before he presents the names to the committee and eliminates
any that he considers to oe marginal. He uses the WM'S telephone line to

contact the employment superior of the 'applicant in *order- to obtain
concrete eVidence of the person's ability and his job performance. l'he
committee also requires the applicant to submit an autobiographical sketch
juthidc.,_a_statement of why the applicant believes he should he
admitted without his baccalaureate and what -his educational goals and
motivation are. This gives the committee an opportunity'to assess how well

the applicant . can express himself
addition to securing work and
educational data. When the graduate council adopted tbe guidelines, the
meMbers provided that non-baccalaureate degree holders who were

admitted to master's programs: could pursue the degree either off-campus or
on-campus. The appliCant is not admitted unless the department in which
he/plans to major is willing o accept the student.
Although the members of the graduate council' think this is a .most.

appropriate policy to follow, the Univers4 keeps the progam at a low

profile. There is no advertising of the availability of this opportunity except
by word of Mouth and a brief foOtnote in the.Graduatc School catalog. In
the two and a half years since the guidelines went into effect 231 persons
have made inqUiries about admission and 74 st.bmitted aPplications after
their initial contact. Twenty-nine have been admitted. the committee
and those' are almost evenly divided between off-campus and on-campus
prOgrams. Thirty-eight applicants- have been denied admission. The half
dozen remaining applications are pending receipt of additional information
and/or committee action.
Let me summarize :ay remarks:
On an experimetta: basis, the .University of Northern Colorado during
the past five years ba,; admitted to a master's degree program in our Center
for Special and Advanced -Programs any applicant who holds a baccalaureate degree from a r tonally aCcredited institution without consideration
of the student's pre ous grade average or Aptitude Test scores.
.
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Moreover, on an experimental basis, the University during the past two

and a half years has, admitted to both the external qind the on-campus
master's degree programs 'a few carefully selected students who do not hold
a baccalaureate degree.
\l&y .eareful, although, admittedly strictly subjective comparisons made

by faculty members who have, taught both these special external degiee
graduate students and regular graduate students and who have evaluated the
comprehensive examibatiohs of both groups of students' demonstrate that
there is no discernible difference in the academic accomplishments of one
group as compared to the-other.

.Guidelines For Admission of Non-Baccalaureate Holders To Master's
Degree Prng.ams- June.1, 1973
1,

A five member Committee. on Admission of Applicants Who. Do Not
Have a Baccalaureate Degree, shall review all Master's applications of
non-baccalaureate holders.

9..

The Applicant Must satisfy each of the following criteria prior to

,

admission, ln the case of an individual appficant. the Committee has the
.authority to waive.any criterion.which is not educationally relevant.'

. Minimum age of 30.
B. Must have had practical experience in the field in which he Proposes
to pursue the degree. His experience and performance .must have
been at a level of competence expected of a college graduate in that
discipline.
(1) This is admittedly a subjective judgment..

(2) The University shall seek assistance from those who have
know)edge in the 'field in the evaluating of the previous
experiences.

have a strong positive r2commendation froM a regttlar

C.

NH:1st

D.

University of Northern Colorado faculty member who has knewledge of the competency of the studeikt. This person must be from
the discipline in which the student wishes to work.
(1) Must 'have at least ninety (90 ) quarter noArs of courSe work
with a 2.5 grade average;:
or

til(2) Present scores in the 50th percentile or above in the five CLEP
General

Examination§

(English

.

Composition, Humanities,

Mathematics, Natural Sciences, Social SciencesHistory) for
forty-five (45) quarter- hours and present scores in the 50th
percentile or above for forty-five (45) additional quarter hours.
of CL'EP Subject Examinations;
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(3) Present a combination of course work /and/or CLEP . scores
wiil be equivalent to ninety (90) quarter hours of credit.
NOTE: An applicant may not receive credit for a CLEP Subject
Examination covering course work for which he has received
academic credit nor may he receive credit for a CLEP General
ExaMination in any area in which he uses more than three (3)

quarter ht

aduate. Credit.

E. Must have s

quately'' in either the GRE Aptitude Exam
or the Miller's Anlogies Exam. The iipplicant must have scored at

least 840 in the combined Verbal and Quantitative parts of the
Aptitude Test or must have scored at least 35 in the Miller's
Analogies Exam.

F. Must present name, address, and phone number of his or her
inimediate supervisor so the Committee may contact that person.
The Committee shall request from the supervisor concrete evidence
of the person's ability and performance.
.

3. The applicant's department will have the right

to establish any
additional screening procedure provided the screening applies to all
applicants in that departmen;

4. An applicant who has used his previous experiences to obtain adniission
to a program shall not be permitted to count those experiences as part
of the Master's detrree requirements.
5. An applicant from a non-accredited institution :nay be admitted by the

criteria listed above.

Experimental Admissions at Georgia Tech
Sam C. Webb

I rippreciate the kind invitation of Dean Sparks to be a participant in
this program.

To set iny remarks in perspective, let me first note that Georgia Tech
set for itself in about 1969 the goal of raising the level of effective full-time
`.

student enrollment from the then 8% of total enrollment to 20% of the
total, without reducing admission standards. It also set the 'goal of
increasing its effectiveness itc offering, for persons employed in the Atlanta
area, twilight-evening and off-campus programs leading to master's level
degrees.

Within the admissions perspective, these goals obviously call for the
enrollment of more full-time and more part-time students. My remarks will
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describe some of the things"we have, attempted and are trying to achieve
these dims.

Our basic plan of operation holds each school responsible for recruiting

its own students. Applications are processed through a fairly simple
procedure designed to maximize; quick action on applications.ThiS system
was adopted in the belief that a quick response will increase the percent of
matriculations from those. admitted. According to this system, the
biographical statement and letters Of recommendation go directly.from the
applicant to the school. The appliCation and transcripts go to the Registrar,
.wha forwards them to the appropriate s'chool. The school direct or his
graduate coordinator is authorized to accept or reject Amerfcan'applicants

with a GPA of 2.6 or higher. lie makes a recommendat:on for action on
applications for all international studentsand for all AmeriCans with a GPA
of 2.5 or lower. This recommendation is forwarded to t:_e Graduate Dean
for review and final decision. The school notifies the applicant of the action
taken., The Registrar maintains a status file on tape on all applications and
furnishes the schools and Graduate Division periodic reports: The schools

furnish the Graduate ,office and the Registrar's office with copies of all
application forms, action sheets and corresponclen,!e. Since practically
everybody likes this system, our experimental
have been.directed
primarily toward, the recruiting side of the adrci:
ACcordingly; my
remarks are going to -describe some of the things we I ,ve been trying to
increase, the number of applicants and matriculants. . y _! will see, some
ofthese efforts have influenced the admission proces:-. as v., IL

First, lot us consider some things we have tried to ikicia the numh:
of full-time students.
One thrust that is being made by the College of 1:;n:.:i3,-.ering is called
the dual degree program.. The program is patterned aftc,.
,'onventional
3-2 type program at the .undergraduate level in which th? stue.ant studies
three years at the first institution and then twoyears at Geo,-gto. Tech and

receives 'a bachelor's degree from each institution. The graduate level
program differs from this pattern insofar as the student spends three years

at a cooperating institution and the fourth ;ear at Georgia Tech. The
student gets his undergraduate degree Lorn the cOoperating institutiOn and
enrolls in a graduate program at Georgia Tech if, by the usual admi'ssion:.
standards, he is admissable.
This program was develoded to attradt the student who is attending a
small college, who wants to attend graduate schor,l, and who, if he puriuFd

a four-year . curriculum at his college. would very likely have to take
prerequisite courses-1f he subsequently en- &Jed .as a graduate student at
Georgia Tech. The dual degree arrange:nett rerrnits him w attend to the

prerequisites during the fourth year and reduo!s the time of graduate
enrollment.
Presently, approxin--.::-,y. 90 colleges are ,cooperating with 'us .in this
program. Two student:. !,ave completed degrees thrugh this program and
six more are currently in. the pipeline. An unexpected bonus which iS just'
beginning to manifes:. i
is that sc ne studentswno have learned of
Georgia Tech.while atterviing the participating schools are coming to Tech
after completing their baithelor'S degree at the participating sehool..
1
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Another experimental effort is in the area of international cducation.
While.. we nocmally enroll it' rather large number of international students,
we usualiy deal with each applicant on an individual basis, adhering closely
tc prii.crib,d set of admissien requirements. in .the present.instance, we
have ethefed into an agreement with tht- Algerian government to provide
gric;aate instruction on a contractual basis for a ,,;.imber of.its students. For
us, tlw arrangement is unique in that it providis for a eooperative program
in which each student will work under the direction of a profe :.
on a.
research probleth relevant to the needs of .his country.
While we reserve the right to evaluate the-, students on tIte basis of the
same admission criteria as we do all other ii ernational students, it seems
clear that to 'make the program work, we are go:ng to have to ake some

special arrangements to aceommodate some
their special needs. For
example, none of the first eleven 'students who have matriculated (all
.nuclear engineering) were found to be suffkiently competont.in English to
be able to begin their studies. I lence, all aro having to study English.as a
second language on an essentially full-time basis. Additionally, allarebeing
permitted to take one course in nuclear emUneering as a way of assessip
their preparation in engineering. Student performance in that courso
suggests that .subsequent students who are admitted .may in addition 'to
language have to take .stithe undergraduate nuci2ar enginvoring cJurses
before they can perform satisfactorily at. the graduate level. Special
adMi:;sions arrangements will have to be worked out ti oare for this
situation. We may thus have o do some achnison Aardard bendihg to get
this progam going. Nevertheless. the prospect of assisting a cy,,ntry which
has an abundance of raw materials for producing nuclear energy, but which
does not have:a single citizen technically capable of carrying out the
n:;:essary conversion processes, suggests the Aesirability t reasonle

n

changes in Our admission processes.
Upon occasion we have considered developing a Plan ':or whAt we call
institutional or coordinated recruiting. The idea eminates .1.ror! the
.

realization that while each school .might like to be complely autono..ous
in its' recruiting activities, budgetary and other fa:.:tors simply make it
-impossible. No school ean-affii-rd to visit all the collegos
ti,liver..ties it
wpUld lik6 and some cannot even develpp the type anci qoy uf
materials they desire..
Because of these limitations it has beeti suggested that we tmin,some
appropriately selected faculty memberi in recruiting Lecimi:lues, acquaint
them with the curricula and requirements of the several 'schools r,f he
Institute and send them to placement centers or other ap;:n.priatc
to represent and recruit for all other schools of the Institute as well °.1
their oWn. Some people believe tins procedure would alloy ,s to e,Ler,d
the number of institutions we can, cover and with more .effective results

than is presently possible...
While this idea has by no means been generally accepted. disc7lssions of
it have led to a widely held opinion that there i a real need ful s.:me gof,A
quality recruiting materials that are generally applicable to all seh,:o:.s. awl
which can be easily supplemented with more detailed information. a,iout a
particular unit.
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In response to this need we have recentlY developed an audio-visnal
slide tape presentation ofyraduate programs at Georgia Tech. It runs for
about 20 ii-intites and consists of 110 slides and accompanying narrative.
The 'presentation pr.: :ides a brief description of the Institute.and the
. graduate students. Then, it discusses the degrees we offer and requirements
therefor. It tells something about our research programs. It notes the types

of financial support we have to offer and concludes by describing our
application protedures.
The presentation can he shown by dual projectors with fade/dissolve
and an audio player, or by a single projector and an audio player unit. Also,
it is being pr.pared in video tape cassette form.
The Graduate Division will make these materials .available.to the several ...
schools for such use as they devise. Some schools have indicated a desire to
purchase the materials and augment them with specific information about
their own schools. Others may care to use them in their present form. We
will make the cassettes availahle to 'colleges that request a rePresentative for
their Career Day if no one is availahk to go. We-believe the.presentation is
attractive and will prove quite useful, hut that remains to he seen.
Finally, I note an eX.Periment ccncerning the admission of part-time
students: Except for a few instances, Our efforts to develop with various

organizations cooperative plans for providing graduate level training to
qualified employees have been generally unsuccessful. Typically, the
organization has heen excited oVer such a. prospect, citing the possibility
that a large number of its employees would be potentially interested. But

then a smaller nurnber of lwrsons would express interest than was
anticipated. Many of these would 1w jullife-d-Tincitia! fied because they had a
low college' grade point average or because they had not taken appropriate

prerequisites. Thus, the number of.persons finally judged qualified would
'be too small to jiistify conducting a class.
In cooperition with the Lockheed Company 'of Georgia, we are offering
a program that in development deviates significantly from this pattern...hi.
this case we are offering two courses each, leading to the master's degree, in
the fields of' industrial management, aerospace engineering and electrical

engineering. The .training coordinator at Lockheed has publicized the
.courses and encouraged all employees who so desired to enroll. To
encourage participation, the company pays the tuitidn and fees and classes
are conducted On the,company premises.
For our part we have accepted all 162 persons who chose to enroll. AS
might be expected; these persons vary widely both in amount of training
and in quality, of prior performance. They include persons who have the
Ph.D. to rwrsons with .no college degree. and in a few cases persons with
.only a high school diploma hut with many years of practical experience.

Thus we have ackipted a completely open door .policy, which is:a
different, if not innovative,.practice fOr us. As is perhaps the case for many
Of you, we have had .a difficult time establishing for applicants with .work
experience a limit. t.s measured by academic records, below which:

substantial numbers of perSoi.... demonstrate they are unable to make
satisfaetory graduate grades. Perhaps from this experiment we will be able
to tell if there is indeed any such limit.
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As _of today we note that of 108 students whO enrolled for two .ourses
in this program 20% have dropped both courses and 20%have dropped one

course. Oi 54 persons who registered for only one cOurse 15% have

dropped out. As would be expected, the drop out rate is relafed to_ both
grade point average and student classification. For .example, of those
registering for two courses, the percent who have dronped one or both
courses is 50% for special undergraduates, 35% for spe .ial gradwites, and
33% for graduaivs.

It is going to be. of considerable interest to see w:lat the final outcome
of this experiment will be.
After reviewing the above remarks, I am coneerned that I have said too
much about recruitment and not enough about thi admission process per
se. But, as I previonsly noted, right now our concerns are centered on the
desire for more and better :matriculants, so that Our experimental efforts
are being given to the recruiting aspect and not to the administrative aSpect
of the admissions process.
:

New Challenge To Graduate Schools: The Non-Degree Student
With Special Standing For Advanced Study

Winifred 0. Stone
Since the beginnim! of this decade, the sanctity of traditional
approaches to American undergraduate and graduate education has been
scrutinized in jight of the needs an(' demands of a changing society. One
result of this scrutiny is the realization that higlwr Aucation .need no
longer be reserved exclusively for those willing to take sabbitical leave for
academic pursuits. In the report Less Time. More Options (1971), the
.Carnegie Commissiort_on 'Higher Education articulated this spirit by

.

c'eclaring, "Education should become a part of all of life, not just an
isoi:ted part of life2! The mandate for furthering opportunities for
"lifelong lealming" was expanded in The Second Newman Report: National

Policy and Higher Education. It called for greater opportunities "for
individuals to return on a recurrent basis to a full range of educational

progress.It was in this.context that. in 1971, the Bowling Green State University.
Graduate College's non-facilitative stance toward students taking graduate
courses who were not enrolled in _degree programs was reexamined. The,
basic policy prior to that time was that non-degree students could take only

a limited number of courses by specijkopermission. Af.:2r 2 student had
reached the specified lithi, he/she would either have to gn:r admission into
a degree program or take courses at another institution. i'he stri..gency of
such a policy was unworkable for both the students and -the Univer 1,y. The
reasons' for this were twofold:

(1) Most of the non.degree students were public; school adMinistrators
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and required post-baocav.ureate credit in excess of the University
tninimumS in order to achieve and maintain professional certification.

(2) Students who did not choose to gain additional credits at another
institution often elected to make application to a degree program.
Therefore, graduate departments received numerous applications
from .students who had little immediate interest in graduate
programs.

Realizing this dilemma, and in keeping with the aforementioned spirit

of recommendations set forth in educational reports at the time, the
Graduate Council 'approved by common assent the identification of a new
category of admission:.Special Standing for Advaneed Study (SSAS). This
category represents a non-degree status within the.Graduate college and was
designed for students wishing to pursue personal/professional goals through

advanced study. Students Seeking admission to the Graduate .co ege
through this category are required to sign a statement of understandin
The statement clarifies the SSAS status and informs students that although
an unlimited number of courses may be taken under this category, only a
maximuni of twelve hours of graduate credit may be counted in a degree

program. It also states that SSAS does not automatically evolve -into
admission to a degree program; acceptance to a degree program is
contingent upon approval of the specified department and the Graduate
college.

Several months after establishment of this category. the Council of
Graduate Schools and the Educational Testing ,Service issued their report,
'''Src7holarship for Society: A Report on Emerging Roles and Responsibilities
of Graduate Education in America. It was recommended in, the report that
graduate departments "should develop non-degree sequences to supplement

regular degree programs.. .." Thus the action of the Graduate college
which established the SSAS admission status was deemed both institu'ionally apprOpriate and of potentially significant benefit to the corn,aunity it serves. As a result, the needs of academe and society converged tO
:.:reate a mutually beneficial policyan all too infrequent occurrent*.
In ,January 1975, two years following'establishment of SSAS, a study

of the category was initiated to assess characteristics of the. SSAS.
population and to invite qualified students to seek admission to degree
programs. ReAkts of the investigation are csAtain_al in the report, A Study

of SPecial Stanairg for Advanced Study Graduate Students. The report
produced significant findings following the statistical analysis of data and
observationg produced from returned questionnaires.

The SSAS Study Profile

The following di ;:,.. profile represents findings relating to the SSAS
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qudent sub-group enrolled in the Bowling GreenState University Graduate
College:

1. 2,500 "students used the category over a two year period
(1973-1975).

2. 700 active students were identified.
3. 414 active students respOnded to the questionnaire
active students).

of the 700

.

4. The average age was 36 years old.
.5.. Wome.n. represented 66% of the respondees..

6. Minorities constituted only 4% of the.respondees.

7. 9% were employed in the field of education.

8. 69% were employed as .teachers and

31r.;,

were engaged in

administrative positions.

9. 22% of the teachers indicated plans to change their field Within five

years.'
10. 72% of those teaching and 72% of those counseling were women.

11. Men rePresented 78% of those employed as principal or vice
principal.

12. No %omen were found employed as Superintendent.

13. Students ere evenly split between those engaged in post-haccalau.,.i.reate and post-masters level course work.

14..Te.1 years represented the average period of time since receipt of
.

the baccalaureate degree.

15. Eight years represented the average period of time since reCeipt of
the masters degree.
O

16. The SSAS students' overall GPA Was 3.69.,

17. The average number of hours completed was nine.
18. 30% had completed more than twcIve hours.

19. 58',.were taking courses for Professional advancement.
g

,
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20. 1.7r: were taking courses for personal enrichment.
21. 79'.';, indicated a desire to work toward a graduate degree.

22. 64'..; expresed interest- in receiving program information, guidance.
or counseling.

23. 80% anticip, KI taking courses in the SSAS category for less than
two years.
1

The results of the study indicated that students are using the SSAS
category in a manner consist,ent with its purpose: to provide students with

an opportunity to pursue personal/professional goals through advanced
study.. The investigation also .proVided a clearer picture of the-characferistits and needs bf students in this category.
. What folloi..vs is a disctission of the SSAS admission category as used in

the Graduate college at Bowling Green State Univefsity. In addition- to
reporting advantages and problems. the presentation will address.coordinating efforts necessary to nwet the, needs .of special standing for advanced
study gradtrve sturhUts.
,.-Advantages Of The SSAS Admission Category

As reported above, the survey indicated that the majority . of SSAS
students (95`%;,) were professional nducators, and their Major reason for
taking courses related to pr,,-..essional. advancement, certification, or
improved salary; whereas, only 17 7i. were taking courses for personal
enrichment.
It might be appropriate at this point to ask, :If educators need these
courses, whY don't they apply for admisSion to adegree program?" This
query can be partially answered by noting that one quarter of those using
the category stated that they had no desire for a higher degree. Thus, it can
be seen that the c gory is a real advantage to those educators and others
who, for profession I reasons, desire additional course wcrk but do not
desire an additional gree. But what of the other three quarters wh
claimed a desire for ilgher degree; why are they using this category?
In answeri
us question, we illuminate another rhajor advantage of
SSAS. Much o the initial course Work taken by these'students is offerer by
the University's office of graduate and extension programs in edusc
Classes are held' 'in various local high schools, branch, communit , and
technical colleges: It is noteworthy that many who choose to take .ourses
under special standing status are not typical .graduate students wh devote
.months to a formal admiSsion process: 12% of those respond' ig to the
survey noted that they were unable to complete the regular de e program
admission procedure in time for a dourse. and 20% lacked in rmatiori on
degree options.. These responses indicate. that SSAS facilitates access to,
graduate course work. In'a time of declining enrollments, the activities of a
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far-reaching extension program coupled with a flexible admission category

can provide an -institution with an increased eirollment and a poot of

qualified students for admission to regular degree programs. In the fall of
1975, approximately 15', ,of the graduate full-time equivalents at Bowling
Green State UniversitY were 1.znerated through this admission category.
Such a resource is not easily (,..erlooked.
Problems Encountered With The SSAS Acimission Category

While Voltaire's Dr..Pangloss might argue that we do live in "the best of
possible worlds," graduate deans, department chairmen, registrars,
,admission officers, and students know differently: and the problems
all

.enderaic to the SSAS category seem to add weight to the views of those
who don't shareflr. Pang loss' optimism.
Traditionalists might tend .to perceiVe the category as a threat to

academic standards. They exp,2ss a concern that stUden ts unable to .receive
regular admission will employ SSAS as a "back door" approach for gaining
entrance to ciegree programs. What, does a department admissions corbrinttee' say to the below-average but dauntless student who, having been
rejected for regular admission several years ago, comes, hat.in hand, with 45
quarter hours of gradtiate credit and wants not only entrance to a degree
. program but a degree as well? It was in response to this kind of threat that
a ceiling of twelve quarter hours transferrable to a degree program was
stipulated as a condition of special Standing status. A further reassurance -to
alleviate cor cern regarding_the integrity of degree programs is that of those
students rksponding to the survey only 6% were unable to gain regular
admission' to graduate school prior to enrolling in SSAS: students misusing

the category would presumably be a fraction of this percentagea, small

and easily monitored group.
tlie heirs to the second major problem generated by the .SSAS category,
are-registrars. and admission officers. Students entering a graduate extension

classroom 70 miles' away from the main campus often do so with little
requisite admission or registration activity. Two years ago, it was not
uncommon for the first official. notice of a student's enrollment in a course
' to appear in the form of a final grade, handwritten on the back of a grade
'report sheet and submitted by the.instructor '(resulting in a few more gray
hairs for thoSe concerned with academic standards and state subsidies),
The ,final major problem generated by the category falls on fhe
department chairman and ,the student. Because the SSAS 'student is

off-campus and Often unaware of. degree program options, and the

department -chairman is equally unaWare" of an SSAS student's needs and
aspirations,, there is a real paucity f academic advising, As was noted
-above, many of -the SSAF, population simply lacked information .on degree.
.er programs.. But more signi-ficant is the finding that of those students
; surveyed, 79% would consider working toward a degree and nearly 94%
spenfically requested some sort of advising or guidance. This coupled with
the indication that 807, of the students planned on .being Out of the SSAS
category within two years points to tWo
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(1).Specific program advisement is vital.

(2) The common conception of lifelong learners being preoccupied
with personal growth shonkl he adjusted to accommodate the
.

specifically professional orientation of this group (e.g., only 3`.:;- of

the sample expressed a preference for non-credit coursesthe
professional motivation for credit was apparent).

.

Effous,To Improve Services To SSAS Students

.
What then can institutions do to meet with the registration/admission
and advising exigencies of non.degree categories such as SSAS? While there
is probably rip simple prescription applicable to all, graduate institutions,
existing activities at Bowling Green State University might well provide a
beneficial model applicable to other institUtions contemplating the administration of.such a non-degree category.
4
Not surprisingly, the focus-of,solving admission7registration problems is
communication.. As alluded to above, students taking courses away from

the main campus have difficulty decoding admission/registration procedures without the expertise of bureacratic interpreters. (Insurance poi.i.e.
writers and the IRS have no monopoly ontranslating simple concepts info

esoteric jargonmany .of us have been doing it for years.) So a major part

.

Of the effort at Bowling Green State University was to unscramble wordings
anU procedures to the point where even college graduates might understand

and follow them. What resulted was .the creation of easy-to-undetstand
admission/registration packets - which are now hand Carried by special
adviSors to the first class meetings of extension count . These 'advisor
answer questions relating to the admissiontregistration pr Tdure. Included/
in
%Ns

the packets are transcript "order forms" which are 'signed by the.

students authorizing the Office of Graduate and ExtZnsion PrograMS to
send for their offiéial transcripts; the students are Ipter billed for the cost of
transcripts. For students with special concerns, Extension Perograms has
extended its office hours on the main campus to evenings and .4-g turdays, an
indispensable service for students with full-time jobs.
Improved admissiOn/registration services, however, a
not enough.
Program advising is essential-. Toward this end, advisors who fac itate the (-adrr ,ion/registration process are also respongible for providing program
advising. Special degree program pamphlets have been .desigVd on .which

students ean indicate the departnients from which they wkould 1-ibs to
receive, information, guidance, and materials. These ,advising activities
center arounerecru11ing qualified students into regular degree programs,
and a special proc dure has been established to identify suth students:
when aPplications are received frOm SSAS stuients by the. .Offi,.7e of
Graduate Admissions, the office sends one copy of the application to the
appropriate department immediately. Departments are enFouraged to
communicate with and offer advisement tOtudents. Because most of the
students using this category are in the field of education, Extension
ProgramThis the primary responsibility for monitoring these studentsli is,
,
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this office which provides the lion's'share of the services outlined aboVe. In

addition to these services, the Extension Programs' start' periodically

contActs-th,, SSAS.. students taking education courses and invites them to
consider making application to a degree program. This effort is intensif'...-d
as students reach the maximum number of hours transferrable ,into a degree

program: It-should be emphasized. however. that it is not the policy of.
Bowling Green State University Graduate College to din it all ;Special
Standing students to degree prowams: the purpose of the extensive advising
efforts is to recruit and assist qualified students into regular programs or to

assist them in selecting alternative career objectives.
Under pressure from society, students, and administrative expedients,
non-degree graduate admission categorieS are becoming increasingly more
appropriate. At Bowling Green State University, a graduate non-degree
category i Special Standing for Advanceo Study) has been shown to meet
the needs of students aral provide the institution With 'additional
enrollment. Although. there are problems inherent ,;rt 'such a configuration,

intensified advising and assistance in coimeration with an extension

program can ameliorate these difficulties,
At Bowling Green State University. the majority .of students using the
SSAS .caTegory are employed in the field of edueation. They enrbll in
courses for professional reasons and are desirous of gaining admission to
deqee programs.
From this' report, it seems evident that merely establisning a non-degree
category is not enough. With the
[hlishment of such a category'', an

institution must commit itself to a new :Indent population With special
needs; avoiding this cOmmitment would hc a disservice to both institutions
and sttalents alike.
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Graduate Admissjons For Minority Students

.

Mack II. Jones

Any serious discussion of graduate admission policy, for minorities or
whomever, must hY prefaced by i discussion of thy goals giving rise to such
policies for it is only by analy'zing the logical relationship between the two

that one can nuike an intelligent assessment of existing policies and

constructive suggestions for change. With regard to minorities, such an
analysis may reveal that the general 'goals upon- lArhich admission standards

are based mitigate against equitable access by minorities to graduate
education. If this is the case, to discuss the matter as a question of
admission policy is to approach the problem tangentially rather than
,head-on and, in the process, to obscurerather than clarify the issue at hand.
The over arching goals upon which. admission -standards of American
universities are based may be summarized, perhaps a bit simplistically but
nonetheless usefully, as follows: To produce a supply of competent

.

professionals more or less consistent with labor market projections by
identifying and enrolling the most capable individuals. Capability is
determined largely by the quality of previous training which the individual

has had rather than by an effort to assess the innate capability of the
prospective graduate student.' Admission standards do not take into
consideration group problems or needs. Nor do they allow for differential
aCeess to antecedent educational experiences by members of particular
groups. The emphasis is placed upon the individual. The primary concern is
not the extent to which the graduate experience may enhance the life
chances of prospective graduate 'students directly and the larger society
indirectly, but rather the focus is upon the extent to which the previous
training of those admitted enhances the iMage or standing of the graduatd
department.
Given this orientation;: there is a certain amount of dissonnance, if=not
outright contradiction, between the general goals Of graduate fhstitutions
and the particular goals of minority groups. The oppression of minorities in.
the United States politico-economic system is institutionalized and then:fore a group rather than an individtial problem. The.inequitable distribution
of Blacks in graduate schools is a group phenomenon which. in my
estimation, requires a group centered.rather than an individualistic soiution.
loreover, contradiCtions between 'needs of minority groups and the
interests 'of. the larger society upon which admission standards are based are

accentuated during periods of economic. crisis such as' the one we are
curcently experiencing, since graduate edncation is a crucial economic tool.
not only for Blacks and other'minorities. but for upwardly mobile whites as
well. As one economist has pointed out,

Except for the black who' goes to graduate school, the total
observed income from the end of schooling until retirement (at age
65) is maximized, beginning with schooling at the eight or ninth
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grade level.... After the twelfth grade, further investment in
education among blacks is accompanied by a fall in total earnings
between school Mid retirement, until the graduate level is reached!

'I'hus -the 'graduate school experience is a crucial factor in determining
lifetime earnings of Black citizens and correlatively group advancement.
However, access for.Blacks remain severely restricted. A recent study
asserts that Blacks received less Com one percent of doctorates awarded in

1973 while another showed that only 4.4 percent of tdtal graduate

enrollment is Black.' And even these figures mask the skewed distribution
of Blzufks in ternis of areas of concentration.
While Blacks and other minorities are faced with this acute need to
increase the number of graduate students, the larger society is more
concerned with a glut of. Phil's on the market; and concomitantly there
is widespread support for efforts to reduce the supply to projected labor
market demands..
In light of Ihese circumstances, it is not difficult to understand why
even die few' haltering attempts to, increase minority access to graduate
education have been met with vocar outcries of 'reverse racism. But to

understand .the logic of these detractors, is not .to condone. The fak
remains that ckbnial of 'equal access to post-graduate training reinforces the
k-isting disparities in life chances between "Blacks and 'white's and that
present admission policies which perpetuate these inequities ate more or
less consistent with the general goals of graduate schools. Thus aii changes
in admission policies designed tO insure equal access of BlaPks and 5other
minorities to graduate education must be preceded by a serious re-thinking
of the goals of graduate education.
.Such a re-thinking, at least in my view, must give serious attention to
the changing role of graduate education in the American economy and
culture: Graduate'school is no longer the province of a special elite whose

members because of their prior training and experiences,..are uniquely
prepared to pursue serious study. Graduate schools have joined secondary
and undergraduate schools as societal strtietures which.regulate entry into
.the lal3or force. The successful completion of graduate work becomes an
entry ticketor a claim on certain scarce values; in many instances it is not
--Sofnuch what one 'knows or.can do, but' certificationthat one has had the
graduateexperience that makes the difference. The economy, of course;
demands such capricious regulating structures; but.if we are mit disposed to
restructuring the economy, we' can at least insure that the impact of its
capriciousness is ,randomly and not purposively distributed. Graduate
admission policies should be revised so that a maximum number of citizens
can have the graduate experience.
This, of course,would be only the beginning because any self-respecting

graduate department must take steps to insure that its -graduates meet
certain standards of coMpetence. Admission criteria should be designed to
identify those who would seem to possess the innate capacity to satisfy
such standards rather .than identifying those whose prior training has more
or less specifically equipped them to achieve such standards with minimum
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difficulty. Failure- to restructure adMission criter4 in this manner is to
compound tbe injustices visited upon Blacks and other minorities .at the
secondary .and undergraduate school levels. In a phraAe, it is to say that the
sins of your first grade experience shall be 'with ye always and .with your
children and their children ...

How do we identify thoe with adequate innate capacities? Honesty
requires that I,. say that I do not know. However, I. do, know that existing
admission criteria, GRE and otl-ier standardized tests:and grade point
averages, etc. are poor indicators of future perform'ance. Even letters of

recommendation from undergraduate professors do not seem to be
especially. helpful. Over the last five .to eight years many letters of
recommendation about Black students (which I have read ) seemed more
concernekwith the student's level of militance olt socio-economic status
than with academic promise. I shall never forget the letter from a Harvard
professor which began -This is the kind of middle-class black stUdent who
should be supported."
To begin4. I would suggest that variOus standardized tests (at both the
graduate and undergraduate' level) be used only as diagnostic devices to
evaluate what the student knows rather 'than to assess what he or she may
be able to dd. Undergraduate ins.i.itutions should adopt open admission
policies for minorities reinforced -by other appropriate reforms which
would .guarantee proportiona1 representation among incoming-students and
also reduce the astronomical attrition rate of minorities." Without such
reforms at the undergraduate level, the question of graduate admissions
is ri:oot.

Graduate admission criteria for minnrities :;hould be based upon'
ctirnulative interviews, student -academic records, and in depth, as.opposed
to perfunctory, letters of recommendation from undergraduate professors.

Efforts should be made to insure that minorities..are. admitted proportionate to their numbersin the population.
'Reforms in admi'ssion Policies must be accompanied by adjustments in
other phases of university life-Including financial aid, for all those who need

counseling, and curricula sO.7that the stddents admitted will have a
reasonable chance for suCcess. One of the prithary reasons for the high
attrition rate among 'the Black students admitted under preferential
arrangements of the late sixties and early seventies .was the absence of
systematic counseling programs which could help students to anticipate
problems and develop strategies to obviate them. Instead of such
it,

counseling, minority students were admitted and either left to sink or swim
in an enrironment for which they were not prepared or shunted aside and
aJlowed to exist in intellectual Bantustans which were not considered to be
part .of real university life. The predictable failure of such progeams.was

taken by many as .evidence that open admission and other forms of
compensatory preferential treatment are destined to fail. A more accurate
assessment 'would be that open admission policies are destined to fail when
they are not accompanied by other structural reforms.

Another telling, but sadly neglected factor which mitigates against
Black success in graduate school is the ethnocentric, parochial curricula
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particularly in education, humanities, and social sciences. Invariably, ',hese
curricula are, based Upon sets of normalive,a-ssiimptions which glorify and
celebrate the white Anglo-Saxon Protestant male experience at the expense

of others. To relate to such curricula, minorities. especially Blacks, are
required to somehow risO above their .own biographies and embrace a
symbolic representation of reality, which denies the Validitynay the
realityI-of their own experience. Such curricula alienate one from, rather
than immerse one in, ones being. Thus propOrtional representation of
minorities in graduate education must be accompanied by serious reforihs
designed to reduce the ethnocentric provincialism which now governs
American education.
To Many, these suggestions may appoar to be,unreahstic or ithpracticah
I

can t anticipate the argument that the cost of the financial aid and

counseling programs wpuld be.prohibitive. Wouk! -neh prog,,,tan,s be more
costly thanthe spac:e program'? Certainly. soi:ial problems which threaten
social peace are more important than celestial exp:oration.

Another response, I suspect, would be theargument that admission of
Minority students in the numbers f am suggesting would lower the quality
of the various departments. My -experience as chairperson of an iluibvative
doctoral program in political science at Atlanta University. a histolically
Black graduate Sehool suggests otherwise. We are now in the fifth year of
our efforts which are being financed jointly by the Ford Foundation and
the Univer'sity. Our admission standards and supportive facilities are
consistent with tile suggestions made above. Two of our students have
already completed the doctorate and another 22 have been admitted to.
candidacy. Within another five years we will have produced more Black

Ph.D.s in political seiehce .than any other university in thp country: And we
are prepared to matCh ou'r graduates with those of any other institution.
In summary, increasing the number of Blacks and other Minorities who
get into and who graduate from graduate school may not be the herculean
task we often imagine it to'be. The traditionally Black colleges of the South

have 'demonstrated for more than a century that individuals who 'do not
satisfy certain "objective" criteria, can be educated. The public record of
the, achievements and contributions. -of such graduates is sufficient 'to
contradict any detractors. Black professional sChools such as Meharry and
Howard schools of "medicine have proven the point at that level. The same
thing' 6an he done throughout American ..graduate education. Revising
admission criteria, however, is only the first sstep and it is the first step only
because of its chronological position in the Matriculation process:changes
in admission-policy Must be accompanied by stmchronous modifications in.,
,Othor relevant aspects of university life.

These changes would make the ,dniversity more egalitarian and less
provincial. To be sure, they would be expensive, but are not the people the
primary source of wealth?
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The Master's Degree
Mo(lerator: E. Philip Bo *Hier, Tulane Univers. ity

Giles T. Brown, California State University, Fullerton
Hardy M. Edwards, Jr., University of Georgia
E. Philip Bollier

Good morning. The topic of- this workshop session is "The Maker's
Degree." The. members ,of the panel are Dean Giles T. Brown, California
State Universitay at Fullerton; Dean Hardy M. Edwards, Jr., University of
Georgia; and myself, Associate Dean E. Philip Bollier, Tulane University.
Each of us will make brief preliminary remarki about our topic, and then I

will open the meeting to the floor with the hope that our remarks have

.

stimulated you to both .question and comment. Our. remarks, Lemphasize,
are not intended to be exhaustive or exhausting, but simply to sketch out
some of the problems posed by Our topic which we think important enough
for further djscussion.
A workshop, of ,course, has a single purpose: to define a problem or
problems and then .seek solutions or at least the basis .for solutions. Our
first problem is implicit in the very way our topic is stated in the program:
Thg Master's degree. There are implications in that singular designation
4ich should give us immediate pause. Can we speak intelligibly about the
Master's degree? We can speak so about the Master of Arts, the Master of

Science,' the Nlaster of .Education, and so on, but. to' speak about the
Master's Degree is to speak about an abstraction which nowhere exists in
actuality, an abstraction which, nevertheless, has had a profound impact, in
my opinion, upon:our thinking about particular master's programs.
What that impact is I personally became acutely aware of this past
summer. As most of you know, CGS has a little.brochure describing the
Master's Degree. Since the statement was written ten years ago and is now

out of print, the, CGS Executh;e. Ccimmittee appointed a committee to
revise it.. Dean Edwards and I are members under the chairmanship of Dean
Dale R. Comstock, Central Washington* State University. The Executive

Committee now has our revision in hand and jugt yesterday approved a
stylistically revised version of it.

Like our workshop, the Original brochure was titled simply The
e

Master's .Degree, but despite its singular title, it discussed, naturally enough,
master's programs in the plural. Two principal kinds of master's degrees are

identified: (1) the research and teaching oriented degreethe M.A. and,
M.S.and the professionally oriented degreethe M.Ed., the.M.B.A., and
the like.. What justified the singular designation, The master's degrev,
apparently, is the fact that all these _degrees are awarded for substantial
formal post-baccalaureate work in a specific discipline. Well, enough, but as
Our corrimittee worked on revision, we discovered another hidden assumption, although we did not formulate it to ourselves at the time.
What is that assumption?.It is two-fold first, that the research master's,
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the NI.A, or the .NI.S is ,the model degree, and second, that a research
master's progriim is intendid for the full-time resident student. In our
committee revision of the original statement, we did recognize that
,professional degrees have somewhat different aims, that masto-'s degrees
pow exist which are r .ither Tesearch nor professional, t Nlastyr of Liberal
Arts, fin- example I, and that part-time student:: and non-resident students
enrolled in extension or off:canulus-p7ograms are more and more common.
Nevertheless, when all is said and done, we still adhered to the ideal of the
master's degree im
in the oyiginal document,
Broadly speaking, the master's degree indicates that the holder has

mastered a program in a particular field heyond the baccalaureate level

sufficiently to he prepared to use acquired knowleilge and skill vocationally

or otherwise without further formal ttidy. In some fiekls, it may he a
prerequisite for further study towards.ii more advanced. degree. I.
no
circumstances,. however, should it he awarded as a consolation for.
unsatisfactory progress towards a docte-aidegroe. Nor should it he awarded
simply for the randOm accuniulation a a certain number of course credits
after attaining the baccalaureate. Bather, the master's degree should he
awarded -only when all requirements in a. rationally coherent prOgram

designed to assure the mastery of specified knowledge ,and skills ure
sat isified.

We did not arrive at this consensus without disagreements, but w,e did.
SO, and our bias, if it can he called that-;--is'evident-in-our recommendations
about the names for the various knuls of degrees, which I. take the liberty
of quoting:
(1 ) that the NI.A. and the M.S. without further designation shoukl
name the degree for scholarly reseaich and subject teachingoriented ma::ter's programs: and that the Master of Education,
the Master of Business Administration, the Master of Nlusie,',
shoidd name the degree 'for the professionally:oriented
programs:

12) that for master's degrees otherwise titled, the transcril.t of a
gradaate student's record should he consulted to determine the
exact nature of the program represented, where the degree is to
he a qualification for more advanced work or even for
employmen t

i 3) and that, finally, the numher of narnes used for master's degrees
should be held to an absolute m in im um.
Now, since I personally believe in what I have called the ideat of the
master's degree, I conclude that the ha:.:ic 'problem is how we can maintain
this ideal as a national standard,' whefher for the NI.A. or M.S. or for aby
other kind of master'sprogram -and, at_ the same time, accommodate the

legitimate demands for quite new kinds of programs for quite different
kinds of students administered in quite lion-traditional ways. I say
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-maintain,- hut for mmiy pro.grams the more accurate wcird might 10'
"revive- or even -establish.- I p:I.gret to say that at Tulane even the Nl.A.
and the M.S. prrigrams have a non-thesis option these days, and the

trAitioird reSearch component has been eroded tiadly.
I am reminded of Mathew Arnold's remark .over a century ago in his
.

esaY -rh, Fun,tion (0.. Criticism at the Present Time.- In censure of his
Philiqine contemporaries. Arvold said that they tend to want "the grand
name without the grand thing,- and he'cited as an example an institution.
calkd -The British College .of Health,- which was not British and tint a

college. hut a husiness estahlishment which sold a brand of pills reputed t
cure all ills. The master's (legree is, or at least was, a grand name for a grand
thing. not as grand as tne 1)octor of Philosophy. of course. hut grand
nevertheless. I rear. and I suspect that many of you fear, that too often the
verm .7master's- has becomo it sugar-coated .name. for academic
programs Of they can he calledfrxograms) (if little value excepL for the
in,0 ur the
udent..
Well, whether or not these ohservations :erve as a key note for our
deliherations.1 now call upon mY fellow panelists who also hav'e. vieys of
their own.

Some Aspects of The Master's Degree
Giles 'I'. Brown

Although

I

may seem to represent those deans .who come frum

institutions which offer 'only the master's degree, .oliViously my comments

will not necessarily mirror their judgments. Ilopefully, those eolleagues.
who are here will aaet, with most of the points mentioned. At any event

they will have the opportunity to speak..for themselves later in the session.
Turmoil and stress seem to he the lot of humans and ivy Walls Iv ve
proved to he no effective harrier against tlyise Philistines who wou

question and den

resources to graduate programs. Understandah
criticis iS of graduatfr work have. focussed principally cin t.he doctor's d mree
hut th iaster's degree should assume its full share 'of the barbs. Th efore;
it

'is with zest and pleasure that

I

participate in this discussion on the

current ate of the master's degree. The topic is broad and the number of
ideas which could 'he mentioned Overwhelming. Here are a few; in no
particular order.
Since the master's degree is usually considered the second in the trilof.,Ty
of linear lle.grees, it has suffered from being neither the first nor The last, a
kind of middleman. And a middleman is sometimes faceless and uoknown.

Yet students seek this drgree. The most recent figures published hy
Own Council indicate that for every person %vb.° was awarded a Ph.D. by
member institutions, there were about six who received the master's. Sueh
a dramatit. 'difference can only he partially explained by attrition anti tilt'.
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consolation-prize custoM. Clyarly many students find diis degree a
meaningful goal in itself, not subservient to any order.
Those who sock it form a varied group. Of the 1,800 whu were awarded
this dep.ee hy our University during the. past-three, years, the average age
was 33 years with the range from 22 to 63. Almost v. diirds had earned
their baccalaureate from sonic other institution. :thou. half _were women.
Obviously this stnelent population does not represent the traditional view
of a few years ago that.graduate students should he young and unattached
with 'a modicum of experiences beyoml the halls of learning wire.Kuuld
bring honor to thcir alma mater.through a lifetime of activity.
To some. extent, the; master's degree has kuffered, albeit unintentionally, from too close an association with the doctorate. From the plethora of
national st,udies on graduate work, it is obvious that major attention ly
heen on the. Ph.D. ;Somy conclwiions reached, .therefore, have been
inappropriate 'and e...en erroneous when applied to the-master's degree. One
ex.ample may suffice. Much has been, made. cif the so-called "overproduction" in gradt.:ate education ur the. "Ph.D. glut" .with the. resulting"
fear on the part of legisiators,trustees, and the public' that large nuni-bors of

newly-hooded degree holders are each year flooding the labor market,
creating imbalances in ennsployment and shattering individual plans, egos,"
and 'aspirations. Experience at our University and possibly yours does not
support this assumption. In The. California State 1 :niversity and Colleges,
many students.at the.. master's degree. level, particularly in applied programs, -

are already eMployed and seek the advanced degree in order tu enhanee
their Opportunities of promotion and,, indeed, in order to keep ,their jobs.'
Graduate education, particularly at state suptiorted institutions, should
he willing to respond to societal needs when appropriate. A recent ,report
preparild for the. California legislature indicated that 8.-I million adults in
(7alifornia would like to continue their education but due to many reasons,
including the la,:k of opportunity, are not able to do so,. Graduate
education shduld welcome this concern and take the initiative. "Delivery
systems" should' be devised and improved in 'which the resources of the
faculty, library, and laboratories are made available not only during the
week but during weekends and traditional academic,. holidays. :Astute

administration can solv0 the wied 'and complex problems which 'the
Operation of a UniversitY, at unusual times, creates.'Aliq.ady much has been
done along these lines. Throughout The California State Universit:.. system

(19 campusest there. are a large. number of degree programs which are
available by.evening-only study.

On our campus, the. number of years between the' award of the
baccalaureate and the master's degree for the typical student averages eight
years with a range, from I to 37. Obviously many of these. students return

to .formal education after a considerable break, demonstrating to some
extent that this is an open society which provides for upward .mobility..
Their reentry into formal education is due to several reason's, including the

desire to upgrade themselves in their current positions, to prepare. for
promotions and reassignnlents, to enter first careers after a delay :due tu
such factors as the; responsibility of rearing a family, -to begin a second
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care?r, or merely to enjoy the ednlaration of exploring at the eating edge
of knowledge. The need for carkil advisement and for the selection of
suitable prerequisite courses in .)urder . to up-claw and ensure 'proper
pFeparation for advanced work is Aential and cannot lw overemphasized.
To work with students in thi§'.way \is exciting and challenging for which
ample budgetary provisions should be 'tnade1.

lthough most of our students 'attend part-time, they attain their
degree goal expeditiously. The average Ctine needed has keep five semesters.

The belief, pupular '.1-1 some quarters. tl,at graduate students deliberately
delay. completion .of their work, is not., re:dly accurafe. 'Students. even
part-time ones, should be encouraged to complete their degree within a
specified time span.
.4
.
Despite some distressing evidence; to the contrary. the master's degree is
not merely a fifth year composed of disconnected courses strung together
like freight Fars of a train. Quality control can be eercised effectively over
part-time and full-tinw students as well as thNe .whose education has been
interrupted for a number of years. Graduate schools must insist on proper
and meaningful culminating experiences at the conclusion of the depee
program. in addition to the.traciiti'Onal methods of theses; projects, and
cornprehensive examinations. a new se rie s ,of field work experiences and
internships have arisen.'These.-----mist be carefully reviewed to ensure that
they truly synthesize the theoretical and pragmatic .a'spects of the program.
With regard- to ensuring program -quality, a vigorous process of program
review needs to be inMituted and maintained. Too often faculties insist that
"smallness equals -quality.- Criteria.must be defined. Qualitative programreview should lead to demonstrable pi 3,_,:,11 improvement and even, in
certain cases, to dissolution of sub-standard programs. Only in.this way can
the public an& statewide coordinating 'bodies be assured that campuses are
behaving responsibly.
The titles given the many types of master's degrees are undoef3tedly
.

.

confusing to the public and possibly even, to ourselves. Dividing lines
between the liberal arts (generally represented by the M.A. and M.S.) and
professional degrees are indistinct and debatable. 'VI t knowledge knows no
boundaries. Those Who sponsor the degree should tal:e note and respond
boldly. The roles of thea researcher and technician do cross. And
-professional programs can have a respected component of research despite
their functional goals. At the same time. liberal arts programs can and do
prepare students for certain professions,.
The rapid expansion of 'knowledge has been one of the conventional

explanations for the lengthening of the time students rethain in formal
education..Statements have been made that the current A.A. degree bf the
community colleges is probably the equivalent of the high school diploma

Of a few years ago. Similarly the attainment of the mast:vr's has been

equated with that of the baccalaureate of a former time. Thi\.; devaluation
of diplomas 'and degrees may well have -occurred. But \ there is a
counter-trend which can have profound implications. for the worth and
quality ot'-the master's. In certain subjects..stpdents are being OrbdUced to
more advanced material (.1-her. College
algebra is' being taught in high
.,..

schools and the advanced placement programs are operating'successfullY
and effectively. Should this trend continue, the level of Work which`should
be iixpected at the master's degree level could be markedly raised; This
might be a welcome develoPthent.
Declining enrollments in the elementary and ''tcondary schools exude
gloom and possibly; foretell similar experienc,7s for graduate education. But.

the horizon may pot be entirely dreary. Although in our state it

is

estimated \Oat in 'die 1080's the number of 18 to 21 year-olds will drop
12%, one study, commissioned by the Legislature, expressed the thought
that these decreased numbers will permit redirection of existing government resources to sen, e better th`e educational nee& of adults. Even the
discussion of the possibility or a redirection of funds is a hOpeful sign.

Today, the master's degree exists side by side with its colleagues, the
baccalaureate c,nd the doct-,,rate. To maintain it, as a viable, desirable, and
worthy academic experience is a goal chal:engirig die best in us..May those

institutions, including some with great prestiglIr. that still consider the
.

deg:zee merely 4' stepping stone to something else reconsider 'their position
and the degree's potential and possibilities.
I have tried to be brief to the pOint of being cursory in order to allow
maximum time for comments...f.rom all of us. In summaryand somewhat
facetiously, two questions might be asked and answered:
What is the current state of the master's degree?
In my opinion it is good andimproving.
Wh a t.4.4,;t1141.17:AiW:c

---

:

Great, if We but embrace the opportuMties present.
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S.D. Shirley Spragg

have a number- of pleasant duties, to perform today. One is to
introduce to you my colleagues on the .Executive Committee of CGS.
I

.

Starting at my far left. Charles Lester of Emory University:X rgaret Perry.
of tho University of Tennessee; Earle Canfield. Drake Univity13enjamin
Ilt:dson, Atlanta University: _Joe Gerber, Stephen F. Aust State Univer-

sity: Sanford Elberg, Univ:,rsity of California at Berkeie;: Boyd Page;
Wendell Bragonier. Colorado State University:' Donald :White, Bostop
College; Chester .Nlcliee. Mississippi state University; Duakw Spriesterbacli,
University of Iowa; and Lyle Jones. University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill.

'

.

We h-ave in the room several ex-chairmen of the Council or- Graduate
School's, two of them sitting on the platfOrm, Charles I.,ester and Boyd.
Page. There are three others' in the audience: Jacob -Cobb. ;1lvin l'roctor,
and David Deener.
It is now my very\ pleasant duty to present the Gustave 0. Arlt Award
in the I lumanities. Letme remind you, as I am sure most of you are well
aware, that the. Gustaye\O. Arlt A xard in the I lumanitie.s is given to a
t e Humanities at an AmericAn university who
young. scholar teaeh..ig
has earned the doctorate with' the past, five years and has .publisbe.1
book deemed of outkaMling scilarly significance. Previous awards have
been made in. the. fields 4\ Eoghsh, 4i4ory, and Lingitisties. The seleetion
of the person to receive, tlic Gustave 0.',Arlt Awankis by recommendatiOn
of a coMmittee, .which .ar,,,.present has as its Chairman Dean Herbert
Wéisinger of Stony Brook..n- Phyllis Bober of Bryn Mawr College 'and
Dean Alvin Kernan of Princeton are also serving on the committee.
It is my very great pleasure'tp-announce that this year's reciPieni of
.Gustave 0. Arlt Award is Dr. Margherita Frankel, Assistant Professor of
Italian at- New York University. Dr. Frankel received her Bachelor's degree
from Brooklyn College in 1968 al'kd her Ph.D. from New-York University in
1973. During her career as a graduate sttident, she has received numerous
fellowships and other awards including a Woodrow Wilson Disseration

ti

Fellowship:

.

Our Fourth Annual Award is being presented to Dr. Frankel in
recognition of her hook entitled Le Code Dantesque dans l'Oeurre de
Rimbaud. Dr.- Frankel's work was published M 1975 and has been desctibed
as bringing new insight's to one of the most extensively interpreted workS of
all

time and Providing new .evidence of Dante's inipbct on Rimbaud's

writing,
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Margherita Frankel

am very happy and prond for . this 'award, and I want to thank the
Council, Dr. Page, and the Committee that selected my book. I hope it is a
well deserved recognition. Thank you.

Gustave 0. Arlt

)..

,

The first thing that I wish to s#, of course, is to congratulate Di%
Frankel from tshe bottom of My heart for .the award that .she-received
today. It is iny:liope that this will be the beginning of a: pareer of

distinction arid impo.rtance in her future.
A number: of people have said to me in the:past tWepty-fourhours that
the award was beirisg. given t9 a woman. My reply to that in every instance
was, "She May bea woman in private life, but she holds'the.true.title in the
English language a6out which both sexes tend. to ,-agree 16,v'el_ no Sex
whateverDoCtor and Professor."
*When this award was established, .the. Executive :Cbmmittee of the
Council of Graduate 'Schools veq ;Onerously conferred,upon me..theright
,tc:edetermine each year the. area':'of .the Humanities in which rthe award
rova be given for.the coming 'Year. We .began with the-field of Hiitory,
then English, and.then Linguistics, and finally for this year-my own field,'
Modern. Languages. For next year, ',I would like to suggest' to the Executive
'Committee that the area to be so honored be the field of Philosophy; theWdest and most highly recognized discipline in the-Humanities.

Spragg

nn-Y V erif great pleaiure trs introduce to you br. John D.
Millett, disIinguished educator and administrator. Followeing receipt of his
Ph.D. at Columbia in e late 1930's and following .actkv -duty during
__World War II, he bec e a Member of the faculty of Public Administration
at Columbia Univers y, where he taught and did research until 1953. He
then became PresicWnt, at Miarni University in Oxford, Ohio, He remained
there until 1964 y4tn he.becarne Chancellor of the Ohio Board of Regents,

a post he held ntil 1972. Since 1972 Dr. Millett has been Seniot

Vice

.President_and irector of the Managment Division at the AcaiIemy for
,--tducational evelopment in Washington, D.C.-His talk to us today---will.be

on "Future:Economic Growth: The Dilemma ofbraduate Education."
Lr!:'

'Future Economic Growth:
The Dilemma of Graduate Education
John D. Mil lett

The oft-quoted aphorism of Clemenceau about war and generals can
also be applied to economics and economists. Not being an economist
myself, but much convinced of the importance of economics, I make bold

to inquire into the mysteries of this most esoteric of the behavioral
sciences. I do so for a good reason. Whether or not we like the situation, it
seems clearly evident to me thatthe future welfare of.graduate education in

the United States is circumscribed by considerations of the economic
benefit to be derived from graduate education and .by considerations of the
ecoriOmic need for gi-aduate education. I think it can be accurately asserted
that graduate* education has enjoyed a golden age since the end of World
War. II because of its economic contributions. And I think it can be equally

well said that the future of graduate education is clouded because of
uncertainties about the future economic contributions of graduate educa,
tion.

As 'a one-time, if not current, political scientists, I have long been

intrigued by the politics of economic decision-making in. both our economy

and our polity. A very substantial part of this decision-making 'process
appears to me to be a matter of chance, of the.,peculiar conjunction of
circumstance and leadership, of a peculiar mixture of events and actions. In
,

large part the economic conditions of the past thirty years in the United
States seem to me to have just happened:. if .there was a master plan for
these events, I have never been able to identify it. Perhaps the 'invisible
77-hand postulated by-Adam Smith was indeed operative.

I do not intend to suggest that there was no planning, either in the

economy, in governments, or in higher education in the post;war years. On

the contrary, there were many-. plans, some of which did eventuate in
action. But if there was a central purpose in this planning other than the
objective of economie growth and material prosperity, I have been unaware
of it.
As I look back upon the history of higher education since _1,945, one
outstanding fact demands my attention. That f-^t is that higheiZdt"wation
was largely perceived as an important contributing influence for e'conomic
:growth and prosperity. Higher education in general, arid graduate ecii.iciation
in particular: profited from this perception. In the immediate ost-war
years there was the veterans' bulge in enrollinents to accommodate. Then

there was a continuing concern for federal government sponsorship of
research needed first for national defense and secondly for space
exploration. The creation of the National Science Foundation by Act of
Congress in 1950 was largely the consequence of the remarkable mobilization of national scientific 'resources by Vannevar Bush during-World War II,

reinforced by his equally influential report on research ds an endless
frontier published in 1945. The Russians assisted our national concern with

defense by their launching of Sputnik in 1957. Do not.. forget that the
05

major piece of legislation enacted in 1958 was labelled . the National
Defense Education Act.
Accompanying this concern for defense and space.exploration was our

overwhtlMing national preoccupation with health. When I look at the
budgets of our medical schools, or of our health science centers as the
Carnegie Commission more properly designated them. I am uncertain
whether to rejoice or to despair because we are a society of hypochondriaci.. But the consequence of our anxieties has been a reinarkable
development in.the 'knowledge of health science and in the, provision of
new drugt; following upon the diseovcries utilized in World War II. We are
still trying to devise. an economical and efficient system of healthdelivery
for our health science and our health products.
In renewing the past thirty years. I see substantial evidence that the

contributions of waduate education were largely contributions in . the
biological and physical sciences and in mathematics, including their
applications in the health sciences. th6.engineering sciences, the agricultural

sciences, and he i-nformation. sciences. For example. how remarkable
indeed has heen the advances in agricultural sciences that have'made our

-nation the leading producer of agricultural commodities 'in the workl with
the smallest proportion of our labor fOrce. under 1 pert-ent, devoted to this
output. It was upon the foundation of the. so-callcd "hard sciences" that

were built major comribufions of graduate education to the economic
well-being of our nation, contributions that enhanced public appreciation
and.ipublic support for all higher education in our recent h;story.

The other major economic contribution of higher education in the
post-war years was that of providing the educated talen't 'for the remarkable
shifts taking place in the composition'of the American .labor force. While
contracting .agTicultural ymployment.;by nwre than one-half and while
expanding only mafginally the employment on the nation's production
lines, our economy in thepast thirty Years vastly.expanded its employnwnt
requirements in.the.prOfessions. in managerial posts. in financial affairs. and
in technician jobs.
It was hight;r education...including technical .education, that was calIM

upon to provkm this needed educated talent. Graduate education was
indispensable. both in the direct output of educated talent and in the
preParation of art expanding faculty to provide education for. studeots. The
response (it' higfier' education to the needs &f a changing labor market was
outstanding. It was higher education that helped. Our society and our
economy to. enter its post-industrial era.
"l'oday

these economic circumstances are drastically changed. The

demand for educated talent has subsided. Ntiw. except for a few specialized
areas such as in the health professions..we hear about surpluses ratherthan
shbrtages of educated talent.. There are economists who tell,us that our

labor force will confront a saturation uf educated talent for the next
twenty years, if not longer. There is a widespread_.assumption that the
changes in the composition of our labor force have come tO an end, that
replacement of talent rather than an expansion of talent will henceforth he
the order .of the day. With an output of 35.000 doctoral degrees a year. we
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confront an effective labor force demand for perhaps 9.000 or 10,000
doctoral recipients a year. We are told that graduate education should be a.
declining enterprise, and we .are inexperienced in and unknowledgeable
about the vicissitudes of contraction.
The national preoccupation with defense has subsided. Much as many
of us in the academic world may have disapproved of the political behavior
of VreSident Nixon, if our first concern was our own economic well-bfiing_
we might well have been even More critical of Nixon's foreign i3olicy. A

relaxation of the tensions of tile Cold War and the realization that the
United States could not successfully defend some .foreign regiMes from
'communist inspired agression haw, served to alttir .research priorities.

National needs at home have become more urgent than sOphisticated
weapons systems. Again, adjustments in research endeavor have been asked
of our graduate education.

Then there is the very uncertainty today whether or not economic
growth and mitional prosperity' are proper policy objectives. We are told on

the one hand that there are limits to .economic growth. There are fears
about the adequacy of raw material supplies and of energy resources. There

lire fears about our production technology and output in relation to our
environment. Can we reduce pollution and.still enjoy economic

On

the other hand, there is talk that the'United States consinnes:Zoo large a
proportion of the world's resources, and there is the assertion from time to
time that our ,output of goods and, services should be morewidelysharedwith developing nation. Sweden, has recently boasted f the fact that its
international aid .expenditures had reached .one percent of its gross national

product, with an implication that as a nation the United States should be
ashamed of its failure to do likewise. Raw .material exporting countries talk
about trying to emulate the behavior of the international petroleurn cartel
'in forcing up the Ptices we pay for our iMports.
It is clear. I believe, that the economic future of the United States will
determine the future of highe'r education and of graduate education in this

c6Untry. Beyond- this expectation lies a fateful dilemma: can higher
education in the next twenty-five 'years make a contribution to economic
weil-being commensurate with its contribution of the past thirty years: and
if higher education cannot make such a contribution what claim will it have
upon the, available economic resources-of our societyc? If higher education
in general. and graduate education in particular. can and does cloy :ibute
suhstantially to a public perception ofluture economic well-being, higher
education as a social institution will ho. highly valued as an essential social
utility. If higher edtic'ation has no Major new contribution to make'to the

future material prosperity of America. then I see little reason to expect
future material prosperity for higher education.

The future of the American economY is substantially in doubt.t
Economic growth is uncertain. Inflation is persistent. Unemployment is

sizeable: poverty remains present. The thesis propounded by the two
reports from the Club of 'Rome and hy some economists is that thy United
approaching -the limits of economic growth. One limit is that of
States
ene'rgy supply. Another limit is the supply of needed raw materials. A third
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limit is that of pollution, the degadation of the environment to the point
where our planet earth can no longer sustain current standards of material

well-being.

No one speaks today of any shortage of population', of labor force, or

even Of educated talent. And while some fears are voiced that as an

economy we are not saving the funds needed for capital investment in new
sources of energy and in pollution-free production facilities, a shortage of
capital does not appear at the moment to be a primary limitation to future,

economic growth. The future capacity of our technology to resolve
problems of energy and raw materials and pollution is at stake, or the

future capacity of our social inventiveness' to devise new..and satisfactory
life styles-is at stake. Can higher education, can graduate echication, address
these national needs and offer solutions of comparable importance to the4
development of atomic energy. of micro-wave communication, of health

preserving drugs, of space exploration, of information storage and

computation?
It has been estimated that. -Oa of every one dollar of Gross,National
Product, 12 percent is contributed by agriculture, mining, and construbtion; 18 percent is contributed. by durable good.S manufacturing; 17 percent
is, contributed by non-durable goods manufacturing; and 53 percept is
contributed by service businesses, including government. Here in Output
terms rather than jn labor market employment inputs is convincing
evidence that the American economy has indeed entered a post-industrial
phase. It is an amazing circumstance that 53 percent of all productive
output in the pnited States should now be the output of service
enterprises. This figure indicates clearly the extent to which we.Americans
now consume services rather than" goods: deribution services, financial
services, transportation services:utility services, health services, recreation
and entertainment services, educational services, criltural services, personal
care services, maintenance services, and governmental servic6s.
It seems' evident that the economics of a service oriented society have. .1.
.

been- lithe examined, and even less understood. With some notable.exceptions, the service businesses are la'bor intensive, making only misdest

use of machinery and equipment. The cost of the service rendered is in
large part the cost of personal Performance. These costs have tended to rise

in

direct relationship .to the corripensation of personnel. Professional

organization and labor organization, have tended to maintain the levels of
compensation as these are increased from time to time.
It is tempting at this point, to pause to look at the labor intensive

character of the higher education enterprise. It has iven e.4imated, for
example, that from 70 to 75 percent of the expenditures of colleges and

universities are for$ersonal compensation. About:38 percent of the payroll
will go to compensation of the instructional and research staff, about 10
percent tO the professional support and administrative staff:and about 25
percent to the non-professional staff. There_ is considerable variation in
these proportions, of course, depending uPon the scope,of the residence
hall operation of a college or university. There is a study by an economist
prepared, for the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education which tells us
1Q8.

that in the years frOm 1930 to nearly 1970 there was no productivity
increase in higher educatiOnt that in these. nearly 40 years, the dollar inpdt
resources in real terms did not decrease per unit of output but tended to
increase somewhat. If this record is indeed true, then higher education has
achieved higher costs without ,any corresponding increase in output. Such
higher costs must be paid for by a redistribution of income or by inflation.
We need to know much the same kind of data for all service businesses.
The importance to gaduate education in this record is obvious.
Graduate education contributed substantially to the transformation of the

American ecOnomy from an industrial eConomy to a post-industrial
economy. Much of the status and respect given to.graduate yducation in the
past thirty years wa3 achieved by this contribution. The question now.is
what does graduate education have to contribute to the maintenance of this

post-industrial economy, or to the still further transformation of Our
economy. I do not' know what that contribution may be, But I am
convinced that the status and respect accorded to graduate education in the
iyeXt twenty-five years will reflect that .contribution, if any.
:

It iS being widely -said -today. that the general public haS lost confidenCe

in American private 'business .enterprise. A recent little booklet published

,by the Conference Board .on the future of our mixed economy 'gives
considerable attention .to tliis situation'. One pollster attributed this lack of
Confidence in recent years.idthree factors: (1) Ralph Nader and his charges

.

of a lack of concern on the part of business in product safety; (2) the
Watergate revelations of illegal and- secret contributions by business to the.

Nixon campaign of 1972; and. (3) the Arab oil boycott of 1973 and the
subSequent behavior of American oil companies. Regardless Of specific
attitudes and possible reasons for' them, I think we maS,-sdy that the 1970's '

ar4 witnessing a profound conc6Vn with the Viability of our current
strkture of -Social. institutions and their performance. This concern centers
esPecidlly in issues- of economic activity, employment, inflation,' and'

.pokrerty. I believe there;is a widespread anxiety, that our economic-system,
'and our political systein may not be able to resolve these issues of econmic

.activity, employment, inflation, and poverty to the satisfaction of a
substantial portion Of our populace.,.

.As I look ahead to the next,twenty-five years,.to the year 2000, I see
conSiderable evidence that the problems of our. ,nation may become
primarily problems of social and .institutional.. behavior. HoW do we
mobilize' social institutions and econbmic en erprises to meet our 'future
energy requirements? How do we perSuade individuals and enterprises to
reduce their consumption of energy, and will such a -reduction lead to
.further unemployment and reduced standards of living for all? How do we
mobilize social institutions and economic enterprises to discover new
sources of" raw materials, or new substitutes for raiv materials in slitIrt
supply? 'How do we persuade individuals and enterprises to reduce their
consumption of raw materials, and will such a reduction lead .to further
unemployment and reduced standards of living for all? How do-We mobilize.,

social institutions and-economic enterprises to curtaii the pollution of our
environment? How do we persuade individuals and enterprises to reduce
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.

their pollution practices, and will sheh a reduction lead to further,

unemployment and reduced standards of living for all?
These are;essentially 'questions acalressed to the behavioral sciences.
What will our universities have to contribute in instructiob, research, .and
puhlic service to the answering of these questions?' rfear.that the behavioral

sciences have very little .at the monwnt to contribute in the way of

knowledge and .Of models, for suggesting how various social groUpings and
enterprises might
to these questiOns.within the context of a society
of pluralistic in.....litutions and individual values.
Let us :ook -et7en farth6r ahead. Let us suppose that our research and

our available information Suggest that for the Cnited States 'economic
grovth is no longer a sust:ainahle process. Let us suppose that available
energy resources, avilable raw material resources. and -essential environmental standards dktate a future of zero economic growth for Anwrican.
society.; Then we art' confronted with new questions involving social
institutions .and economic enterprise. flow shall we distribute the income

from a static Output of goods and services?llOw shall.we allqcate available
resources of labor, raw materials, energy, and capital to the production of a
restricted outPut of goods and services? flow do we arrange change of
output within a limited output? lloW do we motWate people and
enterprises to .produce the maximuni outputavailable from limited inputs
of energy, raw materials, and environmental contamination? flow does the
role of higher education change, and the rolt: of graduate education change.
in a society of zero economic growth'? And what kind. of 'political imd
.economic organization must, be established in order.. to ensure that
limitations upOweconomic growth are observed?
Thest questions tippear to me to stagger the academic imagination, as
,indeed they must- st'agger our social imagination. I fully understand a
reluc6nee even to ask the questions, let .alone to begin to eXPlore them.
Ifhese questions are frightening in their implications for American society
as it has evolved on the North American continent since 1607. I can well
imagine it public obtcry of immense proportion to any .inqiiiry looking to
the develc4inient: of institutions appropriate to a society. embracing 'zero
ecOnomic !growth. And of course I must then ask the oldest question of all
77-Thin philosOphical dikourse: do ideas influence. sovial institutions and social
behavior pr do Social institutions -and social hehavior produce their own.
rationality? Only the intellect of an Arnold Toynbee is .competent to
grapple' with that question. and I for one have found Toynbee's answer
drawn from historical experience uncertaiii.and equivocal.
if higher education, and graduate education, have little to stoi' about the
improved functioning of our social institutions a'nd processes, there remains
yet another possibility. In .the more conservative journals of our day there
rakes a eonsideralile debate about the meaning of chic virtue. Severaf7
prOpositions are ...rten set forth. It is said that a democratic society may be
expected to produc.i., affluence and to maintain civil liberties but is little
concerned with. virtue: A democracy, so it is claimed, exists by reason of
compromiseand mutual self-interest but evidences little if any capacity t6promot c a public good that may erun counter to private interest-And it is
421

suggested that if any institution in a free society should be coneerned to
propound civic virtue or public good, it should he higher edueation.
Is

it. reasonable to assume that higher education could successfully

assume the burden of education for civic virtue? If this were to be
attempted.,
am sure it would have to begin with the schOlarship of
1

graduate education: Shoukl it he attempted?'Can it be done? Both .2ritics
and defenders of higher edtication would tend to answer both questions in
the

negative, but for different reasons. The critics argue that higher

education has:lost any internal capacity to undertake education for civic
virtue. Defender; argue that higher education is a social- institutidn to
expand knowledge and to evaluate social perforinance critically. but not to
propogandize a. particular creed. Nor can higher education as a social
institution seek to replace other social institutions, especially those
institutions that decide human conduct.
As an example of the'problem. let met cite a recent report prepared fOr
one of the leading general purpose foundations in the United States that
correlates civic virtue with education for a no-growth economy. Let us
suppose for a moment that civic virtue can be equated with a commitment
to zero eco iy.)mic growth. We are then confronted with two fundamental
issues. Ilow does higher education, or graduate education, cy.nvince all
fliculty members that this commitment is indeed the meaning of civic
virtue? And what does higher education then do with the dissenters?

For good or ill.' colleges and universities function in .large part as

-orgLnized anarchies.- to use the phrase of Cohen and March. OA- colleges
and universities seek to avoid any 'dogmatic orthodoxy, although there are.
some crith:s who question this asserqon i,nso far as the social sckInces and
humanities are. concerned. Higher edtiCation ih the United States practices
an individualism of belief, an individdalism of epistemology. So king as our
current society exists I cannot conceive of a change in this situation. Any
planned endeavor to achieve an end of this individualism would signal an
end to higher edhcation as we know it, and an end to afree'society.
If there are:viable alte.imatives in our.sociefy to zero ewnomic growth,
and

I

for one hopci mightily that these alternatives can,,,bc found and

utilized, then --I cannot imagine any- tither institutiod except higher
educltion that .can be expected to cOntribute More to their explo.-at ion and

discd7ery. This exploration is the most urgent task confronting graduate
instruction, research, and,public service in the I 'nited States. And upon the
qual-ity of this 'exploration 'rests the fate o? both graduate education and
higher education.
Perhaps it is futile to think that' the knowledge and development that
provided us with atomic energy, computers, synthetic materials,.microwave
communication, laser beams, and. 'chemotherapy can also provide us with
expanded sources of energy,- new raw materials, a protested environment.

and a set of social' institutions competent to their orderly achievement. I
know not what higher education., what graduate education, can achieve iii
the next twenty-five years. But I do know that graduate education is either
. equal to this _challenge or graduate educat4on has little -to expect from
AMeric2ri society in the remainder of this century.
11I
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A Look Backward and Forward

As one who has served as a graduate dean for decade and a
halfthrough the golden 1960's and into the lean 1970'sand who has
recently attained a new status which provides an opportunity for broader
vision and greater objectivity (but doesn't guarantee it!)I am pleased to

have this opportunity to make a few comments on some of our past
problems and some of our present ones. Perhaps sdme morals will emerge; I
-can't promise that. First, a backward lookand quite a way back.

In 1934forty-one years agothe Association of American Universities
held its annual meeting in October at the University of Chicago. The AAU
was composed it..that time bf 28 of the leading research universities. Its
annurll meetings Were ai.;,;..nded typidally by the president and the graduate

dean of -,the member institutions, and the papers and discussions were
chiefly on matters related to graduate education. You will recall that by
1934 the,.country .had been for some time in the trough of the "Great
Depression" of the 1930's. rA few of you in this room will remember it at
first-hand; most of you know something about it .at second-hand, as a
Somber chapter in our history..
.0ne of the items cn the AAU 1934 program was a symposium entitled

"The Outlook for the Placement Of Graduate Students." Another was a

paper on 4The Training and Utilization. of` Advanced Students Of
Mathematics and Science." Still another paper was on "The Secgridary
School as a Career for the' Doctor of Philosophy.' .(One can detect a note
of worried urgency there!) And finaly at this session was a paper entitled,
"A Survey of the Economic Condition of the Profession."
I

should like to make a few comments on some of the materials

presented in these 1914 papers which may have more than passing interest
for those of us involved with graduate education in the mid-1970's.
The session on problems of placing graduates concerned itself mainly
with the fields of mathernatics an(' science. A small .survey of fresh Ph.D.s
in mathematics showed that by October 1934 from a quarter to a third had
not found satisfactory employment,.with ahout 10% unemployed. Severe
unemployment among chemists was also cited. The paper then looked at
future deniands for doctors of philosophy and- noted with some pesimism
that not only had college enrollments,beeri falling during the early 1930's,
but that grade and high school enrollments in the cities were declining and
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predicted that college enrollments would cease to grow within ten years.
(The clouded crystal 1)411!) This 1934 paper posed the question wlwther we

should limit the output of doctorates while significant unemployment
exists"among present degree holderS. and it z-o,ncluded with about the same

position that many of Os have worked Our. way to in the recent past:
namely, that the. %vell-qualifxd student shou/d peverti)eless he encouraged
ti)

the doctorate, Imt from the heginning should he thon-.ighly and

.realistirally informed about empoyment prospects.

The. paper on his 193,1 program which examined the possible
opportunities for pliwing new oh.as iii high school positions began by
pointing out the 5eri:e1.15 decline' in appointments to college and university

positions from the 1920', to tho etCrly 1930's. a decrease of about $5';
overall but as high as .47'.; in the land-grant inst autions. 'Hie author of the

paper' had attempted to discover, hy a letter-type survey of high school
administrators. what the prospects might he for Ph.D. holders to get 4-igh
:whool jobs. and the results were pretty negaiive. Among the commints

from these potential employers: -they'd he misfits.qualified.- -woukl insist on iniing called ''doctor'.- -Wouldn't stay any
longer than t hoc :iad to.- and so fOrth. Does this have a' familiar ring to
received

those of you trying to pPace,y our Ph.D.s in two-yeu,..colleges?

The paper surveying the economic status of the academic professio.nin

1934 had some grim aspects. It pointed wit that until 1931 salary culls
among fai:ulty were not an important factor. However. hy 1934 cuts had
bren made by vit cually all institutions. Salary reduCtions of 15.720'; becaim..
common. 'Eve-- 3o. lawyers. were faring worse (down 39'; on the average),

also consulting ei-.gjneors idown 5S ). Since 'the cost of living index was

also doWn over air:. thing, 'Weren't quite so bad, as these figures by
themselves would suggest.

ilowe-!er. some faculty salary t:uts were severe'. The paper gave as an
example 'tile Vniyersity of North. Dakota: in 1931-32 the average salary
there for professors Was $3.650: by 1933-34 it had dropped to $1.914.
Thvrt was a ray of light. The survey. showed that in 1931. sonic 106
institutions planned to give raises for die folkiwing year. and only 66
planned to make further cuts.
Finally. this 1934 Leurvey predicted a slecreasing demand for college and
university teachers. pointing out the population of the country was

predieted to cease growing by .aliout 1950. that ' '1. school enrollments
were approaching the Saturation -point. and that college and university
enrollments in, recent years had hoen declining relative to high school
193-1, colloge enrollment was estimated to he 1.250.000 and

the author of the paper felt that it would he optimistic indeed u_rpredict
that in thesnext 20 to 30 years it ,woukl rise ar)oye 2.000.000. From then
oil he saw the demand for college teachers shifting from expansion to
purely a replacement function.
I have called your attention to these words of our 1934 cc:Beal:ales to
remind us first, that some of our recent problems are perennial and second,
how wrongThow amusingly w'rong -our earnest predictions clal be with
respect to the supply Of and demand for our product. (7,.ution is clearly a
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virtue here: the confident seer should he eyed suspiciously.
In tlYe late 1930's some of these aeademic prohlems were alleviated, and

the end of
depression was hastened, by the imminence and then the
reality of World War II. After that it was a new ball game-veterans with
educational support on the G,I. hill. the bahy .1-)oom of the 19:10's, and'
rising social and economic expectatMnsall comhined to invalidate the best
predictions of the 1930.s. One can only hope and praY that it will not take
another holocaust to end the present recession: if it db,.s.it might he a very

.final ending Mdeed..
we consider the academic situation in the fall of 1975 and'compare:
it- with some of the prohlems that our colleagues were worrying about in
that depressed Period forty years ago. it isyclear that some of our current
problems are indeed perennia171 was tempted to say timelessbut there are
others that seem more nearly to he peculiar to the present state of our
society, governmental activities, and ohr social-institutions.
It is true that difficulties in placing our ;Iradeates (especially our Ph.D.
graduates) in appropriate positions are in mai :. respects as severe as they
were in the 1930's, We have today what we believe to be more

sophisticated projection and forecasting techniques iwhie.h ice still no

better than the assumptions on which they are based) which predict
decreasing opportunities for academic employment in the decades ahead.
.And we too are faced4 as were our 1934 colleagues. with problems of
whether. -.ye should restrict ow output of doctorates, of how to discover
and develop jobs: and areers for our graduates in addition to the traditional
ones (and our succisses here have
far not been imrressive I. and how to
adapt our of feringt() the changing.ni.?eds of socie.ty.

We too are laced. we are told, with the pro.:Ncts of 4:tabilization and
even decrese in the college 1,nd graiiii.ate school population and should plan

accordingly. But what if thi).Rrognosticators are mistaken about future
cCillege aml graduate si'ho«.1fr011ments. as' were those in 1934? Perhaps M
the years ahead we-may see a large increase in damand for adult educatigi
of a non-traditional An at the pot-baccalaureate level. ith a significant.
increase in demand for graduate.work for what might.1 called ",ielf-fulfill-

ment- 'and g.i.rieral purposes, as ed as fo: mid-career changes. or for

refresher purposes. Such developments could, chan;:e markedly the picture
painted by currJntly favored projection's.
Some of our problems however seem- to be more nearly uniquely a
function of our p2'esW11 :1;ate of affairs and of increasing involvement
government with what we.-usil_ to consider the autonomy of college and
university affairs. I should like to eorament on a few of these- others eottki
he explored if time permitted.
In

the admission and retention of .student s. and in the hiring and

retention of faci.!ty, recent legislation and the implementhig governmental
regulations-j,although aimed at commendable social goalsare posing some
difficult and conflicting situations for college anil univers,ity administrators,
often including grad uate. deans.

i.xample: if a graduate academic department has, say, ten openings

for new graduate students for tire next fall. the traditional aim of the
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department has been to..try. to recruit and matriculate tl(e ten top persons
in its applicant Pool on'the basis of merit.. This aim is heing challenged,
both within and without, by societal .considerations and reinforced by.
equal oppoftunity regulations. The dilemma can be a difficult one,and the
situation' is sometimes exacerbated by conflicting signals frOm the.
regulators. At one time we .hopt.'d that the De .F'irii, case would:provide
some clarification, but the Supreme Court refUsed to face the substantive
issue, and we are still withOut the guidance of a clear legal decision in this
area. I am not all sanguine that we shall have one in the near future, and I
believe that foi- some time we shall be walking a tight rope. balancing as best .

we can among the vrctors of merit and equity and opportunity: and the
evils Ci.discrirt iinition,
dirt:ct and reverse.
,
.

.

.

Similarly, in the recruitment c.)INksons for entry into jobs on a faculty,
'we are at times faced with conflicts bi.. ween academic goals and standards

and goverfunent 'regulations': and ap t der a gdod deal. of pressure to
accept for the university an industrial i ode: of personnel relationships
which does violence to theacadernic.situatit i. The industrial mode would,
among other things. ask .us-to state minimu n standards for the hirie-'z of,
say, a new assistant professor of psychology, so that any applicant who met
or exceeded theSe-:§tandards would-he labelled -qualified' and the decision '

whether to hire could then be based on other considerations. However,
most department chairmen and deans are deeply concerned with building as
strong a department as possible, and will try to hire the "best- candidate.
who is typically defined as the one who appears most likely tO become. a
"star': .in his field ten years hence-an ourstanding teacher-scholar-researcher. This traditional .and strong motivation towar..l builqing departmental e::cellenee may find itself at times in conflict with other
conimendable social goals.
.

I

see no easy solution to this dilemma: I believe that deans and

department chainben are going to continue to be troubled by this problem
in the period ahead, but I alsb believe that for the integrity of the academic
enterprise we must resist vigorously attempts to imposo an industrial model
and its criteria on Our operations.
Dif fering goNwnmental regulations aro imposing not only high costs on
colleges and universities. but also Aceating at times seritios conflicts. The,
Internal Revenue Service's regulations on non-discrimination ask a college
to keep a file for tbru-e vears on each person 'rejected for idmission, a job,

or a scholarship, complete with reasons for the negative action-or risk
losing its Lax exempt status. In contrast HEW, in rules developed to
administe: the Buckley amendment,'. wants these files to be free of
judgm-ntai sand other non-facual entries-ar the risk of losing Federal
ants to the institution. In a recently reported example. the President of
Dartmouth College was 'qubted as follows: "It happend recently that our
recordg were getting audited coincidentally by inspectors trom both
agencies IHF_Air--ii IRS) who were giving us completely conflicting signals.

Vet, when we' tried to have them ;:it down together to iron out their
c

interagency differences, they refused. (.V.1*. Times. Nov.-12. 1975)
I have veryeZ-entIy learned that the IRS is preparing some revisions of
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its regulations in this area. designed 'to reduce some of the conflicts and
excessive reporting requirements. May this worthy aim be realized!
Combatting such conflicting and exceSsive demands is going to require

the concerted and coordinated efforts of organizations such as the ACE,
the AAU, the CGS, and other groups concerned with higher and graduate
education. We haven't much chance of being successful individually, so we
must resist collectively the excessive intrusions by government into the
.carrying out of our proper academic functions. On the other hand, we shall
have to adjust to being more accountable for our decisions and our policies
'than we traditionally have been..and more responsive to social goals and
need.- And to reiterate, we must above all resist being forced into the
Procrustean bed- of th:. industrial model of an organizationin our relations
with government, with faculty mid students, and with the public.

We are at present in a peried which in other ways is testing the
'relationships between faculty (and graduate assistants and fMlows) and the
institutions which employ them. Faculty members have traditionally been

regardedand have regarded themselvesas being in essentially a professional relationship with the instituti is which employ them, rather than in
the usual employer-employee relationship of industfy. Prominent among
such professional. responsibilities are the evalua.tion of one's peers for
purposes of promotion and retention, the establiShing and revising of
curriculum and degree requirements, and judgments regarding applicants
and students.

-

'The present tendency toward faculty lnionization is still quite small
among our graduate universities. If it s
w, what effects will this
facultY members' professional r .1::;;ii%!/!ties in carrying out their
%elation to theiY institution, their peers. their studentV If factors
otner tnan individual Tr,rtt (such as seniority, union bargaining agreements,
em

.,;1L

etc.), become increr,-;. important in determining a fdculty member's
Salary, retention, anil p:omotion. what price will this exavt,from his or her
status aS a professional person? If the wolkers in the college .cafeteria. of
the graduate teaching assistants, strike against the institutionz how ,does the
faculty member resolve his professional and his employee bbligaliOns? In

some recent instances, the medical staff and house officers of teaching
hospitals involved in strikes have.been deeply split over their proper roles
and priorities in such situations. We could be, too.
Organizations can also be caught up :lp,this dilemma. Organizations such
as the AALT have traditionally u regarded -temselves as profes$ional

organizations, but have recently entered the field of union activities and
have offered to serve as bargaining agents for faculty groups. What will be

'he resulting costs to the professional stature and effectiveness of such
t7-_;ups?
I personally do not sOe a unionization movement making much
headway among the graduate universities. The ethos of the effective

teacher-scholar-resea-cher, and the values he inculcates in his' graduate
students are, i am confident, such that he and they will strongly prefer to
be judged and rewarded on the basis of their _individual meritzl rather than

' by categorical, procedures: But I am prepared to be told that my Niew is
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archaic; and perhaps five years from now I*11 have to eat these words. I
hope not.
In anoiher area of present concern. will the-contrasts in the financing of
past-baccalaureate `Audents in different fiekls continue as in the past?
Profes.sioltd school students (e.g.. in law. medicine. business) have
traditionally been self-supporting (which in(ludys loads. family support.
etc.). Scholarships -and fellowships 'and other financial aid have been

relatively scarce for these students and have typically been based

on

financial need rather than-(m merit. In these fields the assumption has beeti
that financial -returns to the graduates are high and come rylatively

promptly. and thus they could he expected to make- a
investment against future earnings.

significant

tn. contrast, graduate students I- tht di ts and sciences have typically
received soni..

form of financial support. primarily based on merit
considerations. The iationale has been that, while there are Significant
returns to society frool their contributions:the returns to the individual

entering an academic career are relatively low, and come slowly.
But the picture seem:, to be changing on both-sides. Professional schools
are expanding their opportunities for needy and.minoritv students through

incr.ased ainounts of financial aid-A'ellowship's:' schoiarships. and sgh_sidized loans. However. they are still based primarily on financial _need

rather than being merit awards.
On...j.he graduate student side, the anticipated personal returns in an
atiz-idcmic career have improved markedly in the last decade or so. During
this period (aculty salaries have increased .rapidly relative to maily other
careers. Thus an inVestment in graduate education becatile more attractive.
HOwever, societal subsidies for graduate education have been decreasing in

the imst few years. due partly to perceived surpluses and projected

enrollmetu_Stabilization. Due at least in part to these somewhat conflicting
consideration-R....hot-rowing on the part of graduate ..s-tudents has been
increasing. The basing of aid on financial need:: at least in part. has also
been ui the increase, and will probably become an even More significant
factor.
As a result of these factors I anticipat in the period ahe-d some fufther
convergence of the professional school and the graduate school model...of
financing.post-baccalaureate education, especially with respect to self-suppc), t and borrowing on the part of graduate students.
Despite the,, stresses and the problems 'which trouble uc-

our

institutions and our society. I am. to paraphrase Merrill Lynch. bullish
on graduate education. It continues to render valuable services to society, it
has proven itself to be responsive to changing social needs. and it bas shown

itself to he adaptable- to .the stresses and constraints put upon it by a
depressed ,economy anti the regulations of governmental agencies. It is
tempting 'to mourn for the vanished years of the-1960's. but I am confident
that graduate education will not only survive the strains and threats of the
mid-1950's but %%mill emerge both leaner and healthier as a reSult .of them.
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Presitlent's Report
J. Boyd Page

I consider it a very great privilege to ha%e the opportunity ti) report on
activities of the Council and yout.c.entral office. It .is difficult to keep.these

annUal reports 'from falling int-O:a set pattern. This year I am going to
depart from my usual practice and emphasize some different kinds of
acvity; I hope this will be of .interest and that it will help you arrive,.at a.
betOr picture of what we do. This may involve some risk, since many
important ongoing activities, such as the Consultation Service or Summer
_Workshop, will appear to .re_ceive 1ittle recognition The members of the
-Executive Committee, howevel-, have expressed concern that many important activities of the Council may not be visible, particularly to many 'of
you who have come fairly recently_ into_thealeanship,

Before attempting to present what of necessity will be only a partial
list, let me pause. to express my sincere thanks to a hard-working, loyal
staff. Most Of you know Dr. Ryan, who fulfills many varied and important
funi:tions for the Council, These include editorship of-..our publications;
management of the Consultation Service, and, of particular interest just
now, handling of the many logistical details required for managing this

-excellent conference. Backing both of us up very effectively are bur
efficient secretaries, Mis. Daniel and Miss Meyer and formerly. Mrs. Corbin,
wha was With us until her retirement in April..

The Executive Committee is central to all -of the activities of the
Council. This year's Committee has been particularly effective and hard
f Chairman Shirley Spraggl Our entire
year's prograrn_does, of course, culminate in the annua
that, you will agree that this is an excellent meeting. Our Chairman-Eleet,
Dean El )erg;:-has served a:: Chairman of the Program CoMmittee..Many of

you hale .already comMented on the quality ,and the timelinesS of the.
progatt he has -arranged. The members of the Estecutive,-Committee are
devoted to the cause of ihe betterment of graduate'education -and certainly
are deserving of your recognition and appreciation.7You will hear separately reports from. several 'of. the committees and
task forces. The level Of activity has been high and much has' been and is
being accomplished.
Our membership with the election of Siingamon State University now
stands. at 342. Our, attendance at.' this meeting probably -will exceed 400;
will come close to a record. Many associations have noeed decreases
in attendance at 'national Meetings.' is extreirfely
member institutions' are .so widely represented and that our many friends
akd associates have chosen to be with uS.
VNow let me bring to your- attention;,in a_partial and unordered list, ft

few of the activities with which yNlir '&ficerS and staff are' involved.
..

Hopefully, parts of this report may generate some questions in yOur minds
so that -you will bring to our attention ways in which we can be of greater

assistance to you or that you may be of, assistance .to us in furthering the
concerns and activities of the Council.
For at least ten years, the Council has been Very actively involved in
trying to deal with the Treasury and the Internal Revenue Service to get
more equitable treatment under the tax laws for graduate asSistains. Wehave acted with other educational associations. We. have cOnsulted
attorneys. We have attemptyd to work through individual Senatqrs. We
have asked for and received hearings before top administrative of ficrials. In
short, we have done everything we have known how to do: and, seemingly,
no action came. Recently. as you know, a ruling was isSued. This had been
promised a- anticipated for several months. It is not exactly what many
of us had wished for, but it is vastly better than what we had before. I do.
not mean in making these comments to imply that.the clarification we have
obtained has resulted directly from our continuing activities.
One or ate first things I was told when I came to Washington was that
much could be' accomplished if one doesn't worry' about who gets the
credit. I think tis is very literally true'. If you try to go down the "audit
trail,- if you try to trind where an idea came from or at what point
appropriate pressure was placed or who finally made the decision, it can't

be done. So we and representatives of other educational association§
operate in an environment where we plant ideas where we can, we apply

pressures when we ,can at the times when

it

seems' appropriate ,%vith

wh,itever pressure seems approtpriate, and then, quite .frankly. most often
we feel 'that we have been wasting our time. But, somehow and someplace
in a very involved and complex Process things do get changed. Sometimes
the change is in the direction sought, It is almost never completely what
one individual or association might promote. FUrthermore', even when a bill
has been signed into law, change continues through -establishment and
administration of regulations, through appropriations, deferments, rescisSions, and finally even through 'amendments. It is importantto keep these
liractical considerations in mind since they are also applicable to muCh- of
what.fol,

,Ars.

You are aware that our office is in the .National Center for Higher
Education. With moSt of the other associations having interest in higner
education, some of these associations repre.!cmt large numbers of colleges

and Universitiesothers like CGS representing special though important

segments of the total higher education community, It ts a matter of
carefully worked. out Policy. that the presentations thatare made to
Conqessional committees from the higher education community should,

for the most part. be presented jointly. This 'means that activities of
individual associations,. particularly an association such as ours;receive very
littl visibihty. .The decision, however, is a sound one: and there 'is a-inple
evidence t h at -this_adds considerable force to .the recommendations made.
Coordination i effected through theSecretariat, an informal association of
the chief administrative officers-w`f most of the influential higher
educational associations in Washington. When presentations are made, they

arc, usually presented iwith the listed endorsements of those associations
having institutionally based memberships. The American 'Council on
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Education is, of course, the parent association. The ACE, as do the other
institutionally based 'member associations, maintains a full-time congres7,
sional liaison representative,m.aff. Thus,.when you read of a presentation:
being made in the name of five or six associations, very literally the other
associations, including CGS, have already had their input and do in fact
endorse these statements. It would be unworkable and counterproductive
to list all of the associations who agree or disagree' with any particular
statement. If there, are differences. the differences are resolved before,,the
statement is presented.
Last year the Executive Committee of the Council drafted a .position
statement relating to Title IX of the Higher Education ;Amendm'ents. This
was presented to the Board of the American Council on Education. It was
subsequently accepted with very little change and incorporated into the
overall pOsition statement of. the American CounGil on Education. This
statement. has been reendorsed and re-emphasized in several subsequent
presentations. More recently, in a. presentation hefore Mr:. O'Hara's
committee on student aid ;elating to funding provisions of Title IX; a joint,
statement was presented for the Association of American Universities and
the Connell .of Graduate:Schools by President Corson of Cornell. In an
earlier hearing before the same committee, your Council made a direct and
specific presentation.
We have participated in several drafting sessions with representatives of.

AAU. and, personnel from the Office . of Education in preparation of
mOdifications on proPosed amendments to existing legislation to go into
effect when present provisions expire. It is much too early to see- what
impact these proposals might have, but the recommendations are in, and
they will be followed closely.
The Council was recently represented in an invitational bonferenee on
the external degree. This conference-derived from.a. study,-suppOrted by the
National Science Foundation at the Center for Research and' DéVelopment
in

Higher Education, University of California, Berkeley. .Most of the

participants in .the 'conference were primarily concerned with undergraduate degrees;'but the whole area may be of considerable significance at the
graduate level, both froM the standpoint of, admissions' and.as a possible
new componelit.of formalized graduate education.
Some of you may remember that we recently asked in a simple letter
Amoy how many graduate schools have established external degree

proqams. We had a 95 percent response rate, for which we thank-you.
From this wi; have identified 119 external degree program's now established
at member institutions of the Council. Most of thse have beeiresthblished
within' the last two yeTars. As you might expect. most of these programs.are
in Education. It is evident that there is.much Interest and considerable
activity in this area and that universities are being responsive to pressures
for expansion of graduate opportunities. Clearly, this represents a develop-ment which will have far-ranging implications for our tOtal graduate
enterprise.

The -Council has participated actively in interassociational meetings
relating to transfer of credits. New problems are arising with respect to
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,transfer and standards, particularly as demands increase for greater
flexibility in graduate programs. This will continue to be zu.)---irea of great
activity, and concern.
,- ----

You have heard in an earlier session of many-01 the activities of the
Council relating to international affairs, so thTiSe will not be clnumerated
here beyond indicating that the Council., is an active participant ih the
Nation:d Liaison C'emmittee on Foreign 'Student ,Admissions, of which
Chairman Spragg is the present ChairMan. Theyresident Of the Council is:
ex-ollic.io Chairman of the Advisory Committee on Graduate Studies for
the Institute of International Education. Additionally, your representatives
haVe served on the faculties of each of the eight overseas workshops on
foreign student admissions ;in& counselling sponsored by the Department of
State; the ninth is already scheduled and the representatives appatted.
.

The Council has, from its establishment, been actively involved in

actiqties of the Graduate Record ERaminations. Board. As you know, the
Board has thy responsibility for policy direction for the Graduate Record
Examinations, Shared responsibility for TOEFEL, and conclacts a very
active and continuing program of research on matters relating .to graduate
education. The Board is made op of sixteen members, four designated by
CGS, four by AGS, with those eight el6eting eight others. The Presidrit of
CGS...serves as ex-officio member of the Board and 'of the Executive

'Committee.. You have been informed at this and at previous meetings of
some of the activities of the Board and the many ways in which GREB and
CGS cooperate. The Annual Enrollment Survey and Ow Dimensions of
Quality prOject, both of whj.ch will he mentioned later, as well as the
Graduate Programs and Admissions Manua!, all 'result from Active cooperation and participation by representatives of the Council.
We serve on the Advisory Board to the National Science Voundatioh for
.their statistical studies, the 'Advisbry Board to ACE for its Higher
'Education Panel Surcieys, have participated actively in the planning
conferences for IIEGIS, and serve on the National Advisory Council for the
National Center .fOr Higher Education Management Systerris. We have been
invited to participate in a conference sponsored by the- National Research
Council relating to cobrdination of manpower statistics and projections and
are in the process df forming a new joiat committee with the Council on
Postsecondary Accreditation relating to accreditation of graduate study:

The Council has been represented for several years on what was the
Commission on Accreditation of Service Experience, of the American
Council on Education and more recently has been' established on the
Commission on Educational Credit. I am completing my second term as
Chairman of this Commission but will continue to chair a task force which
is undertaking a major study on standards for evaluation of non-traditional

education and on credentialling of newer components of advanced

education.
You will be interested to know that Dean Elberg, your Chairman-Elect,
has' served this year on the Board of Directors of the American Council on
Education as the representative of CGS..
Within the last month', we have participated in the first meetini; of the
.

.

.
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hi-national German and American Commission on Equivalency of Degrees.

We have also made presentations before the Conference of Executive
Secretaries of the Fulbright Commissions for Europe. We hold membership

in the Advisory Committee to the Office for Higher Education of the
Education Commission of the States, and sAeral of your representatives
were participants in the panel which dealt- with; tile rule of states in
gachige an-eat-to n

--:'One-office serves increasingly as a focal Point for inquiries about
graduate education and for interpreting graduate education to the public
and 'to our colleagues overseas. This rather sketchy listing has been,
presented not to demonStrate personal involvement, but hopefully to, give
some picture of typidal activities of your officers.and staff.

Three major ongoing projects, the Dimensions of 'Quality project,
GRADCOST,' and the expansion of our publications program, will be
discus.sed by others in subsequent reports.

One final and traditional referenceDr: Altman and his staff have,
completed phase 1 of this Year's Annual GREB-CGS Survey of Graduate
Enrollment. This is the most complete mid.most current enrollmebt survey
available. I wish to thank Dr. Altman and his staff for their very fine efforts
in completing this significant survey.'every year and thank you, our member
institutions; for the magnificent way in which you respond to ourrequests
for current information. As you will see, the response rate, 89 percent, is

unusually high; and it is because of this and :he care with which you
enmplete the questionnaire that th ,.. survey is so complete, so!-reliable, and
so well received. A current report is available for you to pick up.at the close
of this 'meeting. The complete report will also .be published in the.
Proceedings of this conference.'" I will not attempt to summarize the results

-!since these will he available to you for your own study; but it is striking
that enrollment has again increased this year 5.5 percept, with the increase

for, public institutions being 6.1 percent and private institutions 3.5
Percent. 'First-time graduate enrollments increased 3.5 pereent overall, with
public institutions showing a 4.4 pet-Cent increase as opposed fo .7 percent

for private. institutions. The number, of applications for mduate .study
showed a combined increase over last year of 6.4 percent, wiTh 6.2 percent
increase for public ancri.1 pereent for private instqutions. These figures are
striking in 'comparison with the marked differences in first-time enrollments

between public and pri'vate just mentioned. The number of graduate
assistants (service required) .on appointment showed a 4 percent increase.

The number of fellows, 2.3 percent increase. The 'number, of Master's
degrees awarded, 31 percent increase, and the number of Ph.D.s awarded,
2.3 percent decrease. Past trends in the distribution between full-time and

part-time enrollments has continued, with the shift toward parf-time
increasing another percentage point, now standing at-58 percent.
We solicit your continuing support and participation in the second.
section of tt,i, enrollment survey,.which will soon reach your offices-It is

*Editor's NoteThe' entire survey may be found M the Appendix on
page -201.
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'even more important that thes be filled out completely. The results are
widely utilized to indicate eurrent trends and developments. Your returns
also serve as the base for additional studies, particularly those made by. Dr.
KhoUry for AGS.
_

.

...

.

.

In summa-,,, the Countlf has had a very' busy year, I believe a very
productive year. The Lecutive Committee and your officers have been
.:

hard working, but the sum total represents great interest and activity on the

part of many member de ns. Our committees and task forces have been
active, and The respórise and attendance at this meeting are gratifying
indeed.

I do most sincerely appreciate the opportunity to continue to serve the
Council. All indications point to a busy and active year ahead. We solicit
your continuing cooperation and support. With the Summer Workshop
scheduled for Logan, Utah. and the annual meeting for Deliver, Colorado,
and, under the chairmanship of Dean Elberg with Dean McKee as Program
Chairman, our general sessions next year prornise to be pleasant as..well as
productive. We look forward 'with eager anticipation to the year ahead:
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AFGRAD Report

Gustave 0. Arlt
I have asked for the privilege of presenting this report of the AFGRAD
Committee for two reasons. In the first p 'ace, while this' committee is de

jure, the committee of the African-AMerican Institute it is de facto a
committee of the.Couricil olradtiate Schools. Its members are nominated

.

by the COuncil of Graduate'Schools and are appointed by the-President of
the African-American Institute. In the second place, I asked for it because'
this program .has now entered its fourteenth.year (it was begun in 1962). It'
. has had a tremendous impact in Africa and on the cooperating universities:
The operation of the African Graduate fellowship Program is a- joint....;
venture by three participating members: It includes the governments of
twenty-six African countries, AID, and a group of American universities
Who supply the necessa.ry money for fees and tuition for the students. The
African goVernments plovide the round-trip transportation of the students.
The AID provides for their subsistenCe while they are in this country.
In the past fourteen years, the.number of students from Africa whom
we have brought over and who have gone through either a Master'S degree
course or a Ph.D. program in this. country is just over one thousand. In spite.
of the figures that were mentioned. this morning in the session on 'foreign
students, we have quite: the opposite kind of figures to 'present. Of the

thousand odd students who have taken part in the program, 94 percent
have 'satisfactorily completed the degree which they pursued. There are not

..

that Many. groups of:students that have that high a completion rate. In
addition, of all the students who came over here,.92 percent have been
repatriated. There are 8 percent -still remaining in this country whO have
not yet finished. Occasionally, a student will ask bor one reason oCanother.if he 'can remain in this country or whether he Can go to anOther country..

Such cases are handled individuallY by the Graduate Deans Advisory
Committee,- by. AAI, and by the embassies of the country concerned. Of
the individuals returned to their native countries, 288 are now employed iti
Airican universities. Some of the universities have. a. percentage of their
faculty who are former AFGRAD students.
I also have a list of the hailies of 75 former AFGRAD stUdents and the'
positions they. now -neupy in their countries crutside of uniVersities. For

example, tha first man on the list is 'the Commissioner of Works and
Mousing in the North. Central Staie of Nigeria. the next:one is the Manager
of the Industrial Vocational Training School in Madasalba, the third is. the
Commissioner Of Trade and Industry in the State of Nigeria, the next is the
ambssador from Kenya to the United States.

A few months ago there were some doubts as to .the .future of this
because AID was at that time revamping its entire operation and
planned to change the AFGRAD program in such a manner that it would
not have 'continued as the program that it was, in. that 'it would no longer'
have heeh subject to the control of its own- graduate schoOls and the

.. program
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selection would have heen made hy the African governme.a.s. t:e very
strongly opposed this contention, for we are too well aware. that selection
by the African governments would haVe been based on politics. They +.1eitild

have been political appoint:nents rather..than appointinents made on tile
basis of ability and the need for filling manpower. Last week AID changed
its course entirely and has gone hack to supporthig the prograM as it .was
originally intended to be supported. It has increased not only the budget
for AFGR.AD, hut also the allowance to the individual students. 'Thus, we
can start out the fifteenth year with at least the assurance of ..Jitianuation
for the next threes years.

I am constantly being asked by graduate deans how do we get an

AFG It AD student into our institution. Any of the,universities who wish to
participate. are welcome to .do So and need only to make their wishes

known .tO the. African-American Institute in care of the Direeto? of
Education'; ROnald Spriagwater, or tome.

wish to thank all of the universities that have participated for the
support .that they have given us even through the -difficult time wheil
many states the state legislatures ,woukl not permit the waiver of tuition
and fees... Many of otir institutions have succeeded in gathering the
necegsary funds to take care of that financial matter. 1 hope that it will
I

continue, and I liolpe that more of you will want to .participat e.

Report Of the-Publications Committee

Jacob E. Cobb
Mr. Chairman, as President-Page told yotr; the Publications Committee
has submitted to the 'Executive COmmittee a restatement' uf the Master's
degree standards and a statement Of the, organization and governanee of
graduate schools. ;This- was c.he charge we'received at the beginning of the
year and it was accomplished. I think credit ought to die given. 1,owever.
where 'credit is `due. Tne PublicttLions Committee consisting of Dean
Wendell Bragonier. Dean Dexter Whitehead. and myself had, as another Of

its charges, the .selection of a writing Committee to draft the Master's
'statement. The Writing Committer. conSisted of Dean' Dale Comstock,
Central Washington. Cniversity. who served as chairman and Dean Philip'
Bother of Tulane University and Dean Hardy Edwards of the University-of
Georgia. These three individuals are largely responsibie fOr tilt:, fact that ye

are able to provide this statement to the Executive. Comthittee at this
,meeting.

One additional thing that 1 feel should be titentioned is the statement
relating to graduate work. This statement is in essence the one prepared by
former Dean John Major and his committee. It reflects almost entirely their
work.

In closing, I would mention 'one, other item. In all fairness to the'
Publications Committee, I must say we decided to operate democratically. I
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want only to ilhistrate this democracy. All spelling had..to be unanimous.
.Comfnas, however, were only two to one.

Report of the Committee on Bioinedical Sciences
William H. 19acmillan

The...Biomedical Sciences Committee held its fourth annual meeting
yesterday with some very lively discussion. The group realized that there
will be many, problems to Work:on for the next several yearS. The steering
committee has drafted a position paper entitled The Importance of
Low-Enrollment Ph.D. Prbgranis in American Higher Education, which
recognizes that the majority of graduate programS in the health sciences are
small in terms.of graduate degree recipients, particularly at the Ph.D. level.
A draft of this position paper wag sent to over one hundred health science
centers for comment. Wc have received a response rate of about 35 percent,
which we consider to be very.gooch
.

" At the meeting yesterday morning, the participavts moved to endorse
the position paper drafted, by' the steering committee for transmission to
the CGS Executive Coinmittee. We hope that the Executive Committee will
giVe very careful consideration to this.position paper as an official CGS.
statement. The paper will be transmitted to the .Executive Committee in
time for their next meeting.

Report of the Task Force on GRADCOST
David R. Deener

GRADCOST is a familiar word to at least some of you, but it may not
be fOr . others. Permit me to capsulate its history. The Council became
interested in .the costs and benefits of graduate education back in 1968 and
embarked on a study 'co-sponsored by the 'National Association of College
and University Business Officers and funded by NSF. The results of this
.study were published in the spring.of 1972. The stUdy found a divergence
of opinion about costi. and benefits. We received many cost estimates and
found that the estimates varied tremendously, sometimes as much as fifteen

to one for the same discipline. Consequently, -the Council endorsed a
continuation of the study known as GRADCOST II by Dean Joe McCarthy

of the University of Washington .and mYself. This phase uppiied two
different methods of costing Chemistry progiams at two universities. I Will
not .,itlfntify the universities except to say that one was a large state
.

university on the West coast and the other was a moderate-sizeprivate
university in the deep South.
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By December of 1973 we had progressed to the point where we could
Make so:no preliminary sugpstions as to what might be done to bring some
order intO the chaos of costing. The preliminary results of that time led to

the Submission of a proposal to the National InstiLites of Health for a

broader study. That proposal was successful and a much larger scale project
was started.

.Let me give you just a brief report of the findings; the official.report
will be released to you at a later time. We found that at. one university the
cost of educating a Ph.D. in Chemistry, if you use the nuMber of Ph.D.'s
awarded as a unit, ran over $70,000; while at the other university it Was

over $40,000. The difference in these figures led us to believe that

soinething was wrong...So we asked what 'does it cost tO provide a year's
instruction far a graduate student. By Using two different methods, we
arrived at the figure of $15,000 at one university and $11,000 at the other.
university. Then we tried to cope with the problem of applying the same
method to both universities. We could not accoinplish this because of the.
techniques involved and lack of equipment. But, by factoring out one great
discrePanCy in the way that the costs were Utilized at one univerSity, the
figure then became .$10,200 at .one university and $10,400 at the. other

'University. So what we are doing in the third phase of this study is

ekpanding the number of programs .in the analysisBiochemistry, Molecular; Biology, Mathematics, Psychology, English, 'and Economics irdm the
Social Sciences in order to get.some comparability among the disciplines.
We have at present fifteen cooperating institutipnF. They range all the.
waS7..from large 'state universities to private schools that offer the Master's
. degree and to some institutions' that offer only .the Master's degree. Thus
fai,. we have had two sessions with the representatiVg of the universities
concerned..There will be a third session' in February, at which time we.will
hope to begin collecting the information' necessary to proceed with the
final tabulation of the results.
The preliminary draft of the various ways in which we propose to look
at cOsts will be.sent to the institution'S in January. We have developed five
different ways for looking at costing. You May beinterested to know.that
the method used is very much in terms-of the costs you might-have.
I do believe that this is the last verbal report we will have to make. If
ydu will wait just two months, the next one will be the precious. Written
report.
Report of the Task Force on the
Transfer and Equivalency of Graduate Credit

to.

David S. Sparks

.Since it has likely been some time since you 'last saw a list of the
members of the task force. let me remind' you of their identity. They are:Dean Earle Canfield of Drake University, Dean Mary Ann Carroll of Indiana
State Univers,ity at Terre
Dean Andrew Hein of the Uhiversity of
Minnesota, and PrOvost Robert Johnson'of Florida State University.
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In reporting to this body a year ago, I expressed confklence that our
tisk force wduld have a policy statement on graduate credit ready for
submission to the Executii,e Committee by last October anc, if approved
by that body, available for distribution at these meetings in Atlanta. I
regret that the statement is not yet ready. Indeed, there have been times
during the past year when I .belieVed that the issues are so complex and.so
diverse that a general statement could not be deeloped.
I now think differently: -After a spirited meeting of the task force
yesterday morning, I believe, that we are well on the way to a statement.suitable'for submission to the Executive Committee by midsummer. We
now plan one meeting in the late winter to,review the *siatements Currently
under discussion by state and regional organizations of graduate deans find
to combine the elements of our own draft statement.
It is evident to all of us that the rapid development of external degree
programs, credit for experientiai learning in both traditional and 'nontraditional settings, and the proposals for new methods for the validation of
learning and the storage of 1:hat validation in credit banks or sithilar
rePositories call for guidance from the Council of Graduate Schoolsin the
United States. We believe that the task force will be helpful in providing
.

that guidance.

Report of the
Task Force on Master's Institutions
Dale R. Comstock

Thank you, Dean Spragg. I will make my report very brief. Two tasks
for the group ''that were identified at Phoenix last December are nearing
Completion. The first involved the broehure on the Master's.degree to be
reissued by CGS shortly, as President Page and Dean Cobb have indicated.
Over the summer, various- task force members provided helPful suggestions
for its" revision. The second involves the development of a final report of a

survey of Master's highest institutions that many of you, responded to a
year ago. Some editorial work on the report is still needed and it will
hopefully be transmitttd to the EXecmive committee in the next few.
weeks. The task force met last evening for its second annual meeting and
identified sdme topics for furthcr exploration and study., in-eluding the
evaluation and assessment of non-traditional and eXternal Master's programs, our "concern" for..institutions operating graduate prograiris considerably beyond their regional areasand perhaps beyond their capabilities
(some real "horror" stories could he described here and.may rapidly replace
the foreign student examples cited this morning), and the possibility of a
great portion of the annual meeting being regularly devoted to the concerns
of the:Master's institutions. If the Executive Committee continues the task
force, I am sure that any of the task force menibers would welcome

suggested directions for our activities during the ro t year.
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NEW BUSINESS
S..D S. k;priigg

Our next item is
action item which, requires the 1,,ote. of the
membership. On May 1, 1975. a memorandum was 'Sent to the.mamber
deans 15n the' proposed constitutional amendment which -kas to do with

-1

criteria of membership in CGS;Our by-I,nws require OW this notification be

sent to the membership in writing ninety days prior to the meeting in
which the amendment is called to vote. The proposed amendment refers to
that sectiOn of our constitution regarding membership:it presently reads,
"Applicants must have_ conferred at least thirty .degrees of Master of Arts ox

Master of Scienee or ten Doctor of Philosophy degrees., or appropriate
combination,' within the three-yeaf period preceding application." The
proposed modification of the constitution Was approved by the Executive
Committee and sent to you for your 'study. The revised amendment which
is now proposed for your action is as folloWs: "Applicants must have
conferred at least thirty degrees of Master. of Arts or Master of Science

.

and/or ProfeSsional Master's degrees in at least three professional fields..or
ten Doctor of PhiloSophy degrees, or appropriate combination, within the
three-year period preceding app&ation." This -comes -to you .as a

reeommenckti ion of the Executive Cc.mmittee, but 'has the force of a
--Isecond in motion which is before you for your 'discussion and action. Is
there any ,discussion of this motion? Is there any call for questions?
.

All

in favor 'of adopting this constitutic nat amendment please say

"Aye." Any opposed? Carried without dissent.

A statement was sent to you on APril 15, 1975, with respect to a
revision, actually a rewording of the "Resolution Regarding Fellows,
Trainees, and Graduate. Assistants." It asked institutions to reply as to
.

.

whether or not they wished to be listed as a signatory of the resolution,
The CGS office has received. responses from a great many_ institutions

that have been virtUally unanimously in favor. There are still some
institutions that have not; replied., perhaps for reasons best known for
themselves. Obviously; we, canncit list the names of such institutions on the
statement as signatories without their explicit consent. It is our proposal to

send a follow-up notice to those institutions who have not responded
asking if they wish to be listed as signatories on the revised resolution.

A Proctor-

.

.

Mr. Chairman, the Committee on Resolutions, presents the following
report and will move adoption.of three resolutions:
Resolution 1:

The Council .wishes to express ifs gratification to the Dean Sanford S.

Elberg, Chairman-Elect of the Executive. Committee, and those who
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assisted him for he high quality and comprehensive scope of the program
prepared for the Fifteenth Annual Meeting of the Council of Graduate
Sthools in the United States. The plenary sessions of the meeting and' the
concurrent workshops with their focus upop the main isstes an&problems
of graduat.e education reflect the. traditional concern of the Council for
continuous improvement in this most important level of higher education.
Further, the selection of .speakers and panelists has appropriately reflected
the broad membership of the Council and its close asseciation v:ith Others
.who seek the same goals of quality and service.

Resolution 2:

The Council wishes to express its appreciation to Dr. J..Boyd page for
his leadership and highly effective efforts .as Presidept of the Council..'Dr.

Page's -work with the Executive Committee.and with thee constituent
members of the Council, as well as bit; able direction of the natiohal office
in Washington, elicits our coUtinuing appreciation.
.
Further, we ask that Dean Page convey the zippreciatiou of the Council

to his staff fOr work wen cloneto Dr. John W. Ryan, Assistant to the
President, and to the secretaries. Marguerite Daniel and Judy Meyer.

Resolution 3:

he Council further requests that President Page.express our than s to
the management. orStouffer's Atlanta Inn-for its hospitality and effk ient
services.which have been provided to the members of the Council and heir

_-.

guests.
Mr. Chairman, I move-the 'adoption ,411.1ese resolutions.

S. D. S. Spraggs

All 'in favor say -Aye." Contrary. Carried.
I

will now call, for a report from the Chairman of the Nom inations

Committee, Dean Wendell Bragonier. Let me remind you chat our by-laws
require a procedure 'for the nomination and election of new members of the
Executive Committee to fill furl terms and expiring terms and also to elect
members of 'The Nominations Committee, which will function several
months from now.
p.

W. Bragonier

In response to the letter sent.. out by President Page requ esting
nominations, more tban, fifty such nominations were received.
01,

.

Cornmittee consisting of Dr. Benjamin Hudson, Atianta University, Dean
Dale Comstock at Central Washington State, Dean J. Knox Jones, Texas
-Tech, and myself had a fine group from which to choose. We tried to keep
in mind geographical distribution and the variety ol fields represented in
selecting the slate that I will now present.
Mr. Chairman, nominated for three-year terms on the Executive
Committee are: Dean Irobert Kruh, Dean of the Graduate School, Kansas
State University; Dean Michael Pelczar, Jr., Vice President of Graduate

Studids and Research, the University of Maryland; and Dean Daniel
Zaffarano, Vice President for ResearN and Dean of the Graduate SchooL:
Iowa State University..
S. D. S. Spragg

--)Dirr bylaws require that there be an opportunity for nominations from
the floor in addition to the slate proposed by the Nominations Committee.
Is there a nomination from the floor? If not. I will ask that you indicate

your approval of the, slate 6f nominees' for three-year terms on the
Executive Committee. All in favor, please say "Aye." Any opposed?
Carried.
W. Bragonier

Nominated to fill one-year terms, which are really a part of unexpired
full terms are: Dean Robert.M. Johnson, Provost of Graduate Studies and
Research, Florida State pniversity, and Dean Qarl J. Nyman, Dean of the'
Graduate School, Washington State University.
S. U.S. Spriigg

Are they nominations from2thê floor to 'add to this slate? If not, all in
favor of this .slate of norninees to fill unexpired terms please say `,:tke."
Any. opposed? Carrted.- Finally, the nominees for the new NominatiOns
Committee.
W. Bragonier

Our bylaws provide for certain carry-over members of the Nominations

C6mmittee from the Executive Committee each year; but, in addition,
members are elected by you. We nominate for the 1975 Nominations
Committee: Dean Ronald Schultz, Dean Of the Graduate School, Cleveland
State University; Dean Annie W. Neal, Assistant Dean of the Graduate
,

School, Federal City College in Washington, D.C. and Dean Carolyn L.
Ellner, Associate Dean of Claremont Graduate School, Claremont, California.
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S. D. S. Spragg

Are there addition& nominations from the floor for the Nominations
Committee? If not, all in favor of the slate presented please say "Aye."
Any opposed? Carried.

Our bylaws require that if a person has filled a full three-year term on
the Executive Committee, he or she may .not be immediately renominated
.;..Ard elected for the succeKiing term. The bylaws 'have been ambiguous
:about, the status of a person who has been elected to fill a one-year term or
a two-year term. Ira some cases, we have renominated and re-elected such a
person; The Executive Committee examined this problem recently and

came to the agreement that it would probably be well to treat those
persons, ending short terms thern same as those who have completed
three-year terms. Thus, none of those persons who just fulfilled a brief term
has been nominated for election to the Executive Committee.
May I congratulate the people who have been nominated and elected: I
am grateful for their willingness to serve, CGS in this way; and they, I think,
should be .appreciative of the confidence that their colleagues haVe placed
in them,
I should like te acknowledge my appre-ciation and the appreciation .of
....the_Executiye Committee for the services of the outgoing members of the

Executive Committee: Dean Charles Leter, Dean Earle Canfield,--Dean
Benjc.min Hudson, Dean Lyle Jones, and Dean Wendell Bragonier.

It is my pleasure now to annOunce that in accordance with procedures
set forth by our bylaws the election by the Executive Committee of your
new Chairman-Elect is Dean J. Chester 1McKee of Mississippi State
University. Chester McKee is .Vice-President of Research and Dean of the
Graduate School at Mississippi State University, a man of many and varied
talents. In 1969, he directed the Governor's Emergency Council-on the
recovery from hurricane Camille. I feel very confident in having him as the
Chairman-Elect.
Now it is my very great pleasure..to tellThat your new Chairman will be

Dean, Sanford Samuel Blberg, Dean of the Graduate Division at the
University of California at Berkeley. He has been Dean of the Graduate
Division since 1961, haVing found bine somewhere along the way to serve
as a Major in the Army of the United States, to be a Gugenheim Fellow, to
serve as President of the Western Association of Graduate Schools., and to
be President of the.Association of draduate Schools.
Congratulations, and I hand you the symbol of your authority.:

.
S. Elberg

Thank you, Dean Spragg. This h. a great privilege and I am deeply
honored. In accordance with the usual procedures of the new Chairman, I
will announce certain tasks. We will have the summer session for new deans

at Utah State University in July under the general direction of Dean

.

.

Eastman Hatch and a committee consisting of Dean Eric Rude of the

Uniiversity of Wisconsin and Dean Richard Kendall Of the University of
Utah. There will he othejk as soon as I can get in t tch with them.
With that, I declare the meeting closed.

Concurrent Workshops
Wednesday, December 3. 1975, 9:00 a.m.-10:30 a.m:

CONCERNS FOR MASTER'S PROGRAMS (1976-1980)
Moderator: Dale R. Cornstock, Cqntral Washington State Colkg. e
William Chance, Washington State Council on Postsecondary Education
James Balbwe, Bradley University
David G.'Barry, University of TWO()

Dale R. Comstock

'Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. Welcome to' the concurrent
workshop entitled (oncerns for Master's Programs. (1976-1980). I'm Dale
Comstock, Dean of the Graduate Sc'iool and Research. at Central
Washington State College and I will be the moderator for today's session.
When Dean Elberg balled me to request that I organize this session on
the topic of your program, he indicated that I was free to arrange panelists
as I wished, but asked that I try to locatea.little "leavener" in the mix for
us. I hope that I have done so and thaLwe can have a lh,ely and proslocatwc
session this morning.

All ttio often our efforts display an obsessiVe preoccupation with
whatever is cprrently fashionable. _Planning and budgeting, the systems'
approach; and counting everything that can be .counted. The portion of
higher education budgets spent on counting may be in absurd proportion to
its usefulness and may be drastically -limiting our exploration of neW
programs and new approaches, and our capacity to bring aO0.41 needed
.change in"the years ahead. Too much of our WOrk as gradu.- te deans and
other academic administrators suffers from the so-called "beagle faacy"
noted ..by Harold Enarson recently, If you have ever walked through the
woods with a beagle, you know the delightful expetienc'e I relate. The

beagle has a superb nose and follows the seent of the trail With total
absorption. But the beagle has poor eyesight and seldom lool:s up to see the
staring at him in amusement.Our plan of action todaY js to have our three panelists first present their
prepared papers and then have a period of dialogue and discussion with you
in-the remaining time alloted to us.
Oar panelists will speak in the order of your program. I would like to
introduce you to each of them at the beginning.

First,: Dr. William Chance is Deputy Coordinator for Planning of
Washington's. Council on Postsecondary Education. He took his Ph.D. in
.political science at- Ohio State and is well known out our way as the

principal author of the infamous yellow hook on a plan for higher

education in Washington through 1982. The title of his paper is "A-View of
Nlaster's Programs in Institutions Xithout the Doctorate" oY "And What
Would You Like to See on Television, Mr. Pubtic?
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Our second panelist is Dr. James Ballowe,'Dean of the GraduaterSchool
, at Bradley University. He received his Ph.D. at Illinois in English, 'and his
interest is in American cultural criticism. He is aiso a poet. The title of his
paper is "Toward a Distinctive Master's Education."
Our last panelist is Dr. David Barry, Dean of the Graduate School at the
University of Toledo: He took his doctorate in zoology at Iowa. In spite of
this, he is a humanist having lield the rank of professor of humanities and
was formerly chairman of a state coMmission on the humanities. The title
of hiS talk Will be "The, Master's, Degree 1975: New Problems and New.
Needs."

A View of Master's Programs in Institutions Without the Doctorate
WilliaM Chance

I -will try to make the most of this opportunity to discuss some of My
views of graduate education, especially the master's degree. and even.more
especially, the master's degree n institutions without the doetorate.
My purpose hew this morning is to provide a non-academic's opinion,
an opinion as one who is not a paduate deanone who, iS, in fact, a
'non-graduate dean: My views on the subject of master's degrees were:
formed mainly during the courseof my tenure with a state coordinating
board, and particularly during the review of substantial numbers of
graduate programs, both new and existing. Prior to this position, my major
concerns with the master's degree centered on whether .one spelled the
word with or without an apostrophe
dill not sure, but my thoughts
have singe transcended thiS initial- stumbling block,
The comments I wish to make involve:
a.

The importance of cla'rent efforts to stern the proliferation of
doc'toral-granting institutions:

b.

The effects of these efforts, op master's-granting institutions, manY
of which are in a transitory stage in their evolution to doctoralgranting status:

c.

An important role these institutions can assurne'in this context;

d. Some things.that statewide agencies can do to assist.
First, though, I want to talk a little about the master's degree generally.
Criticisms of the master's degree abound. My favorite quotation is that
of Gustave Arlt writing in 1970 'as President of the CGS. Dr. .Arlt obserVed
that master's degrees were uncertain in their gtirantees, ambiguous in their
aims, and uneven in their rigor, in the following terms:
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In brutal fact, the master's degree means so.many different things in
so many universities and colleges and even in so many departments

within the same university that no one can possibly know the
meaning and" value of..a particular degree. In some institutions it
really represents a self-contained substantial course of study with a
clear and stated objective. In some it is regarded as the necessary
prerequisite to advancement to candidacy for 'the doctorate. In
others it means exactly the opposite; namely, that the Student has
failed the qualifying examinations for the doctorate and is gently
eased out with the master's degree in hand ... in failure.... In too
many others it is nothing more than an award for patience 'and
persistence in sitting out thirty-six hours of additional undergraduate courses.

Dr. Arit's assessminit remains pertinent today. Some circumstances

which may apply anywhere include:
First, Master's degrees in both tbe regional and comprelwnsive
universities continue to rely upon, or at least include, a high.proportion of
:undergraduate course work.
--lin the interest of brevitY let nle define the ..term "regional university"
.

to apply to any institution offering graduate programs through the

master's, hut not offering the doctoiate' and the term "comprehensive
university" to apply to an'y institution offering the doctorate.)
In my state (Washington), themaster's programs in the Piablic regional
universities generate, on average, 58 percent graduate-level credit hchirs, and
42 percent undergraduate-level credit hours. The range is from a.low of 43
percent graduae-level work in one institution, to a high 0(71 percent in
another. By .coinparison. the comprehensive universities' average. is 73

percent, graduate-level credit hours in master's prowams (a low of 67

percent; a high of 74 percent).
Although course-numbering is.. somewhat arbitrary, it seems incontrovertible that in both segments master's programs ievolve an appreciable
proportion of undergraduate course work.
Second, `also in my State; and I suspect in others, on a ttnit-cuSt
graduate education is slightly more expensive in' the regional universities
than in the comprehensiVe. institutions. his is in sonw nwasure a function
of scale, and it stms from the Comparatively low enrollments in some of

the master:s programs of the regional insdtutiohs. The average regional

unviersity master's program entails an FTE cost of $3.033: master's
progams in the comprehensive universities reflect an average cost of
$2.977 per FTE.
Comparative figUres between segments are not entirely reliable because
of the -differing requirements of master's programs offered between and
air:ong them. Some master's protrrams .1n the comprehensive universities
require at least three years to completion. A master's program in a regional

university may require one year to complete; a professional master's

program in the same institution May require two !ears to completion. Such

differences must be taken into consideration when determining the costs'of
-master's programs.
hird, comprehensive universities in my state continue to develop plans

calling or ,each department engagal in graduate education to acquire the
resources to support th6 offering of a doctoral program to justify Its

('ontinued involvement in graduate work.

This goal 'operates regardless of whether the doctoral degree is a
pertinent credential for practitioners. In many fields. we know, the master's
degree is considered the appnipriate highest professional degree: Master Is
programs in pnblic administration, social wpr1;, nursing, and architecture,
are examples of this, The advent of Phi): Programs in such'professional
fields can create ambiguity with regard 'to master'i degrees previously
accepted as th., professienal credential. Moreover, as the pool of doctorzlholders in thttse fields increases, and Ph.D.'s begin moving into position as
practitioners. as oPposed to teaChing a:-d institutional researvh, the effect
.can be to inflate the required qualifications for these professioral positions.'"
stimulating a false demand for more doctorates, and,...by extension, more
doctoral programs, and by further extension, more doctural-granting
instit ut ions.

Fourth. in spite of firm proscriptions against the multiplication of
doctoral-granting institutions, faculty in many regional uinvers es cOntinue to asiiire to the offering of the doctorate. This desire may be
t or

covert.. but it isPersistent:..moreover. it is an issue hoth cermplicated by an".;if-

complicating of the

issue of an appropriate research role, for tlwsc
institutions.
"Fifth, we are almost learning to live with the chrouic problem oT de.gree
titre. proliferatiom The CGS guidelines recognize two basic types of master's
degrees: .the Master of Arts/Science (the "academic- master's degrees) and
the Master of (professional field), or the "professional.' master's degrees.
The former type, which haS the objective of preparation for scholarly
activities and research. (and. which traditionally fed into the doctorate)
cornprises about 56 nrcent .of the master's degrees awarded nationally. The
latter type. -the professional degree, is usually aimed at preparatimi fot a
career in professional practice and is applied' in nature.-This latt6r type
comprises the .bulk of, the degree titles in the country. Estimates of .the
number of distinct tit s rano from about 150, upward to about 800.
Whatever other
t I may Make at this meeting. I feel it important
that this number b
trolled. There is a seductive hut insidious attraction
to tailor-made titles whiCh, if pressed to its 'illogical limit, would spawn a
distinct degree title for each degree recipient. if the purpose of titles is to'
communicate-something of a person's qualifications, the end effect of title
proliferation is the same as title elimination.' Degree titles must be rendered
effective by controlling their numbers.
Whether tbe recommendations of the Carnegie (7ommission (reducing
the number lo about seventeen) or some other scheme is _applied. this
should be done. In my state the coordinating board has called for a review
of the question by the graduate deans. acting as a body...with.the goal of a
'parsimonious nomenclature. The suceess.of such state-level efforts will be
enhanced if they have the support of CGS.
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All of these circumstances. and others not mentioned, have implications
for graduate programs in regional universities. But there is one matter in

particular that most directly contributed to current anxieties in :their
master's programsthis is.the generally-accf)pted need for limitations on the
developrnent of additional doctoral-granting (comprehensive university )
institutions.

In 1970 Lyman Glenny stated that 50 institutions in the country
produce 90 percent 6if all the doctorates, and the remaining 19-percent are

produced . by an additional 190 institutions.,pn this basis one might
conclude that all 190 of the other univ'ersities should close out their
programs, thus saving a great deal of money and simultaneously reducing
doctorate production by 10 percent.

Glenny also observed that programs which have not met optimum
enrollments before 197-1 or 1975 will probably be unable to reach desirable
levels thereafter and should he considered for elimination.
Lew Mayhew noted" that as a general principle it can he argued that

only about 190 institutions

in

the count'ry have the traditiohs and

,attributes for major efforts in graduate education. For the rest of th2.800
institutions in the country, graduate education should be approved rarely
and only after full examination of their .ability to maintain appropriate
programs.

Mayhew was speaking of graduate education generally: The effect is
if we limit the issue to doctoral-level prowams. Glenny's
statement of priorities is also significant. Ile argued that it is necessary to
reduce the number of public .1nstitutions which 'offer the doctorate to one
or two'per state.
In my opinion there is no longer room to question the need to control
the develoPment of additional' doctoral-granting institutions. lf anything.
the arguments for restricting' doctoral sprawl. have grown even more
compelling in recent years. And %V 0. Should emphasize that 'this is nOt a.
multiplied

.

short-range condition! But beyond that; the problem is Ow lack of
concomitant statements on the effects of Nuch controls. on institutions
whosi,' role in graduate .education will he thus limited tq the offering of the
nzaster's: institutions whostr traditional aspirations will be cheek:M. There
has been little discussion of distinct giadnate role, for the regional
university, and this brings me to tlw nucleus pf ti,is report.
To understand .the .problem, it is important to examine briefly the
evolutionary paths that the public repional universities have followed. Their
developmental progyss. from normal school, to teacher's college, to state

chliege, to their present status as multi-purpose regionarinstitution has
been orientM to their ultimate ascension to the status of comprehensive
doctoral-granting university..( I. recognize that this genealogy is not direcly
applirable to regional universities in the private sector. although for many,
their initial incursions into graduat education were in teacher training; and
1 'suspect that many which moved on to more comprehebsive programs
aspired to .the doctorate, scuttling these aspirations only when'the 'costs of

.such programs proved intolerable.) In any case, the vestiges of this
evolution an,.reflectcd in my State. even today: qy the fact that the public
regional universities' graduate programs (using Au. ('GS distinctions) are1.39

\

.

about 86 percent academic, and 14 percent profesional: (applied). The
patterp in the priyate institutions is notably different; there the distribution.
is 44 percent academic and 56 percent professional; '

I suggest that by dint of circumstance, and by this I mean a more
direct, andtherefore c9mpelling, imperative to monitOr .costs and adjust
programs to the paarket, the-private colleges and universities adopted
changes in direction earlier than their public counterparts, many of which
have yet to do this. I believe this difference is significant.
Froin the perspective of emrollments,-although the master's programs in
.the public 'institutions are heavily oriented to the academic, degree
conferrals (a function of enrollments) are only 26 percent in the academic
programs, 74, percent in the professional. A similar pattern applies in the
private institutions, .although in these schools,.of course, the distribution of
-program types is more nearly 'congruent with the degree conferral

distribution.. In this sector, where the program types are 44 percent

,

academic and 56 percent professional; the degree-conferral distribution is
86 percent professional and 14.percent academic.
Prior to the limitations on .the expansion of doctoral-granting institutions it may have made more sense to emphasize academic master's degree
programs than-it does at the present. In the public regional universities such
programs would form the base for the doctoral programs that would signify.
the debt: of these institutions as comprehensive- universities. With the

curtailment of 'this evolutionary process, a continuation of sueh an

emphasis,is, I believe, no longer justified.

In my state last year, master's degree conferrals totakd 3,616, or -11
percent of all the degrees, of all levels, awarded. This number is up, as it has
been during each of the recent years.
State-supported institutions have continually accounted for the bulk of
the master's degree conferrals, but this proportion is declinips, as private

colleges and uMversities expand their acties at the graciimee level. In
1971-72, public institutions .accounteo for 81 percent of die master's
bestowed; by 1974-75, this figure had ch:oppednto 74 percent.
Perhaps most striking, the comprellensive universities have traditionally
-accounted for the bulk of master's degree conferrals. cUrrthitly 57 percent,

as well as, of course, the, prePonderance of those awarded in the public
sector. The regional universities, private and publ-ic, account for about 43
percent of the conferrals, and the public regional universities, in my state,
for abcut 17 percent of the total.
These 'Patterns support.two observaticns, First, the master's degree is a
credenti71 in demand and there is little evidence that interest in it is waning.-'
Second, most of the master's degrees that.are conferred are awarded by
institutions whose highest degree is the doctorate:: This Second point has
continuing significance for regional universities whose graduate programs
by nature are oriented tO direct competition with. those of the doctoralgranting institu tions.
At this point I need to state that I am supportiVe of. a:-graduate

'educational role 'for the regional universitics. But I .believethat some
important new perspectives are.. necessary if an effective graduate educa140

tionalrole, especially for the public regional universities, is to be continued.

I feel:that a basic change- is .g(iing to have to occur in the way that the
master's degree is viewed.
Until recent years the degree was considered as a necessary step to the

achieveme;it of the doctorate. L believe ,this should change. I believe the
regional university should view the master's ,degree instead as a logical
extension of undergraduate education, that it should put More emphasis on
applied master's programs preparing persons for professional career entry
and practice, and less emphasis on the 'traditional research-oriented
academic master's program.
The implications include greater acceptance of the presence of
undergraduate-level student., credit hours in degree programs, and supplementary courses airried, often, at the part-time emploYed student taking
instruction hi the evenings, in off-campus locations (and here we are going

to have to reConsider accreditation requirements for some programs).
Greater use of 'practice and the utilization of practicing profeSsionals in the
instruction process aro also likely changes. Academic advising may assume a
different form, with less emphasis on preparation for entrance to .a
prestigious gxaduate school's doctoral program -and more -eiriphasis on

cooperative education,, internship arrangements, and career counseling.

Such a redirection at 'the graduate level will have a clear effect on
undergraduate, programs. with larger numbers of .students entering those
partic,plar programs preliminary to ,the professional master's programs
.offered.
What. I am. suggesting is that the regional uniVersities break the shaky

nexus they have with the comprehensive universities. Presently, they .see
their students transferring into doctoral programs upon completion of the

masters.. The Clata,' however, do not substantiate this view. Students
transferring from regional to comprehensIve univecsities tend to do so upon
completion of the baccalaureate. This is the point, at the baccalaureate, the
unWersities Prefer to take them, and this ts the point at Which they do. A
regionai university graduate prograin that focuses upon the. function of
preparing students for subsequent doctoral work-is probably out of sync.
.

Oliservations such as these force .a re-examinat.,n. of tlw regional
university graduate role. One I believe is appropriate is one in which the
emphasis is shifted back from a doctoral-level. research-directe.: role to a
master's-levei teaching-institution orientation.
Several years agO the Carnegie Commission, coneerned with the overall
problem of increase in numbers at doctoral institutions, and the shift in the
state colleges tor public regional universities) from teaching-oriented "to
research-centered comprehensive institutions, recommended the develop"ment of the DA degree as a doctoral program to prepare peop!e for careers
in these 1-17.titutions. The logie of the Carnegie Comm
recommenda-

tion followed from a premise that the cause of the rvolutionary path the
regional institutions were pursuing was a function of the education of their
'faculty, who had been t.rained in research-oriented Ph.D. programs, in
research-oriented universities. The Commission reasoned that a teachingoriented doctorate for peisons in state (and community ; colleges. would.
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restore these institutions to their original and desirable teacping-centered
role.
One can argue *w

the logic of the Commission. I don't believe, for
example, that the best place to offer 'a teaching-oriented degree. is 'in a
research-oriented qniversity (which must he the jase if we Are to contrOl_.-----the proliferation of doetoral programs), and I do not think the DA.holder
has much chance in competiiion with Ph.D.'s for limited teaching-positions
in regional

universities., or with the ..1A'MS for jeaChing positions in

community colleges (particularly in view of.the (innmunity college disdain
for doctorates and salary strucinres whiehallow a college to start a master's
degree holder at a lower_salary_level-than a person with a doctorate).
Instead of following-the arduous and uncertain Paths typified by the
DA degree. I bebeve the more direct route to the .simultaneous resolution
of both problems lies'in a clear designation of a role for the master's degree
granting institutions as regionally-oriented teaching institutions. Their
graduate programs should focus upon professiOnal degrees in applied-fields.
suited as muCh as possible to the professional requirenwws of the areas the
_institutions most directly serve.
In offering these programs, the regional universities should see them for
what they zitiex tensions of undergraduate educatibn., with the pUrpose of
preparing people for direct .entry into practicing professional areas. The
programs are not normally, and would not be considered interim degrees or
steps to the doctorate.

Requirements for demonstration of research capabilities, and the
ticquisition of research tools (e.g.. forign languages) should he ro-examined
for their fit .with the Careers to which the program is pertinent. They shoukl
not exist for the purpose of creating an illusion of rigor in a program, and

they should not be there because they may he required by a subsequent
doctoral-level experience.
I
believe such a conception of :I graduate role makes sense. But I also
iecognize that its success is dependent upon other factors, and th I is where

the state, coordinating hoard mtist function to preserve this role for the
tegionai university.

As the most important step. and independent of the question of a role
for regional universities, the coor(linating board has a responsibility to
control the proliferation of doctoral-granting iSstitutions. It also has a
reSponsibility to arduously review existing doctoral programs. hoth those of
a similar nature offered in more than onc Institution in the state, and those
effered singly, by one institution. in ,earci of possibl? areas for interstate
doctoral propam c(H)rdination and cooperatn.
la my state we have' discussed at some length the concept of iccOre
curriculum. Essentially, this is :.he basic core of progams a college must
'offer if it is to be considered a college. This core can be identified:and the
concept is valid at the undergraduate level.1 do not believe it has alidity at
the graduate liveI, Vet, the public regional universities devote a considerable za:nount of effort to the establishment and .maintenance of such an
academic "core- at the graduate level.
This leads to particularly high unit costs in academR' programs. For

example, while the average graduate cost p.er annual FTE in the public
regional' institutions is $3,033. this average-is inflated by the existence,of
certainprograms. A hoMe econOmics master's progrann one gollege has'a
nit cost of S4,238/year. A fine atts Program has a unit, cost of $4,926. A
foreign languages master's program involves a 'unit cost of $1,913. A
mathematics program require: $6,921, a year for each student. The physical
scietTes: master's .programs in all of these instituions tend to run high,
ranging from $1,055 to $5,S3S.
These program unit costs can be compared with tlui'se in other areas:

business and management.$1.464; cdrnmt 'cations".$204 (that's not a
typo!); education (average$1,378: the health Professionals eaveragel
$927; psychology (average)--$1,937: lastly, public affairs$1,611:. It is
clear that such costs are lower.
It is also clear that w;hat is happening is that thc high enrollments are in
the applii "programs anerthe low in the academic programs. One might also
surmise th.elt die higher-cost instructors are in the academic programs, and

these factors accounr Che disparate univcosts in the two areas.
The coordinating council has a particular responsibility to examine
progrunis carefully and determine whether or not there is a regional or a
statewide need for them. I :;uspect. that a careful analysls will reveal a high
regional stildent need for applied programs, and a high institutional. o
faculty, need for the academic programs. But in any case, programs which
cannot demonstrat e. a. relations'dp to a regional need should either be
consolidated in one regional unher:;ity and direeted to a statewide clientek%
2,they should he discounted.

also heheve the coordinating councils have a responsibility to work
closely with the regional universities in the identification of area needs for
new professional programs and in supporting the deve:upment and offering
of such programs when the iweds are determined. Perhaps more important,
the eoprdinating councils have a responsibility to monitor and cOntrof the
developnwnt of doctoral programs that would preempt the master's degree,
offered in various.applied fields.
Doctor.al programs in such fields as- public administration, nUrsing,
social work, husihess and management. etc... have to be carefully examined
I

and

rigorously justifWd. While there should be some such prorrams

available . in tlw country. I presume.. for the preparation of new faculty to
support rcwarcn in these fiekls. (although someone should define for me
the scope of basic research in a nursing doctoral program) I do not believe
that they are necessary in every, or even more than a few states. Perhaps in
this area there i a need for interstate cooperation so that the expansion of
such programs can be monitored. The danger I am particularly concerned
with is that of undermining the applied master's programs which seem so
vital to a future graduate role for the regional universities' through
esaation in the accepted level of practicing degree.
Finally, there is the qucstion yf e-onjoint doctorates: If one speaks of
e:pntrolling incr,News in doctoral-granting universities, a logcial next
'question conel ms one's views of the conjoint doctorate. Mine are these
know of no conjoint doctorate program that., was not nnposed on the
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-predominant participant in the relationship by an outside authority. If
there is not such outside pressure. I suspect that the regional university
seeking such an arrangement with a comprehensive uniVersity is wasting its

time. Beyond this, at the present time I see no clear need for a conjoint
doctorate of virtually any type in my state. Should such a need develop,

however, I believe it is likely to occur in these fields I have been describing,
professional fields: But in any case. I do not currently feel that conjoint
doctorates in academic areas make much sense and, aain. at the. present I
do not see a compelling need for any.
In bringing all of this to a.conclusion, let me state again that I. am fully
supportive of a graduate education role for regional universities. I believe
the most currently effective graduate rdle for these institUtions, however, is
in the aPplied master's areas. I believe the days' of the evolving
comprehensive universjtie2;- are 6Ver for sonw tinw to come. The current
capacities at the dortoral program Level appear sufficient to the needs of
the nation for the foreseeable future. In view of this, I believe a

continuation of past attitudes on the concept of the comprehensive
university' as the. pinnacle of institutional development is folly; it can only
lead fo frustration, on the one hanT,Ntrl wasted resource`g on tbe other.
Our concerns now must be directed to the master's degree in this truncated
situation.

Toward A Distinctive Master's Education
James Bal lowe

Surveying the concerns for masters.level private education from now
into 1980 might seem like looking with Nathaniel Hawthorne along Main
Street in Salem. Massachusetts. in the mid-nincteenth eentury: "lounging
wearisomely through the whole extent of the peninsula, with Gallows Hill

and New Guinea at one end, and a -view of the almshouse at the
other... 2" Yet, apart -from the obvious financial concern that private
universities have, -the master's-level education that they offer has long
suffered front a lack of external and internal definition that fosters abuse
and misuse. EroM without, the comprehensi universities (uslug William
Chance's nomenclature for the institutions which have given birth to all
deans of graduate schools).- have tended to identify the master's degree as a
rather barren platvau, populated by those who have had failure of nerve
or intellect. Obviously this mythology no longer satisfies Luily but those in
Ph.D. granting institutions (prestige or recendy developed) who reserve the
master's 'degree as a certificate of consola'ion. We create our myths to
justify our ainis:
On'the other hand, life-experience education has now reached the ranks
of baccalaureate students whose degrees but not undergraduate credentials
"qualify.' them, they believe, for something better than non-credit or
14.4

undergraduate courses. Consequeinly, the continuing education strategists
haVe

found admissions standards, course prerequisites, aod costs of

traditional master's degrees to be iapediments to their logistical efforts to
bring post-baccalaureate, bodies to their far-flung classrooms, no mata.r
What their preparation or what the standards of the course. Recogntzing the
recalcitranCe of some academic deans to cooperate unreservedly in this
efitefprise, the continuing education fraternity has now developed some-

-- thing called Continuing- Education ignitsCELI'sfor which they ..are
seeking and have in- some placeS gained-accreditation which is accepted by
the public and by erutrit)yers as equal to graduate or undergraduate credit..
At the regional institution (again I accept Chance's terminology for the

master's degree granting institution), which offers.. degrees for 30 to 60
semester hours beyond the bachelor's and which is usually located.within
an urban area (as is Bradley University.kor a goigraphical region (like the
state schools in Illinois: Western, Eastern,;So'ithern-at-Edwardsville), the
master's degree has been created to meet a demand within the community
it

serves. For instance, the fact that. Bradley has the only -accredited

multi-discipline :trraduate school in a relatively sophisticated conunercial.
medical, industrial. and .a-gricultural center of 300,000 population in
Illinois, virtullly mandates it to provide advanced professional education
fen managers, -teachers, engineers, and other constituencies which have
entered the working community with an undergraduate education. I say
this with full knowledge that our four neighboring public institutions which

are within 40 to 90 miles distance are 'developing delivery systems of
graduate.credit courses into the Peoria area for less tuition costs. But the
mandate that we have as a resident graduate institution remains: we must
offer a distinctive quality graduate program that will justify our costs. in
short a program that will serve those who can distinguish between more
credit and quality -content. Our graduate programs since their incehtion in
19;17 have always accommodated four types of students: 1 ) the person who
simply desires- credit for fot-mal learning beyond the bachelor's level or
within his level of competency: 2) the employed practitioner for whom
scholarly activity means personal and prcfessional .enhancement; 3) the
recent graduate whose oreer requires certificat;on with a master's degree
(as in speech and hearing sciences and school psychology): 4) the studi-gn
ho seeks eventual admission to doctoral study. Such div.ersity could
conceivably find the medical practitioner who is -seriously interested m
fiction. the Ph.D. aspirant, and the.secondary school teacher participating
in the same .seminar devoted to the history of the English novel. I suspect
that a growing interest among an increased population of urban baccalaup
reate students in challenging programs and courses which provide .a
long-term coherent plan of study is one factor thin. prompted the Qffice of
Education- to project that there would be 328,900 master's degree
applicants by 1980-81 as coMpared with the 251,400 in 1972-7:3,4 this.in
the face of dire predictionS abou'. manpower needs.
Indeed. it is manpower needs.. which creme .the most compelling
pressures at regional institutions these days and tend to farther confuse
those who seek to definv what they an-, or should be doing. While we
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academics might prefer to agree with Ortega y GasSet who wrote 'm the
Mission of the University (1914) that "In the .thick of life's urgencies and
its passions, t,pe university must assert itself as a Major 'spiritual pdwer',
higher than the press, standing for serenity in the midst of frenzy, for
seriousness and the grasp of inteilect in the face.of frivolity and unashamed
Stupidity," we would be'taking an ostrich-like attitude to ignore the real
needs of our constituencies..Most of us in graduate education tend, I think,
to agree with the -Associatfon ot Graduate Schools' fdrtheothing report,
"The Research Doctorate in the United States," which says that "The
infornwd free chdice of individual students, rather than a national .plan
based on manpower' foreZ:asts, should be 'the primary determinant of
1,,raduate enrollments.'' Rut the information given. we 'must understand, is
controlled by many interests, perhaps the least dynamic of which seek .a
graduate education that is creative., demanding, coherent, or comprehensive. Nlanpower needs must indeed he taken into c:onsideration as we.plan
for the future, But-universaies should participate jn deciding what can best
suit those needs as well as in helping tei deterrnine,what those needs are. If,
as Bruce.liannay, the Vice President of Bell Laboratories say, those trained
in the arts and humanities are not particularry desirable for middle
management positions in industry any more, so be it.' But what he andAve

must do is to ask how then are we to produce the interilisciPlinary

generalist in research or. in management if the traditional .eatalytic iS no
longer accepted? I suspect that there is a central place for the human:Lies in
graduate education hut one which heretofore has not been assertedand
that place is -as the harbinger of the imaginative and creative energies that
must be available to those who have increasingly to engage in collaborative
applied and theoretical research and to those who must relate that research
to the community at large.
A major threat to developing .distinctive master's level programs is
essentially the academY's own schizophrenic response to the needs of the
community. We have but td look at recent,confusion within undergraduate
and Ph.D. programs to see the danger of jerk-of-the-kneepan responses to
"life's urgencies." I think that a symptom of our growing neuroticism at
regionaPuniversities is the individual courses submitted for approval within
already coherent programs which are responding to outside forces, Let me
provide a typical example. The Board of Education of the' State of Illinois
has decreed that by 1976-77 all elementary sZAtools in the State will offer
education in tt,e metric system. Our local\school district, like most, allows
alary increme,,ts to employees who complete graduate-level courses. Thus.

our College of Education has recently approached the Executive Com.Mittee of the Graduate Facultywhich has the power t6 approVe or deny
coursesto establish a course .at the 600 (graduate only ) level in "Metrics
for Elementary Teachers to give to presently employed teachers for three
semester hours of credit. Those who afgue for the course admit that the

potential student pool shouid he exhausted within two or three years. TheY
also admit that metrics is already being tapght to degree-seeking students
.within a three-hour course which has an undergraduate prerequisite and
which includes the methodology of teaching mathematics at the elementary
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level. And they,lay that their degree studOs should tal:e this latter course

rather than the''metrics ecurse for will& there is o undergraduate
mathematics prerequisite. But t hey bring it to the graduate committee
because they contend that if Bradley doesn't offer it at the 600 level, then
oue or another of the State schools will and Bradley will lose all those
teachers in the- system .Who are looking to their resident university for
enlightment. The sad fact is that their argumen 't. about a State school
providing the course at the desired level is probably correct. But at some
point we who determine the quality of graduate edueation at both.private
and public inst hutions have to make a hard decision about just what, we
will

let go

at the graduate level, and we must inform pr9spective

students of our intentions and why we set standards. What will happen with
the metrics Jrse at BradleY
that it m'ight be passed, but with rather
stringent ,: .p it ( ins: that it be offered-at,the graduate-undergraduate leVel.

(500): th.c .iern:Imding credit hour§ of methodology .be built into the
ries: that the course not be allowed to count tow-ard
nc! Its; and that a continuing review .of the need for te
course hf .,,,,crtaken at its inception, In this compromise . we will be
'tracking very close to the continuing education syndrome, a syndrome 'we

cannot ignore, but which we are obligated not to contract willy-nilly.
(Incidentally; we have some precedent for creating graduate-level, nondegree courses for professional constitUencies, such as CPA.review courses,
apd economicsfor secondary teach :?rs, taught by the College of Business.)
If the pressures on thP. College of Education at Bradley have had.some

n6gative effects on its ;,erv..ms system, that College has also responded

rationally (where others have not) to help develop one of the most
distinctive master's,level programs on our campus. In the early '70's when
the University of Illindis Medical School moved into temporary quarters at
Bradley _University. (which they still occupy); a group of doctors from a
large., hospital in the city looked. to Bradley for a master's.degree program
for interns, medical students, residents, and_health pr.ofessionals involved in
family .practice. What theY wanted was a ,set of coUrses which could.help

these professionals to understand their patients better. Not finding an
immediate response from within the ,administration, three of the doctors
began., designing their oWn plan, Of study within the department of
nclaryeducation,
....principally focused upon learning to regard the

.

patient and the patieni's Tarnily-as_sludents. They eventually took master's
degrees in secondary education. Last year"-VIth-thc.help,of these physicians
the Graduate School and the College of. Education formulated a 30-hour
interdisciplinary prograrri which now involves the learning.resources of the
entire university. (1 should exPlain that the 'Graduate School at Bradley
speifies but 18 hours within tho major fot the masters and will allow 12 to
18 hoUrS of related other disciplinary courses approved by the department.
Some non-profesional masters.s programs.have taken full advantage of this
latitude.) Cognition and learning theory are still The- basis of what we now

call Education for ,Medical Personnel, an option within the secondary
educatiori degxee. 'But courses available to the prospective students range
from engineering and speech and hearing sciences to philosophy.
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A course in medical ethics is being offered next semester by the
chairman of the philosophy department., a ma ,-. who specializes in business
ethics and -who has been tooling up for some time to confront.the problems
of medical ethics. He just happens.to have had a long-stzinding experience

with _mediCal personnel. Here's how he (..onfronts the issue of applying
philosophy to the medical professiou, which lie, knows to be protective of
its own ethical principles: he writes in his syllabus that the course "will not
subjecthealth care professionals faced with praaical daily decisions and
tyrannized by excessive demands upon their tirne to a litany of glittering
generalities. Nor shouid it be viewed as a graduate level philosophy course
for professidnal philosophers. It is intended to be a graduate level
encounter bet.veen health care professional speialists and a philosopher, as
a professional genev_dist, needing one another, involved in a mutual effort
at establishir, which que:tions are the basic ones, becoming acquainted

with the strengths and weakneses .of the possible responses to those
questions, and serialtizing themselves tc the human dimensions iiivolved.""

There is nothing obsequious about this statement. What graduate-level
(-purse which contributes to a cohererk curriculum could ask for more?
And this is the point: coherency within a cnrriculum, not the need for an
odd course here or there, should be the principle upon which distinctive
master's degrees are developed.
Without doubt.a commentator like John D. Millet is right when he says'

that "The growing _oncern" with the obligalion of higher educatign, to
Prepare students for employment may .al'Pr the objectives of gradua:.e
education rather than reduce the need for graduate education',
Plawiing
for graduate education at institutions and in state governments will becorne,1
more realistic, more varied in purpose, and more innovative than 1.1 ttw
past.",And, as he goes on to say, ,!."fhe need for public understandi:ig and
higher education justification of graduate education remains." Whether we

.respcind to that need from within the clontext of conscientious and-.
coherent planning or whether we allow others to do it all for us with
hoopla and catch-all expertise may well be the final test of whether or not
graduate education will continue to. IV important to this country or not. I
am still idealistic, 'enough to believe triat the university has within itself the
resources to meet the relatively sophisticated continuing learning needs of

the professional baccalaureates of this country, .th.al_we_can do it 'by
resisting isolatiOnist and piecemeal educational policies and by asserting
ourselves s communities of scholars and teachers who simply extend the
;intellectual activities that are concomitants of an already educated
community. We remain the nucleus of that "village" Thoreau believed
should be a university.. Master's level education at both private and public

institutions has outlived the limbo between the B.A. and Ph.D. It was
created.to develop that person who through a well-planned course of study
might gain ii maStery of a chosen subject matter. What has happened is that
the subject-matter is now multifarious and interlacing, but still congruous.
It is evolutionary. Ideas are, in essence,.charged with change. It is up to us
as administrators to ensure that our programs 'provide students with the
theoretical ability and concern for meeting that change intelligently and
creatively after they have'received the master's degree.
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And that, filially, brings me to a degree of disagreeMent with William
Chance's comment that -the ,only currently viable graduate role for
regional, institutions is in the appliedterminal 'master's areas:: I suspect
that not even the engineering departments on my campus would agree with
that statement, largely because of the restrictive assumptions .about
knowledge it coptains. We have learned a lot from the relevancy peOple and"
the applied education specialists. We are not adverse.to short courses, to'
inniwation, to modular learning ,. to preparing bactialaureate students with'
prerequisites for entering a program for which they have had 'insufficient
undergraduate preParation. We are Willing to bring'engineers into master's
programs in

ilusiness, and vice versa. We convert clinical psychology

programs into school pSychology programs When we discover we can teach

school psychology better and place our students more effectively. We
modify our education degrees to fit the needs of the medical constituency
when we can. But we du allthis organically and with an eye to maintaining
the integrity of successful programs...... nd welind that we can do this most
easily when we do no concentrate on an applied education. Our disciplines
interact because they lvt a humanities' configuration and a long tradition
of theoretical as well as applied edu6tion to fall back. upon. 'Once regional

master's degree institutions are relegated to fulfilling the needs of the
government (net4is specified by the in finite wisdoni of .legislators and
hoards of higher education) or re..
the needs of the local giant
industries, then they will be no mor, wl:. trade schools, extensions of the
state or local bureaucracy which controk them.,It will take all the effort of
administrators and ..faculty .to ,arrest the encroachments of applied education which is asserting a right of exclusivity within the university. There is
no doubt in my mind that master's level education is a place to begin.,-.And
if we fail to begin .bow, we will be forfeiting a rather precious component

of a civilized community: a formal forum.. where education can be
continued toward apeaningful.purposethe purpose of preparing students
who can think as well as know.
Unless we want to continue only for the purpose of continuingand I
must cdnfess that on the bad days I hear .Samuel Beckett's Unnameable
muttering in my ears, :,I .can't go on. I'll go on'''faculty and
administration alike at regional universities must concern themselves with
developing distinctive master's degrees: degrees

which enhance, as Well as logically extend an undergraduate education

wh ich accommodate prpssures to change and allow for change in
coherent directions

which invite collaborative and interdisciplinary Ithuning experiences
throughout the university
!,11

integral, 'not a subservient, role in society for all

involved

which set in momentum the processes of' creativ,e thinking.
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Private institutions have prided themselves on being able.to do some or
all of these things in the past. I believe they can no longer be alone in the
endeavor. In fact, more than ever before it Will take a cooperative effort of
all xegional and comprehensive universities (an effort to
the Council
of ( raduate Schools might profitably address itself) to design distinttive
graduate master's programs for the future. This concern cannot wait for the
1980's to be resolved.
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The Master's Degree in 1975
New Problems and New Needs

David G. Barry

Graduate education must .have as its central goal, a concern for the
fostering of basic research scholarship,' and excellence in teaching and
public sentice. As we approach the Bicentennial Year, it is important to
keep, in perspekive that for most of our country's history,. such 'scholarship
was nyither supported nor sought Lfter in the American 'academy. The
philosophical values and methods of what I will call the basic :eseareh that
characterizes contemporary graduate education was imported from thJ
German aeademy shortly before the turn of the century'.
Between 1900 and 1910 the public investment in the creative, intellect
of our people in basic research scholarship increased, but very slightly. It
was the onset of the German military machine in World War 11 and the
,
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realization that our only alternative. was to invest heavily, in basic research
and technological development that brought. a sharp rise...in support;. and
this montentum developed in the immediate interests, of national defense.

Tlit'fact has been well chronicled. James Phinney 'Baxter describe's the
fran'iliTiTace of development in his hdok..."Men .tgainst Tithe".

The momentum carried forward into the post World War 11 period.
American society continued 'to inVest in support of .research and the
,expansion of graduate. education.Nlucn new knowledge came. forth. It was
-,2riuickly integrated into the. social and economic fabric 'of our society. Our
physical standard .of living continued to rise. We developed processes and

technology whose consequences were of a Magnitude that extended far
beyond the realm of the commOn sense 'experience of most persons. And
curiously we did not worry that so many were left behind.
.As society we .readily accepted the products of basic research hut with
littly real understanding or social concern for the scholarship and the

necessary fiscal supports that had brought them into being. It was an
optimistic up-beat period characterized by questions of short-ternl concern
in search of 'quick and ready answers. The .long-range implications of
actions taken were left to take care of themselves.
More recently, ..the attitudes of our society have changed: We.
confidently transferred the technological power of World. War II into
Southeast Asia but that did not produce the promised results. Neither did
our continued dependence on the machine at home produce the "quality of
.

life", that had been expected. And on occasion at least, some national
figures turned that same technology to political purposes that displayed

that "the great society" that had been promised was still not on the
horizon.
And now with the onset of the energy crisis, linked as it is with unfilled
expectations that had been placed against the promise of technology 'and
.

basie research, there haS been an extensive erosion of confidenie in the
future and disillusionment with the past. The public has become uncertain
of the relevance and social value of research. Besotirces for support are.
dwindling. We hiaar a renewed emphasis on sapporting what is "practicar'.
We face a severe crisis' in public understanding of the nature of research
seholarship and the role that it has played in our yountry.
John Nlillett dealt incisively with some of these concerns ill his
response address, 11:e Dile:Prima of Graduate Education, made -before this
15th Annual CGS Meeting on receipt 9f the Gu5tave Q. Arlt Award in the
Humanities. !his previous public positions on these. questions are worthy of
reference as well. (sec John Millett; Educations Record, Spring 1974 ). And
we are not alone in expressing these concerns. The May 5., 1975 issue of the
Chionicle for Higher Education quotes Phil. 1 handler, President of the
National Academy of Sciences, 'as warning us of ."scattered clouds on the
science horion 'that threaten". These range from tight:mit et budgets to a

powerful threat to the peenreview 'system" and to a ',book-burning"
attitude in the Congress. There is no question that graduate education and
basic research are in serious circumstances
all of which relate to the
limited public understanding of the rOle of research in the Graduate School.

Signs of-this crisis were .reported by Dr. Nut' Ktopsteg in a guest
editorial in Science as early as New Year's Day 1970. Ile poed the question
for us all .... how can the :4-ientist and the scholarly-community at large

assist the "average intelligent reader" to acquire eithelf 'adequate backto estimate the .benefits" of basic research -and/or enough
background .knowledge to understand that there is a "reasonable eXpectaground

tion" that funds invested in basic research will have "utility" and will liring
forth resultii whch "will contribute to the national interest."
t that tinie I published a statement:in Science
I charged that
.Klopsteg's editorial identified a problem that we.
wtimate17: prove to be

of greatr sign4-icance to the future of Arnerica thi-di either the specific
mission-oriented technology a missile: payloaus or the exploration of
space, .both of which were, at that time,. assumed to be highly suppOrtable
because they poss'issed great '.'utility value" for national defense. 1 raised
the fundathental question . whether we as Americans %vitt prove able to
support this very ilroductive intellectual process we call basic research and
to utilize it for broader human concerns at the rate,tand in the magnitude
.

necessary to provide the dependable information about man and nature
that has become essential to formulation 'of long-range social policies and
actions. Since 1970 the international energy crisis and the .accompanying
economic and environmenml concerns have settled in 'Upon us
all of
.

which demonstrates the pressing importanee of these ,questions.
Dr. Klopsteg and Dr. Ilandler asked for responsible action in the basic

research community to earn and to hold the confidence of the public. A
further call for responsibility in the educational struettire of the Acaaemy
is equally in order. It is after all the educational system of America which
has in general transmitted either the limited background knowledge or the
"apparent" lack 'of Understanding of basic rese.arch which-has left the
"average intelligent reader", or the "skeptical" Cbugressman witba limited
coricept.of research that links with the short-tEzrm Mission-oriented%cience
and technology, that are so much in evidence aroun:1 us. We cannot avoid

acceptance of .some of-the responsibility for the break in communication
which the present state `Of affairs represents.

It is in this context that I ask this group to focus attention on certain
problems presently confronting graduate educatidn at the Master's degree
level. Nationally, graduate enrollment trends"'on both public and private
campuses are unstable 'in a number 'of areas. and this in a time of rising
costs and 'decreasing public confidence and support. Some campuses have

responded to these circumstances by initiating masters level outreach.
degree programs to "bring graduate education to. the students". The stated
goal is a worthy one if pursued through quality program development.
Ilowever, where such programs are not pursued with concern for excellence
as a primary goal.. their development is not only a dis-service to students

but their presence will , eventually further erode public confidence in
graduat education' thus aggravating the constraining circle of everits'just
described.

Some few degree prograMs haVe not only .moved off-campus hut
I offer a
hypothetical .example for scrutinY. The,

out-of-state, as well.
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"home campus.' has a small factdty and is experiencing decreasing
enrollnems with the fiscal pressures that follow. In attempt to resolve
st.uw of these problems it uses its degree granting authority. to attract
stutient ifit'erest in off-campus' courses offered in rented space and using
part-time faculty recnnted locally. Under these circumstances, capitol
nw-..stuumt in plant, .continuing investnwnt in faculty salaries, and library
resources and other program supports usually considered 'essential for
("Utility graduate education are not involved. What is involved are the
studtmt fees that pay the progi-am expenses and provkle a level of income

that can help offict fiscal problems on the -home campus." It has been
reported that some institutions have accwted such course credits for
in-transfer, listing them without klentificattim among regular credit listings.
This provides definitions of legitimacy to shch courses that.may or may not
iw justified hut whose validity cannot lit. determined froM inspection of the
rccords, And it is the .student who falls short later because of. Madequate
background from these experience.
This hyPothetical example hears careful scrutiny because with a few
differtinees in structure,. the pattern cclukl ve l-y. well represent a number of
legitimate, well-planned and badly iweded .campus out-reach programs that

are firesently providing on-site educational prooarns of high quality and
service to a population of students that on-campus programs.do not serve
well dt all- The central issue in evaluation of the patterns is the real program
intent. themuality of the learning exPeriemvs offered and their extended
significance-to the student.
'1

think the fact that programs of questionabk value can attract

is' a large off-campus population of
potential stu ynts interested in part.time and adult level programs thatshould be .scr'Ved. Tlw first interests of that population may lie Iimited to

enrollment., ndirates that then

gaining certification or salary incremehts. What is. important to consider is
the quality of educational experiences can.be offered becaase first interests,
followed by articulation with -an informed scholar and skillful teacher cat.
lead to identification of secOnd level interests that become the student's
hase for continued personal and professional growth.

Such learning has significance for the student and for our society
an
because it is linked with quality graduate scholarship. Such li
ehhance the i,xpansion Of understanding of the processes of basic .-,search

and the central rob. that it must play in the future of our increasingly
science-based 'society.

More must he done to prOvide these 'stutiits with an alternate choice
Of quality out-reach prOgrams, in pursnit .of their further education. This
will require cooperation between the Academy, the Council of Graduate
Schools, the.,State Departments of Education and the regional Ac
.Assoetations to accomplish. The Academy should consider what
changes in chrricular programs and in the fixity of requirements:..are
necessary o reach these students..I can see room for flexibility in.-course
sequences and for planning of individualized study. 1 can as well see sound .
reason for we11-planned on-site work learning internships hi professitmal..
programs. I am iess clear on how to provideY-xperiences in basic researa
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that will develop the important cultural understandings I have defined. This'
will be our greatest challenge.
I recognize that tio one pattern or solution will fit all professional and
academic degree work equally von. This increases the complexity of our
task and I call o.n everyone to conskder the seriouSness of the problems that
are involYed and seek- Solutions whi, h fit their
individual campus
eircunistances- It is in the interest of our !ittaleilis and the national interest
as well, that this he done.
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The Urban Uriiyersity: Problems and Opportunities
Mockrator Edward Joseph Shoben, Jr., Uni'versity of Piasburgh
Graduate.Study In Urban Universities
In A Time of at ingency
Edward Joseph Shoben, Jr.

On the eve of the Bicentennial year, it may be well to .considen the
circumstancer that urban universities share with other kinds of institutions

Df higher learning before we turn to some of their more distinctive
conditions, pri,blerns, and opportunities.
Wl.atever the dangers of prophecy, there seems little risk in haiarding

the guess that

all

universities over the .next ten years will face seven'

tendencies that cOntrast sharply with our experience of the 1960's:
1.

A progressive reduction in the demand for new Ph.D.'s to serve as
college and university teachersan erosion of the career opportuni-

ties that traditionally have brought a sizeable proportion of the
students whom we Most prize into programs of graduate study.
2. Because it is probable that the national investment in research and

development will decline in its rate of growth, both in the value of
adjUsted dollars and relative to the pattern of the last decade, it
follows that at least the rates of demand for. new Ph.D.'s in these
enterprises will drop significantly. This likelihood, even though
marginally offset by stepped-up R & D efforts in some specific
fields, like energy research, further eats away At one of the
foundations of student interest in graduate education:

3. Unless there

is

a: dramatic shift in national priorities, perhaps

originaling in some fateful emergency, or unless some new
developments of significanee for the solution 'of some major
national problem occuilebne of the disciplines or pr-.1fessions, we

cannot sensibly anticipate .any sizeable new forms or support for
graduate education from either federal or state governments.
The now fainiliar. projections of the diminishin cohort of college
goers betwem the . ages of 17 and 22 inevitably imply diminishing
enrollinents over. time at the graduate-level. Because theSe projections do not hold for minority enclaves of the American popula-,
tion, however, and because the level of aspiration within minority
subcultures continues to rise, there is ev.A-y likelihood that the
proPortional demand for graduate opportunities from 'this source
will significantly increase. A similar increase can be e.xpecifrom
women, especially those searching for new rdles after childbearing,
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from older people of both sexes, and from the fUlly employed who
are interested in combining part-time study with work. Obviously,
the composition of, graduate student bodies seems di:Ained for

changes of important kinds, and the directions of those changes

lead most of our graduate enterprises intti territories with which we

are unfamiliar and in which we may be less well equipped to
function than we now consciously anticipate.

5. FinanCial support for full-tiMe graduate students, from all available

signs, seems .almost sure to continue' its decline. To the extent that
it does, this trend puts a premium on loans and on self-support;
self-support, in turn, probably will increasingly mean jobs beyond
the capability of most institutions to supply them, in the form of
teaching .or research assistantships, with 'a resultant increment in
part-time study arranpments.

6. The.. focus on accountability _will surely sharpen .and intebsify,
emphasizing cost analyses, program evaluations involving extramural investigators, and an often uncomfortable search for indices
of output and performance in graduate education.

7. While uniiiersities adjust themselves to a reduced overall production

of Ph.D.'s, they can'7expect highly differential patterns in demand
over traditional disciplines and a rising and differentiated interest in
and demand for doctoral training in new fields, 'most of theth
interdisciplinary and many of them defined in significant part by
technOlogical and social developments and needs in our culture. The
required degree of flexibility and the willingness to work toward
highly specific but seldom entirely clear targets of opportunity here
will strain the historic organizational dynamics that most universities, have lived by arid frequently entail hard questions, o: what

.must be given up to permit the launching of promising
enterprises in graduate study.'

new

This last item touches on a set of history-generated expectancies that,
universities widely share and that may have special significance at this point
for urban universities. Since World War and its mobilization of academic.
laboratories and other :resources, sinc.e the postwar era of large- veteran
enrollments, and since Sputnik's circumnavigatio,n of the globe in 1956,
academic institutionsat leaSt those with substantial capacities for research

and for graduate studyhave developed essentially by a more or less

straightforward process of -addition. Whatever the problems entailed -by
growth 1ind they have been far from negligible), growth has modally
occurred by simply adding new ventures in graduate education and research
without the necessity for eliminating any previously established programs.
In the case uf urban universities, it seems reasonably clear that, responsive
to newly clarified and socially significant metropolitan dynamics, most of
them took on the responsibilities of their urban mission by sheer addition.
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Indeed, the now slightly defensive and 'Often heard claim that "We are a
university first and urban second," although it certainly has meaning of an

'important kind, seems to derive in part. from 'that adding of urban
commitments to the more tradi:ional academic efforts that had become
institutionally rooted prior to the compelling advent into academic
consciousness of the manifold and distressing problems of our cities and of

a populatiOn packed ever more densely into urban areas. The ph -ase
suggests that the marriage has not .proved 'entirely' compatible, that the
move of urban objectives and urban issues into the house of intellect has
evoked an occasional struggle within the enlarged nwnage, and that the
addition of urban concerns. even without a serious threat to the resources
undergirdiag more conventional academic undertakings. has sometimes
---nThdefot minimally productive conflict and diffictilties.
Now we seem to have entered an age when university development can

n6 longer proceed through enlargement by . addition *but must operate
through the processes of redeployMent. If the. steady state that we hear
discussed on every band is to define the kind of dynamic equilibrium on
which all sysbems fundamentally depend, than (ti.tissehtially fixed quantity
of. resources must he susceptilile to ready diversion from the service of one
goal to the service of another as patterns of opportunity shift, as clarified,
social needs emphasize clarified educational responsibilities, and as new
problems of human importance demand new.investments of the intelleet in

their solution. This strong probability does not sanction a university's
running before any wimi of change tlua blows in a culture unprecedentedly
subject to heavy'and uncertain weather. One of -the critical functions of the
academic way and of the examined life is z!le responsible and informed

assessment of what c:onstitutes fad and fan:y in the human condition as
against what representF; the seriou3 itild enduring issues that nwn and
women must resolve in. fte interest of their safety. their self-realization, and

.the ennanement of the corporate, societal base in which they inevitably
must ground themselves. It does mean; however, that two problems, with
neither of which have universities recently tieveloped much familiarity, are
likelY to come into centrality.
One of those problems is precisely that of.scanning the w-orld (whatever

"world" an institution regards as relevant) in an anticipatory fashion to
determine the trends, needs, and developments that profoundly affect
educational obligations and opportunities. Something of this sort is
frequently referred to under the heading of "setting priorities," but it
rarely occurs at the levels of sophistiCation likely to be necessary if it has
not already become compulsory. Available funding, pa: Atitudinal as
well as financial support, 'student enthusiasm, aml the appreciated
significance of universities as socialtnstitutions are likely to hinge to a large
degree-Ttiot wholly, but to a large degree--on this kind of develope%
sensitivity and. responsiveneSs. In our complex era of economic stringency..
the time may hati6 passed when a well established.curriculum, taught by
highly specialized scholars comnUtted to conventional disciplines, defines.4
sufficient condition for an institution to enjoy adequate underwriting an
even acclaim.
few universities. favored by history,long-term Thia1th, and
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a long record of an elitestudent body, may prove able ay bring it off: there
is room to douht that many will.
The other problem arises from shifts in the compositior ;of graduate
student clienteles. As the proportion of graduate students from minority
backgrounds rises, and as we deal with at least relatively larger grwups of
women; peOple in mid-career circumstances, older persons, and the fully
employed, we will be under pressure to revise our notions of both where
and how educational services can he most effectively delivered. Outreach
programs,. more technologically sophisticated means of increasing the
.

component of independent study in graduate work, a system at once
humanly dignified and educati(mally efficient of developing to a high level
such basic skills as -reading and writing and computipg, and improved

advisement and counseling for students who are.. more mature and
experienced than usual hut who are puzzled and concerned about their
options and will he lima in demand. But changes in the identities or

students entail alterations pot only in educational place and procedure; hutin the curriculum itself. The ,hifts that can be sensibly anticipated here
suggi.st that tornorrowq.s clienteles will have clearer ideas about the nature
of their needs and a more critical stance toward proposed ways of meeting
them. Whether student orientations tend toward occupational and professional goals, toward selfglevelopment of a broader sort, or toward the
playing of a more informed citizen's role through a richer understanding of
the contemporary forms assumed by great human li.isues,.they are likely to
.requ're a greater and more' inventive degrei', of cooperation and mutuality

than we have had to mobilize previously among the disciplines and

professions that historically have defined .our departments and Mnstituent
schools.
But it is in iesearch and scholarship and in the richly formative impact
that research and seholarship have on instruction and training .that the
.distinctivenesS. of the urban university coMes into focus. When we face the
problems 'Of our great conurbations7-street crime .and urban pollution,
transportation snarls and interethnic houlit ics. sharpry rising living costs
twinned with industrial unemployment, it, chaotic state.,of metropolitan
,Nchools and the decay of city cores, the aesrhetically offensive quality of
much of the' urban environment and hoth thn technical and the ethical
issues in -city goVernment and managementwe confront issues that defy
our customary deployment of academictalent and ourorganization 4if the
resources in* intellect a.ncl vision that define the bask. values of a university.
There is no argument implied here that an academic institution's .total
comMitment, whether it:be "urban- m- otherwise, should be invested in the
resolution of these great difficulties; any house of intellect must make
room for attention to some' questions which tran.:c_...l time and reflect
only those concerns of the mind and spirit that lie-close to the fundament
of what is best in the idea of civilization. But some universities lie under a
social obligation to devote some of their capabilities to the unraveling of
these kinds or confusions and distress. Those :hat meet this obligation are
the urban institutions as opposed to those that, like the original medieval
universities, are simply located in cities. In accepting such a role, they
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encounter conditions that, among other things, raise crucial questions
about the dimensions of quality in grad-nate programs and in urban research
'and -about: the 'Appropriate criteria'that may be Used in making judgMents
and in axplying our reward systems in-such still novel contexts.
For example. Virtually; all Qf the issues that we identify under the 'rubric

of urban involve a vital norwative element. None of us has 'proved very
adept or very persua:ave at "thinking our way through these valuational
problems, and perhaps a major component in the "quality- of our efforts
is the critical_ opportunity provided to learn how better to attempt this
inescapable task. In any case, the urban realm is not one in which we .can
pretend to make the usual asSumption of at least an approximatien to
freedom from value assumptions in our cognithe processes. and we may .
find it essential to attend to th,e kinds of.human abilities that are entailed
here and to. the question of how-they can he more effectively cultivated.
Socond, what we regard as urban problems differ in significant ways
from disciplinarY problems. The former takc their sil.mificance from human
experience and the fashion in which people from diverse backgrounds and

Occupying diverse social positions interpret that experience: The latter'
acquire significance primarily by virtue of the unfolding of an internal logic
and a set of formal intellectual criteria. This difference seems compounded

hy two additional though- related conditions: urban 'issues preclude
ownership by particular dibsciplines or by pailicular professional schools;
they simply do not fit the contours of the fields of knowledge or the

organizathmal charts that we have foundand continue tO finduseful in
academic settings, And uOian problems ordinarily -demand efforts both
larger in scope and messier ift character than the conventional individual or
e.,en specialized-team approach that -follows the historic academic model.
Cau0,t in a weh 61.- rather different definitions of significance, of
transdisciplinary responsibilities, and of both unfamiliar expectahcies and
unfamiliar patterns of investigative work, how do. we evaluate "quality-?
Third, it seems at lea.st plausible that graduate.education along urban
'dimensions focuses distinctively and in an unusual manner on the potential
for growth in the people who participate as well as on the formulation and
thVsolution of more impersonal and abstract problems of a basically

cognitivi. type: Does a highly relevant consideration r-f quality entail

assessments of incrementS in interpersonal sensitivity and perceptiveness, in
empathy for and an ability to work with members of different subcultures,
in capacity to cope with both the range and the intricate interrelationships
of information and ideas relevant to the hurlyburly of metropolitan life?
One need not prejudge the question to admit its importthwe and the need
to examine it with some care and thoroughne:;s: one c'on even entertain the
hypothesis that deMonstrable utility in graduate programs of urban i;tudies
-is a function of how effectively they pronucte these varieties of personal
'development. To the extent that such a case is defensible, it calls for quite

different touchstones than these used in Most .judgments of academic
quality.
Fnurtic, the rather typical model of academic ..mality involvq estimat-

ing of how much students have 'learned by sitting at the feet oPacademic
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masters. In many situations, that model is precisely the appropriate one;
and if :;ome of us as professors are a hit more or less "masterly" than some
of our colleagues, we all attempt, in greater or less degree, to mold students
accading to our best image of our professional, selves. Embarrassments
arise in the realization that, in relation to the urban sethie. few`of us qualify
as masters. At best. we yan exemplify some of the ways by which human
-beings have learned to*roll hack the frontiers of their own ignorance; and
Jelative to our students, we -may possess a larger store of experience and

learning germane td the issues that we confront with the.n. But such
observations seem to lead toward conceptions of the instructor...as in some
respects a senior co-worker in domains where the nature of expertise is not
well understood, and they suggest the desirability of enlarging importunities for learning, through off-campus placemems and internships for reasons
quite different- from those that underlie similar arrangements in engineering
or Medicine. When the professor is a manager of learning and something_ofd,,

a partner to the student, in a realm of inquiry and! in -the tackling' of a
problem. how do we evaluate quality?
most of tinr acathmic disciplines develop in a fundamental wav
though the-refinement of investigative and analytic methods. Our metliods

significantly determine the nature of the problems that we lutack.
aoceptabilit:; to the editors, of our most prestigious journals of the articles
that we Write, and the sternly disciplined bounds within whi:.-n we etstrain
.our professional imaginations as-id our speculative impulses. In the
that our academic disciplines define, very few problems hatc the urgency
that warrant's a transcendence of methodological fashion.°In urban affairs,

urgency carries much more weight; substance is harder to deny or .to
subordinate, and the .;fiteria of worth appear muzzier. far mor o. immediate.

and far less abstractwitness, for example,, community mt-olal health
programs, conducted by universitybased, tealt-i. in economically impoverished and ethnically d1sen franchised neighborhoods. Here again we find
.challenges to our usual ways of estimating quality and exercising our
reward systems.

These items, understood against the background of stringency sure to.
_affect virtually all of our graduate institutions over the next decade, now
define an agenda of high importance for graduate education generally and
-certainly and particularly for those universities that designate themselves as
urban, in their missions and in their commitments. Working through 'them
will-not be painless, and -one can only sympathetically respect the defense
mechanism of avoidance and denial that they-tend to evoke. Engagement
h
, however, may help us, Horatios to an Urban Hamlet, to learn that
t ere axe more things in leaven and earth than are dream't Of in our modal'
lie philosophy. In learning that and in acting on it, we may
,ac
exemplify that humane and .ocially concerned life of the mind that front
the begihning has.speeified the deal of the university.
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Disadvantaged Graduate Students
it

1. W. Elliott

Welcome to the workshop entitled "Disadvantaged Graduate Students."
My name is Wesley Elliott and my role is to provide a brief introduction to

the topic, to present a diitinguished panel cf speaker; and hopefully to
moderate-a. useful discusson among all of us on a matter that is still of
urgent concern for graduate edurgtilifi and society generally. Since the
program does not provide the names of the persons who will speak, let me
introduce in a prelimiaary way the.J:Trsöns...at the table with me. They are
Dean Albert. Yee from California State.A.lniversity at Long Beach, Dean
Oscar Rogers from Jackson State University and Dean Bernard Spolsky of
the University of New Me!Tico.

Without going to6 far back in history, we can be reminded that in 1954
the Supreme-Court of the United States ruled in Brown vs The Board of
Education that "separate but equal" was no longer an acceptable national
policy. In the middle 1960's congress passed the first civil rights legislation
outlawing segregatioit in public accommodations. It was in the late 1960's
as far .as I have been able to dutenpine that the Council of Graduale
Schools established a task force on disadvantaged students to provide
leadership to the Council ,on problems of access by minority studenti to
higher education. We might say that the graduate deans have not rushed in.
About three years ago, mime of the work of the task force was seen in

concrete form in a joint CGS-GRE study ably conducted by Bruce
Hamilton, entitled Graduate School Programs for Minority/Disadvantaged

Students. This study reported what was in effect on some campuses M
1972-1973. About the same time seVeral surveys and research projects
revealed the magnitude of problems orunderrepresentation of minority
groups in graduate education. I shall not repeat the data now; I presume
that most of us are aware of the dismal statistics: Partly in response. to the
situation there have been a variety of activities for minority students from
other sources, including two important projects of the Graduate Record
Examinations Board. These are the Minority Gradaate Student Locater
Service and the publication Graduate and Professional School Opportun.
ities for Minority Students. The first can be a help for institutions seriously
'interested in broadening their minority graduate student enrolhnent as well

as an aid to potential minority graduate students seeking entry into
graduate programs. The lattei is a useful work in many waysboth as a
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source of information ,on a vafiety of subjects affecting graduate admission
procedures and sutiport and on specific programs':

Some foundations amd professional organizations have established
.scholarship)) and fellowships for select groups of minority students, and a
.few federal mission-oriented, agencies, such
have programs that
provide a .modicum of support for graduate education and-research training
tn areas of science. Incidentally, the booklet I mentioned on.Gruthiatc and

Profeonal School Opportunities provide.s orie of the hest up-to-date
sourcs of information on -sorn- of the sources 'of funds available.-on "a
nfition-wide !LT-As

students.

in .its introductory section and, is helpful for advising

In .the realm of studies cud recommendations there is already a
ComprehenSive 'nbliography of all sorts, and the National Board on
Graduato Education includes in its list of projected publications'a Board
report entitled yinority Group Participation in Graduate. Education.
Beyond further studies la which !here are a plethora) and in the face
of the'persistent underrep,csentation of minority students in the graduate
schools and am nit le recipients of graduate degreesthe task force is now
considering what next , lpropriate steps to take.
Our first spRaker is e in Oscar Allan Rogers. lie is a Dean of the
Graduate Schooi. ut Jackson State University in Jackson, Mississippi.
Soilletimes, even at this meeting...he has also been Wearing another hat as
.

Rresident of The Conte-a/C'e of Black Graduate Schools.

Tlicklifidspeaker in this workshop comes from still another
perspective. Dean Bernard Spolsky was educated in New Zealand and
Canada. l i e i s currently Dean of The Graduate School at The UniverSity of
New Mexico and also a member of our Task Force.
. Our third speaker is Dean Albert FL Yee. lie Dean of Graduate
Studies and Research ut the California State. Vniversity at Long Beach, and
his -ademic field is Educational Psychology.

Disadvantaged Students In Graduate Study :. Some Inpressions
()scar A. Rogep, Jr.
.

,

I. am to speak to you about some concerns related to disadvantaged
students in graduate study. I have little if anything to say that is iww. What
I want tx) do is to provide you with some of my impressions about teaching
disadvantaked students.
E(.r some fifteen years I have taught disadvantaged graduate students.
.

To hi' sure, during most of this time I. did not know that they were

disadvantaged. I was and am so mucifirm. Must oi thesestudents
were aspiring to be teachers or wc!-, 4-orvice teachers. Most of them were .
from first generation college familtany had problems when writing and
speaking, but so do presidents of the :.S. and Congressmen. Writing and

reading skills can be taught, and they have been taught.' Most of the

students lacked library and research skills but these defiCiencies were the
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.

Partial reSponsibilities 'of the extensivo library staffs and professors in
research and statiStics.Courses, Many were from families with extrenwly low

incoMes. few of which were lower than the income of my mother and
others who were the sole providers for our families. Whereas my high
schW was staffed with only three college graduates for all twelve grades,

fewer -.6,E my students were from sOch schools. Their schools were, however,
segregated institutions which received the short end of public appropria-.
tiong'. My students' schools were unequal .to those of the majority members
of their several 'communities.

My students and most of my eolleagues wort- and still are from

'disadvantaged circumstances. They have been disadvantaged in most aspects
of life. Their quality of life has been unequal. Their standard of liVing is
lower than the average of the nation.
Judging from. the attention the various associations of graduate and
academic deans are giving graduate education for disadvantaged minorities.
I can add little but commendation. Colleges and universities throughout the

country are putting forth efforts to recruit high potential black studems..

They have employed administrative assistants, assistant and associate deans
for the graduate schools to recruit and counsel minority. stud.ents. These
colleges and universities have acquired considerable experience worthy of
studying. I am .not saying the universities are doing enough. What is
enough?

.

Dr.' John A. Peoples* gave some sound advice to the 27th Annual
Meeting of the Midwest Conference on Graduate Study and Research at
.New Orleans in 1971. Speaking at BerkeleY University Of California in
.1973.. Dr. Layette Frederick, Chairman of the Riology .Department of
Atlanta University, concurred with many of the ideas expressed by Dr.
Peoples. And Dr. Larry Shannon Of Iowa State University whose speech is
recorded in MAGS" Proceedings of this year, quoted Dr. Frederick, and
.proceeded to expand his ideas into the" area of a suggested dynamic
recruitment program. On yesterday Dr.. Mack Jones, Chairman of the
Department 4if Political Science, said something I wish I could say about
disadVantaged students. Nevertheless, I must relate the following:
11

All of my black students are not and were not disadvantaged. They,
of course, living in a .society which diScriminated against them thus

disadvantaging the disadvantaged. They, however, were not disgdvantaged in that the effects of segregation and discrimination
were not adversed. In many cases some students -Possessed
extremely high motivation and intelligence. and displayed many
skills necessary to successful entry to and exit from graduate
school.

2. During the early sixties my graduate students were more pliable.

'fhey questioned less and accepted more readily things as they were

*Dr. Peoples is.President .of Jackson State University.
**:Mid4Vestem Association of Graduate Schools.
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expressed and perceived. After the start of the "black is beautiful"

and other self-pride movements, a noticeable change occurred

.

among students. They questioned the direction of society, instructional content and methods, and the power base: Younger black
graduate students were most vociferous. One thought they.had been

disadvantaged less but their voices and behavior indicated less
.acceptance Of the status quo. Entering graduate student',
smarter and more' alert. I only question their capacity to
themselves as diligently 'as they should. To this my son says,
Daddy, you don't understand."
3.

ea.

All disadvantaged students taught by me 'have not been .black
students. A number. a siirprising number, have been white with
economi - and scholastic traits common to low income ss-udents. In
fact, in my rather vast university .studies as a student I have found a
wide range of abilities among white students who possessed many
of the adversed disadvantaged traits. Perhaps such, traits are
normally distributed among our general population.

4.

I believe-the-effects of being disadvantaged whatever one's racial
background is intolerable in .this day and age. I cannot understand
why we cannot launch an all out ten-year effort to do something.
significant about the quality of American life in general and the
total educational system in particular. If we could somehow
generate as much interest in eradicating illiteracy .and the lack :of
coping skills as is created for football. I think the. quality 'of life
would be upgraded considerably. If a university spent as much time
and money on the disadvantaged as is spent on perfecting football

lilays and conuitioning. its faculty '.could make a much more
meaningful impact on the liveS of more students. 'As Dr. Jones said,

"the wealth of the nation is people." I would readily accept the
challenge to utilize such resources and techniques to produce
Rhode Scholars, scientists and humanists. from the ranks of the
disadvantaged black minorities. I have always adinited the tithe 'and-patience of coaches and athletes. They go 'over and over certain
plays to produce the, desired behavioral modification.. Graduate
. faculty under more favorable circUmstances 'and with; the same
determination could produce scholars, oi,ercoming initial handicaps.

Dedicated black and white faculty members of many of our
nation's schools are doing just that..Countless numbers .of disadvantaged studentS have succeeded at the most prestigious
universities.
5.

I

can cite several models of extraordinary efforts on the part of

humane department heads at several universities across the nation.

In Arkansas, Dr. R. K.: Bent with the support of the graduate
faculty recruited literally hundreds of blacks and disadvantaged
whites for graduate degree programs. At last count at least. 60
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doctorate holders graduated with his assistance: Severardozens of
these,; were blacks who are noW playing significant roleS in the
nation.

A sociology department in Washington State has produced a

significant number of black Ph.D.'s: Likewise haS a history
department hi.Indi4na achieved results worthy of ote.

A University in Rhode Island has among its graduates a good
percentage of black Ph.D.'s.

Similar cases can be made for universities in Michigan, Iowa,
Illinois, FlOrida, North Carolina, Georgia, New Mexico and California..as well as other states. Dr. Mack Jones spoke of the efforts of
Atlantdliniversity in Political Science.
6. ScOres on various tests have their value and should be.utilized. The

average scores of many disadvantaged populations on the Graduate
Record Examination is around 700 on the aptitude section. There is
every indication that the scores of entering students are improving.
Other .skills a.c1 competencies are also. improving. Continued
research must be clone to limit the cultural bias of tests, hi.any case,
test scores should be only one criterion used in admitting students
.to graduate School.
7..--Where does all of this leave us? I suggest that Whereas there might
be a glut of Ph.D.'s among the majority population such is not the
case among blacks. There remaihs shortages of black humanists-and
scientists. They can find readily available employment in some 109
black senior and junior colleges, other institutions and businesses.

By any measures, blacks are blatantly underrepresented in most
fields_ in which higher education is a _prerequisite. Concerned_
undergraduate and graduate faculty members can make meaningful
differences individually and collectively.

During times of prosperity significant social 'changes were made in
terms of compensating blacks for years of malignant neglect. Affirmative
action programs, special service programs and inspirational teaching efforts

at many of the nation's universities gain ground. It is ou, prayers that
whatever gains were made should be maMtained and added to; Budget cuts

and quotas, might well be .unavoidable; yet, somehow blacks and other

rrunorities should be given high priority, by admissions persons.
The ear.y identifilmtion of good-potential black students must be made,

Those baccalureate students are to be encd_uraged to atte id college, and
opportunity must be made available for more graduates t enter graduate
schoo1s2I am rather certain that the 1980s Willsee more lilacks joining the
ranks,. of faculties cf. more universities acrois this laraOhis can only be
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obtained through a continuation and an increase in efforts to provide

opportunities for blacks today to enter graduate schools

Disadvantaged Students In Graduate Study

The 1973 survey conducted by the Council of Graduate Sch6ols and
the Graduate Record .Examinations Board under the direction of I. Bruce
Hamilton made clear that some progress is slowly being made in graduate
, school programS for minority students. I want to talk this morning from
the point of view of a new Dean at a university where there has been good
progress in minority enrollment. At the
University Of New Mexico,
minoritystudent enr6dMent in the Graduate School rose from .10% in 197f
to .over 13% in 1975, so that it.is now almost equal to the proportion of
mentbers of the ethnic groups with college education in the state:When
we
go beyond our state and compare our minority enrollments with graduate
schools with a thousand or more students, we seem to be doing just about
as well as anyone else. The University of New Mexico has the largest
percentage of Spanish surnamed graduate students of any graduate school
of this size. We are in the top half dozen for percentage of American Indian
.

graduate students and only eight schools in the nation have a lower

"Anglo" percentage than we do.
I do not believe however that we can claim to have readied a finalgoal
in. this area. When we consider that the Spanisb Surnamed population
of the
state is close to 10%, the fact that 10% of our Graduate School comes from
this group cannot be a cause Tor complacency. It would seem however that
a good deal of the activities in improving this percentage need to be carried
out not by the Graduate School itself butat earlier stapes:_in_undergraduate
education, in .the high schools, arid in the elementary schools. Realizing
that graduate level minority enrollments are ultimately dependent on the
existence of a substantial pool of minority undergraduates, the Graduate
School's, MinoritY Subcommittee is urging that the new University
Recruitment Committee include a minorities subcommittee. It is also
concerned to see appropriate counseling and guidance at these earlier levi!is
.so that minority students be prepared for Graduate School.
It has also become dear that while the overall figures for the Graduatt
School .show signs of progess, some departments have been extremely slow
to build up any significant- proportion of minority students. We now hay
an admittedly cautious opinion from the Universiq 's lawyer that consider::
it, legal to- establish minority admission goals. Armed with this opinion, the
GraduateSchool Minorities SubcomMittee planS to encourag(, departmentS
.

1-6set such goals. Part of this encouragement is a projected spring
conference to which all departments will ha invited dealing with the
problems of minority recruitment...and retention.

All of these activities at ,our university and others are goi lc on in an

atMosphere of considerahle concern produCed hy, the ,tucertaint ies of the
possibilities of employment for future graduates. Some deep concern is
caused, among many of us by this situation.. For sonw tinw now,. before I
have personally agreed to work with a doctoral candidate,..1ha.ve wanted to
sUre that the vandidaw ha's a full understanding of the difficUlties of the
job market that he or she will.be facing.,.ln'such a situation, when graduate
echtcation is no longer a guaranty of. employment, .1 wonder about
encouraging minority students to go into overproducing academic fields
When such students graduate, will tiwy find jobs fhat will take into accou0
the level of their training? One considers the waY in which we have treat(

'women graduates: .While we continue to accept them into our gradt;a
schools, very feW are employed on our graduate faculties: They keer
classrooms filled, but do not teach in them. Will we take the same kind c'
approach with minority graduates? llaving admitud dwIn to smite spe:..al
.kind of prograM;wilI yo decide that they ans better suited for nonacadco:!..
employment?
.1 do not intend that these coucerns he considered as arguments tiga;t:st
minekity prograMs. any mon. than I believe that the threat of overp7o., 2tion of Ph.D.'s should he used as a reason to close wadi-late progrty-as: E
these are facts that 'we needed to take into account in our thinkity! and
planning for minority student programs..Our arguments .for such prow,-.ms
should not stop with the notion of equality of opportunity...ifot t s
certaM that a Minority graduate student will have the same opportun.:.
employment as tiid those students who .completed their degre... o-er Cne
past. fifteen or twenty Years. Wc: need to argue rather for the-spc,7a:

that minority students can bring to higher education in general am;
graduate education in particular. At a time when graduate sche.ols
facing the threat or promise of a new liti.m. it is of fund:,, itta'
importance that we find ways to ketT the university open divergenc...., of
thought. The`minority student_ in the graduate school brings into it a set of
ethnic traditions and valu,..s that can stimulate and enrich the traditional
values associated with graduate education. If we argue in these' terms.
are argui9g ot jus, for improving our programs for minority enrollme1 m

gradurue education. but also asserting the nced to find places
minority graduales a .nembers of the faculty of our
graduate schools.

Discontinuities'In Minority Graduate Edueatiun:.
The Case of Asian Americans In The Social Sciences and lAucation
.Albert H. Yee

. Asian Aim 7icans come 1-..tm an ar, lent and I -:,)red. tradition of
who knowsiltIrt
educational achievement and status. It is a rare _\m-cii
:.000 years ago.
Lite Chinese onginatcd Ihe first civil service :;ystem
.1hrough its effect upon the developnwnt of India's eivn servic,. system awl
betty.' tEat of England. China influenced Wo.:;..rn systems of civil service.
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Also, .few .Americans realize that the Chinese based its social-political
system on educational attainment and proven merit (Kracke, 1953 pp. 1-6).
.Entrance into and advancement through the administrative ,system of the
government depended upon other Chinese inventionsthe objective exam i7
nation and academic degrees.
To become a high itriperial official, a person had to pass a series of
highly competitive eXaminations and the third and highest degree status,
the chin-shill, which few obtained. Held in the imperial coUrt of Peking, the
most. piesr igio us examinations involved...the. -part i4 ipa tie n-of h c-emperor.Preceding the chin-skih were the
ar
Nated talent," the
bachelor degree awarded at the local prov'.n:al ievel, and the.chu-jen or
"recommended Person," the master's degr..c
(.7atninations heldat the
provincial capital.
In 124 B.C., an imperial university was established for the educatiOn
and testing of officials. Stationed in uniform cubicles, the examinees were
provided standard facilities including cooking utensils for the many days'
examinations. AnonyMous numbers identified the.papers they turned .in for
evaluation, and many would-be scholar officials committed suicide if they
did not pass. Through the centuries, the scholar-gentry represented China's
ethos and the .nature of her status quo. According to Balazs (196.1, P.
6-10), the famed sinologist, "the uninterrupted continuity of a ruling class
of scholar-officials or 'officialism' was the most striking feature of China's
history."
In the United States, Asian Americans have followed traditional values
.

and made goad use Of .educational opportunities to promote the social
mobility and aCceptance of their children. Civic and educational officials in
San Francisco, such as Mayor Joseph Alioto, have consistently exPressed
pride fOr the superior attitude and achievement of Chinese students..Their
studiousness and motivation have caused San Francisco teachers and those
in other communities with Chinese population to desire Chinese youth as
students. Juvenile delinquency rates have been the lowest among AsianAmerican groups, and their crime rate is also The lowest of all major ethnic

groups. Educational and other social indicators reflect the traditional
.conformity of . Asian Americans to social norms and drive to have their
children succeed through aVenues valued in the United States (Hsu., 1971).
Typically, first-generation Asian Arnerk..1:: have sacrificed their own

pleasures and educational attainment to provide the means for their
children's education. The success story of Asian Americans has not been
shared by all and developed without disproportionate benefits.
.

Data and Analysis

Accordingly, the 1970 census data as analyzed for HEW by Urban
Associates (1974) indicates that "the Chinese present a disparate picture of
extraordinarily high educational attainments, coupled with a significantly
large population of uneducated" (p. 72). Of Chinese males, 16 or older,
257, had completed college degrees which iS about double the. U.S.. average
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of 13. 'For Japanese .Americans. 2(n of the Males in California have foUr
.or More years of higlwr education. Chinese- and Japar,se-American maleS
average 12.6 years of schooling. which is onlY half a year greater than th.,
U.S. average. thus reflecting the lower percentages for the senior Asians it.
Well as marked differences between the Jaoanese in Hawaii and California. ,

However. although the percentage of Cliiinese women who completed c'
eolTege. is twice as great of the U.S. Intel for females. their percentage is \
Sc.': below Chinese males.. The data analyzOd must he viewed as cOnservative,
since only first and secondgeneration Clinese aTia7.1ap-anirxtr-are-included-:-i-

-

Including data on third and fOurth generAtion groups. the results no doubt
would show greater educational achievenents- for males and females with

less skewing effect by the elderly, maii§i Of whom could not attend or.:
continue long in school. From 1972-75. Asians were awarded -7.-I'; of .the
doctorates granted by the I6 universitie comprising the Association of
American Universities. a body which awards 75'; of the doctorate's in the

\

U.S. INIcCarthy and Waffle. 19751.
Reflecting the high percentage of thosel, with college dt,grees. one-third
of the employed Japanese males and -10'; Of the.Chniese men are..found in ..
professional and managerial occupations. TIite, Japanese who work in higher

status, white collar professions tend to be fyreign born and have qualified
for immigration by virtue of their high skills. The. Chiiwse tend to enter
engineerim, and hea h fields as professional workerS and pursue retail and
itwhosale
le
trades as anagers.
Underemployment, however. characterizes the Asian-American situation, especially for tht' foreign born. As ihe census report . put it.
.

i

"... despite the highly skilled background cif a majority of Asians who
have immigrated to this country, due to factcirs which includesdiserimination . non-citizenship status. licensing requireinen ts or lack of aoility in
English. Many farmer professitinal workers have heen forced to shift 'to
lesser skilled non:professional occtipations- fp. 99 ). For the entire L.7.6.. the
upper status occupations show ratios of 1.5 Men and 1.0 women for all

men and wo: ,en who have complted at least four years of- college: In
comparison. the Chinese are 1.1 male and 0.7 female. while the Japanese
are 1.3 male and 0.9 female. Therefore, with edmcational level considered.
the proportion of Asian American workers in high status jobs is not equal
to the total popylatidn and tlw professional skills of Asian Americans.
especially for the;i:hinese. are underemployed. The census data shows th*

perwns in the majority population obtain high stattis jobs more easily
,.
,.

without a college degree than do Asian Americans.:
Further analyses of the voluminous 1970 cenSus data will give a clearer.
picture of what professional oceupations _Asian Amy ricans hold and have

sought to enter. -An impression is gained from la China Institute study
I Chih, 1971) vihich tabulated the doctoral dissertat ions of China-horn
Chinese students from 19054960. Remembering IA= many persons
holding doctorates do not complete dissertationsespecially in the health
field.s,

the '2.462 'dissertations are not coMpreihensive nor are they

up-to-date. However. th distribution of professional commitment shows a

strong preference for the physical sciences with 2.S: of the diaees. of
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which chemistry is by far the highest ,(409).0physies seCond 1177) and
astronomy-astrophysics the lowest (51. Aceording to the-American Chemical Shciety (197-1), over-nine per cent of the 1973 chemistry graduates with

masters and Ph:IV:4 ive.e "Oriental and -1.3'; of the Ph.D. chemists
employed are -Oriental- compared to .8'; Black and .5";-, Spanish

...'surnamed. :1sian .-Mnericans are rtlat ively wellrepresented in chemistry.

In Chih's st tidy. engineering sciences. with 2-1"; of the d'.,ctorates,
formed the sectmd group with eleetrical (131 1, nwchanical (1 .191 and civil
_engineering (118 ) the most popular specializations. Tht third 'group which I
will term life sciences (biology and earth) comprised about 23'; of the
total. The fourth highest group was the social and behavioral sciences with
about 22'.;.. Economics and husiness degrees comprised the bulk of this
group with 2-12 doctorates. The remainder included .international law and
xelations (95), political science (72), sociology 53). psycholo (-16). and

law t-10 ). We should note that no dissertations are reported for the
humanities, educational research or uven education. Related disciplines,
psychology and sociology combined, comprise only about 1"; of the tot:
Chih's results are corroborated by a 1973 survey of earned doctorat
conducted by the Commission on Human ResouiTes of the Naiio1ial
Research Council (1971 b.). .Showing that -Oriental- doctorates totaled
-(i.-1"; of the 27.227 (or 81 ';. of the 33.727) returning q.:esionnaires.
'compared to 0.S-; for Chicanos. 2.7'.;. for Blacks, and 81.7'; fot Whites.
.

completing doctorates, the fields of study and their percentages iire given in
Table 1 I Commission . 1971, p. 11.

Table 1 clearly shows the predominant choice of 1sian Americans for

the sciences and their relative neglect of other fields suLli as arts and

humanities (A & II and education. The category. -Prof. Fields- in Table 1.
is not defined in the published report. but does not seem to cover law and
health sciences since the numbers are so small. Analyzing the same data,
lcCarthy and Wolfle (
p. 859) wrote:

Students of

Asian ancestry concentrate in the sciences and
engineering: over 80 percent of the 1973 doctoral recipients took
their degrees in one of these fields. The concentration is about
equally marked amtmg U.S.-born students of Asian ancestry and
those of foreign birth. The concentration is also cort.s.istent with
past trends: 75 percent of all minority members of the national
stock of doctoral level scientists and engineers are of Asian

background.

Table 2 reproduces the report's iCommissfon. 197-1 b. P. 51 profile data

on the 2.88-1 doctoral recipients who/reported themselves as minority
members..
Invariably, such data raises morp quesitons than it answers, ;such as
breakdowns', according to sex and fields of study, etc.. by ethnic groups.
However, most notahle for this paper is the great percentage of Orientalscompleting doctorates in the non-U.S. citizens category-85.1'; of the
total. My guess is that most of those graduates are Chinese rather than
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...Japanese and others because of the greater identity problem of Japanese
scholars (.Bennett, et al., 1958). The 22.1q figure for "Orientals" who are
U.S. citizens is quite high, especially when their ethnic group represents less
than one percent of the total U.S. population. [low. r. the data in Table 1
clearly shows that very few Asian Americans pursue doctoral studies in
education and thereby, educational research as a specialty.

Table 3 shows the low- percent of Asian Aniericans in education
compared to tie significantly higher percentage of Blacks in education.'
Note the very high percentages for Asian Americans in erneering and the
natutal sciences (McCarthy and Wolfle, 1975 p. 859).
This author's tabulation-of 'Asian-American surnames among the more
than 11,000 members of the American Educa!ional Research Association
verifies the lack of Asian-American involvement in educational research as
suggested in the- above analyses. The AERA Directory for 1974-75

describes the association as "a national professional organization of
educators and behavioral scientists who have 'a vital interest in basic
research hi education and in the improvement, development, and application of research to educational problems." It would be safe to say that few
active educational researchers with responsible positions in the U.S. are not
members. of AERA. Being generous when in doubt over certain names, such
as "Lee" when all eleven were taken as Chinese, I found that 89 surnames
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'The total tiltkide 21 per,n. who ll id lit11 rrpc,rt their 3112enshIp at lime 3313,a torale

could be Chinese and only 15 were Japanese. Together, the 104 represent
less than one percent of the total.
Results of the AERA tabulation, do not surprise me. As a member of its
advisory board, I note that the Association of Asian-American Psychologists. which has existed for several years now, has less than 180 members
and some of them are from the majority group. Also, I have been told. by
an official of the National Institute of Education that the U.S. Office of
Education in Washington, D.C. employs less than 10 Asian-American
professionals. The federal government has employed an extremely low
number of minority doctorates; a report of the National Research Council
(1974, a, p. 119), emphasizes that only 785 or 4.27,- of the total, f8.531,
are nonwhite. Blacks are highly under-represented (.8% compared to 11.1%
of the total U.S. population). Relative to the high perCentage of doctorates
among Asian America.ns, their 2.8% representation of the total doctorates
in federal work, especially. the 55 or .28', in federal administration, leaves
much to be desired when HEW guidelines 'and sanctions to educational
institutions on desegregation and affirmativeiction have been so accusative
and severe.

Another inlication of poor Asian-American representation is their lack

of membership in the American Psychological Association. In APA's
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TABLE 3

Minority group members as percentages of
,recipients of doctorates, by specialty fields.
t
%

All U.S. universities, 1973
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)

Divi) on of Educational Psychology, which boasts
.4' over 000 members, .1.
found only 'three Japanese surnahws and nine Chinese members in the
.1-97-3

Biographical Directory. In addition, two Chinest are listed as associate
members. Only one Japanese and this author, a Chinese Afberican, appear
tii have been elected to Fellow .status tii 11.1.1. Division
Psychology, two out i: almost .100. about 1-4:-.Of.tihpercent.of.-Educational ..
The 1970 cnAis found 591.000 Japanese ..Aiii-eitiians.. 7:."..; of whom;:...--.
live in Hawaii and California. and 435.000. Ch incise. Amerit.ans.
39'. whO 'live in California. .1.2'. in I lawaii, and 27-; in the Northeast,
primarily
in the
Slate of New: York :20' 3. With a't otal of 1.026.000 Chinese
and
Japanese
and a natiOnal population of. 203,212000- in 1970. the figure::
for,
A-sian-Am"rican educational researchers resemble the general populational
figure of 0.5.'-. Compared to the high,percentage of ,Xsian-American
M.1):'s
and 'D.D.S.'s, the percentage for Asian-American Iclucational researchers
seems minuscule indeed. For txample. tv'th about 12.00J dentists in. the_
State of Calit'ornia. at least ten percent al Asian-American. half OUnese:
and half ap..nese ,trecem verbal comatunication of member. Dental
Examination Board). In the case of Chinese mericans- who number only '
170.131 or eight-tenths of one percent of California's-population. the fact
that five percent of the State's dentists are Chinese must be considered
renmrkahl,e; especially when diy.criminatich and language handicaps have
had to be :wan-come.- However,
.

.

.

-California's magnetism for Asian, Americans

must be strong. since 2.5;. of the 197374 dental school enrollMents in the
C.S.A. were "Oriental- 1Public Health .S,rvice, 19713. a gain of .5".. from
1971-72. Only 1.97';' i:f those completing dental degrees in 1972-73 were
Asian Americans, -a ga,In of a mere .2'-% from 1970-72, and compared
to
2.S''; Black and 93.9'; white dental
graduates in 1972-73. The figures are
about the same, though lower, for enrollments in Atherican School of
Medicine.
.

Urriversity faculties in the U.S. reflect the high educational attainment
of Asi:m :ia.lericans California State University, Long Beach, where the
author is the -Dean of Graduate Suidies
and Research, has 35 AsianMerican professors, which is 3-1ri Of the full-time fagulty The sam-e-pet l -en tage w ()err probahly he found i:icross all Major-sized universities of
the country with higher percentag& tt)r institati3ns of higher education
which emph:-.3---c the natural sciences/ and engineering. lite percentage of
Asian-American scholars outside of !those fields would probably
closer to the general populational pc ti.entage. as I have been the firstcome
and
only Asian American in several Scho'ols of Education. Also, this writer is
only the second Chinese to become it mduate dean in the U.S., there being
'only one of Japanese ancestry:
i
In recent years. much concern hlis been given to the under representation of faculty women. The,following excerpt in Table 4 from a report of
the American Council on Educationit1973i shows that wh:tes predominate
in teaching faculty. whether male or female.

One comes to the obvious tiMtclusion that Japanese and Chinese
students have not pursued or b4n attracted to the 'social sciences or
educational research and administr4tion. There.are a fair nuMbe.- of Asian
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TABLE 4
College-m.4 t../Ritcrit.; -leeching Faculty,

19 7273 by Sex an,!'1iat &1:4round
Racial Background
White/Caucasian
Black
, American Indian.

,

Men

Women

95.1
2.4
0.8

93.6
4.8
0.9

Total

94.8
,_.-:*;:,-2.9

'Oriental

1.1

1.7

'Mexican-American
Puerto Rican

0.3

0.3

0.2
0.3

0.8
1.5
0.3
0.3

Qther

1.5

1.1

1.4

.

,

American leachers, especially in Hawaii and parts of California, but those
_that enter graduate studies db not seem to undergo training to become
es:ideational researchers. Why is that? Here are some .inferences tor
follow-up discussion-and study:
.

A deliberate recruitment oT Japanese and Chinese into the social

sciences ana educational research should be, but has not heen,
attempted by universities, professional societies or governmental
agencies.-The pervasive but mythical attitude has been that Asian
Americans have "made it" educationally and professionally; but as
the above sh6ws, progress has been highly selective in fields other
than the social sciences/education and mainly in terms of Asian
American males.
`).

Chinese and Japanese students (and their elders) have favored fields
of study and careers which are predominantly in the engineering,
health, and natural sciences. Traditional values probably influence
such choices, but other factors seem more significant. Areas chosen
and unchosen may reflect aptitude test scores, such as the Graduate

Repords Examination, which show that Asian Americans are
*superior in Mathernatics and quantitative reasoning to other groups
but weaker in, verbal facility (Lesser, et al., 1965). In other words,

disciplines that require-strength in language ability, such as the
humanities and most of the social sciences, have not been conducive
to the bilingual concerns of many Asian Americans. However; the

scientific bent of Asian Americans would surely be of great
applicability in the behavioral sciences, a point that could be
stressed in recruitment drive$and counseling.

Another factory probable importance has been the past reluctance
of Asian American males to enter the feminine" fields, such as
Public school teaching; where more Asian American females may be
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found and no. sex SUperiority may be asserted for tem.:her
effectiveness (Yee. 1973). Since males have been granted most of
the limitediresources,of families 'for, education and thereby are the
ones to pursue doctoral-kwel studies rather than females; it is not
surprising though regrettahle and understandable why classroom
teaching has not led mdre Asian Anwricans to .advancedgraduate
studies in educatidn: llowever, the relationship between' classroom
leaching and edueatice..1 scholarship has become less clear and
abstract if it ever did exist (Yee, 1974). Distinctions in male-female
roles are changing in general and there is no reason not to believe
Asian American .attitudes are modifying too to allow greater career
goals for the women. Again. recruitment strategies must 'be
developed for 'both males and females to overcome their different
entrance prohlems.
4.

Perceptions of the. majority I.,rroups toward Asian Americans have
been a peculiar blend of naive simplicity, a dualism of favorability/,
Un favorahility, and vicarious stereotypic references (Yee, 1973).

American perceptions of what Chinese and Japanese have flipflopped back and forth over time, mainiy because the basic image
has been a superficial one and has been perpetuated by inadequate

information and prejudice. (Visiting Camp Pendleton's refugee
facility, not long ago. I was taken again for a new immiwant and
told, "Your English ist very good." As a fourth-generation 'Asian
America, I look exactly the same to most people as a refugee
Vietnamese or China visitbr. The joke about looking all the same is
so true): Great harm has been perpetrated through sensationalism in
newspapers, magazines, pulp thrillers popular in the twenties and
thirties, novels, movies, speakers (who 'usually portrayed the

Chinese in the worst light and condition while seeking funds to
"serve" them ), and Chinatown tours. Current events and diplomatie
exigencies concerning China have dictated what shade the image
should assume and indicate its shallowness. After Nixon's visit to

Peking, what happened to the Whith House "visions of Maoist
golden hordes, eager to rampage across the Asian landscape?"'
Viewing nonwhites in slim-Ply contrasting terms, American perceptions
tend ..to restrict the scope of..tolerable behavior for. all nonwhites. To
counter the stereotypic perceptions, Asian Americans have been pressured
'and have pressured themselves to seek assimilation within a mold that was

tailored and 'inflexible. Thus, to achieve their present level of social
acceptance Asian 'Americans have attempted to be successful, greater-thanlife Americans, especially through educational achieyernent into professions
that offer tangible problems tc.,
where social interaction and public

discourse are nOt the primary operational modes, and which provide
financial security and advancement through objective measures of merit
and achievement.
E'rankly, I see little change as long as Asian Americans continue to find
success in the fields they have sought, such as engineering, natural sciences,
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dentistry, and medicine and surely if social science/educational researc;i
cannot offer greater social-perSonal rewards and satisfaction than it has
given its workers. Perhaps change will come when Asian Americans find
.that perceptions df them and of themselves 'allow for greater acceptance
-and sense of being American.

..

In conclusion, Asian Americans have been able to .ameliorate bias
largely through strong motiyation for educational and nev!paiional
achievement, cohesive frirrily
in which harmony and responsiare.maintained, and adaptability to sOcial-environmental conditions.
More Asian ,Americans, however, .are beginning to ask themselves who they

are and if ,they must ignore and reject their Asian heritage in order to be
considered and perceive themselves as Americans, or if they shoUld foster a
unique identity as "Chinatown" Americans (Chin, 1972). 'The term,
"banana," i.e.. white inside and yellow outside, Ilas developed in recent
years to .characterize Asians who are. either unfamiliar with or belittle their
ethnic roots.
Ethnic consciousness and pride have always been realities that Asian
Americans have attempted to balance against conflicting prejudice and life
.

.

patterns. A significant development today is the overt and dynamic
characteristic of ethnic concern among Asian ,Americans. Most of the
younger pec te involved have great.grandpaients who were born in the
United States, many of whom never learned to speak English at all and thus

did not actulllY face the same bicultural .problems as their children and
grandchildrek While the-proper road to success and acceptance in the past
was pasSiveness and cultural separatistri, more assertive avenues are
develoPing today. Let us hope that more .of.the younger people, whn have
not chosen careers yet, will be challenged by the opportunities to improve
sehools and society, through a broader range of career choices. And let *us
hope that tile educational community will marshal strategies, such as
graduate research fellowships, to better counsel and attract Asian Americans and other less represented groups.
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The Role of'State Constitutionally Designated Boards
and Commissions in the Review of Graduate Degree Programs
McAlliSter H. Hull, Jr.
The Function of Program Reviews

At SUNY /Buffalo, the review of graduate degree programs began in Li:,.
Fall of 1969 when the then graduate dean successfully .presented his planfor the exercise to the graduate faculty of the university. If you will'parden
a small autobiogyaphical excursion, which I justify by way of introducin;,.
.the experiential credentials I trust will suggest why your program
committee has subjected yOu to my presence here today, I will recall tha.

the meeting in question was my introduction as the new chairman of

Physics to the university at large. I introduced several amendments to the
proposals .to strengthen their non-parochial flavor. In additiun to the
rationale offered in public debate, there was a private motivation for this; I
had 'made it a condition of my acceptance of the chairmanship that I be
allowed to bring in a teavn of four distinguished outsktc. consultants to
report on the academic position of my'new department,' and I wished my
plans to be consistent with those of the university program in order not to
have to duplicate the effort at a later date. Thus in February 1970, the first
gradua.te program evaluation in the systematic effort to review all programs
at Buffalo took place. One Nobel laureate and three otlwr members of the
National Academy of Sciences comprised the team of utsi:!e visitors: I
doubt any team since has exceeded it in scholarly credentials. in the fall of
1971, when I succeeded the initiator of the systematic review as graduate
dean, two more programs had been visik: !ThIce 1970, teams of oulside
scholars have reviewed and :reported on s- n . 65 graduale degree programs
at Buffalo. In addition, we have Cooper.' ed in seven reviews initiated by
the State Education Department of New York State (i11 repeats of mi.
own) .and .have begun our five-year cyc.i : gain. Includino chairing review.
teams for other institutions, I have participate.d directly in about 80 reviews
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of graduate degree pre,.xams. I will let you judge from my subsequent
remarks whether I liave !earned ,anything by the experience-1 will only
claim evidem e tor r, cerain personal durability on the basis yf what I have
recited'. One .,,.atisCe conies out of these remarks whieh will have a bearMg
on later comments: in older to review 65 programs on 4 five year cycle, we
.

mue,t t.,ve,,:ge 13 reviews per .year (this number includes 10 programs which
offer the master's degree as tile highest awarded. and 10 doctoral programs
closely related to 10:others. hence by restricting our effort. we Might work

with 15 reviews and have to carry out only 9 per year. \V, don't plan to do
so, however).

Now I shall, as the lawyers say, "connect up" all my remarks with the
topic Of the panel discussion (The title is to cumbersome it do .sn't-hear
repeatinglook at your programs if you don't know where you are s. But
the .thrust of my comments on the topic requin!s a littie I.:(ther
background on the Buffalo program, so I shall ask your indulgence while I
describe the process briefly.

.

By joint effort of the. faculty in the program to b.2...revk xed, the
graduate dean and his executive committee, a panel of from'
to fifteen
;outside scholars is drawn ,up. 'Excluded are any persons whii have 2ver
served as Buffalo faculty, and any scholars (as eVidenced .by 'he.currioola
vitarwn offered fOr consideration) whose eminence ii the field is not
clearly established. The size .of the panel depeilds on the structure V the
program: we invite a scholar for each. suharea Covered in our doctoral
program. and the approved panel of potential invitees includes, thi.yscholars from each of these subareas. Our outside teams, chosen from the
panels, have ranged from 2 to 5, averaging 3+. A member ol the Buffalo
faculty from outside the department being reviewed serves as guide :end
res-Jurce person tri the visitors.

The visitors have a charge and program self-study (the latter base on
gaideiines now used..by all SUM' graduate &enters) for consideratior prioi
.to the visit, which is usually two days in duration. 1 brief each team ijefore
it begins its interviews vlith faculty and students of the program and with
several administrators of the university. The briefing has several purposez...

to explain and allow questions about the university structure, to ,.ise
questions about the degree program for which we would like special

attention paid and espeeially to emphasize the consultative feature of the
exercise'. Let rhe explain that last purpose. I did not need, in the first fey :ysy
conducted, anyone to provide me with an evaluationof the oeoartment
had just begun to chair. I felt as chairman. Pild I feel as dean, that is my
responsibility .to know enough about our j;:ograms to i.sess their quality
fairly accurately. The evaluation portion. of '.;le process is for the pro;.
faculty, whooeed an independent, informed overview to :ice their programs,
objectively, and for other administrators whose responsibilities may not
allow them to achieve the familiarity with the programs I require of myself.
This includes those in the central administration of SUNY. But on a sealMarked "inadequate, adequate, good, excellent," I exPeet no surprises Trom
illy teams in evaluating our programs. A few teams have thought a little
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;letter of a Program than we have, .but if that is a surprise (mid if the
opinion is valid), it iS a pi,Asant one.

What if; valuable to 'Ls, however, apart from what the review report
reveals to f Acuity and administration about the assessment of the program,
is the advice the reviewers give: the consultative feature of the process. This'
is something only disciplinary experts can give and is a principle reason.we
try to. ;:over all important ubeistiplines in a program with .a visitor, What

re the detailed strengths and weaknesses of our prograM offerings, our
faculty :.tnd our students? From the broad perspective of the disciplines,
what
directions ought we he considering, what new clientele planning
to reLch, what nrw externa pressures setting up to respond to? Only the
ablest scholars inNthe discipline, and of these, only those with the broad
view can effectively assist us in answering these .questions.

Jae nature of the

exercisek

as we conduct

it

provides us w;th

considerable flexibility in using the reports . we get (each department
Chairman is asked 'to preparci`a response to the report in concert with his
facultythesa-r*spt)ases'.are grist for our mill as well). In the first place, a
recommenLtion on.; the program can be made' to the President; If a
is found 'to require new resources for proper development,
conditional approvali is recommended, and pressure put to provide the
resources. This enhahces the dean's- clout, by the way. Like the Pope, he
has no divisions, but by this process he maN call on the academic feudal

program

barons for "troops" 1,07...f4ht, the unbelievers. New direttions, cOnsolidation
with anothee.program (leading to a phase olit of the one reviewed), splitting

into two programsall maY be recommendO, in addition to the

-

tional "approved for ,five years."
.More important for the health of the institution as a whole,is the yak e

of these reports and resp.onses in academic. planning (whether ad hoc,or
structured ) .41t For it is only in an extreme reductionist view of a university
that one can believe that it iS possible to modify one .Program without
affecting several other:, and the, institution as a whole..I submit that sucha
reductionist view is wrong on the face of it, and if held simply reveals the
limitations of ,the holder. A university is a system of interrelated
hibsystems, with intercouplings among subsystems ranging from extremely

tight to quite loose. In carrying out radical recommendations' based on
program review,' therefore, the affect on the system (which the reviewerS

could not, by the nature of the process, undertake) must Be taken into
careful account. This is best accOmplished in a process of acadeMic
planning, and at Buffalo this is going on in a select .committee of faculty,

students and .middle administrators, I am co-aairing" at this time. The
graduate program reviews we have obtaii,ed: (and updated) are an important
and necessary input to the planning process. Their value is enhanced hy
details of the point of.:view under which' the reviews were conducted and
reported. Any significant modification would have reduced their value.
I must not leave What has Become a longer description than I intended
without commenting on the quality of the.rep;irts of the visiting teams. It
should come as no surprise in any humaii enterprise that the -..esults will be

,

.
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of variable quality. Selection df the ablest scholars availabk, as reviewers
does not guarantee Ui iforrnly wise and useful rev.iewS. In fact our third
review was abominable, although the team was as reputable as zmy we have
had. The Most brilliant scholars can become sidetracked with inconsequentials, be swayed by one or another singular voice in the prograw, can,
in offering advice,.respond to an internal idiosyncratic point of vie.v. l'ather
'than represent the best in the disciplMe. I introduced an exiCinteri-w with
the teams partially to counteract these occasional aherations: not to .set the
tone of their report, but to get fresh answers to my most important
qucstions'about the program and the discipline. In;case idiosyncracics later
emerge. I should at least have the hest sense I could get out of di., reviewers

hy listening and questioning.. Of course the principal use of the exit
interviw is to make as sure as possible that nothing essential is missed
before the visitors leave. Hut even the poorest reports I have so .far seen

have been useful. In the hamk of people knowledgeable alwiit the program
under review from long and frequent association, such as our graduate
faculty 'executive committee, planning associates and fellow admMistrators,
Jpo ......f the chaff can heseparat ed and the grains of wisdom winnowed out.
Let me-.i'Oncludo this part of my comments witb a brief summary. The

primary function of the review of gaduate programs is to inform
institutional a'ademic planning with expert independent judgment and

consultation. For this function to be served effectively, the reviews must be
timely and.they must encompass the totality of our programs. Idiosyncratic
responses 'Must be handled with care by persons w'ho knoW the disciplines
bY having practiced them ,and the institution by having served. it. The
eValuative function is secondary, to provide ind. ators for those who, by
reason of being too close or too far from a program, are unable to arrive at
an objective or fully' inforMed assessment. In the'optimum review process,
evaluation is.a byproduct of the effort.
Function of State-wide Coordinating Hoards
in

It may seem gratuitous to address the function of coordinating boards

a discusSion of role of such hoards in the evaluation of graduate

2rograms. I lowever, as a holist rather ilmn a reductionist in educational
matters, I find the most natural way to approach the question is from the
general to the specific.
I can claim no broad scholarship in the study of state-wide c...ordinatiml,
boards. Generally, I have 'thought about the topic 4s my responsibi!'ties
have introduced it to me. I find it comforting that my views are reasonably
consistent with those of several authors who have written on the subjef-t: iii
my reading, this means Be'rdahli and the authbrs. in 13ordahl's edited
volume in "New Directions for Institutional Ite:;earch.:\ constitutionally established (or continued) board has its, functio,:s
broadly set by the applicable constitutional atkicles, and more specifica:ly
indicated by the state education law Which provides the statutory
enablement. .TheSe statutes and articles speak of planning,- "coordina182

tion," -articulation," nd under planoMg include review of Mans made hy
individual units or hy
tewide governing hoards for multicinHus systems.
The authority to approvt degree ;programs is commonly defiegated to the
coordinating hoards, as is On uthority to charter institutious which o fler
'degree programs. whether pohl privaty or proprietary. It is ti..inificant for
purpvse to nu'ite thtt vords hke "supervision,- '.'niianagenteilt,"
'administration" do not occur in statutes relating to coordinating boards:
when they, ocyur, these words appear in statutes setting ip statewVe
governing hoards.'
.

The planning function of coordinating hoards is usually .iiterpretetl
.

front statou, or it may he spelled out, as reviewing Plans prepitred 1.iy units
within the hoard's juristiictiou and integrating dull) into a statewide plan
twill) the integration itself suhject to reviev.. and continent by lie units). In
its discharge of thi,. responsibility, the hoard has a range of possible actions:
it may. simply asseinhle the plans suhnitted, it may 'suggest or t'vt'.1
mandate some ground rules and conStramts under which instittional plans
will 01 prepared. it may suggest modifications in plans.it receives. Apart
from seeking compliance with previously agreed on cimStrainis howevyr, a
coordinating hoard sin told not attempt to alter institutional plans significantly. If it 'finds a sufficiently large numher of unitcceptahle elements Or
few serious ones, it may he appropriate to ask the Offending iMstitution to
resuhmit, hut tampering with selected details of an institutional plan k. to,
say the least, hound ty he counterprodw:tive.
;

The valithty of this view would. for most types of institutions or
organizations, he accepted as given. In the case of universities, tilltire are at
least two equally erront;ous positions that may make it necessary ito defend,
oi at least exPlain it. The first position is that, the goals of uniersities are
the same, are easily stated, and henct; anyone can develop or modify. the
institutional plans, against these goals. I lolders of this position vot.ild not

consider modification of details "tampe-..ing.- It may he mile to hear
anyone state a a premise that the.goals of all universities are thelsame, hut
infer from tfie activities of various .people that this is then' implicit
assumption: oth Twise. one is hard to Put to find a rational ba);is for the
I

mischief they c use.

.An equally erroneous position is that universities have no definahle
goals, and hence it can't matter how plans aro modified. Nelw York's
Commisionerof Education asserted this premise' i.but. I hastOn to add.
not explicitly draw the conclusion
have suggesteth in a. speech this.
summer: ... neither the public nor wny academicians are confident they
I

know what 'the purposes.of educadon are,- and this is offered asil a reason
for the difficulties education finds itself in. Unfortunately. this view is not
only widely held, butt is not always effectively refuted hyacademit.s. The
pin-poses of education are plural, and the numher increases w il iine. No
given institution will be able.to serve them all, and hence in Aerving them
selectively will choose a unique set of goals, thus refuting the firs0 premise
of simplistic uniformity. lt is perhaps.the singularity of the profile; of each

institution that confus) s the outside eerver (or.unthoughtful iiider 8.4
well): we use one name, hut deKelop many.different institutinns bly which
183

we can it. 'file seven hundred year history of the university leaves a
comrin mark .011 all institutions ueservitig the name. however. The
intellectual interplay between the theoretical and applied, the esoteric and
comnmnplace, above all .the centrality. of the examined idea, are some of
tliese indelihle- marks. The university does not.. in fact. lack for deEned
purpbses, nor for the articulation of them. Lvery master plan, every
academic plan, every allocation of resources expresties or implements these
purposes for the institution which writes them. It is a strength of American
enterprisein many fields that it supports diversity -in fact demands it. 'l'hus
it is correct to say that there is no concensus about the purposes of higher
edtication. hut this should neither be expected norfostered. Likewise. lack
of conyensus should not he confused with absence of purpose.
The defensible picture of the university. I believe, is of an institution
with .a profile of purposes which makes it unique..hut with the kinship of a
few important shared goals and traditions Which makes it identifiable with.
others under a common name. It is, to repeth Myself, a complex system of
interacting' subsystems. Planning the activities of the university must
recognize the uniqueness of purpose and systemic nature of the institution:
requiring on the one hand individual treatment of each institütiOnand
the other, sensitivity tp the facst that fhe whole organism reacts to stimuli
applied to a part of it. Tilt? development of institutional .plans cannot he a
function of a coordinating board because it is by its nature incapable of
meeting.these requiremen ts.
The statutes On coordin'ating hoards recognize the wisdom of this
conclusion by not directing the boards to develop institutional plans, hut

rather to cooroinate such plans and see that ,they interdigitatt? in an
.optimuni mamier with others ita .the state. A problem arises as have
argued, if a cpordinating hoard, in developing its mandated hroad planning
function, should,/intentionally or not, ?engage in activities which constitute
I

individual instittitional planning (as opposed to requiring.that such plans be
developed).
I hesitate to add to the liter-tare on coordinating board functions by
proposing my own list. As the New Directions No, 5" amply shows, there is
no concensus on those functions. Using the kind of ret :oning which leads
from an observation of
of concenstis about func ns to a conclusion
of lack of function., I migh.; well therefore assert tha "coordinatio,g boards
have no function and recommend their abolition. Tempting as tins is some
day.s, it is neither practical not in conformity with my most deeply held
views. I am a firm believer in educational ecumenism among instittltions,
while they maintain their individuality and would like to Idol; to a
coordinating hoard to assist us in moving, toward such a condition..
I shall, therefore?, overcome? my hesitation (I
am sure? you were WI
cOnfident I would do so ) and set down a few important functions I beheve
a coordinating hoard should perforin,They may be compared or contrasted
with- lists recorded in New Diréctions Np. 5,3 especially in the articles of
Berdahl,'' Callan, Ketter.'.
Among the functions of anideal coordinating board, I believe, are:
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1.

To foster prograM coordMation, by identifying aneAmcouraging
that patt ern Of institutional missions which buikis on thitrengths
and aspirations Of individual units whik inf'reasing the capability of
the totality of units to provide with suitable economy tht:optinlum
mi.,. of dicerse edacational opportunities to students of the state...,

9. To. encourage long-range,

'aiming by imividual units in a tiontti):t

of statewide priorities and constraints, and to seek

a 1ifoad

coordination of planning in order to develop an articulated Plan for
the whole state. suhject'to the oneraticn 6f function =1.
3. To dt.Yelop, ci4lect and provide statewide and national information
liout the eclkational enterpri:;;.. in order ti) assist institutions in their planning efforts'.

To preserve and if a0.2.u-y defend tile maximum of institutional)autonomy consistent . cith broad coordination of o'fforts.
5:

To mediate between the educational institutions of the state and its
political institutions (governor, legislature. government departments): so ,to represent the goals ;AO missions of higher education

to responsible eli.ments of .state government that an optimum
balance among state priorities, includipg those of education, can be
developed.

I have thought enough about these runct'ons to recognize that carrying
them out requires of the coordinating board a degree of Solomonic wis(loms

'difficult td achieve, political 'acuity rarely onserved, job-like patience
inconsistent with the tempo of modem lift.. Effective discharge of these.
functions requires the coordianting board deliberately to-seize the-middle
ground, .to. eschew the simplicities of extreme positions. By implication,

they require of the individual institutions, a wi:lingness to surrender
degree of autonomy which, in the past decade, most of them only thou it
they have had.
In brief, I believe the constitutional and statutory functions of a
coordinating board are, and ought to be fort, the broad planni g and
coordination of planning of higher education. In the dischaxge if these
reSponsibilities, the board must devekip infOrmation batteries demand
reports of its: constituent instkutions, expect them to engage' i ratiOnal
planning, evaluate and integrate the plans, defend the enterpri e from the
attacks of the-Philistines. It must tread a narrow path betw«..n extremes
that special interests, economic exigencies, impatience. ignor nce may urge
on it. It must be aware of its potential for destructiveness chile it utilizes

its potential for wisely designed support. It must refra 1 from exerting
greater pressure on any unit in it jurisdiction than it is -1)10 to exercise-on
the strongesi ;:f"th,.,m, recognizing that if its.policies art wise and rationally

presented they will prevail without pressure. It must distinguish between
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coordifiation and control, regulation and prescription, recommendation and
requirement, and al,ways choose the first of these dichotomies to
characterize its mode of operation. Ulysses voyage between Scylla and

Charibdis was childs play compared to what
board.

ask of the coordinating

'the Role of Coordinating Boards in the,
Review or Graduate Degree Programs

ani now prepared to .-coinect up- my two threads of argument. On
the one -hand. I have describeS the function of graduate:progriun reviews as
-prinvarily to provide informatIon and consultalive advice for the institutional planning process. I have; in fact-. urged ,that there are significant
.dangers in trusting the reviewq as evaluative exerciRes, and that the removal
of the dangers- is very unlikely to take plzi.e outside the institi4on

not only becatise of the interest required to do so, hut because of the

knowledge ifnd perspective required. On the other hand, I have emphasized.

as .do constitutiOn and statute, the coort.native function of the state

coordinating board, and warned tgainst the involvement of such boards in
institutional planning. If now I .calculate the "overlap integral" for these.
two "state functions.- I find the overlap is zero. Thus I conclude that there
is no role for cobrdinating boards. whether cOnstitutionally- or statutorily.
established, in the review of graduate programs.
In .some sense. I haw now.met the needs of the topic set for this panel.
and could sit doev. a doubt 'many of you wish I would do so. But I
should leave some Very ragged ends which would offend at least my own
aesthetic sensibilities. AC4.or all, the State Education -Department of New.
Yorli is engaged in reviewing graduate programs.. Its efforts are hoth hailed
and damned. The effort is represented as a first, and so it isbut I remind
you that the first attempt at ,. flight in a self-powered heavier-than-air
machine failed, mind so have all wlVch followed.

:The license .for the SED proptim is ddrived from the. report ,of the
Fleming Commission: "Meetiit. the Need:: of DOctoral.EducaticSti in New
York State.' Retotpmendation 3 of that commission .reads -The Regents
should establish special committees to review the quality and need for
.doetoral proqams in selected disciplinary:areas. Only programs meeting
standards of fresent and potential high quality.. and need should. be
offered.- I believe in the thrust of this recommendation, but not, for
reasons given, in the SED carrying it out.. I make no apologies for
expressing an opinion countei to that offered hy the distinguished members
of the Commission.'My rationale has been developod, and.you will judge.its
soundness. The difference iay .weJl arise -from the exercise of one set of
priorities or eraphases_ove riothor-,--and-from-the-eireumstances In-which
.the commission was operat lg. At the time of the report, the projected
decline O f conventional enrollments was beginning to take place (and this
year's reversal not 'anticipated ). there had been .a growth of doctoral
education in previous.deeades more rapid than some beli,,ve the educational
.

establishment had had timeto consolidate. and. perhaps morc significantly:
only one institution in the :tate". public or private,. wa, engaging iii
systeniatk. program review on its Own. A sort of consumer protectionMotive' has lit.en' expressed by the. Commissioner of Education of New
.V.ork. In the speech already reirenced. he. says "... n.qbodylias a right to
be as had as he wants to be.'" I refrain frym streeneer language and merely
remark
that none.. of 'the ,wadenuc, in my iteiquaintance. has ever
.
expressed. explicitly or implicitly. any w4,11 to offel. bad academic
programs. and I eloitht I could find any ley carofed search. We de: foe .always
meet ouroaspiratielns to offer hig.ie
quality. Inn we do 'not fail from
i

Choice.

Th, title of the Commissioner's speech may reveal one ot the
operational problems v:ab the SEll's progranl
called it ."Evaluatibir,...
tand
.Ilegree Programs- in the e..ontex t of Statewide
Planning.-I1 The parenthetical remark has been alleged to he the key
internal criterion _for iadgine the success of the
program by. sumo
.

.

observors (my own ititeraction with MI...staff has byen too slight 16 allow
me.an independent opinion).lt is not an unnatural criterion to use for an
evalualum program sot in a strong economic context. But iitich a point of
view. even for. an institutiona/ly mounted review. turn.s the priorities
around. The aim ought to be to develop the best intograted educatioreal
opportunities for students which demand and resources allow. Program
terinination is a last resort and to be carried, out only after a careful
consideration for the total interactive' effect on tho institution e'-wed as a
system has been undertaken. This consideration cannot be.carried out by a
statewide coordMating board. It sinlply (loes not know enough about the
institution. Only by 'ignoring' the university as system could it begin to
justify this use of an evaluation report..
shall 'not pursue A challenge. point hy point. t.o the S1.:1) effort. I
I

mention it (or illustrative purpose's: it is in place and hence describable. Rut
apart from. the premises which I advance% and which logically excliicle
state coordinating hdard from engaging in program. review as propdsed by
'the FleMing Commission, I should like to emphasize that my distre.;s iS
more with the use to which the reports are put. and their inadequacies for
sonic' purposes. 'than witk who Conducts theni..In fact, I have cooperated
fully with the reviews which have'been conducted.on oureanipus in order
,to gain what advice ' .!an from them (although all site 'visit reports so far
have simply confirmcet.those I obtained earlier) and to improve the process.

If the review were general rather than selective, if 10 to 15 different

programs per year_were reviewed, if the review teams were chosen to math
the intellectual profile of our programs. if the consultative .aspects of the
exercise t'vere first priority rather than the evaluative, and if the- process
ooded wi;t1i the submission of the site visit reports and a request that my
iNtitution prepare an academic plan 'incorporating the_advieee in those;
reports, I should at least reflect on the savings I could make in my

operating budget h y,Jettin 4 the Sn pay far theV*.am rather than the
university.

rut there iL a clear anoinaly

i

a progi,

which is selectire. If .the

cmisumer needs protection, why only M a dozen subjects? Why should

consultation he discouraged. even if it is licit given first prioritY as an aim of
the..exercise'.' Niore serious than any of these defect:: is :he potential harm
, of a process which allows.an idiosyncratic view to inform a fecommenda-

-.don without stntable checks and balances operating. as is still the cast.
despite sonw improvement during the past year. Results of a priy.;ram
review will on occasion require a management decision. It is reported in the
Chronicle of tiller EdiwatUni': that some administrators welcome-these
decisions heing made outside. hut asst-rt they thereby shirk a responsibility only they can best discharge: a coordinatipg board has no roltrin
institutional; managent:mt or- administration. 'Ilw point is. for me, Kiescapable: a statewide coordinating board is Simply the wrong. vellick.. for
achieving the legitiniat, goais of:program review. By assuming a responsihility which shauld be exercised by the indivklual institution. the
cbortlinating hoard takes on the aspects of a NIMiStry of Education. vliitTh
1

so far is a pattern alien tch American education.

In past times. when w e could expect increits.ing resources and could
thus think in terms of. diluting weakness in Place by added strengtil. our
use, for planning, of oar own kn-iwkklge of our programs took us in one
direction. There is an- attitudinal inertia whicli iliakes it difficult for us to
fwge't this expansiqnist. point -pf view. Bill we recognize the cliatge of
times, some of -is more slowly, than others. and now our posture rilust.
change and consideration needs he givc.n to othe!. odes offesponse w ben-(a i a weakiwss of massive dimensions is recogni.'.,-. ,qt.ow apah from how
recognition takes place). th'i there is no capacity or no priority for
improvillient. It Will. howiTer: be -rare tiv.! the situation is su'elear that all
other coffsiderations pale and instant reaction is called for. There may be a
time required to consider many options and to do nlany things. Ono major
goal is to reduce the shock any change tills put on the S4tem:-.ii.hat is. to
the university 'and all its internal constituencies. Thus I believe that.
although I shbuld have liked us to act for higher purposes. the times.will
dictitte tljat ;appropriate actio resulting froT -priority determinations witl
ihereasingly .he takeri responsi Ay by the individual institutions anajor
systems/of ipstitutipns withcbt a prod from a.state coordinating board, ill
...I.'

equpedAndithout'L'a--..Mandate. to become invoived in institutional
'Planagenienr. '.(::,'Ott310111.11:9tionsilolow to SCIlsr the tenor of the times, may

t-.: have to.....1)(:-AvAkened
tb their- responsibilities for self-assessment and
.,....._
..
.

.

imphwinrept. I believe, in

rief, that if tl i. surgeon is asleep when he

;

append
-tly,v the proper course for the patiel .
corWpined parent is to wakt. to,e.stirgeon, not start the Operation Iiiiself../
paltlint.-..needs

All

-.

.

Events -are moving rapidly, atal it is expectable that in a swiftly
changing situation some tradita al arrangements' Will prove inadequate and

ad hoc
(i eplm
.aceents.inappro r

te. h i face of t-.
hisI believe a cooperative
effort zmong institutib , governing boards for systems. and coordinating
hoards for states iti. niseded to work but newly .appropriate modes of
interaction and areas, of -responsibility. Our purposes are common, lio vever,
.._.
we may dispute tht...means by which we-severally serve then): we all w sh to

promie the best and broadest:educational oPportunities to our studei ts at
,
:,,,.
%

1 88
et

'

illy lowest cost. to 1 he citizens we serve that ; oir wisdom and skill can
provide. There is much work 'for ail or us in an era of changing nettibi and
'declining resources: There is no point in trying to do each other's jobs.
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New York State's Approach To
Coordination of Quality Review of
Graduate Education
'I'.Edward I lothinder

The role of the state .agencies in monitoring the quality of gradUale
education is of importance to higher education. It concerns the relationship
of government to higher education at its most sensitive junction point.
You have every right to be concerned about the growMg Mvolvement of
government in the academic affairs of higher institutions'. 'fhis involvement
couId pose a .serlous threat: to the traditional insulation of academic affairs
from the political process. With increased responsibility for finaucing.
government ha:-: become increasingly ac tive. in this area, imposing not wily
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burdensome iiiireatii.rat le demands lor data \yito.se end use is often not
clear, hut ako entering ,ncreasingty into file academic decision-makim.2,
process \vitilout full under-landing 01 the unpheations of its intervention.
snare ,11.
The
I;I:\ dollar 10II1
lii stittport of higher
critical ion. concern III is II oteniiai or imagn cd over-capacity of institutions in reiatio;i
view of inaticoo.tie

(11112:t11,1,

i',Orli:11;11i is HI

prtlhicins. anti a widely Iteld
platMln,12,.. all contribute to.

legislative demands that° staie agencies increasingly coordinate program'
It),) real and staie agency intervention, whether
by a governing or c(),)11.ililhttW.2; 0():Ird. is likely to grow rather than
planning. The 1.0.1c..;

State agency 11111rivc111,:ni
In'
ci;nsiructive or destru.ctive fonv.
(upending upon illu\v
1 ercel1 es its vole and the exleilt to witielt
its aetions,are infiuonceii hy the leadership in 100 academic community:II'
have tine tiles:sage for you tol'..ty. it is thk: The deans responsible for
graduate 1.citieat ion in 0 slate can .aSsUr, tnat
iii is a
a;..q.niLy.!;
constructie hni. they lake tile
estalthsning and monitoring
tile evaliial ion proce,s.
I

.

This iias !..ctirriqi in New York State, and the Regents role has 'Well
rospiiikive to the leadership in the states gradti,ate community.
1 ork
akti fortunate in having a Board or ft, gent: \vith
that is constitutionally independent of
coordinating hoard
anY ()titer

:-1,iverninon:. Lot ine
liii NP\%. 1 ork

Board of Regents

New
(irk ill II iatowide, unified system of education first 'inct.trporated by an act of tho Legislature in l7SI as The Univel.sity of the State
a New irk: The Urn\ 1;r:illy of lite State of New York is composed of ail
the public and independent colleges and univerities in the state, as well' as
the pulthe and nonpuidie sehook. museums. libraries, historical societieS.
and other educational agencies and institutions. ,It Itas the protective
autonomy of constitutional status: it is nonpolitical; and it is a fourth
branch of cgOVernmeilt in New 1-ork wholly concerned with and committed :0 oducatioh. The seope of functions and authority of The University of
the St:ate of
oil; ,pan everything- yrom prekinderg:uten 'to .post:
doi:foral.and at. tilt et iticat ion. The governirig authority_ur,Thettniversity of
the State of New York is the Board
Regents. 15'
men and woMen
elected by the State Legislatnre. for . ven-year terms. Their staff is the State
Educat Ion I )epart mem which is I ,.aded by the Cotprilissioner of Education,
who also serves as Prc..:ident
The University of the State of New York.
Ile k appointed liv the Ro-..nts and serves at their pleasure.
There are many
antages th this pattern. For one thing. it lodges in
.

on

itonpl tlit teal BOard. the

Regents. the authority to charter, plan,

c(sordin0te. supervise. and evaluate all the eaucational institutions of the
state. The Regents do not liave operatIng responsibilities fur higher
institutions. They do hold accountable the goverioting boards of die 245
higher institutions In the staie.

t

New York State Education Law empowers the Regents and the
Commisibner of Education to establish standards of qtiality to be met by
all programs of study at all 245 of our public and independent colleges and
universities. By quality; I mean the ability of an institution to accomplish
the educational outcomes it promises a student when it admits him. I must
say in all candor that we still have a. long way to go in this important and
sensitive area. The task is difficult, if for no other reason than sheer size:At
the doctoral level alone, the Commission.A. of Education has registered-o
that's our term for. '''accredited"--nearly 1,400 programs offered by 42
institutions.
ObViously, we cannot examine every program in depth. We rely heavily.

upon self-assessment, outside accreditation reviews, and the appraisal of
overall quality of the faculty. The resources of the 'Department in this
respi?ct are concentrated on coordinating the efforts of outside considtants;'
though most of our own staff are academically qualified.
Quality of Higher Education is also
a State Responsibility
.

We are 1.lso min(lful, ef course, that there must always be what our
COmmissioner refers to as -honorable spaces" in die togetherness of
government and academic decision-makers. W6 do not intrude where we do

not belong. Academic freedom is a precious thing to us. Someone once
remarked that 'no one shoukl meddle with the universities who does not
know them and love them well)* After almost 200 years of experience,. I

think we know them well and we love them well. But we are also
committed to carrying out oOr obligation to provide stidents with the best
Possible education and to protect them from shoddy academic programs.
New York State now spends morythan one billion dollars a year to
support higher .education, both public and independent. That .amounts. to
roughly one-third of dip total annual , expenditure for postsecondary
education by aH institutions in New York-, This level of spending results in
insistence by our Governor and legislative leaders that what we do be.done
at the hignest ievel of quality missible. They look to ,the Regents for this
assistance. In retorn, they limit their own intervention; I would argue that
the process I will describe has helped mAintain confidence in our.graduate
'enterprise.
Our higher institutions can ekpect to be held increasingly accountable
for whatever public support is provided in the future. This means that we
will have to evaluate all.programs more regularly, exPlain and interpret the
results of evaluation more candidly, be personally and organizationally
mor-J-resi;onsiblie for the weak.pesses as well as the strengths.revealed, and
be more demonstrably efficient-in-the use of resources.
Revio,of Master's Degree.Programs

Our serious concern about the quality of graduate education began in
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the late- 1960's. 'the Regents authorized a thorough review of master's
degree programs as a result of indica'tions toward the end of. the 1960's that

'some 'of these programs had serious shortuomingS. As a result, the
Commissioner undertook, in addition to his regular responsibilities in this
area,. an intehsive Aamination of .master's degree programs 'at both public
and independent institutions during the 1960-70 academie year. The review
was actuallY conducted by outside consultants drawn from the academic
community.. This study clearly showed an unwiu-ranted proliferation of the
'programs, combined with disturbing .examples of. loose administration,
indiscrithinate admission of students who had never been properly
'screeneLL and inadeguately prepared faculty members teaching the courses.
The Commissioner did not take unilateral action. I nsteacl he cpnvened

regional 'meetings with presidents, deans, and other representatives of
institutions to review the findings and to determine.appropriate steps that

he and they together could take to improve the situation.
Our ,subsequent review of master's degree progriuns has consisted of

evaluations done mostly by 65 outside consultants during the last twb
Years. FMdings'are shared with the institution's on .an individnal basis as a
way of guiding them ih overcoming weaknesses or,.. when necessary,- in
eliminating pOor programs. I am pleased to say that most institutions took
action on their own initiative to .terminate or consolidate master's
program's. Moreovei-, 'other encouraging results have showed up in our
comparisons Of fin,dings.-. for 1569-.70 with those that came later. For
example, there has been.a considerable upgrading of faculty qualifications
in programs that were originally found to be most deficient. Admissions
.standards have been tightened, and there is less mixing of undergraduate
and graduate classenrollthents. Students are receiving better counseling.
Closer scrutiny is being given to proposed new programs and to existing

programs with low enrollments. Administrators and faculty. are now
assuming, independently of the Department, greater responsibility for
'internal reviews of their programs. Our future role in this area is likely to
concentrate on the monitoring of the process rather than in .the form .of
direct involvement.
'Review of Doctoral Programs

The foregoing considerations apply as well, to the review of doctoral
programs, a 'far more sensitive area. Asycitt know, our project to evaluate
dOetoral programs has been reported at length in such publiCations as the
New York Times, and the Chronicle of Higher Educgtion.. Dr. Dorothy
Harrison is rekponsible for this.program in New YorkState..

The traditional academic demand for doctoral degree recipients is
declining rapidly.l. Professional employment opportunities afe already
Scarce compared with the .1960's and we have beep warned that every
recognized profession will be oversupplied by 1977.
While the demand for Ph.D.'s declines, the 'cost of dOtoral education is
consuming an increasingly disproportionate share of institutioiyal revenues.
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In New York State, doctoral enrollments acco'unt for 11 percent of the
total enrollment in higher education, hut doctoral education. exceeds 30
percent of the, total costs. This'was reflected in a 1972 figureand I'm sure
it's far higher howshowing that 'the average cost of a Ph.D. degree was
$52.000: You can readily see how 'doctoral programs contribute to the
financial stresses our universities areexperiencing.

It is for these reasons that,In 1971. a group of graduate deans in t.11.
state asked the Commissioner of Education to impose a one-year
moratoriumlater eXtended to two ...year:;-Ton the intrOduction of new
Ph.D. progams. In early 1972, also at the request of our own deans. the
Regents appointed a Commission on Doctoral Education, chaired by
Rohben Fleming, President of the University of Michigan, ta take a hard
look at the state of doctoral studies and to recommend specific actions that
should be implemented. "l'he Commission issued its report and recominendatitinS in

1973, and the Regents accepted fully their findings and

published' a position paper in August of that year in which.they established
policies aimed at assuring a strong State commitment to programs of the
highest quality. The Regents outlined Education DeptiO.nwnt plans to
evaluate all .doctoral prograMs on a. discipline-hy-diseipline basis in that'

paper. These reviews are intended to klentify programs that are of

demomttrable high quality and .meet clear needs and therefore should be
sustained.' Conversely, those that do not fully meet the highest standards
-are .sub,it.?ct to 'anotlwrreview three years later, giving the i-stitutiOns an
opportunity to,shere up such programs..Those found ty he submarginal or
Madequate arc terMinated.
,After consulting the Commissioner's Advisory Council on Graduate
Education, made"tip ol deans 'Of bur graduate schools, we chose the
disciplines of ehemistry and history for the-initial reviews. The' evaluations
in chemistry and 'history' have now been completed and so have reviews, of
'doctoral programs in English, physics, and astronomy. We are concentrating

on modern foreign languages this year, and hope to coVer all .major
traditional acaderhic disciplihes by .1983.

.

In preparing for these discipline-by-discipline reviews, we sought a
proCedure that net only would facihtiate some tough decision-making, but
-would also permit flexibility and involv0 the best qualified people,in each

academic area. In addition, we recogniaed 'the nett( for a process that would
guarantee equity. due process, and the confidentiality to which every
institution under-review is fully entitled: exuept that New York State's new
Preedom of Information law compels us to release a final decretal
decision.

.1('e have been particularly fortunate in engaging some of the most
distintmished and experienced academicians in the' disciPlines being
evaluated. All academic consultants are drawn from ,Ritside New York as
one way of encouraging rigorous objectivity. Names or potential visitors aie

solicited .from, among others. f ht' Council 'of Graduate Scltook, the
disciplinary associations, and the institutions affected.. The total panel of
visitors iS then reviewed hy each of t b, the institutions to he evaluated, to
eliminate any persons to Whom an institutOn obtcts. Site visitor; have
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frolll SUCII illst
lOnti ;IS \'irginia. I larvard. PrincetOn. MO'. Penn.
State. Nlichigan State, Wisconsin. and tlt I niversity of Massachusetts. to
name just some. .11 all stage:: of die review. process. we have involved both
outof-state visitors and representatives of the institutions under review. .1
Doctoral Council. representing the principal:graduate ;:istitutions in New
(!QIne

York. has been closely involved from the''outset M defining criteria.
establishing the process and evaluating recommendations on every programreviewed. In every case the L'ommissioner has follo,wed the recommendation5i of the Doctoral Council and the Rating Commit tees in each area. The
.Commissi.oner has never substituted his juth.iment for the irademic
judgment of the peer review groups. Tin, process has been s,b established

that it is extremely difficult for him to do so.
What has been the outcome? In the fields for whkth evaluation is now
complete. instillitions havi voluntarity closed twelve programs that did not
meet standards of high quality. Some thirteeh programs will 'be revisited
affer a three-year period to deterinitte whether tlwy have remedied
weaknesse,: identified in the t-arlier. revit'wN. SLATS have already ho.!11 taken

by these inStitutions to strengthen their programs.

More important, all of tin do,toral institutions in the.statt, havn begun
their Own self-evaluations for purposes of pruning.or 'strengthening their
own weak prograMs and consolidating offerings where appropriate. Ihe
doctoral' evahtation project has set in motion institutional processes that
will result in an enhancement in quality of the statCwide system of doctoral
education.
NI(.ist important Of ail, decisions about the future of doctoral education
.have been kept in the hands of .educators who have conduOted the process

fairly, objectively. with an understanding of the importance of quality from

the student's point of' view. and with sensitivity to the nature of the
acadcmh. procys.
..
'Ihe credibility and importance of doctoral tklucation Ifas been
enhancl arnong State budget officers and legislators. Since the process wasbegun, we have not heard Piny complaints from the execUtive or legislative
branches about the high vost of thwtorat education, nor have they

questioned the legitimacy of .public support for this activity. yhere have
been jurisdictional questions raised by one public institutionwbich had
been asked to close a prognun I aM hopeful this issue can be sensibly
resolvetl.
Let me elose by making several specific points.

Increased government financing carries with it the possibility o.f
increased 'intervention. In a.perieid of fiscal constraint and when'
haTher education claims so high a proportion of the ta.: dollar, the
stab will inter\ one: how it does so depends upon who take's. tlw
2.

In New York, it was the commuinty of graduate deans that.took
the initiative in estahlishMg die process and monitoring its
objectivity. .1s a result. they were assured as to its fairness and
ohject
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We are fortunate in New York State to have a State agency both
with Statutory authority iind responsibility for maintaining Standards of quality independent of. fiscal considcrationS..The agency is
also instilaied from the political Process. Hence the State agency
could respond sensibly tind purposefully. The Regents buffeml the

3.

process frUm polit icizat ion.'
1.

As a result, the credthility of our doctoral work. has Iteen enhanced
and State sCipport for graduate education has nut diminished.

5.

The process has as its paramount ohjective the eithancement

of.;

quality.
ti.

The process .once. started is continued by the institutions themselves, and ultimately the States role shifts from direct participation to a monitoring iff instilutional self-assessment processes. We
have not yet reached this last stage fully..but we a:..N close to it for
must institujous in the State.

RERNCS
1.

9.

Nl. Canter. An Overview of The Academie Labor Market,prepared fur a' conference un Graduate Education: Manpower &
Costs,[.rhanzyllinuis. July.11,1971.
New York State Board (if Regents Commission on Doctoral Education,
I)oettwal Education it; New York State,
Meeting The .Veras
..\11an

Albany. N.Y., -January. 1973. p. 21.

Graduate Degree Program Audit and Review in Wisconsin, .1973-75...
Dorilild K. Smith

In inviting me to speak at this conference, Dean Elherg suggested that:it
might 'be useful for graduate deans to hiqtr'about the ways in which certain
of the statewide gi)verning or coorditiating hoards have hecome involved in
reviewing. graduate degt-ev prOgrams. 'rhis seeined to me a. r(?asonable
_thought: to he forewarned concerning that. which may he coming down
-the road could he useful. Accordingly I am pleased to he here to proyide a

report on the phenomenon as it has developed in the. state of Wisconsiii .
will be. viewed by many
even though I now .recognize thy risk that
graduate deans not as one imolved in effort s to cope With present and
1

future shock, hut as ofie implicated in a dubious enterprise.
So much for my.helared apprehensions. Let me turn immediately to the
task at hand hy indicating my intentiohto concentrate.on the development
since 1973 of processe., o' audit and reView for existing graduate degree
195
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programs in the University of Wisconsin System. These processes are
separable from the review of proposals for new graduate* programs
conducted in the System by the central' administration and the Board of
Regents. Review of new prograin proposals cam.e first and is. a relatively
straightforward and explicable process.: Audit and revii..4. of eNisting
prdgrams, for purpoSes of possible excision, alteration, 'or recertification is
the later, more cornplex, and more troublesome process, and therefore the
one you may find most interesting. In order-to describe the process as ithas
emerged in Wisconsin, let me first indicate the political and legislative
context within which it developed; second, describe what has happened and
is still happening; ,and finally, state- some of the assumptions and
.perplexities affecting our prer;ent and future course,
One of the reviewers of William Gaddis's recent novel, J.R. , observes an
assumption underlying its dramatic action. The assumption is this: that life
is what happens to you while you are making other plaiis. This may be an
apt description of 'what has happened in the last three years to the public
'universities of Wisconsin. In 1972, they were placed into a single Merged
.

system, under a single governing Board, at a time most of them were

making 'other plans. Merger, and its attendant assumptions, purposes, and
legislative charter made the audit and review of existing graduate programs
all but inevitable.

The merged System included 13 universities, -two of which, the
Universities at Madison and Milwaukee, carried earlier entitlements to
graduate work at ,the Ph.D. level; 9 of which had been members of the
former Wisconsin State Universities System and carried program entitlements at the master's and specialist levels; and:two of which we'ce newly
developed undergraduate institutions in the former University of Wisconsin
System whose plans included the assumPtion that theY would offer work at
least at the master's level.
The .assumptions, stated and unstated, underlying m&ger included the
folldwing': that public higher ethication in WisCOnsin was overbuilt and in
'need f pruning to adjust to emergirig fiscal realities; that a strong, single
governing Board should be established and given ale task of planning and

coordinating the whole of public higher education in Wisconsin; that .in
peyforming this task, this single Board of Regents should look particularly
at the:well-known :t1cademic sins.of program duplicationand waste; that, in
summary, merger should give Wisconsin a leaner, more economical, more
efficient, and more productive-System of public higher education than that

which had, emerged fmrn almost throe decades of constant growth and
soaring ambition.
Merger was the idea of Wisconsin's Governor. He proposed it, argued its

merits, pushed it through the legislature against the opposition of the
.Boards of the two former public University SyStems and has had much to.
'dowith the fiscal and public policy boundary conditions within which the
merged SyStem has operated. Items which were of greatest, relevance to
program audit and review can be listed,
First, the 1973-75 biennial budget for the merged System included an
annual 3A 5 Lut in. the base operating budget of the System which was
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identified as a "pnnluctivity. saving.' In effect this presented the SYstem
With a reduction in excess of $20 million in its base budget resources over
the biennium. This reduction served to undiirline the proposition that. the
era of fiscal grhwth for higher education in Wisconsin was indeed at an end.
Second" the budget susPy.inded enrollment funding for growth in
graduate programs in the 9 universities of the former WSL: System. The
reasons for this action were somewhat ambigii MN,

t it did seem clear that

the opportunity to have this constraint removed woukl be improved if the
System could demonstrate to state gmlernment that the Regents. Central
Administration, and the .CarnPuses ,vere indeed- serihusly addresing
'-concerns about progriun dtiplij'ation and inefficiency..
1%finalfy enacted by the
Third. the. merger statute. although.
legislature until May, 1971 included am( ng the rewonsibilities of the
Board of Regents the fotkiwing:

institution, shall
for each inst i fiction. a :mission statement. delineating

The board. after public hearing at
estahlish

sPecific pcogram responsihilities and types of degrees to lw granted::
... and .

The Board shall determine the educational programs to he
offered in th (. system and may discontinue educational programs'as
it doems"necessary."

This legislation included statements of hoard authority confirming
as:4unptions under which the hoard 'was already acting. It also, and with
considerable skiU. included specifications of the responsibilities Of faculty,
chancellors, .And 2st.-lents. and a generalized commitment to t..%e maintenance not only of shared governance,9 but also Of the widest degree of
institutional autonomy -po.ssible within tl.e contr6lling limits of system-.
wide plicioAnd priorities established by the board.- These latter aspects
of the merger statute provided a frame of reference which some measure, I
believe, supported the manner in which the work of program audit und
review was undertaken in Wisconsin..

In summary, .fiscal aui;terity came early to ptiblie higher education' in
Wisconsin, antedating the national economic recession. 'Ihe latter phe
nomenon, however, 'has assured continuation and intensification of th,.,
funding pinch. One could, I. suppose, give .state government in Wiscomin
credit for prescience in instituting austerity as a major priority before
recession made it ü national issue. In candor, however, both the System's
central adtninistration and 'ts Board would have been somewhat happiecto
undertake. the work qf statewide planning and coordination, including the

work pf program audit and review under slightly more relaxed. circum-

\

stances.

have taken some time to describe the political contA,xt for program
audit. and review in. WiSconsin since I believe 'one cannot/understand 'the
somewhat spirited and abrupt way in which we started graduate prOgram
I
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audi,t and revietv..withoui knowing of this.context. Let me .move now to a
description of what we have donc since 1973.
After the passage of the biennial. budget in July, 1973. it seemed clear
both to O.,- Board of Regents and the centrid administration that the work
of audit mid review of existing programs should Iregin at .)ce, and pat it
should begin with master's and specialist progrion.s. Tht.: :,iecision to begin
was consistent with the general agenda.of
entral achIiitiisiration and
the Regents which inchided the goal of a "zero base reexamination of all

System programs and operations. The general litany of justification is.
.familiar to all of you: "We can no longer do the new things that
by seeking and getting additional .funds. WZ. must find ways of accomplishing these high priority tasks by stopping services that areof lesSer priority.",
Two other factors influenced the decision to start with mastef.'s and
specialist programs. Legislative action in suspending enrollment funding for
such programs at the former WSti institutions gave some fiscal urgency ti
the work. Unless progress in audit and review coukl*be made-by February
of 197.-f the opportunity of getting such funding released in the second
year of the
at the interim session of the legislalltre would he lost.
Moreover, and fortuitously, the area in questian seemed likely_ to include '
some programs of dubious vitality Aisceptible to-rcasbnably expeditiods

The audit and review of moster's and specialist itrbgrams was thus
begun in the late summer of 1973 by the Office of Academic Affairs in
Cvntral Administration as an expression of Regental,Policy.,The basic
process envisioned three steps. First, :Central- AdMinistration would

undertake.a somewhat mindless audit of all programs using oata indicators
which might sort; out unproductive, inactive, or unusually cost!:' programs
from those which seemed to have reasonable or conspicuous vitality. The
indicators used were status studies, or where available, three-year histories
of degree enrollments, credit hours taught, degrees awfarded, and costs. On
the-basis of such an analysis, central would surwest phase out, probationary.
status, or continuation as preliminivy possibilities drawn from the audit.
Second. thi;''camptises wl'ould review the results of the audit. and .eith.?.r
confirm these as recommendations of the campus. or provide adifferent
recommendation based ion the.campus revitrw,-including consideration of
the qualitative and interactive dimensions of the programs affected. Third,
a process of discussion between the,campus and eentral would result in
recommendations to the Regents either jointly supported by central and
the campus affected, ov, in the absence of _agreement. the presentation of
alternative recommendation for Regental decision.
.

Thc!se steps were generally followed, except that it became clear'
midway through the audit that the process would not address effectively
some questions concerning program dtipiication. In selected instances,
similar programs were found to, exist at two, three, or four uniyers,ities
geograptiically pro'ximate to one another, and 'Yet with each revealing
reasonable vitality. Accordingly. the central audit report was amended to
include designation .of i number 'of regionally replicated programs,
ctherwise diignated for cow initation, for regional review. This review was
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ex mitring further possibilit ies for . consolidating the
distributing'prc4trams III wi.tys which would permit better concentration of
resourceo; at particular locatioas.
If you suspect that the li.rocess follo.,ved aroused faculty aprehension
rancor, .anci cries of dismay, you are right. These. lessenhd.. however.
understanding grew com'erning the distinction between an atuht by central,
and the premise that an iffectivh review must necessarily be.undertaken

to be aimed at

campus an.(1 Its faculty and must treat much broader'
considorationt. 'including those or prograte quality. than those possible to
an audit. Apprehensions also lessened as emphasis was giveil both in
representations to and by the Uegents and to the cainpuscs that tl major
intention of the Regents and Central Administ.rat ion was that the wk ; of, .
the ;dile( tell

campuses anu
program audit and review shouhi lart.tely be dele,....-ted to
ttusli.
and
review
of nmster's
their governance agencies. Tht.

and specialist programs was to he treated as a pilot WOrk, undertakeh in
haste for reasons urgent to.the welfare of the Steni as a whole, .but aimed
fundamentally at.establishing the capability and.requisite processes at each
Of the Instifutions of th'e S'steni.. The end in view was that:..audit and
review lof existing programs would bet:ome a contintnng funr:tiCrn of till
campuses and all faculties rather than an exercise in crisis management.

In point or fact, the initial' process workOd out rather amiably, By
/ January of 197 1 recommend.ayions for the phase out of some 50 master's
and specialist programs, joined in by the campuses and Central Administratam, were brought to the Regents. An additional 60 programs w.ore marked
for reexamination by the campuses by 1,-)76. and an ailditional 78 programs
wer"., marked fdr System or regninal review by July of this year.
With the completion of Phase I of the master's and specihlist audit and
rey,..,w in january;1971, Central :1dministration, in consultation with tne
chancellois: vice chancellors, and faculty leaders, moved in the summer and

fall of 1971 to s'et the pvliey framcwo,* for establishing proc(...;sses of

rontiniting audit and review nut only or graduate prorams, including
'doctoral programs', but also of undergraduate programs.. By Jane" of thi::
,

ye:014111. campuses were able to report to the Regehts that they had
established campus machinery to accomplish the following tasks: (1.) identify aiinually on the basis or stipulated audit criteria. Campus processes, dr
caMpus sehedh:es. a lim'ited set of programs ti; be given intensivt'i review:
(2) conduct such reviews in 'ways leading to recom);m;ndations to the
chancellor or the rumpus as to the actions. 'if any, which should be taken
ebncerning the programs irccommendatioits could range from phaseout, to
probationary status, to consolidation. to. reorganization, .or tit reinforc(':.
ment Chrough additional resources): and (3) repcirt Lnualls to tlie Regents
on the actions taken as a result of thityrogratn.of continuous audit and
review.

With two exchptions, the wark of audit and review of existing academic
'programs, at all levels, is now delegated to the campuses and campusa.
governance. agencies. The two exceptionsare these. Virst, the Regent's have
givhn strong support. to the development of regional consort ia of
universities for purposes of ;haring resources. At least one consortium now
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.develoPed enC4ages in formal interinstitutional ri.;view of both new program
proposals, and existing programs heavily eplicated within the region. Tlw

recommendations of the consortium do'not ham the force of law for the

campuses involved, or in t.he case of n7 progTams for the President and the
Regents, but they have prayed Jo he remarkahly persuasive. Second.
Regents' policy includes pcovision for lateral,audit 1)y Central Administration of replicated program areas in. the -tystem pursnai,t to specified
conceros, which cannot be treat ol ef fectively by the cimipuses individually.
or by an existing consortium. An example of such) a lateral audit and review
is now ill process. The review will treat the 11 medical technology programs
in the System. The problem stimulatMg the lateral audit was the
development of ti statewide program capacity which was bringing vastly
larger numbers of students into the program than could be accommodated
for clinical training hy the hospitals of the state, or conceivably -absorbed
by the ,employment market. At least these are the ..eeming .faci.tj needing

SyStemwide study possibly leading to recommendations for program
attenuations.

.I,et me turn quiAly l'o sonlc.of um. major assumptions and perplexities.
I
believe they include
matters you .will want to discuss later this morning.
First, We assiime that the geno:al Work of audit. and revieW of existing
academic programs should boan ongoing responsihility.undertaken by the
1

shall present thes:e without elaboration since

governat ev_agengines of every university.
moo

w.oncl. we assunle that the fat' ulties of Wisconsin's pu,hkc universities
have generally accepted the legitimacy. importance, and merit of this task;

that. they have been able to participate cffecitvely in so.called -hard"

decision'S c't,ncerning their own programs and that they will continue to
develop this capacity.
Third, )ve assume that there are some problems of statCwide program
audit and rer which niustil.e undertaken through the initiative of.central
administration :1H the Regents. Such tasks should he infrequent, and

should involve the faculties of affected institutions, hut they will be
)

_needed..

Fourth, we are perplexed

the question of whether or not eternal

consultants or visiting experts she:. lid he used ill approaching particularly
sensitive problems Of review. In goi oral we have emphasized development
of internal capability for Tigorous decision making. However, one of our
institutions has decided that it.wiii use external consultants in review of its
doctoral programs, and we have turnod to external expertise in one recent
lateral audit and review undertaken hy Central administration.
Finally, we are perplexeii by the problem of explaining to state
government that. the primary purpose of pro#am,audit and review is not
that of freeing up large dollar slims in current budgets, but rather that of

Maintaininr program vitality, protecting program quality, and curbing
future costs directed toward low priorirt enterpri.se. There is little
Jmniedirite dollar value in eliminating low enrAment, unproductive, or low
quality programs. There may he much long-range value in focusing campus
energy on higher priority enterprises, including the priority of doing only
those things %wean do well.
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Report on the COuncil of Graduate Schools
Graduate Record Examinations Board
1975-76 Surveyj of Graduate Enrollment*
Part I
program. Director: Robert A. Altman,
GRE Program, Educational Testing Service
a

:

Introduction

As a result of the difficulty of obtaining accurate information on

,

gr ad uat e enrollments, and 'particularly trends in enrollments, the GRE
Board and the Council of Gradjuate Schools began four Tears ago to
conduct an annu4 series of surveys of enrollment,of the membership of the
council of Graduate Schools in the United States. The Council membership
consists of some .334 graduate institutions who grant either the master's or
doctorate aS the highest degree: The members of the Council grant 99% of
the earned doctorates and 85% of theffiaster's degrees awarded.
:. This year's survey, like previous years', was divided into two sections,
t+ie first of which was distributed in the early fall of 1975`with a request
tlai l'esults. *be ireturned no later than November 1, 1975. This report
provkips, the restilts of the first questionnaire mailing; it is anticipated tha,:t.
the re'sults- of the second questionnaire mailing will be available early in tlit
spring of IS7i3.
_8amp1e Description

Survey questionnaires were sent to 334 graduate-schools who are
;

members of CGS.' A total or 296 questionnaires were returned fol. an-899r, ,_,
.
response rate; an indication of the continued high interest among graduate,-.,

schools in the topic Of the survey.

Since

the primary purpose .of the

questionnaire Was *to develop ,comparative ilat between 1974 arid .1975,
respvmSes to questions were, included in the analysis only when data wer0
supplied for bOth years._ Thus, the effective response rate per question will

vary from a high of 89% for the overall samPle to a low Of. 73% for the
question conOrning applications. While this variability rs 'probably to be

expected and is smaller than that found in previous years due to an
Increased effort to have 0 entered Vihere appropriate, it does make
comparisons across some questions of restricted value.

=

*For referenCe Purposes, thiS-report. is also issued as "CGS Communicator
Special RePort 5, December, 1975.'
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Comparison of Usable Sample and Base Population
...._._

CGS Institutions
Number

Per('ent

P u bi i c

9 90

Private

114

6t.i.;
3.1r;

66

2fr;

PublieMaster's

Highest Degree

PrivateMaster's

Useable Survey
Sample
Number Percent

19?-)!I - 6.7e;
97
1.33'. ...
57
.!19''.,
, ..

tion subgroup)
90 4.

85',;
86'.-;,
.

96

Sq

93

St.".

8S(.'

PublicPh.D.

154

16'.:

1.19

.1S';

99';

PrivatePh.D.

SS

26q

- 74

95'::

84r,";.

99

9S'..

SO

27 .::

S7'q

242

79Y,

.a.416

73' ;.

017;4

'Highest Degree
Highest Degree

Highest Degree
° Master's Highest
Degree
Ph.D. Highest
Degree

....

..

',.; (sample of
each popula-

'

Continued care should be exe sed in attempting to compare results of
this year's survey with publishedresults o. T1t yazss urvey insofar as .1974
data reported in the'.turrent survey may differ from 197- Tdata reported last
year for several reasons. First, although .the questionnaires and.dni.tiong-remain unchanged. from_last year's suniey, the actual number of instiaftions
responding increased bY 4..6'? and the specific institutions responding in
1975 were not always identical to those responding in 1974. Second, many
institutions noted that the data for 1974 which they were able to provide
for this year's survey were different froth, and better than,.the 1974 data
which they provided last year. Finally, the increase in CGS membership (18
institutions or 5.7'/) was greater than tiw increase in number of
respondents (13 institutionsor 4,6 f..leading tp. a lower response rate this
year (89) than last year- (90q).
Despite these limitations, the overall obtaim.d sample (i.e., those
submitting usable questionnaires on time ) is extremely represent,T.t've of the

total CGS population, although weighted slightly toward' Public Ph.D.
_institutions. Comparisons of number and percentages of several ways of
'describing the available population and sample are shown above; it Should
be noted that "Master's I lighest Degree- refers, throughout this report,

only to those institutions for which the master's degree is, in fact, the
highest..degree' awarded. Data for these institutions do riot reflect master's
degrees offered by institutions which also offer-the. doctorate.
The percentages shown in the table On page ,2L-and in Tables 1 through

S at the' en(l J)f this reportshow response rate based on the number of
institutions in CGS: e.g., the 296 institutions providing responses to this
survey represent ST.:. of the CGS institutions and. an 89'; rcsponse rate is
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noted. Since the sample of institutions with uSable data: becomes less
complete as the complexity of the- questions Or the difficulty Of obtaining
the data increases, the number of institutions providing usable data and,the
response rate.that number represents are given for each question in the data
presentation
In addition, several users Of this report have expressed an interest in the

proportion of total graduate school enrollment which the responding
institutions represent and these figures, while approxiMate, are provided in

a fOotnote to each table. 8ased uPon the results of last 'year's survey,
combined with -additional -data from- the Graduate Programs and Admisiions Manual, oneinay estimate the 1974 total graduate school enrollment
for CGS members at approximately 770,000.-Using this estimate, it is then
possible to report that the 296 institutions which responded to this year's

survey: represent an 89% response rate (based on percentage of CGS
institutions) and also accounted for approximately 89% of the 1974 total
graduate enrollment at CGS' institutions. This latter figure is created by
taking the 1974 total .enrollment reported this year (684,129) and dividing
by 770,000. FOr....smbsequent questions, a similar computation has been

carried out, removing from the 684,129 the reported total graduate
enrollment of each institution which failed to provide a usable response to
the question.
Results

The re_ults of the survey are displayed in Tables 1 through 8. The tables
'present the number of respondents with usable data to each question (i.e.,
data for both years and for_allparts of the question), the4percentage that
number represents of the total-group or of the subgroup, e.g., public; the
total number ,of Students reported each year and the percentage change
from 1974 to. 1975. All data are presented by publie, private, and total. In
additioTables 1 through 4 also present data for institutions classified by'
means of the Educational Direc-tozr. Part 3, in terms of the highest degree
awarded. These categories are: Public-- arstx-T-Is--aighest; Private=Master's
Highest; .PublieDoctorate Highest; and, PrivateDoccadt-eHighest. This
additional breakdown was not applied to later questions because it waTSriar ----felt to be particularly important or because the differences were too small
to affect the overall results.
Finally, all data were summarized by size of the responding graduate
sch6ol, although these summaries do not appear in the tables presented. Aswith, last year's report, this report bases size categories on quartile ranges by
,

.

.

institutional type drawn from Part I of a prior survey. Thus, each.ize
categoryranging from "1" for the smallest institutions to "4" for the
largest institutionswill contain .approximately_25% of all institutions of
one type, facilitating meaningful comparisons .of institlitiOns by size. Size
categories used in this report, by institutional type, are shown on page
resUlts based on these size categories are noted in, the following discussion,
where appropriate'.
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Total Graduate School Enrollment for Size Categories,
by Inst4utional Type
-(Each size category contains approximately 25% of all
institutions of that institutional type)
(Smallest)
Category 1

Category 2

Category 3

(Largest)
Category 4

0-750

751-1300

1301-2700

over 2700

201-500

501-750

over 750

0-1200

1201-2300

2301-4100

over 4100

0-800

801-1400

1401-2300

over 2300

PublicMaster's

Highest Degree

-

PrivateMaster's

0=200

Highest Degree

PublicPh.D.

Highest Degree

PrivatePh.D.

Highest Degree

.

Discussion

A review of, Table 1 shows an overall increase in total graduate school
enrollment of 5.59k for the institutions reporfing. However, wheli more
than the total figures are reviewed, it becomes apparent that the increase is
significantly higher (9-.9%) at private master's institutions and lower (2.6%)
at priVate Ph.D. institutions. Within private master's institutions, the largest
increases occurred in Category 1 (smallest) and bategory 4 (largest)
institutions, with increases of 29.9% and 10.6% respectively. In both public
master's institutions and public Ph.D. institutions, larger enrollment
increases were noted, hi the smaller (Category 3 and 2) institutions than in',
the larger institutions. Nn category of institution, lay size or tYpe, showed a
dedline in tota.! ,i-irollment between 1974 and 1975;
First-timr .nrc.11ments (Table 2) show a similar pattern, with an overall
increase of 3.5%, but with the greatest increases (8.5%) at private master's
institutions and ...he smallest increases (0.4%) at private-Ph.D. institutions..

Once again, the largest increases within private master's institutions
occurred in Category 1 and Category 4 institutions, with increases of 5.7%

.

and 13.4% respectively. Public master's institutions showed an overall
increase of 3.0%, with increases at the smaller institutions (Category 1 .,
increase: -8.3%; Category 2 increase: 21.1%) and decreases at the-larger
institutions (Category 3 decrease: 1,3%; Category-4 decrease: 4.3%). Private
Ph.D. institutions experienced an overall decrease in first-time enrollment
of 0.4%, and showed decreases in size Categories 1 (decrease: 5.7%), 2
(decrease: 0.4%), and 4 i-lecrease: 1.2%). Finally, public Phil *.nStifiltions

experienced an overall .ncrease in first-time enrollments of 4.7% with
increases in all size categories.

Table 3 shows respomes to a question added last year conceming the
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total number of applications received for graduate study. As can be seen,
the total 'number of applications incr,. ased in all categories of institution;
perhaps most surprising; the largest increase (7.1%) occurred at private
Ph.D. institutions, which- had experienced the smallest increase . in total
enrollment and the only decrease in first-time enrollment. Within private
Ph.D. institutions, increases in applications oecurred in Category 1 (0.3-%),

Category 3 (18.0%), and Category 4 (3.6%) institutions, with a slight

,

(4.3%) decrease in Category 2 institutions. Decreases also occurred in the

smallest private master's institutions and in the latgest publia mastet's
institutions; all size categories of public Ph.D. institution's experienced
increases in applications.
Table 4 shows the.number of graduate assistants (service required) for
1974 and 1975, and shows that thenumber of graduate assistants increased
in 'all categories of institution and ar3-eslightly faster rate at public
instituticms than at private institutions. Increases at public master's *

institutions and,at public Ph,D. institutions were consistent across all size
categories, while jncreases at private Ph.D. institutions were found in all
size categories except. Category 3 (decrease: 3.2%). 'Private master's
institutions, while experiencing an overall increase of .1.7%, experienced .
increases of 1.1% in Category.1 and 8.4% in Category 3 institutions offset
by decreases of 9.6% in Category 2 and 2.0% in Category 4 institutions.
Table 5 shoWs the number of graduate fellows- (service required) for
public and nrivate institutions for 1974 and_1975. As can be seen from the
table, public institutions experienced a nominal increase of 0.1%,.while.the
increase at private institutions (5.3%) was higher. Increases were experi-

enced in all size categoriei;:of private master's institutions, except the
largest, and in the larger size Categories of private Ph.D. institutions. All size
categories.bf public master's institutions showed an increase in the number..

of feliowships, and-similar increases were experienced in the smaller size
categories of public Ph.D. institutions. Yet,- the decreases in the larger size
categories of public Ph.D., ingtitutions were sufficient tp create a slight
(0.3%) decrease for public. Ph.D. institutions overall, a decrease which was
offset by the 17.2%.increase in public master's institutions resulting in the
overall 0.1% increase for public institutions.
The number of master's degrees awarded (Table 6) increased slightly

(3.1%) between 1974 and 1975, with the number of master's degrees
awarded increasing at both public master's instilutions (6.4%) and public
Ph.D. institutions (2.5%) for an overall increase in the public sector of
3.2%. Similarly, the number. of master's degrees awarded increased at both
private master's institutions (2.8%) and at private Ph.D. institutions (2.6%)

for an overall increase in the private sector of 2.6%. Public Ph.D.
,

institutions experienced increases in all size categories, and other institutional types tended to experience decreases, when they occurred, in the
smaller size categories. Thus, Category 1 institutions experienced decreases
in private master's and public master's institution's, while. Categury 2
institutions experienced, decréaies in private master's and private Ph.D.
institutions. In no case, however, were these decreases of sufficient
magnitude to create an overall decrease for the institutional type.
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For the second consecutive year, this year's surveY showed.an abolute
decline (2.3%) in the nunther of Ph.D.s awarded. In ^the private sector, all
size categories except Category 3 (increase: 3.2%) showed deereases.with an
overall decrease of 8.0%. In the public sector, a decrease in Category 3
institUtions (3.8%) was sufficient_to offset nominal increases in all other

size categorfes and to create an absolute decrease of '0.1% for. public
'institutions.
Finally, Table 8 indicates 'a breakdown of
and part-time students
for those institutions reporting. The table indicates that the Proportion of

part-time students has increased slightly at both public and private
institutions Since 1974, continuing a trend which has been observed for the
past three years. In fact, with the exceptions.of Category 3 private master's
institutions and Category 1 public Ph.D. institutionsat which the propor-

tion of part-time students dropped by 2c,;.. and 1% respectivelyall size
categories of institutions (public, private, master's and Ph.D.) shoWed either

a constant or increasing proportion of part-time students since 1974..
Viewed from another perspective, the proportion of part-time. students at
master's intitutions rose. from 80% in .1974 to 81% in 1975, while. the
proportion. Of part-time students at Ph.D. institutions rose from 51% in
1974 fo 52% in 1975.
Conclusions

Once again, the first part of the CGS-GItE Board SurveY df Graduate
SChool Enrollment has met With great success in terms of the number of
participating institutions and, accordingly, in terms of the value Of the data

'which have been. generated. Due to the cOntinuing high institutional
response rate and extrenw representativeness of the samPle,.the results.,
would appear. to be highly valid in- ascertaining short-term trends in

'-

American graduate education:
Several results are worthy of specificnote. First, the survey shows both
total graduate school enr011ment and first-time graduate school enrollments
contining to increase, with the largeSt proportional increases appearing at
private .master's institutions and the sniallest proportional increases,
appearing at private Ph.D. institutions. Second, the number of applieations?
received for graduate study has also increased, vl.rdith the proportional ,
.

increases relatively constant across institutional type. Third, the survey
shows a, continuing incree,, in the nurnber of graduate issistantshipS
awarded and, perhaps most significantly, an apparent reversal ofthe.trend
toward decreasing numbers of graduate fellowships. Finally, the number of
master's degrees awarded continued to increase while the number of Ph.D.s
awarded continued to decrease.
.

All in

.

all, the results of this survey would appear to support the

conclusion that, while graduate education on thewhole continues to graw,_
that growth remains more limited in private Ph.D. institutions:despite the

faet that applications to prhiate Ph.D. institutions showed the greatest-,
proportional increase among the four institutional types. The data also

suggest, although over-interpretation i8 dangerous and data concerning

dollar amounts of awards. are not available, that the trend toward

decreasing suppOrt of graduate students may have bottomed out since the
number of graduate fellowships in the public sector rose slightly between

1974 and 1975 and the, number of graduate fellowships in the private
sectorwhich has suffered II MA' severe losses in the past three years
.

increased to a greater degree.

/.
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TABU 1

Total Graduate School* Enrollmentby Type of Institution

Number

%**

1974

1975

% Change

121,111

6.8% incrdse

17,978

9.9% increase

127,090

11,52,12

5,.9% increase

126,9'76

130,325

2.6% increase

130,063

139,392

7.2% increase

554,066

582,51,7

5.1% increase

"

Nbliclaster's Highest

57

86%

PrivateMaster's Highest

23

88%

PublicPh.D. Highest

139

90%

PrivatePh.D. Highest

73

Master's Highest

80

87'4,

,

113,710

..~

Ph.D. Highest'

212

PublicMaster's and Ph.D.

196

89%

510,800

573,60ri

61% increase

96

81%

113,329

118,303

3,3% increase

681,129

721,909

5.5% increase

Private-Master

d Ph.D.

Total

292

*Fir purposes of this suivey, institutions were asked to include all students considered as registered in the graduate
school, including education, engineering, social work, medical and business programs leading to MAIMS or Ph.D.,
,Ed.D., or other doctorates.

**Percentage figures are the 'number of institutions responding to this. question as a percentage of the inimber.

available in the total group. For example, 57 Public Master's Highest De'gree institutions responded out of a'
possible 66 such institutions in the CGS membership for an 86% response rate for that group of institutions.

***Based oil the omputations described Under Sample Description on page 3; the 292 institutions responding to this
question n present 87% of .the CGS ,institutions ands accounted .for approximately 85% of the 1974 total student,
enrollment at CGS Institutions.

I,

I.

TABLI, 2

Graduate ,Enrollinen: 0),

ype of Institution
%

Number

(7
/

1974

1975
.

PublicMaster's Highest

Prvattlaster'sl:lighest
PublicPh,D. I lighest
PrivatePli.D. I lighest
Master's Highest
Ph.D. Highest

PublicMaster's and Ph.D.

PrivateMaster's and PhD.

Taal

% Change
.

50

76%

26,352

27,11'9

3,0% increase

23

88%

5,045

5,47E

8.5% increase

133

86%

114,450

119,793

4.7% ilrease

68

77%

36,296

36,156

0.1% decrease

73

79%

31,397

32,624

3.9% increase

2101

; 83%

15p346

155,919

3,5% increase

183

83%

140,802

146,942

4,4% increase

91

805

41,311

11,631

0,7% increase

274

82%*

182,183

188,573

3,5% increase

*Based cn the computations described under Sample Description
on page 3, the 274 institutions responding to this
question represent 82% of 'the CGS institutions and accounted
far approximately 82% of tlle 1974 total student
enrollment at CGS institutions.,

a..aaw -.1-

1111,14: 3

n)b,y9f Applications for Craduale Study

Number

PublicMaster's I lighest

1974

,

1975

'; Change

65".;,

52,128

55,481

6.1":; increase

15

69';

.5,413

5,722

5,1,; ;nrrease

118

77";

312,611

363,596

6,1"; Icrease

73';

155,022

166,073

71; increap,

61g

66"';

57,541

61,203

6.,41"' increase

Ph.D. Highest

182

75";

197,636

529,669

6.1

Publiclaster's and Ph,D,

161

73';

391,742

.419,077

6.2":1,increase

Private.:Master's and Ph.D.

82

72';

160,135

171,795

7.1".; increase

2.13

73';*

555,177

590,572

6.1'; incrNse

Pri7ate::1aster's Iligh est,

PublicPh:D. rligh est
Private4h.D. II ighest
Master's ilighest

Tot4

increase

*bed on the computations described under Sainple Description on page 3, the 213 institutions responding to this
question ,repiesent 73'; of the CGS, institutions and accounted for. approxhatety 73"'; of the 1971 total student
enrollment at CGS institutions.

TABLV 1

S.

Nuoilber of Graduale Assistants (Service Reluirtd)

Number

PublicMasti?: s INhest

56

Private ',aster's Highest

22

ighest
t,6

.1). II ighest
,iste I's 1 I ig,liest

1974

1975

%,Change

5660

5.6% increase

413

1.7%increase

81,925

4 3% increase

7.1

,20,901

2.3% increase

78

6,073

5',3% increase

126'

5',431(0iU6

q,415

k

Ph.D. llighest

200

115,687556
0

105,826

3,9% increase

PuhlicNlaster's and PILD.

182

86,775

90,585

4.4% increase

Privat--Nlaster's a.nd Ph.D.

96

21,314

2.2% increase

111,899

1.G increase

:total
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107,621

'Rased 'oh the (unput:Itions described .under Sample Description on Page 3, the 278 institiltions responding to this
question 1.,psent S''),; of the CGS institutions and accounted for approximately 81% of the 1971 total student
enrAnient at CGS institutions,

TABLE 5

0-6

Nu Inber:of Graduate Felloivi (Noilserviee Required)
\

Number ..
,,..

Public
.

\1

1974

1975

20,922

2093:1

.. 01% increase

15,514

16,330

5.3% increase

86,136

37,267

2.370 increase

% Change

.

i61

,

3%

.

'Private
Total

7%*

251

i

4

"Based on the comfmtations described under Sample Descrii\tion on page 3, the 251 institutions respondiirto this

question .repres,ent 75% of t0S;institutioils and, accoun'ed for approximately 73% of the 1974 total student
enrollment at CC,'` institu ions,
f

llt1BLE
1

Ninber of Ilasier'5 Degrees

Number

t

.0

197371

1974-75

199,

90%

127,263

.131,353

Private--

96

84%

36,011

36,973

Total

295

88%*

163,307

168,326

,

% Change

3.2% increase,
2.6%

inn's:

3,1% increase

"Based on the computations described undei Sample DesCription on idage 3, the 295 ikitutions responding to this
question represent 88% of the .CGS institutions and accounted for approaately 88(,1r, of thi.19,71 total student
erirollpient, at CGS institutions,

TABLE 7

Nwnber of Ph,D, Degrees
A

WA14=4.m...

1973-74'

197475

% Change'

92%

20,353

20,341

0,1% decrease

73

83%

8,025

7,382

215

89%

28,378

27,723

Number

%

Public

142

Privte
Total

8,0% decreas
2.3'70 decrease

TABLE
5

Full-tior:Part.time* Total Enrollment

1975

1974

Fulltim

Parttime
Number

ft

ParttiMe

5

Number

%,

Number

%

Number

%

Ntimber

.207,612

43%

270,716

57%

214,164

42%,

292,559

56,893

44%

73,096: : 56%

57,130

43%

..76,438

81%** .264,505

.4;3%

42%'

368,99.7

Public-

_1.82

83%

Private,

89

78%

Total

271

lnij

P? dir6cted to apply their orn institJt;,:rdl d-initions to "parttime" and "full-time,"

**Baid

,

343,812

,

57%

271,294

58%.:

;:i,tiputations desuibed under Sample Description on lige 3, the 271 institutions respondiq to thii

question represent 81 ;: of the P.GS institutions anac(ounted for approximately 79% of the 1974 total student

enrollment at CGS institutiors

The Constitution of the
Council of Giaduate Schools in the United States
1. Name.,
ThiF, organization shall be called the Council of. Graduate Schools in the
United States.

-

2. Purpose
g7k.. .

'

.°'
.

The Council is established lo provide graduate schools in the United,
States with -a comprehensive aiwidely.represeinative
body through which
.
to counsel .and act together.
.'
Its urpose is t!w improvement and advancemont of gradnat educaGion.
le purview of the Council .includeS ,all matters' germane:to.this
purpose.- The' Council shall aq tc: examine neecls, ascertain best practices
;Ind procedures, and render assistance as indicated ; it maY initiateesearch
.

'

.

.

.

.

for the furthering of the purpok; '.t shall ptovide a forthir ...r the

conlideration of. problems ind tht>ir solution's, and in meetings, col
.erices, ahd publications shall, define needs -and seek means of satisfying.
them .in the.best interests of 'qatjuate eduCiaf,ion throughOUt tne country. In
this functi.thi the Council may act in accordance.with the needs of tlie times
and particUlar ;situations to disseminate to .the. public, -to _institutions, to '

.

'

foundations; to the federal. statejand localgovernmerits, and Other groups'
whose inteiest or support is deenced of concern, inforrnatiOn.relating to the
needs of -gattUate education and the best manher of.satisfying them.
In -the" analysis .of ...graduate education, in the indication of desirance
revislawand further development, in the representation of needs. ai.:(1 'all
Other .Itinctions related to .effeking its purpose,the Council not only'Shall:be free to act as an initiating:body, but it shall assume direct' obligation for.
'.
so doing. ..
,
,

.

3. .Thunbers Izip
1-

Institutions applying formembership shall jw considered in the iiht of
the following crieeria:
.a.

Applicants for membership Must .be accredited by the approfiriate
regional accrediting agency 'as a college ,or university approved for
the offering of graduate work.

b.

Applicants must have conferred at least thirty degrees of Master of
Arts or Master of Science and/or professional Master's degrees in at
least three professional fields or ten Doctor of Philosophy degees;
o appropriate combination, within- the three-year rlibriod preceding
application.

.1

.
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he degrees conferred must be adequately distributed over at least
t ree distinct disciplines, such as but not limited to:

agric ltiire
anth opology
esti., nomy
bactmiology
bioalhernistry
botany
che ical engineering
che istry
civii engineering
1

1

clasics
ec nomics

electrical engineering
English
entomology
fine arts
French
geography
geology
German
history
mathematics
mechanical engineering

music

pharmacology
philosophy
physics
physiology
political science
psychology
Russian
sociology
Spanish
zoology,.

The Committee on Membership .shallconsider all applitations in the
light. 4of these criteria and make .appropriate recommendations to the
Executive Committee. The Executive Committee shall take final action on
alA ap lications for membership and shall report such action at each Annual
Meetiig.

T e Executive Committee may invite and approve application by
for
institutions of good standing for affiliation with the Council if Such
instittitions
criteria for membership except aCcreditation by an
Amer caregional accreditmg
cajt__Slichaffiliates will be extended' all
the c urtesies.-Of membership except the privileges)

4. V ling Power
all activities of the Council, each member institution shall have one
vote.1
i

re than one reprtsentative of any institution may attend the meeting

of t e Coimcil, but the member's vote shall be cast by the individual
desi nated as the principal ,representative of the member by the chiet
-adm nistrative officer o the member institution.
fficers and...Executive Committee

The officers of the Council and thd Executive Committee shall be a
Chairman, a Chairman-Elect, and the' immediate Past Chairman, each

se mg for a term of one year. In the absence of the Chairnian, the"
Ch *rman-Elect shall be. the presiding officer of .the
an4 the Council.

Cornmittee

There shall -be an Executive Committee of twelve voting members,:
coinposed of. the Chairman, the Chairman-Elect,.the .Pest Chairman and
ni e .members-at-large. Three members-atAarge shall be elected by the
C uncil at each Annual Meeting fOr terms of three years each, beginning
irn ediately after the Annual Meeting.
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The Chairmari-Elect, choSen by the Executive Committee from,its own
past or present membership, shall serve in that capacity for one yew'. The
following year, he will assume the office of Chairman, and the following
year, the office of Past Chairman.
Each voting member of the Executive Committee must be the principal
representative of a member of the Council and none may serve, for two
'consecutive full terms.

If the Chairman is unable to continue'insoffice, the Chairman-Elect
shall succeed immediately to the chairmanship, and the Executive
Committee ghall choose a new Chairman-Elect.
Any vacancies occurring-among the 'membership-at-large of the Execu2

tive Committee shall, be filled by the Executive Committee until 'the next
.Annual Meeting, at which time the Council shall elect a replacement for the
balance ofthe term.
.

_

6. Executive Officers

The chief .executive officer of the Council shall b a a president, .1;rho
shall . be a salaried Officer, appointed by the Executive Committee and

serving at its pleasure. The President shall serve as an ex-officio member of
the Executive Conanittee without a vote..
.7. Duties dnd Powers of the Executive Committee
a.

In addition to the dutieS and powers vested in the Executive Coinmittee
elsewhere in this Constitution, the Executive Comj111ee may, specifically:
employ such staff and establish such office as may seem necessary;
dertake itself, 'or through its a ents, to raise funds for the
.
incOrps

d monies for the Council; take initiative
Couricil and to accep
terg of policy and public
all
matters
inc
and act for the Council
statement except where limited by this Constitution or
Council.
8. Committees

In addition to the Excutive Conimittee, there shall be (1) a Nominat-

ing Committee, (2) a Committee on Membership, .whose members shall not
be members Of the Executive Committee, and (3) such other standing'
committees as may be established by the Executive Committee:
Except for the Nominating Committee, all standing committees and ad
hoc committees ,shall be appointed by the Chairman with the advice and
consent of the Executive Committee.
Th'e 'Nominating Committee shall consist of five members of whom
three shall-be elected each year by the Council .at its annual meeting, and
1--two 'shall be the members-at-large of the Executive Committee who are

7:-'ompleting their terms. The Chairman shall be 'elected by the Committee.
At least two weeks before each annual
, meeting of the Council, the
Nominating. Committee shall propOse to the members of the Council one
'nominee for each member-at-large positian_of.the Executive Committee to
be filled and three nominees for members -af:the-Nominating .Committee.
These nominations shall be made only after suggestions accompanied by
supporting vitae have been solicited from the membership-at-large.
At the annual business meeting of the Council; additional nominees
may be proposed from the floor. The election will then be held, and the
nominees receiving the largest number of votes for the positions to be filled
shall be declared eleded.

9: Meetings
.

The Council shall hold an Annual Meeting at a tiMe and place

determined by. the Executive Committee. The Council may meet at other
times on call,of the Executive Committee.

The EXecutive Committee shall be responsible for the agenda for

meetings of the 'Council. Reports and proposals to be submitted for action
by the Council shall be filed with the Exec,utive 'Committee before .they:
-nay be, submitted for general discussion by the .Council. No legitimate
report or proposal may be blocked from presentation to the Council, but
actiOn On' any proposal may not be taken until the Executive Committee
has :lad an opportunity to make a recommendatiOn.
In matters not provided for in this Constitution,. parliamentary
procedure shall be governed by Robert's Rules of Order, Revised.

10. Limitation of Powers

No act of the Council shall be held to control the policy or line of

action. of any member institution.

11. Dues
NIern
roposed by the Executive Committee and
must be approved by the majority of t e mt.
due. notice,
.

12. Amen dnzen ts

Amendments to this Constitution Otty be proposed by the Executive
Committee or by written petition of. one-third of the members..However
they originate, proposals for amendments shall be received by. the
Executive dommktee and forwarded 'with recommendations to the
members, in.writing, at least ninety days before the meeting at which they
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are to be voted -upon or before formal submission to the members for a
mail ballot. .-To .be adopted, proposed amendments must receive the
approval, of a two-thirds Majority of the members voting at the announced
meeting or on the designated mail ballot.
13. Bylaws

.

Bylaws inaY be established by the Executive Committee at any regular
or.special meeting, subject to ratification by a simple majority vote of the
Council at the next Annual Meeting.
Bylaws
.

1.

In ccinformity. with Article 6 of the Constitution, the President of the

Council of-Gratluate Schools in the United States shall be paid an
annual salary. to be.determined .by the Executive Cornmittee plus such

perquisites as may be necessary for the proper conduct of the office
and such travel as may be deemed essential. The President is authorized
to employ such additional personnel as is, in his judgment, necessary
for the proper conduct .of the office, to -establish bank accounts in the
name of the Council of Graduate Schools in the United States, and to

draw checks and invest monies against the Council's account or
accounts, subject to an annual audit of the books.of the .Council by a
.Certified Public Accountant and approval by the Executive Committee.
2.

The Riggs National Bank of Washington, D.C., is hereby designated a
depositary for the funds Of this aSsociation and the said bank is hereby

authorized and directed to pay checks and other orders .fcii the
payment of Money drawn in the name of thii association when signed
by the President and C1 9. said shall not be required in any case, to make
inquiry respecting the applications of anY. instrument executed in virtue

of this resolution, or of the proceeds therefrom, nor be under any
.obligation to see in the application of such instruments' of proceeds:3.

In the event of:the dissolution of the Council of Graduate Schools, all
then existing assets of the Council shall be distributed in equal parts to
the institutions which will at the time be members of the Council.

4.

After 'January 1, 1969, the fiscal year of the Council of Graduate
Schools in the United will correspond to the calendar year. (Prior to
's date, the fiscal ran &Om April 1 through March 31.)

0

5:

In .the event of the death o. Usability of-silie-President-of-the Council,
the Chairman shall 'immediately call a meeting of the Executive

Committee to select an Acting President, who shall assume the
responsibilities of the President, as they are specified in. Article 6 of the
219

.

Constitutioh and in Bylaws 1 and 2, until the appointment of a new
President.
Procedural Policies
1.

Annual meetings of the Council shall be held during or near the first c.
week of December.

2. If a member resigns, it must reaPply for admission in the- normal way if
it wishes to resume membership.
3. Menibership

r afilliation, with or withput vote, of non-academic.

institutions, asSociatioris, or foundations is undesirable.
4. Institutions accepted to membership in any given year are required to

pay prorated dues on a quarterly basis for that fiscal year.'
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The Council of Graduate Schools
in the United States
Mem lyAr,Institutions

t

Abilene Christian College
Ade lphi University
Air Foree Institute of Technology
Alfred University
*American UniversitV
Andrews University
Appalachian State University
Arizona State UniversitY
Arkansas State University
Atlanta Universit3i
Auburn University
Ball State University
Baylor College oi Medicine
Baylor.University
*Boston College
Boston University.
Bowling Green State University
Bradley University
*Brandeis University
Bridgewater State College
Brigham Young University
Brooklyn College of the
City University of New York
*Brown University
*Bryn Mawr College
*California Institute of Technology
, California State Polytechnic
University, Pomona
California State University,
Chico
California State University,
Fresno
California State University,
Fullerton' .
California State University,-

. Hayward
California State University,
Long Beach
California State University,
Los Angeles
California.State University,
Northridge

California State _University,
Sacrainento
*Carnegie-Mellon University
*Case Western Reserve University
*Catholic University Of America
Central Michigan University
Central Missouri State University
Central Washington State College
Chicago State UniversitV
The City College of the
City University of New York
The City University of New York
*Cl4remont Graduate School
*Clark University
Clarkson College of Technology
Clemson University
Cleveland State University
College of Saint Rose
College of William 'and Mary
Colorado School of Mines
Colorado State University
*Columbia University
Connecticut College
*COrnell University
Creighton University
Daqmouth College
nePaui University
Drake University
Drexel University
*Duke University
Duquesne University
East.Carolina.University
East Tennessee State Upiversity
East Texas State Univ4tsity
Eastern Illinois University
Eastern Kentucky University
Eastern Michigan University
Eastern Washingon State College
*Emory Univeisity
_

.1

Emporia Kansas Stateollege
Federal City College
Fisk University

FlOrida Atlantic University '
*FloridaState University.
Florida Technological University
.*Fordham University
Fort HayS Kansas State College
Framingham State College
George Mason University
George Peabody College
*George Washington.University
.*Georgetown University
Georgia Institute.of Technology
Georgia Southern College
Georgia State UniVersity
Hahnemann Medical College and
Fiospital of Philadelphia
;41-larvard'University
Hebrew Union College
Hofstra University
Holy Names College.
Howard University
Idaho State.University
*Illinois,Instittite of Technology
Illinois State University
ImmaCulate Heart College
Indiana State University
*Indiana University of Pennsylvania
*Iowa State University
John Carroll University
*Johns Hopkins University
Kansas State.College of Pittsbuyg
*Kansas State University
Kent State UniVersity
Lamar University
*Lehigh University
Lorna Linda University
*Loui4iana State University
L3uisiana Tech University
Loyola Maryrnount University
*Loyola.University of Chicago
Mankato State College
Marquette University
Marshall University
*Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
Medical College of Georgia
Medical College of Pennsylvania
Medical College of Wisconsin
Medical University of South Carolina

Memphis State Univ6rsity
Miami UnivErsity
*Michigan State University
Michigan Technological University
Middle Tennessee State University
Mississippi College
Mississippi State University
Moritana State University
Montclair State College
Morgan State College
Murray State University
Naval Postgraduate School
New Jersey Institute of Technology
New Mexieó.lristitute of Mining
.and.Technology
.New MexicO Sfate _University

*New School for Social Research
*New York.University
Niagara University
North Carolina Central UniversitY
*North Carolina State University
at Raleigh
. North Dakota State Universcty
North Tekas State University
Northeast Louisiana University
:.
Northeast Illinois University
Northeastern University,
Northern Illinois University
Northwestern State University of
Louisiana
*Northwestern University
Nova University
.. Oakland University
*Ohio State University
Ohio University
*Oklahoma State University
.Old Dominion University
*Oregon State University
Pace University
Pan American University
*Pennsylvania State University
Pepperdine University
Polytechnic Institute of New York
Princeton University
Purdue University
Queens College of the
City UniKTsity Of New York
Rensselear Polytechnic Institute.
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1

.

Rhode Island College
Rice University
Rockefeller University
Roosevelt IJniversity
Rutgers, The State University
St. Cloud State.College

S. John's University

1

Saint Louis University
.S.V. Mary's University

Sam HoUston State .University
,
Samford University-.
San Diego State University
San Francisco State University
San.Jose.State.University
Sangamon State.University
Seattle UniversitySeton Hall University
Shippensburg State College
South Dakota State University
Southern Illinois University
at Carbondale
SQuthern Illinois University
'at-Edwardsville
Southern University and A&M
College.

SotithweSt Texas State University
Stanford University
State University College at.
-.Fredonia
State University College at
Geneseo
State University College'at
Oneonta
State University of New York
at Albany
State University of New York
at Binghamton
State University of New York
it Buffalo
State UniversitY of New York7
Downstate Medical Center
State University of New York
at Stony Brook
'Stephen F. Austin State University
StetsOn UniVersity

Stevens Institute of Technology
*Syraciise University
*TempleUniversity

Tennessee State University
Tennessee 'Nchnological
University
*Texas A&M.University

Texas Christan LVersity
Texas Southern University.
Texas Woman's University
Thomas Jefferson University
Trinity University
.Tufts University
*Tulane University

Tusege2 Institute
United States International
University

Utah State University
*Vanderbilt University
Villanova University
Viiginia Commonwealth University
*Virginia Polytechnic. Institute
Virginia State College
Wagner College
Wake Forest University
*Washington State University
*Wayne State University
Wesleyan University
West Chester.State College
West Texas State University
West Virginia College of
Graduate Studies
*West Virginia UniversityWestern Carolina.University
Western Illinois University
Western Kentucky University
Western Michigan University
Western S.ate College of Colorado
Vestern.Washington State College
Wichita State University,
William Paterson Cullege
Wilthrop College
Worcester Polytechnic Institute.
Wright State University
Xavier University
*Yale University
Yeshiva University
Youngstown State University
University of Akron
*University of Alabama
University of Alabazna in,
.

.

.
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Birmingham
University of Alabama in
Huntsville
*University of Arizona
University of Arkansas
Unbiersity of Bridgeport
*UniverSity of California', Berkeley
Univei:Sity of California, Davis
University of California, Irvine
University of California;
Los Angeles
University of California,
Riverside
University of California,
San Diego
University-of California,
Santa Barbara
*University of ChiCago
*University of Cincinnati
*University of Colorado
University of Connecticut
University of Dayton
*University of Delaware
*University of Denver
University of Detroit
*University of FlOrida
University of Georgia
'University of Hawaii
University of Houston
University of Idaho
University of Illinois at
Chicago Circle
University of Illinois at the
Medical Center
*University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign
*University of Iowa
*University of Kansas
*University of Kentucky
.University of Louisville
University of Lowell
University of Maine at Orono
*University of Maryland
University of Massachuktts
University of Miami
*University of Michigan
University of Minnesota
University of Mississippi

University of Missouri, Columbia
University of Missouri,
ICansas City

University of Missouri, Rolla
University Of Missouri, St. L;Juis
University of Montana
*University of Nebraska
Oniversity of Nebraska at Omaha
University of Nevada
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
University of New Hampshire
University of New HaVen
University of New Mexico
University of,New Orleans
*University of NOrth Carolina,
Chapel Hill
University of North Caroli4a,
Charlotte
University of North Caroline,
Greensboro
*University of North Dakota
Universiqf oi Northern Colorado
University of Northern Iowa
.*University of Notre Dame,
*University of Oklahoma
*UniVersity of Oregon
University of the-Pacific
*University of.Pennsylvania
*University of Pittsburgh
Unive'rsity of Rhode Island
University of Richmond
*University of Rochester
University of San Francisco
University .of Santa Clara
University Of Scranton
University of SOuth Alahama
University of South Carolina:
University of South. Dakota
University of South Florida
*University of Southern California
*University of Southern Mississippi
University of Tennessee, Chattanooga
University of Tennessee, Knoxville
University of Tennessee Center
for the He'alth Sciences
University of Texas at Arlington
*University of.Texs at Austin
University of Texas Health
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Science Center, San Antonio
University.of 'Texas Medical Branel,
Galveston
University of Toledo
University of Tulsa
*University of Utah
University of Vermont
s

*University of Virginia
*U niversity of Wash ington
*Uniyersity of Wisco nsin, Madison
University of Wisconsin, MilNyaul:ee
Univetsity of Wisconsin, Oshkosh
*University of Wyoming

*Founding institutions
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